
KUWAIT/DUBAI: Kuwait, under financial
stress due to low oil prices, plans to end all
forms of public subsidies by 2020, a report
published yesterday said. A committee set
up by the finance ministry to review all
public subsidies said it plans to gradually
reduce subsidies until it ends them com-
pletely by 2020, according to the report
published by Al-Qabas newspaper. But in a
tweet late yesterday, the finance ministry
denied it plans to end subsidies.

Public subsidies and social aid are esti-
mated in the current fiscal year’s budget
at over $3 billion, about five percent of
projected spending. The state has already
lifted subsidies on diesel and kerosene
which are being priced according to inter-
national oil price. In September, Kuwait
partially lifted subsidies on petrol spark-
ing a political crisis that led to the dissolu-
tion of parliament and calls for new elec-
tions. The government had also secured
the backing of the parliament before it
was dissolved to raise electricity and
water prices paid by foreign residents and
businesses, but exempted Kuwait citizens.

But the government agreed to com-
pensate citizens for raising petrol prices
by offering each driver some 75 liters (20
gallons) of petrol free of charge each
month. The hike, ranging from about 40
to 80 percent depending on the type of
fuel, went into effect on Sept 1 as part of
reform measures to plug a budget deficit
resulting from low oil prices. It was the
first such increase since 1998. The OPEC
member recorded a budget shortfall of
KD 4.6 billion ($15.3 billion) in the fiscal
year which ended on March 31, according
to official figures. Kuwait is projecting a
deficit of $29 billion in this fiscal year

which started April 1.
Separately, the creation of a single cur-

rency in the Gulf region has become
inevitable and is only a matter of time, the
executive president of Oman’s central
bank was quoted as saying. Oman is not
one of the countries pushing for a com-
mon currency, but “serious measures” are
being studied to achieve it, the Saudi
Arabian-owned Al Sharq Al-Awsat news-
paper quoted Hamood Sangour Al-Zadjali
as saying in a statement.

Omani officials were not immediately
available yesterday to comment on the
report, and it was not clear whether
Zadjali ’s remarks signalled any new
momentum for the region’s single cur-
rency project. The creation of monetary
union became a primary objective of the
six members of the Gulf Cooperation
Council in the early 1980s. Four of them -
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain -
formed a joint monetary council and a
forerunner to a Gulf central bank in
March 2010.

But the euro crisis and a lack of politi-
cal will have slowed the project. Oman
withdrew from the plan in 2006 and the
United Arab Emirates pulled out in 2009.
Many bankers in the region say privately
that introduction of a single currency
remains unlikely for the foreseeable
future, given technical difficulties and
the fact that GCC states are struggling
with low oil prices, which are having
varying impacts on their economies.
Saudi Arabia has slowed sharply and has
been forced into painful fiscal reforms,
while Qatar and Kuwait, with relatively
strong state finances, have come under
less pressure. — Agencies 
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Amir opens new Sheikh Jaber 
Al-Ahmad Cultural Center 
Italian tenor Bocelli, top Kuwaiti artistes perform at launch

KUWAIT: Under the auspices of HH the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and with the Amir in
attendance, the inauguration ceremony of the Sheikh
Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center was held yesterday, fea-
turing a spectacular show that combined international
and local music.

The ceremony was attended by HH the Crown Prince
Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, Qatar’s
Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, former National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem, senior sheikhs, HH Sheikh
Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, HH the
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah and other senior state officials.

The ceremony kicked off with the national anthem
followed by a speech by the Deputy Minister of Amiri
Diwan Affairs Sheikh Ali Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah. “Today is a
momentous day, as a cultural landmark, the Jaber Al-
Ahmad Cultural Center has been opened,” Sheikh Ali
said. He added that HH the Amir’s attendance augments

the joy of the occasion, noting that the center will be
instrumental to the development of the cultural sector
in the country. Furthermore, Sheikh Ali said that the
nation now enjoys the fruits of its labor, adding that he
is confident that similar great achievements will follow.
He then thanked the country’s leadership, wishing
Kuwait continued prosperity. 

Italian tenor Andrea Bocelli then performed at the
cultural center, which includes a 2,000-seat opera
house, the first in the state. Top Kuwaiti singers, artistes
and performers took part in the event, which was also
attended by a large number of local and foreign digni-
taries. The sprawling 214,000 sq m center is located in
the heart of Kuwait City and comprises four buildings, a
theatre center, a music center, a conference center and
a library for historical documents. 

The four buildings at the center, whose geometric
design was inspired by Islamic architecture, are covered
with thousands of square meters of titanium shell.
Named after the late Amir Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad, the
center has several state-of-the art halls, including a
1,200-seat concert hall, as well as an indoor parking
facility for 3,200 vehicles. The project, designed by SSH
firm, was completed in just 22 months. Although Kuwait
has been the leader in theatre and television serials in
the Gulf region, it did not have a modern theatre. After a
short documentary and the musical performances, HH
the Amir and HH the Crown Prince were presented with
commemorative gifts. —  Agencies  

KUWAIT: (Top) HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (fifth right), HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (sixth right),
Sheikha Moza of Qatar (fourth right), former National Assembly Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem (fourth left), HH Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah (sec-
ond left), HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah (right) and other officials attend the opening ceremony of the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad
Cultural Center yesterday. (Above left) From right, Nabeel Shuail, Nawal and Abdullah Ruwaished perform onstage during the opening ceremony. (Above right)
Artistes perform during the ceremony. — KUNA photos 
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Kuwait to ‘end subsidies by 2020’
Oman: Gulf single currency ‘inevitable’ 

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: Former MP Ahmad Al-Qudhaibi said yes-
terday that by delaying the application of the anti-
corruption legislation, the government has effective-
ly promoted corruption. The government was sup-
posed to have issued bylaws necessary for the anti-
corruption law to become effective seven months
ago, but it did not, the former lawmaker, who is bid-
ding for re-election, said.

One week before the National Assembly was dis-
solved, Qudhaibi submitted a request to grill former
justice minister Yaqoub Al-Sane for failing to issue
the bylaws. The grilling was not debated because
the Assembly was dissolved. Failure to implement
the anti-corruption law means that former MPs, min-
isters and senior government bureaucrats were
saved from the mandatory submission of their
wealth disclosures, said Qudhaibi, adding that “there
are some who are trying to protect corrupt politi-
cians and declare them innocent”.

The former lawmaker said that he had warned
against holding the Assembly election before issu-
ing the bylaws and applying the anti-corruption law,
and questioned if the government wants to protect
its candidates in the polls and give them funds with-
out being blamed for interfering in election.
Qudhaibi said that establishing the Anti-Corruption
Authority was one of the major political reform
achievements by the dissolved Assembly, but it 

Continued on Page 13

BEIRUT: Lebanese people take to the streets in Jdeideh, on the northern outskirts
of the capital, to celebrate the election of former general Michel Aoun as president
yesterday. (Inset) Aoun poses with the presidential medal at the presidential
palace in Baabda yesterday. —AFP 

BEIRUT: Lebanese lawmakers ended a
two-year political vacuum yesterday by
electing as president ex-army chief
Michel Aoun, who promised to protect
the country from spillover from the war
in Syria. The deeply divided parliament
took four rounds of voting to elect 81-
year-old Aoun, whose supporters flood-
ed streets across the country waving his
party ’s orange flag. “Lebanon is still
treading through a minefield, but it has
been spared the fires burning across the
region,” Aoun said after taking the presi-
dential oath. “It remains a priority to pre-
vent any sparks from reaching Lebanon,”

the Maronite Christian leader said.
HH the Amir of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-

Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday sent a
congratulatory cable to Aoun. In the cable,
the Amir lauded good fraternal relations
between Kuwait and Lebanon, and
stressed mutual willingness to promote
and develop them in various fields for the
common interest of both sides. HH the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah also sent the new Lebanese presi-
dent similar cables of congratulation. 

Continued on Page 13
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah chairs the Cabinet’s weekly meeting yesterday. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The Cabinet reviewed the State Audit
Bureaus’ report of the second half of the fiscal year
2015/2016, and urged all state institutions to adjust
their fiscal position and heed auditors’ comments
and recommendations.

The Cabinet also discussed the fifth annual
report of the economic committee of the activities
and performance of Kuwait Stock Exchange in the
fiscal year 2015/2016 as well as its second annual
report on the performance of the National Fund for
Small and Medium Enterprises Development.

During its weekly meeting yesterday, the
Cabinet reviewed the report of following up the first
half of the 2016-2017 plan, Minister of State for
Cabinet Affairs and Acting Justice Minister
Mohammad Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-Sabah said
after the meeting. The government has been mak-
ing progress in terms of carrying out the laws issued
by the National Assembly, compared with that of
the last year’s plan, he added. The current plan wit-
nessed a rise in spending by 22.6 percent compared
with 19.9 percent of the last year, he noted.

Up to 15 percent of projects listed in the
preparatory period of the first quarter of this year
were carried out, he said, indicating that some 12
laws out of 40 have been enacted. The cabinet
appealed to all ministers to take measures so as to
achieve quickly the rest of projects, Sheikh
Mohammad said.

Meanwhile, the report of State Audit Bureau for
2015-2016 showed that violations committed by
the governmental bodies decreased and this
affirms the government’s serious eagerness to
address these violations, he said.

Also, the Cabinet listened to a presentation
made by Minister of State for Planning and
Development Hind Al-Subaih on the development
plan follow-up report of the first half the FY
2016/2017 (starting from April 1st to September
30th). In its report, the minister urged all state insti-
tutions to accelerate the execution of the plan proj-
ects and the finalize the planned draft laws.

Furthermore, the Cabinet reviewed a report
submitted by the public services committee about

South Mutlaa city projects. The cabinet then
assigned the Public Authority for Housing Welfare
provide it with a quarterly report about the project
development.

Sinful act
In the meantime, the Cabinet has strongly con-

demned Yemeni Houthi group and forces loyal to for-
mer president Ali Abdullah Salah for firing a ballistic
missile towards the Muslims’ holiest city of Makkah.
This sinful act is a provocation of Muslims’ feelings,
and is showing disrespect of the blessed city, and dis-
regard of Islamic sanctities, the cabinet stressed. It
added that this criminal act is tantamount to an
aggression against all Muslims, and represents a
grave development in these groups’ defiance of the
international community and international efforts to
reach a ceasefire to pave the way for a political solu-
tion to the civil conflict in the Arab country.

On the other hand, the Cabinet welcomed Saudi
security agencies’ success in foiling a terrorist
attempt to detonate a booby-trapped car in Al-

Jawhra stadium in Jeddah during a football match
between Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
The Cabinet wished the sisterly Saudi Kingdom ever-
lasting stability and safety to its people.

Cultural center
At the onset of its weekly meeting, held at Seif

Palace yesterday and presided over by His Highness
the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah, the Cabinet lauded the inauguration of
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center as a new
achievement reflecting Kuwait’s civilized image. It
also noted that various other cultural projects are
expected to see light soon.

These cultural achievements boost Kuwait’s
image as a beacon of Arab culture and a country
embracing creative, talented and intellectual peo-
ple out of strong conviction in the noble role of cul-
ture in nations’ development and renaissance, the
cabinet stressed. It has also warmly welcomed
Kuwait’s guests who attended the inauguration
ceremony of the center. 

Letters to Amir
At the advent of the meeting, the cabinet was

apprised of two letters sent by Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider Al-Abadi to His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. The two letters
focused on bilateral relations and the latest develop-
ments in Iraq as well as regional and international
issues of common concern.

Meanwhile, First Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
briefed the cabinet about the outcome of Swedish
Prime Minister Stefan Lofven’s recent visit to Kuwait. He
also informed the cabinet about the outcome of his
participation in the 43rd meeting of the foreign minis-
ters of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
member states, held in the city of Tashkent in
Uzbekistan and his visit to Germany and talks with
German counterpart Frank-Walter Steinmeier to further
bilateral cooperation in various domains. Sheikh Sabah
Al-Khaled apprised the cabinet of his official visit to
France and his representation of Kuwait in the interna-
tional conference to support Mosul stability. —KUNA

Cabinet urges state departments to adjust their fiscal position
Ministers condemn Houthis’ targeting of Makkah

DOHA: Kuwaiti Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Interior
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah stated yesterday
that political leadership spares no
expense to equip security people
with their needs of the advanced
technologies.

The state’s political leadership, at
the forefront of which His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad
Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, fully supports
equipping security apparatus with
the latest-of-the-art technology and
equipment to raise their readiness,
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled said
before departing Doha after his par-
ticipation in Qatar international
security and safety exhibition
‘Milipol Qatar 2016.’

“We are serious about our plans
to supply police forces with state-of-
the-art in security domain,” the min-
ister said. “We will not hesitate to
take all  necessary measures to
enhance the performance of the
security apparatus to raise the readi-
ness of its personnel to the highest
level to be able to prevent and
uncover the most complicated and
sophisticated crimes.”

He empathized that Kuwait
police are capable of retaining the
country’s security, stability and the
safety of its people. Meanwhile, the
minister lauded Qatar’s success in
organizing such a landmark interna-
tional security exhibition. The sym-
posia, workshops and other accom-
panying activities are enriching

experience of the par ticipants,
Sheikh Mohammad said. 

Milipol Qatar is the leading inter-
national exhibition dedicated to
homeland security in the Middle
East. It takes place every two years
(even-numbered years) in Doha.
Qatari Prime Minister and Interior
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser
bin Khalifa Al Thani opened Monday
the 11th edition (Milipol Qatar 2016).
More than 230 companies from 35
countries around the world are tak-
ing part in the three-day exhibition
established on 7,700 square meters.

It also includes five international
pavilions from France, Germany and
the United States, China, Britain,
along with new participating coun-
tries, namely Algeria, Uganda,
Lithuania, Cyprus, Luxembourg,
Pakistan, Belize, Jordan as well as
active and large presence of local
companies.

Earlier yesterday, Qatari Emir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani
met with Sheikh Mohammad Al-
Khaled, and discussed with him a fur-
ther promotion of bilateral ties and
security situation. During the meet-
ing, Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled
conveyed the greetings of His
Highness the Kuwaiti Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
to Qatari Emir Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al Thani. They had friendly
talks and exchanged views on bilater-
al relations and ways of consolidating
them in the security field, in addition
to regional issues. —KUNA

Kuwait keen to equip police
with latest tech: Minister

Qatari Emir meets with Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled

DOHA: Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh
Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with Qatari Emir
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani. —Interior Ministry photos

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Interior Sheikh Mohammad
Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah tours the Qatar international securi-
ty and safety exhibition ‘Milipol Qatar 2016.’

KFH sponsors Youth Initiatives Award
Minister hails KFH’s role in supporting youth initiatives

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of
State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Al-Sabah
hailed the instrumental role of Kuwait Finance
House (KFH) in supporting the youth initiatives,
praising KFH’s sponsorship of the Youth Initiatives
Award launched by Arab Media Forum (AMF) in
collaboration with a number of public and private
entities. 

The Minister added that the sponsorship
emanates from KFH’s endeavors to support the
voluntary and humanitarian activities of the youth
and the keenness to support youth projects. The

AMF witnessed the recognition of several winners
from across the Arab world. The award aims to
evaluate the voluntary activities in various areas,
where the steering committee for the award
received nearly 640 youth initiatives from various
Arab countries.

Moreover, Faisal Al-Surayye, Sponsorships and
CSR Team Leader at KFH participated in a panel
session on the sidelines of the AMF themed
“Voluntary Work... Challenges and Aspirations”
where he showcased part of the social activities of
KFH’s voluntary team. 

He underlined the instrumental role of KFH in
the field of corporate social responsibility, noting
that the social values are strong pillars and solid in
the Kuwait society, indicating KFH’s commitment
towards motivating the youth and supporting
them for their benefit and the benefit of the society.

During the closing ceremony, Sheikh Salman
Al-Sabah honored KFH represented by Executive
Manager Group Public Relations Yousef Abdullah
Al-Ruwaieh. Meanwhile, AMF Secretary-General
Madhi Al-Khamees applauded KFH’s participation
in the AMF.

Minister of Information Sheikh Salman Al-Sabah honors Yousef
Al-Ruwaieh.

Faisal Al-Surayye speaks during the panel session.
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir’s patronage of
the opening of the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad
Cultural Center is a testament to his unbridled
support of national culture and arts, Minister
of Information and Minister of State for Youth
Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah said yesterday.

Sheikh Salman, who is also President of the
National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters
(NCCAL), said that the center is a milestone in
the nation’s history and is part of efforts to
usher in Kuwait as the “Capital of Islamic
Culture 2016.”

Moreover, on the opening of the new cul-
tural center, he said that it is a watershed
moment that will induce a cultural boom,
thanks to strenuous efforts by His Highness the
Amir. He also described the center as a catalyst
that will help catapult Kuwait into cultural
prominence. The Minister of Information also
noted that the center is a glaring landmark
befitting lofty contributions made by the peo-
ple of the nation, while it serves as further affir-
mation of the country’s leadership’s belief in cul-
ture as a pillar of society. On the edifice itself, he
said that it stretches on 214,000 square meters

with three stages, in addition to musical and
exhibition centers. Sheikh Salman thanked His
Highness the Amir for inaugurating the center,
which he described as a bastion of culture and
arts that will go a long way to enhance Kuwait’s
cultural ties with other Gulf and Arab nations. 

Gratitude
Meanwhile, His Highness the Amir Sheikh

Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah sent cables
to Deputy Minister of Amiri Diwan Affairs
Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah, Minister of
Information and Minister of State for Youth

Affairs Sheikh Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud
Al-Sabah, Minister of Education and Minister of
Higher Education Dr Bader Al-Essa, Amiri
Diwan Advisor Mohammad Abdullah Abo Al-
Hassan, Amiri Diwan Undersecretary Ibrahim
Mohammad Al-Shatti, head of Amiri protocol
and chamber lains Khaled Al-Abdullah Al-
Sabah and head of the Amiri Diwan’s Financial
and Administrative Affairs Abdulaziz Ishaq for
their efforts for carrying out Sheikh Jaber Al-
Ahmad Cultural Center in record time.

His Highness the Amir referred to the excel-
lent preparations for the inauguration ceremo-

ny with wonderful paintings. His Highness the
Amir said that the center would boost and
complete artistic, cultural and intellectual
march of the dear homeland, adding that it
would form a cultural and tourist landmark that
attracts citizens, expats and visitors as well.

His Highness the Amir wished every suc-
cess for all people and prosperity and progress
for the dear homeland. His Highness the
Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah
sent similar cables to the officials. —KUNA

Center embodies Amir’s support
of cultural boom: Info Minister

Amir thanks officials for finishing project in record time

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and other officials
applaud as they attend a performance during the inauguration of the Sabah Al-Ahmad Cultural
Center yesterday. —Photos by Amiri Diwan and KUNA

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (center), His Highness the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah (left) and Sheikha Moza bint Nasser of Qatar attend
the event.

(From left) His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and Sheikha Moza bint Nasser of Qatar arrive to the venue.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah signs
the guestbook.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah greets people in attendance.

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah is pictured with children at the event.

Artists perform on stage during the opening ceremony of the
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center.

Actors Abduhussein Abdulredha (left) and Saad Al-Faraj perform
on stage.

Actresses Hayat Al-Fahad (left) and Suad Abdullah perform on
stage.

Artists perform on stage during the opening ceremony of the
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center.

Opera singer Andrea Bocelli performs on stage during the opening
ceremony.

Artists perform on stage during the opening ceremony of the Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center.
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KUWAIT: Three men wait at a bus stop in Kuwait City. — Photo by Joseph Shagra

Kuwaitis safe
ROME: Kuwait Embassy in Italy assured Sunday
safety of all citizens in the wake of the devastat-
ing 6.5 magnitude earthquake that struck central
Italy earlier. The embassy reached Kuwaiti citizens
in Italy, including diplomats, employees, and stu-
dents to ensure their safety following the earth-
quake, the embassy said. All Kuwaitis currently
safe and sound, the statement confirmed, adding
that the embassy has been keeping in touch with
them since the previous quake that hit the coun-
try last August. — KUNA

Ballistic missile
JEDDAH: Secretary General of the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), Iyad Ameen
Madani, has invited members of the Executive
Committee at the ministerial level to an emer-
gency meeting to be held on Saturday at the
headquarters of the OIC’s General Secretariat in
Jeddah. The Executive Committee meeting will
discuss the serious development represented
by the launching of a ballistic missile towards
Makkah by Ansarullah’s movement. —KUNA

Asian summit 
MANAMA: Bahraini Prime Minister Prince Khalifa bin
Salman Al Khalifa has hailed His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s role in
the launch of the first Asia Cooperation Dialogue
Summit (ACD) that was hosted by Kuwait recently.
Prince Khalifa received a number of Bahraini officials
and media persons led by the Dean of the Diplomatic
Corps, Kuwaiti Ambassador to Bahrain Sheikh Azzam
Mubarak Al-Sabah, where the Prince stressed the
importance of the dialogue among countries in order
to enhance cooperation. — KUNA

In Brief

KUWAIT: Following the remarkable
success achieved by Horeca 2016
that was held last January, Minister
of Information and Minister of State
for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah is set to patron-
ize the opening of the Horeca 2017
exhibition. The event, organized by
Leaders Group Company for
Consultancy and Development in
cooperation with Hospitality
Services Company, takes place at
the Mishref International
Fairgrounds  in the period of
January 16-18, 2017.  

On this occasion, Leaders
Group’s General Manager Nabila Al-
Anjeri said added that over 80 per-
cent of the space allocated for the
exhibition had already been
booked by major companies in the
fields of hospitality, hotels and food
services, in addition to companies
specialized in cargo, shipping, trans-
port and gas. She added that the

exhibition presents real private-
public partnership opportunities,
which support strategic tourism
projects. Those plans should also
serve the ultimate goal of turning
Kuwait into a touristic destination
that provides various types of
tourism for recreation, commercial
exchange, investment and holding
international conferences and
sports championships, in addition
to supporting small and medium
projects and providing more job
opportunities for Kuwaiti youth. 

Further, Anjeri stressed that the
great trust expressed by sponsors
and participants made the organiz-
ing committee hold this year’s exhi-
bition at the Mishref Fairground
where larger areas are available to
meet the growing demand on par-
ticipation.  Anjeri added that the
organizing committee is very keen
on maintaining previous successes,
adding that it plans to hold a cook-

ing competition this year as well
with participation of over 250 chefs
from Kuwait and other countries
around the world. 

“In view of the constant expan-
sion in restaurants and the hospital-
ity sector in Kuwait and the fact that
we now have over 5,000 restaurants
( one restaurant per 670 persons),
the hospitality sector must be scien-
tifically developed by experts who
find this is possible through Horeca,”
Al-Anjeri added noting that the
huge number of participating com-
panies enriches the exhibition.

Anjeri also stressed that the pro-
jected increase of hotel rooms in
Kuwait to over 12,000 by 2018 add
to the signif icance of Horeca
Kuwait, and call for more coopera-
tion. Finally, Anjeri thanked all
sponsors and stressed that Leaders
Group and Hospitality Services do
appreciate the trust they had
shown in Horeca for the sixth con-

secutive year. She also thanked the
over 70  companies who had so far
registered to take part in the exhi-
bition.

Nabila Al-Anjeri

Over 80% reservations made two
months before Horeca opens: Anjeri

Burgan Bank Sponsors AUK’s
Finance Club 2016-17 Activities

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank is proud to
announce its current sponsorship of the
‘Finance Club’ activities of the American
University of Kuwait (AUK) during the aca-
demic year 2016 - 2017.  The goal of AUK’s
Finance Club is to help encourage student
development and growth through the
wide exposure and opportunities that the
club offers to students and members. The
club focuses all aspects of business as well
as the finance sector, allowing students to
experience real life situations that they
would face in their near future in the work
force. This sponsorship is considered one of
many that Burgan Bank is keen on support-
ing, which mirrors its commitment to social

corporate responsibility, education and
youth development.

It is worth mentioning that Burgan
Bank’s support to this initiative falls under
its recently launched full-fledged commu-
nity program entitled ‘ENGAGE’ - Together
to be the change. This program sheds light
on important aspects affecting every seg-
ment of the society by promoting social
welfare through educational, cultural,
social and health initiatives.  Burgan Bank’s
approach to ‘ENGAGE’ begins with a vital
principle that as a Kuwaiti financial institu-
tion, its conduct and policies should be
aligned with the needs and interests of the
Kuwaiti society. 

KPC updates safety systems to
keep pace with global developments

DOHA: Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
(KPC) has updated the health, safety and
security systems in the oil sector to keep
pace with the latest international regula-
tions, Operations Safety Team Leader
Humoud Hamad Al-Ajmi said yesterday.

Ajmi made his remarks yesterday on the

sidelines of KPC’s participation in the Gulf
Safety Forum (GSF 2016). He stressed that
the new safety measures taken by the KPC
stems from the company’s keenness to
keep abreast of the latest developments of
safety procedures. “This was reflected on
the accident rate of the institution, which is
less than the corresponding rates com-
pared to the international companies oper-
ating in the same sector.”, he added.

GSF 2016 was held in Doha and was
jointly organized by the Gulf Organization
for Industrial Consulting (GOIC) and Euro
Petroleum Consultants (EPC). The Forum
brought together key industry players from
across the Middle East to discuss strategies
for continuous improvement of safety pro-
cedures as well as share successful case
studies and roadmaps towards achieving
the goal of zero accidents. International
safety experts and providers of safety tools
and technologies presented the latest
methodologies which can assist companies
to achieve these goals. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (KCCI) has invited Portuguese com-
panies to contribute to Kuwait development
projects, executed through the Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) system. Speaking during his
reception of Portuguese economic delegation
on Monday, headed by Secretary General of the
Arab-Portuguese Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Aida Bou-Abdullah, KCCI Board
Member Tariq Al-Mutawaa invited Portuguese

construction companies to have share in the
building and construction projects in Kuwait.

The state’s annual or medium-term develop-
ment plans comprise a large number of projects
in various sectors such as oil, infrastructure,
bridges, renewable energy, and food security, he
said. He suggested that the entrance of
Portuguese companies to the market would
transfer Portuguese rich experience and
advanced technology in this field to Kuwait.

Meanwhile, Bou-Abdullah pointed out that
the Portuguese investors have shown interest in
implementing joint ventures with Kuwaiti peers
in various domains. She clarified that the delega-
tion would also apprise Kuwaiti investors of a
number of investment opportunities in Portugal.
She added that the visit is also meant to
strengthen bilateral relations and expand mutu-
ally beneficial economic and commercial part-
nerships. — KUNA

KPC’s Operations Safety Team Leader
Humoud Hamad Al-Ajmi.

KCCI invites Portuguese companies
to join development projects

KUWAIT: Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) members meet with the Portuguese economic delegation. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: RunQ8, one of Kuwait’s most promi-
nent charity sporting events, is set to return
on November 12th to continue with its efforts
to support children with disabilities.
Organized by Fawzia Sultan Rehabilitation
Institute (FSRI), with the support of Founding
Partner, Agility, the non-profit initiative is back
for its sixth year, and will be taking place at
The Scientific Center Kuwait (TSCK).

The annual event aims to raise awareness
and funds to support FSRI’s Children’s
Evaluation and Rehabilitation Center (CERC), a
non-profit pediatrics facility providing special-
ized interdisciplinary treatment and care for
children with disabilities. The Center provides
a full spectrum of care and assessment across
a number of areas - including rehab for physi-
cal injuries, developmental disorders, speech,
language and swallowing difficulties, behav-
ioral difficulties, learning disabilities, and
much more.

At a press conference held yesterday at The
Promenade Culture Center announcing the
event, Dr Elham Al-Hamdan, President and
Medical Director of FSRI, said: “Every year we
are absolutely delighted by the amount of
support we get from everyone in this commu-
nity. RunQ8 is one of our biggest and proud-
est achievements at FSRI, as this initiative has
been successful on so many different levels.
Not only are we able to raise awareness about
children with disabilities, but every year we
are able to garner much needed financial and
moral support to help us continue to care for
these children.”

Also speaking at the conference, Alyah Al-
Jasser, the Marketing Manager of the Al
Othman Portfolio, which owns the charity
fund of The Promenade, who this year join the
race as the Platinum Sponsor, said: “we are
delighted to join hands with FSRI and sponsor
RunQ8 and honored to support this great ini-
tiative. Our objective of this participation is to
maximize the opportunity of this run to give
the people in Kuwait a wide perspective on
children with disabilities and promote a mes-
sage of hope”.  

Important cause
Meanwhile, Nawaf Al-Rudaini, Marketing

and Public Relations Manager of The Scientific

Center Kuwait, who are hosting RunQ8 this
year, said: “We at The Scientific Center, an
achievement of the Kuwait Foundation for the
Advancement of Sciences, are thrilled to be
hosting this year’s RunQ8 and doing our part
to support this important cause, especially as
we are proud to have been the first to host
the race when it started out a few years ago.
Our support for this event stems from our
strong belief in the importance of its mission
and vision, which focuses on providing sup-
port, care and opportunities for treatment to
special needs children. These children and
their families need all the support we can
offer them, whether in terms of raising aware-
ness, or by providing financial support to fam-
ilies in need.”

Proceeds from RunQ8 go towards enabling
CERC to continue providing specialized quali-
ty care for children who otherwise may not
get access to the care they need. The majority
of raised funds are used to help families fac-
ing financial difficulties, helping them get
much-needed treatment at a subsidized lower
cost, or even for free in some cases.

In its sixth edition, RunQ8 is offering two
chipped distances - 5km and 10km - and is
open to people of all ages and fitness levels.
Although RunQ8 is a great opportunity for
experienced athletes and competitive runners
to challenge themselves, running is not a
must. For those unable to run a marathon,
they can opt to walk, jog or just stroll - as long
they participate in some way to support this
great cause.

This year, the event enjoys the support of a
myriad of local organizations, including
RunQ8’s Founding Partner Agility, Platinum
Sponsor The Promenade mall, The Scientific
Center, Al-Ruwayeh and Partners (ASAR),
EQUATE, Fitness First, Intersport, Jumeriah
Messilah Beach Hotel and Spa, Porsche, Al-
Essa Health Shop, Ikea and Tap. This year
RunQ8 is also being supported by media part-
ners Al Anbaa, Ahlan and Kuwait Times, as
well as social media partners Khaleejesque
and EverythingKuwait. RunQ8 also welcomes
all organizations wanting to contribute and
support its efforts, with opportunities for
sponsorship still available.

KUWAIT: (From left) Nawaf Al-Rudaini, Elham Al-Hamdan and Alyah Al-Jasser attend the press
conference. —Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

RunQ8 back for 6th Year
Registration open for one of Kuwait’s biggest charity events

By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Al-Aiban and Ossaimi partner and
tax advisory service agent at Ernst and
Young (EY) Alok Chugh said Kuwait will
start preparing to impose value added tax
(VAT) within six months at most, and EY is
currently in talks with the finance ministry
to provide consultancy services for the
project. 

Speaking on the sidelines of a seminar
organized by the Investment Studies
Institute (ISI) in collaboration with EY about
VAT, Chugh explained that EY is the tax
advisor on VAT for GCC states and that the
new tax would be in effect by the begin-
ning of 2018, with educational and banking

services and basic foodstuff exempted. 
ISI’s acting manager Fadwa Darweesh

said the seminar was organized to shed
more light on how VAT would be imposed
on investment companies and financial
establishments in Kuwait. Also speaking at
the seminar, tax advisor at EY Doha Jennifer
Sullivan said that the VAT value would not
exceed 5 percent and that it would be
imposed on major companies and exempt
small ones. 

Member of EY’s Kuwait bureau Waleed
Abdulfadheel said VAT implementation in
Kuwait would start by the beginning of
2018 and that companies would be given
enough time to adjust their accounting sys-
tems prior to implementation. 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A man died in an accident reported
yesterday morning on the inner Subhan road.
Firemen from the Sabhan Fire Station responded
to an emergency call reporting that a vehicle
caught fire following an accident and the driver
was trapped inside. The victim was pronounced
dead and his body was taken to the coroner after
firefighters tackled the blaze, Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate said in a statement. An investigation
was opened to determine the causes of the acci-
dent. Separately, KFSD operations received a call
about a body floating on the sea, so Salmiya sea
rescue center responded. The body of the victim,
who was identified as an Indian man, was recov-
ered and handed to the coroner. Meanwhile, a
case was filed for investigations.

Election premises
Acting Deputy Director General for

Firefighting Sector Affairs and head of the elec-
tions committee at the Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate Brig Mohammad Al-Mahmeed said
there is a comprehensive plan to secure candi-
dates’ election premises, and that preparations
for election day are complete. He said candidates’
premises are subject to KFSD conditions, as the
candidate or his representative must go to the
prevention department to receive preliminary
approval allowing him to establish the campaign
tent according to the following conditions:
1- All wirings must be in tubes as stipulated by
the Ministry of Electricity and Water.
2- Provide emergency exits (according to the size
of the tent).

3- Provide emergency lighting in the tent.
4- Have exit signs.
5- Not use a heat source inside the tent.
6- Provide fire extinguishers (as per the tent size).
7- Leave adequate passages between the seats
leading to the main exit as well as emergency
exists.
8- Do not allow smoking in the tent.
9- Not use wooden floors inside the tent.
10- The power generator should be at least five
meters away from the tent.

Mock drill
The medical emergencies department, in

cooperation with fire department, civil defense,
explosives department and VIP protection at
the interior ministry held an exercise at the
Regency Hotel yesterday. The exercise simulat-
ed a fire at a wedding hall, which led to the
total evacuation of the site as the fire was
brought under control. The mock blaze resulted
in four injuries - two were treated at the site,
while two were transferred to Mubarak
Hospital. The fire was brought under control
within an hour. Acting Director of the Medical
Emergencies Department Munther Al-Jalahma
held a meeting to evaluate the exercise as
notes were taken.

Man dead in Subhan road accident

Kuwait to start applying

VAT in six months

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Director of the Public
Authority for the Disabled Dr Shafiqa
Al-Awadhi strongly denied intentions
to suspend allowances given to dis-
abled citizens and stressed that the
opposite was true and that the
authority is working on expanding the
benefits the disabled get through
contacts with various state bodies and
training them to become effective in
building Kuwait. Speaking on the
sidelines of explaining the reassess-
ment process in progress over the dis-
abled files, Awadhi said that law num-
ber 8/2010 states the need to reassess
all cases whenever possible and
according to possible changes to their
disabilities, because some cases classi-
fied as mild might develop into medi-
um or severe over time. Awadhi added
that 10,000 files had been reviewed so
far and reassured disabled citizens
that what is happening was a merely
organizational move because many
cases were in violations and others
had passed away, while their
allowances are still being collected by
their family. 

Responsibilities
Kuwait Municipality asked the

Public Authority for Agricultural Affairs
and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) and the
Public Authority of Industry (PAI) to
prepare for shifting the responsibilities
withdrawn from the municipality to

them as per the Cabinet decision in
the new municipality law number
33/2016. In both letters, the municipal-
ity’s acting director Abdullah Emadi
called for immediate meetings with
both bodies to arrange for the transfer.
Emadi explained that responsibilities
transferred to PAI included issuing
licenses and supervising scrap mar-
kets, while those transferred to
PAAAFR include issuing licenses and
supervising poultry, live animals and
home aquarium fish. 

Barghash’s citizenship
The court of cassation yesterday

withheld a request filed to disqualify
the judge hearing the case of with-
drawing former MP Abdullah Al-
Barghash’s citizenship pending a fur-
ther hearing on Dec 12 to look into
the request. Separately, the criminal
court yesterday sentenced two blog-
gers to two years in jail with labor or
KD 1,000 bail each to suspend the ver-
dict over charges of blaspheming HH
the Amir.  The court also sentenced an
IS-affiliated person to eight years in
jail with labor.  

System update
The Ministry of Commerce and

Industry announced that it is currently
updating and automating the subsi-
dized supplies system in order
exclude citizens who have died, those
holding expired civil  IDs or have
domestic laborers with expired IDs. 

Disabled citizens’ allowances

not suspended: Official

KUWAIT: Hospitality shops are competing dur-
ing the election campaigns to record a signifi-
cant presence in the electoral headquarters of
the candidates for the parliamentary elections
slated for November 26 by offering delicious
food, besides hot and cold drinks as well as vari-
ous Eastern and Western sweets to voters. Tea
and coffee have always been present in all elec-
tion headquarters, however, chocolates and
desserts are starting to compete with the tradi-
tional hot drinks of tea and coffee. Sweets shops
are beating time to come up with various
scrumptious sweets to satisfy the candidates’
tastes who in turn seek to lure voters. — KUNA

Sweets shops vie

to lure voters
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Al-Jarida

By Mudaffar Abdullah

A single visit to Al-Shaheed (Martyr) Park will
give a clear idea about Kuwaiti youth. This
lovely place has become a venue where

young Kuwaitis of both genders meet for lec-
tures, sports, music, awareness workshops, semi-
nars and school and university visits. It is
absolutely a cultural spot in the middle of Kuwait
City that is more like a dream for every human
being on earth. It is a place where one can
breathe clean air, watch the most beautiful
scenes and youth determination to achieve some
change through the programs they offer. 

What I like about this place are the new groups
of youth who are different from those we are
used to seeing in various NGOs that have mostly
become very idle. Kuwaiti youth are changing for
many reasons, including overseas education, the
effect of social media networks, contacts with
members of other communities, defying public
sector job temptations and taking the social and

financial risks of starting their own businesses.
They are really digging in and strongly resisting
the deadly bureaucracy of the state’s administra-
tive apparatuses.  

There is so much hope visitors can see. They
can watch a movement full of optimism and cre-
ativity. Ideas implemented in the park seem to be
expanding on a daily basis. There is so much one
can do there including sell books on behalf of
commercial book stores to encourage reading
and support the store owners at the same time. 

I believe what is going on in the park is a kind
of rejection of all sociopolitical stereotypes and
molds that used to control and motivate our
actions. The actions of these young people are an
indirect message to official establishments
telling them that the slogans they have been
using about caring for youth are off course and
going in directions of no interest to the youth.

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Happenings at Shaheed Park

Crime
R e p o r t

Jewelry thieves
arrested

KUWAIT: Four persons robbed a jewelry store around
two months ago, stealing valuables worth KD 8,500. The
four burgled the same store again, but when they were
leaving, police spotted them, chased them and arrested
them. The four, all Jordanians, had $4,500 and KD2,260
in cash. They were sent to criminal detectives.

Expat mugged

Meanwhile, Ahmadi detectives are looking for five
unidentified persons who robbed an expat from
Ivory Coast. The victim told police that he was beaten
by the thieves and they took KD 300 before escaping.

Officer insulted

A police corporal said two citizens beat and insulted him
and lodged a complaint. A case was filed, and investiga-
tions are underway to identify and arrest the suspects.
Separately, two female citizens were released on bail
after being detained for insulting detectives. A security
source said two criminal detectives told Salmiya police
they were on duty when they stopped two women, who
insulted them. The women denied the charges.

Physical assault

Three Syrian men traded accusations of physical
assault and filed complaints at Khaitan police sta-
tion. The first party accused the other two of beat-
ing him, but the two denied his claims and accused
the man of beating them.

Drug possession

A security source said Ahmadi police suspected a car with
three persons inside in Hadiya. When the three were asked
to get out to search the car, they resisted violently, so back-
up was called and they were brought under control. Drugs,
drugs paraphernalia, a knife and an axe were found.

Pink tablets

A police patrol noticed a man walking in an empty
yard, and when they approached him, he ran away.
He was chased and caught while throwing a ball of
foil, and when it was checked, 30 pink tablets were
inside. The suspect, Bangladeshi, was sent to con-
cerned authorities. —Al-Anbaa
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How did our Arab societies change from
the old state of normal social openness
up until a few years ago into ones with

social rigidity among individuals; one in which
ideas of political Islam and hating others  pre-
vail? What is the secret behind such suspicious
changes over a relatively short period of time,
during which Arab Muslims alone became the
‘Muslim enemy’  as Samuel Huntington, who
believes that the values of democracy and liber-
ty are worthless in the West without having an
enemy, had warned that they would become? 

Arabs experienced civil life and got in contact
with other nations such as Indians, Persians,
Chinese, Turks and Europeans. They got educat-
ed and valued women’s education and work.
They respected judges and man-made laws.
Regardless of political changes they had been
through like colonization, mandates and inde-
pendence, history shows that Arab societies are
live ones that take initiatives. They shared
aspects like culture, arts, theatre, universities,
factories, printing, fashion, journalism, parlia-
ments and coexistence with all mankind.

Many communities in various Arab cities used
to lead normal lives like everybody else until
they were stricken by ‘yellowish’ waves that sys-
tematically worked on ‘fabricating’ such retreats
and artificial changes in school curriculums,
songs, visiting graves and TV and radio religious
programs. More of this kept appearing later and
we started having more preachers, propagan-
dists, Islamic banking, religious brochures and
booklets, charity feasts, Islamic companies, par-
ties, TV channels, religious posters and slogans
and jihadist organizations waging wars against
the entire world. 

Can such major and rapid changes happen
arbitrarily? Can they be described as normal
social and cultural ones? Have other Muslim or
Middle East societies changed in the same man-
ner? Why us in particular? I am asking while rem-
iniscing about a quote by the advisor of the for-
mer Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, who
managed to bring an end to the Cold War. He
told the West: “We are doing a terrible thing to
you...we will deprive you of the enemy”. And the
West believed him because they realized the
point of his words. An enemy is necessary and if
they do not have one, they will have to create it! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times 

We’re the enemy: 
Who created us?

Al-Anbaa

By Salah Al-Sayer 

Human 
rights

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunications
company in Kuwait, announced the successful
conclusion of its ninth annual breast cancer
awareness campaign in partnership with the
Ministry of Health’s National Mammography
Screening Program and Al-Seef Hospital. The
campaign featured a number of awareness activ-
ities that were conducted throughout the
month of October. 

Zain successfully concluded its annual
campaign with the end of the globally cele-
brated month of  breast  cancer  dur ing
Oc tober.  The campaign mainly  a imed at
spreading positive awareness about breast
cancer prevention through social media in
collaboration with its partners. The campaign
strongly reflected the company’s Corporate
Sustainability and Social Responsibility strate-
gy towards the health sector. 

Zain communicated a number of informative
messages through social media, featuring Head
of the National Mammography Screening
Program Dr Hana Al Khuwari as well as Surgical
oncologist and general surgeon at Al-Seef
Hospital Dr Nuha Al Saleh. The messages cov-

ered the topics of the importance of early detec-
tion and prevention through mammogram tests. 

Zain also engaged its employees in the aware-
ness campaign by communicating awareness
videos on a weekly basis, organizing an informa-
tive seminar featuring Dr Hana Al Khuwari and Dr
Nuha Al Saleh, organizing a social visit to the
Ministry of Health’s Kuwait Cancer Control Center,
as well as organize an internal event in collabora-
tion with Inspire Fitness to raise the awareness of
the importance of sports and a healthy lifestyle in
the prevention of breast cancer. 

As part of its responsibility towards the
health of its employees, Zain covered the costs
of Mammogram screenings for employees and
their relatives in cooperation with Al Seef
Hospital, as well as offered them free screenings
in corporation with the Kuwait National
Mammography Screening Program at the
Ministry of Health.

Zain was keen on strategically partnering
with leading healthcare providers, both public
and private, such as the Ministry of Health’s
National Mammography Screening Program
and Al Seef Hospital, to enrich its steps into

informing the public through the expertise of
these organizations’ experts, specialists, and
consultants.

Zain’s solid Corporate Social Responsibility
and Sustainability strategies primarily focus on
the wellbeing of the entire nation. For that rea-
son, the company has maintained its support to
all kinds of initiatives that spread awareness and
help make a difference. Zain has previously part-
nered with the World Health Organization
(WHO), cooperated with the Ministry of Health,
and partnered with the Kuwaiti Red Crescent for
several awareness campaigns related to the
health sector. 

It is worth mentioning that Zain established
Zain Hospital, specializing in ear, nose, and
throat treatment. The hospital was constructed
and equipped by the company to address the
needs of the patients in the country, giving them
the opportunity to head to a state-of-the-art
health institution which is fully equipped with
the latest medical equipment to serve their
health issues. You can follow Zain’s Breast Cancer
Awareness campaign on #ZainGoesPink and
#ZainCSR

Zain concludes annual breast
cancer awareness campaign

KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank (AUB)
announced its golden sponsorship
of a charity dinner which was held
under the patronage of His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah. The dinner was
attended by the Representative of
His Highness the Amir, Sheikh Ali
Jarrah Al-Sabah - Deputy Minister of
Amiri Diwan, Queen Silvia of Sweden
- President of Mentor International,
Prince Turki Bin Talal Bin Abdelaziz Al
Saud - Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of Mentor Arabia,   and
Faisal Al Mutawa, the Vice Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of Mentor
Arabia, with the objective being to
participate in the organization’s
efforts in safeguarding youth from
drug abuse,  and raising more
awareness around its dangers across
society.

The event was attended by a
number of senior executives from
AUB who have shown their gratitude
and respect towards the role that the
Mentor Foundation, and specifically,
Mentor Arabia, plays in empowering
the youth and protecting them from
negative practices.

Richard Groves AUB’s Chief
Executive Officer said, “At AUB, we
are honored and proud to have par-
ticipated in sponsoring this event as

a Gold Sponsor.  The event was
organized with a promising message
to all members of society, and one
which aims to shed light and change
perceptions amongst our younger
generation in an effort to stop the
spread of drug abuse. Mentor
Arabia’s objectives are in line with
AUB’s strategic vision of catering to
the youth, and placing them at the
forefront of its business sustainability
activities. 

Mentor Arabia is a non-govern-
mental association (NGO) that was
launched in April 2006. The organiza-
tion’s vision reflects its keenness to
protect youth from the dangers of
drug abuse, and pave the road to
drive leading development efforts
across their physical and mental
health. The Foundation applies lead-
ing best practices that have been
proven successful in combatting the
spread of drug abuse amongst
young people and to give them a
sense of purpose and improved self-
confidence so as to realize their
potential. It is led by a committee
formed by renowned key opinion
leaders, namely Prince Turki Bin Talal
Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud. Mentor Arabia
is part of Mentor International, which
was established in 1994, under the
patronage of Queen Silvia. 

Ahli United Bank sponsors
charity dinner organized 

by Mentor Arabia
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HODEIDAH, Yemen: Yemenis recover the body of a man at a detention centre hit by Saudi-led coalition air strikes in Al-Zaidia district of the Red Sea port city of Hodeidah. — AFP 

DUBAI: Yemen has endured thousands
of air strikes and the deaths of more
than 10,000 people in a 19-month war
that has also unleashed hunger on the
desperately poor country - but its
biggest challenge may be yet to come.
The conflict has led to Yemen’s de facto
partition, with rival armies and institu-
tions in the north and south, and could
mean the map of the Middle East will
have to be redrawn. A three-day truce to
allow in more humanitarian aid and pre-
pare a political settlement collapsed last
week, reflecting deadlocked efforts to
end the stalemated war.

But behind the combatants’ disagree-
ments over how to share power, Yemen’s
future as a unified state appears increas-
ingly in doubt. Such a possibility
appeared remote when a coalition of
Arab states began launching air strikes in
March 2015 to restore to power President
Abd Rabbu Mansour Al-Hadi, driven from
the capital, Sanaa, by the Iranian-allied
Houthi movement in 2014. It seems less
fanciful now. The Houthis’ rise to power
in the north has provoked a revival of
southern separatism, a movement that
sees the fracturing of state power as its
moment to break away.

At the same time, the south and its
major city, Aden, serve as a base for the
internationally recognized government,
which is trying to take back national

control even as it manages an uneasy
alliance with the secessionists. Yemen
was once split between a pro-Soviet
state in the South and a republic but-
tressed by armed tribes in the North. A
southern bid to secede failed in 1994
when the north restored unity by force.
Many southerners now believe their
time has come after two decades of
what they see as marginalization within
the unified state, and the plundering of
mostly southern oil reserves by corrupt
northern tribal sheikhs and politicians.

‘The blood of her sons’
Southern soldier Faisal Al-Salmi says

he and his comrades are ready to die to
be rid of the northerners. “We have
become an independent state thanks to
God and the leadership of the Arab
coalition ... southern lands have been lib-
erated by the blood of her sons and
have loosed the bonds of unity which
brought only terrorism, cronyism, and
the looting of the people’s wealth,” Salmi
told Reuters.

Now the two peoples seldom dare to
cross mine-strewn front lines and the
rugged mountains separating security
forces flying different national flags. But
a split could bring more instability along
one of the world’s busiest shipping
lanes, perhaps by setting the scene for a
fight over the south’s oilfields, or by trig-

gering, as in 1994, efforts by the north to
dominate the south. For now, both sides
appear to be setting up parallel institu-
tions that could pave the way for an
enduring divorce. The government said
it moved to Aden from Saudi exile in
September while the Houthis formed
their own government in Sanaa this
month. Seeking to bar the Houthis from
using state funds to finance their war
effort, Hadi ordered central bank to be
moved to Aden - which will hurt the
Houthis but risks economic instability
and even famine. “The Houthis realize
they probably won’t reconquer southern
lands, so have strengthened their base
with its own administration, while the
government wants as many state tools
under its control and serving its interests
as possible,” said Yemeni analyst Farea Al-
Muslimi. “But moves like these deepen
distrust on both sides and delay negotia-
tions which everybody realizes are the
only way to end the conflict,” he added.

Paradoxically, neither rival adminis-
tration says it seeks a partition but rather
styles itself the legitimate heir to a uni-
fied country to follow the war. While
Hadi may wish to extend his writ to
Sanaa, the army commanders who have
built up southern forces and made
progress against Al-Qaeda and Islamic
State are veteran secessionist guerrillas
with no interest in the North. Despite
financial and military support to these
breakaway southern units, key coalition
countries Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates will seek to avoid a split.

“We realize that they have their own
interests in supporting us because our
forces are effective against the Houthis,” a
southern politician told Reuters on con-
dition of anonymity. “They are worried
that a break-up of Yemen into two states
on their borders will lead to instability,
but we know that separation is the only
way to make a just peace.” But senior
Houthi official Mohammed Abdul Salam
accused the United Arab Emirates, which
is influential in the south, of encouraging
separatism to advance its war goals. “The
hereditary rulers of the UAE are clearly
and blatantly advancing a separatist
agenda,” Abdul Salam said this month.

Viable?
The coalition insists its aim is to

restore a national government for the
whole country in Sanaa, in the shape of
Hadi’s internationally recognized admin-
istration. Whether the North or South
would be viable states is open question.
Deeply impoverished and beset by tribal
feuds and militant attacks even before
the war, Yemen’s economy shrank by
about  28 percent in 2015, according to
government statistics. An Emirati-backed
rout of Al-Qaeda militants at their base in
the port of Mukalla in April cheered
southerners, but bombing attacks con-
tinue to target security leaders and
bases, while regional rifts and squabbles
over strategy among secessionist leaders
cloud the way forward. — Reuters

War pushes Yemen to partition
Gulf Arabs support southern forces, oppose split

NORCIA: Italian authorities said yester-
day they were taking care of more
than 15,000 people left homeless by
the country’s most powerful earth-
quake in nearly 40 years. Although
Sunday’s 6.6-magnitude tremor did
not result in any deaths, the third pow-
erful quake in just over two months
has left thousands of homes in ruins or
structurally unsafe and emptied a
string of villages and small towns
across the country’s mountainous cen-
tral regions. The majority of residents
of the devastated villages and towns
have taken refuge with friends and
family as they anxiously await a green
light to return to their homes.

But the national civil protection
agency said yesterday it was providing
assistance to 15,000 people affected
by Sunday’s quake, which was so pow-
erful it caused cracks in buildings in
Rome, some 120 kilometers away
from the epicentre near the Umbrian
town of Norcia. Some 4,000 people
from the worst-hit area around Norcia
have been sent to hotels on the
Adriatic coast with another 500 taken
by bus to the inland Lake Trasimeno.
More than 10,000 are being put up in
converted sports halls and other tem-
porary facilities, including tents, across
Umbria and the neighboring Marche

region, the protection agency said.

Rome basilica cracked
A further 1,100 people are still in

Adriatic coast hotels as a result of the
August 24 Amatrice earthquake, which
left nearly 300 dead. Given the strength
of Sunday’s new quake, experts said it
was remarkable that it had not resulted
in any more fatalities. It did however
take a heavy toll on the country’s rich
architectural heritage with the 14th
Century Basilica of St Benedict and the
13th Century Civic Tower in Amatrice
among the buildings unable to resist
yet another reminder of how vulnera-
ble much of Italy is to seismic shocks.

Nearly all schools in Rome were
closed Monday for structural checks
and there was traffic chaos in the east
of the capital because of the closure of
a key flyover for assessment by engi-
neers. A large crack appeared in the
facade of one of Rome’s four principal
papal churches, the Basilica of St Paul
Outside the Walls. The quake was
Italy’s biggest since a 6.9-magnitude
one struck the south of the country in
1980, leaving 3,000 people dead. It
has been followed by hundreds of
powerful aftershocks feared to have
further compromised the safety of
buildings in the affected area. — AFP

Massive quake leaves 
thousands homeless
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ISTANBUL: Turkish police detained the
editor and a dozen senior staff from the
main secularist opposition newspaper
yesterday, a day after 10,000 more civil
servants were sacked over suspected
links to a failed July coup. Turkey’s crack-
down since rogue soldiers tried to seize
power on July 15 has alarmed Western
allies and rights groups, who fear
President Tayyip Erdogan is using the
coup attempt to crush dissent. More
than 110,000 people have been sacked
or suspended and 37,000 arrested over
the past three and a half months.

The Istanbul prosecutor’s office said
the staff from the Cumhuriyet daily, one
of few media outlets still  critical of
Erdogan, were suspected of committing
crimes on behalf of Kurdish militants
and the network of Fethullah Gulen, a
US-based cleric. Turkey accuses Gulen of
orchestrating the coup attempt, in
which he denies any involvement.
Cumhuriyet said on its website that 12
of its staff had been detained and some
had their laptops seized from their
homes. Footage showed one writer,
Aydin Engin, 75, being ushered by plain
clothes police into a hospital for medical
checks. Asked by reporters to comment
on his detention, Engin said: “I work for
Cumhuriyet, isn’t that enough?”

The government has said its measures
are justified by the threat posted to the
state by the coup attempt, in which more
than 240 people were killed. Erdogan says

the crackdown is crucial for “cleansing” the
state apparatus of Gulenist influence. “An
investigation was launched...due to alle-
gations and assessments that shortly
before the attempted coup, material was
published justifying the coup,” the prose-
cutor’s office said. On Sunday, 10,000 civil
servants were dismissed and 15 more
media outlets ordered closed over sus-
pected links to Gulen’s network and mili-
tant groups. A court also jailed, pending
trial, the co-mayors of the largely Kurdish
city of Diyarbakir.

‘Comical situation’
Before turning himself in, veteran car-

toonist Musa Kart told reporters outside
the Cumhuriyet’s offices that he was not
frightened by the crackdown. “This is a
comical situation. I would like to say that
you won’t be able to frighten anyone
with pressure. It is not possible for peo-
ple with a conscience to accept this. You
can’t explain this to the world. I am
being detained solely for drawing carica-
tures,” he said. Cumhuriyet’s previous
editor, Can Dundar, was jailed last year
for publishing state secrets involving
Turkey’s support for Syrian rebels. The
case sparked censure from rights groups
and Western governments worried
about worsening human rights in Turkey
under Erdogan. Cumhuriyet said
Dundar, who was freed in February and
is now abroad, was one of those facing
arrest. — Reuters

Turkey police detains oppn 

newspaper staff over coup

SHURA: Iraqi federal policemen stood over the
corpse of an Islamic State suicide bomber cov-
ered by a curtain. The chain attached to his ankle
was tied to a car that had dragged him through
streets, they said, that were once part of a self-
proclaimed jihadist caliphate. Nearby policemen
fired AK-47 assault rifles in the air to mark their
victory in Shura, one of dozens of villages cap-
tured as Iraqi forces press on with an offensive
towards the nearby city of Mosul, the militants’
main stronghold in the country. But celebrations
were mixed with curiosity and apprehension as
security forces searched for clues on what makes
the world’s most violent and feared Islamist mili-
tant group tick.

“I shot two of the suicide bombers,” said Ali
Hashim. “One of them was running right at me. I
could see him holding a cord up near his head as
he ran. I shot him in time.” Federal policemen are
part of the forces pressing ahead with an offen-

sive to recapture Mosul from Islamic State, in
what will likely be the biggest battle in Iraq since
a US-led invasion toppled Saddam Hussein in
2003 and unleashed turmoil. Even if Islamic
State loses, Iraq faces the daunting challenge of
making sure the assault on the predominantly
Sunni Muslim city does not inflame sectarian
tensions.

The top commander in the Shura area, Staff
Major Hayman Abbas, was cautiously optimistic
about seizing more villages and towns, even
after his men killed seven suicide bombers in
two days. “My biggest worry is what I call the
kamikaze suicide bomber. This is someone who
is very efficient at shooting a lot of people dur-

ing a battle and then blows himself up,” he said.
Three suicide bombers lay in the centre of the
village, their corpses burned to a deep black
colour. One was sprawled out on a sidewalk,
wearing the type of clothes that jihadists wear in

Pakistan or Afghanistan.
Another was layed out in a sand lot. Dozens

of bullet casings were scattered across the area.
Foreign fighters who occupied the town includ-
ed Yemenis and Saudis, senior police officers
said. Chechnyan militants also controlled the vil-
lage, some of the most feared Islamic State
members because they are seen as the most
fanatic and experienced. One police officer
saved a photograph he took of an official Islamic
State document granting a Chechnyan militant
leave for three days.

Complaint line
Islamic State’s initial appeal was its ability to

function as a state that provided better services
than Arab governments widely seen as corrupt.
So the group did its best in places like Shura to
demonstrate that it is running a self-sufficient
caliphate. On a wall in the village is a huge sign
urging people to use a complaint line to report
anyone who is out of order.

“Dial landline 731007,” said the sign, beside
another one that states Islamic State warriors
fight for the people.  Policemen also pointed to
documents that require people to switch their
Iraqi identification cards to Islamic State ones. A
newsletter that had been distributed presents
strict guidelines on beard length, and it also
urges Muslims to give to charities. One police
officer, Alaa Hussein, said civilians who fled pro-
vided policemen with information about the
militants that led to their defeat. Nevertheless,
he was still edgy.

“Some of them may still be hiding in build-
ings,” he said on the edge of the village, standing
near a row of Howitzer artillery pieces on the
desert floor. In a town about an hour away by
car, a plainclothes policeman was also taking no
chances. He stood an inch from a man’s face and
then slapped him with both hands, as an oil fire
started by retreating Islamic State militants filled
the sky with thick, dark smoke. The man, in his
20s, pleaded for mercy and proclaimed his inno-
cence as he was asked if his father is a member
of Islamic State or whether he is one of its local
leaders. “He killed innocent people. He shot
them,” the interrogator told Reuters. The man
was led away by soldiers. — Reuters

Iraq police battle

suicide bombers
Village highlighted IS dream of a caliphate

MOSUL: An injured Iraqi Counter Terrorism Section (CTS) member receives medical treatment
following clashes with Islamic State (IS) group jihadists near the village of Bazwaya, on the
eastern edges of Mosul yesterday. — AFP 

SHARM EL SHEIKH: People gather at the Al-Sammaeen Cathedral in the Red Sea
resort of Sharm El-Sheikh to attend a mass marking a year since jihadists bombed a
Russian airliner carrying holidaymakers before its departure from the resort. — AFP 

AIN NASIR: Gun trucks and
humvees streamed north on a
highway heading to Mosul flying
the banners of Shiite militias along
with Iraqi flags while blaring reli-
gious songs. The convoys were the
first clear sign of a new player on
the battlefield in the US-backed
offensive to retake Mosul from
Islamic State: Hashid Shaabi or
Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF),
a coalition of Shiite militias.
Although it reports officially to
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, the
coalition is mostly made up of
groups trained by Iran and loyal to
its Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei.

They have close ties with
General Qassem Soleimani, the
commander of Iran’s Quds Brigade,
the extra-territorial arm of Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards. He was seen
touring the frontlines around Mosul
last week. Among the banners that
could be seen flying from artillery
cannons, communication towers
and buildings recently retaken from
Islamic State were those of Kataib
Hezbollah and Asaib Ahl Al-Haq,
two of the main Iranian-backed
groups, alongside the Badr
Organization, considered the
largest. Dozens of holes dug on the
side of the highway for several kilo-
meters indicated how heavily
mined the highway had been only
a couple of days before and the
efforts the force had gone through
to clear the road. One of the first vil-

lages retaken by the PMF since
announcing combat operations on
Saturday was Ain Nasir, some 30
kilometers south of Mosul. One
fighter who participated in the bat-
tle to retake the village on Saturday
night said that Islamic State had
put up little resistance and that
fighters had taken several villagers
hostage during their retreat, using
them as human shields. “We are
fighting to push Daesh out of Iraq,”
said Adel Khiali, 26, a PMF fighter
affiliated with the Badr
Organization who was formerly an
Iraqi army soldier. Daesh is an
Arabic acronym for Islamic State.

Mortar fire
The Iraqi army and federal police

came in to help clear the area after
the PMF, Khiali said. Still, as Khiali
spoke, at least one mortar round hit
the village, indicating that the area
was not yet secure. There was a
sense of resentment among some
fighters on the battlefield on
Sunday that the PMF have been
misrepresented and that their sacri-
fices have not been appreciated.
“We fight to help people return to
their villages and they call us mili-
tias,” said Ali Khiali, a 40- year old
PMF fighter affiliated with the Badr
Organization. “Is that fair?” Adel and

Ali Khiali are brothers.
The UN in July said it had a list of

more than 640 Sunni Muslim men
and boys reportedly abducted by
Shiite militiamen in Falluja, a former
militant stronghold west of
Baghdad, and about 50 others who
were summarily executed or tor-
tured to death. Abadi’s Shiite-led
government and the PMF say a lim-
ited number of violations had
occurred and were investigated, but
they deny abuses were widespread
and systematic. But Amnesty
International says that in previous
campaigns, the Shiite militias have
committed “serious human rights
violations, including war crimes”
against civilians fleeing Islamic
State-held territory. The flying of
Shiite flags by the militias and also
some regular army and police units
in the mostly Sunni region around
Mosul has been a cause of concern
for local officials. But the Popular
Mobilization forces have not been
linked to any sectarian incidents so
far in the campaign that started on
Oct 17 with air and ground support
from the US-led coalition. “It’s not
right what they say about us,” Adel
said. “When they call us militias it’s
like they are insulting us.” Though
Sunday was only the second day
that the PMF had officially joined
the battle against Islamic State, the
banners and slogans of the organi-
zation made it clear that theirs is a
pan-Shiite cause that may not end
at Iraq’s borders. — Reuters

SHARM EL SHEIKH: Egypt marked with a
church service yesterday a year since
jihadists bombed a Russian airliner carrying
holidaymakers from a Red Sea resort, an
attack that crippled the Arab country’s
economy. The Islamic State group claimed
it brought the plane down on October 31,
2015, saying it had smuggled explosives
into the aircraft before its departure from
the resort of Sharm El-Sheikh. All 224 peo-
ple on board were killed when the bomb
went off minutes after the Metrojet A-321
had taken off for the Russian city of Saint
Petersburg.

At a service in a cathedral in the resort
yesterday attended by Egyptian officials
and Russia’s ambassador, priests read out
prayers next to an alter on which flowers
had been placed. In Saint Petersburg, rela-
tives of some of the 244 people killed
attended ceremonies to mark the disaster.
Mourners lit candles at a service at the
northwestern city’s Holy Trinity Izmailovsky
Cathedral and held a minute of silence at
7:14 am (0414 GMT), the exact time when
the plane disappeared from the radar.

The central Saint Isaac’s Cathedral also
tolled its bells 224 times, while a memorial
concert was set to be held in the city later
in the day. The head of the Russian
Orthodox Church, Patriarch Kiril l,  led
prayers for the victims in Moscow. Russia
reacted to last year’s disaster by cancelling
all flights to Egypt, and Britain also can-
celled flights to the resort town, badly
affecting a tourism sector already battered
by unrest following the country’s 2011 rev-
olution.

On November 17, President Vladimir
Putin said Russian investigators had found
evidence of a bomb on board, and vowed
to punish those responsible. In February,
his Egyptian counterpart Abdel Fattah al-
Sisi acknowledged for the first time that
“terrorism” caused the crash, although the

government has not yet issued an official
report on its cause. Sisi had previously dis-
missed as “propaganda” the IS claim that it
downed the airliner.

Russian tourists ‘to return’   
On Sunday, Egypt’s aviation minister

and Russian ambassador attended a cere-
mony in Sharm El-Sheikh in memory of
those killed in the disaster. The minister,
Sherif Fathy, reiterated the Egyptian gov-
ernment’s condolences to the relatives of
victims, expressing “our feelings of sorrow
and sadness over the lives we have lost”.
Russian ambassador Serge Kirpichenko
said the “sadness is ongoing and will never
go away”.

The envoy said he was confident flights
from Russia would soon resume. “We are
certain the day and time are approaching,
and quickly, for the return of Russian
tourism to Egypt,” said Kirpichenko. “We are
working on this day and night.” The ban on
flights had severely impacted Egypt’s strug-
gling economy, denting its tourist revenues
at a time it faces a shortage of dollars.
Citizens of Russia and Britain make up
about 40 percent of foreign tourists to
Egypt. In February, Prime Minister Ismail
Sharif told state television the North
African country had already lost up to $1.3
billion since the disaster. Egypt is still bat-
tling the Islamist State group’s Egypt
branch in the Sinai Peninsula. Security serv-
ices have not announced any arrests relat-
ing to the airliner bombing, or publicly dis-
closed how the bomb was brought on
board the plane at Sharm El-Sheikh airport.
In August, the military announced it killed
the head of IS in Sinai Abu Doaa Al-Ansari.
The group’s large-scale attacks against
police and army checkpoints and barracks
have become less regular in 2016, but they
have kept up a campaign of roadside
bombings in Sinai. — AFP 

Egypt marks anniversary 

of Russia plane bombing

Iran-trained militias join US-backed 

Mosul campaign, flying Shiite flags

BAGHDAD: A wide array of Iraqi and internation-
al forces are involved in the operation to retake
Mosul from the Islamic State jihadist group,
which overran the country’s second city in 2014.
These are the main forces battling the estimated
4,000-7,000 IS fighters in and around Mosul:

Counter-Terrorism Service
The CTS is an elite Iraqi special forces unit that

has spearheaded assaults in most key battles
against IS. It is fighting toward Mosul from the east.

Rapid Response Division
The CTS’s interior ministry counterpart that has

developed into a key assault force in Iraq’s war
against IS. It is advancing on Mosul from the south.

Army 
The army has begun playing a more success-

ful role in operations against the jihadists since it
was revitalized by US-led training after several of
its divisions collapsed during the IS offensive two
years ago. Soldiers are fighting on the northern,
eastern and southern approaches to Mosul.

Police
Includes paramilitary federal police and

provincial police forces. Many Iraqi police forces
have played roles more akin to those of soldiers
in the war against IS. They are operating on the
southern front.

Hashed Al-Shaabi
An umbrella organization created in 2014,

which includes a dizzying collection of paramili-
tary forces who vary widely in skill and in the
degree to which they are actually under govern-
ment control. The main groups are Iranian-backed
Shiite militias, including Ketaeb Hezbollah, Asaib
Ahl Al-Haq and Badr. The Hashed has played a
major role in the anti-IS fight in Iraq but forces
within it have also carried out abuses.  It also
includes Sunni tribal forces sometimes referred to
as “tribal mobilization” or “national mobilisation”.
Hashed forces aim to retake the town of Tal Afar
to the west of Mosul and cut jihadist supply lines
to Syria, but are fighting south and southwest of
the city for now.

Kurdish forces 
The peshmerga are the armed forces of Iraq’s

autonomous Kurdish region. They nominally
answer to the federal government but in practice
operate independently, battling IS along a long
front in the country’s north. Forces from Iran’s
Kurdistan Freedom Party (PAK) are embedded in
some peshmerga operations. It is separate from
other Iranian Kurdish rebels groups that have also
been active on the Iraqi side of the border such as
the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iran (KDPI) and
the Party of Free Life of Kurdistan (PJAK). The
Turkish Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) may also
be involved in the Mosul operation. Kurdish

forces are operating north and east of Mosul.

US-led coalition
A US-led international alliance is carrying out

air strikes against IS in Iraq and Syria, and provid-
ing training, arms and equipment to forces oppos-
ing the jihadists. There are more than 7,500 coali-
tion military personnel deployed in Iraq, over half
of them from the United States. Most are in advi-
sory or training roles, but special forces soldiers
who have fought the jihadists on the ground have
been deployed and coalition forces near Mosul
have also targeted IS with artillery.

Iranian advisers 
Iranian forces have provided advice and other

assistance, including funding for various militias
fighting IS in Iraq. Qassem Soleimani, the com-
mander of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards foreign
operations wing, has been repeatedly pictured in
Iraq during the war.

Turkish troops 
Deployed at a base near Mosul from which

they have carried out artillery strikes against IS.
Turkish troops are also present inside Iraq’s
autonomous Kurdish region. The federal govern-
ment has demanded their withdrawal, with the
prime minister vowing that they will not take part
in the operation to recapture Mosul, but Turkey
has declined to do so.— AFP 

QARYAT BAZWAYA: Members of the Iraqi Counter Terrorism Service
(CTS) drive near the village of Bazwaya, on the eastern edges of Mosul,
tightening the noose on Mosul as the offensive to retake the Islamic
State group stronghold entered its third week yesterday. —AFP 

Forces operating in Mosul theatre

Editor-in-chief, dozen staff detained

ISTANBUL: Protesters hold signs reading ‘People have right to have news’ dur-
ing a protest in front of opposition Cumhuriyet newspaper in Istanbul yester-
day after a police operation at the daily’s headquarters. — AFP 
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TOKYO: Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it ’s . . .
Deliveryman! A mystery crime-fighting superhero is
striking fear into the hearts of Japan’s criminals
after bravely foiling an ‘armed’ hold-up by a pair of
yakuza gangsters, local media reported. When the
mobsters waved a replica gun in the face of the 38-
year-old courier in an attempt to steal a luxury
watch, they got more than they bargained for. The
intrepid deliveryman-whose true identity, in the
best superhero tradition, remains unknown-
snatched the fake weapon and forcibly took back

the package, according to Tokyo police.
Suspects Yusuke Kodama, 32, and Hidekazu Oba,

35, both gang members from the Matsuba-kai
crime syndicate, were arrested on suspicion of
attempted extortion, the Metropolitan Police
Department said. Oba had ordered an $8,000 Rolex
wristwatch but when the beefy deliveryman arrived
and handed it over the two mobsters staged a fight
to avoid paying up, telling the courier: “You had
better get out of here.”

Rather then flee in terror, however, the delivery-

man overpowered them before calling the police. A
police spokesperson confirmed that Oba had con-
fessed to the crime, saying: “The deliveryman was
too tough, we were no match for him.”Japan’s
yakuza, who are notorious for their strict codes of
conduct, are facing increased resistance from not
only police but ordinary citizens, who are under
pressure to shun the mobs or be named and
shamed.  

In recent years, laws have been passed to put
the squeeze on firms who do business with the

yakuza, famous for removing their own pinkies as a
sacrifice for offending their bosses. Tougher anti-
gang laws and years of economic stagnation have
seen the number of active mobsters drop to around
53,000, from 80,000 in 2009, according to the
national police agency. 

The yakuza, who are not outlawed but regulated
and monitored, depend largely on drug trafficking,
loan sharking and protection rackets for their
income, although they also run legitimate enter-
prises.— AFP 

Crime-busting deliveryman foils Japan mobsters

FORT LAUDERDALE: Hillary Clinton battled to
contain renewed FBI focus on her emails Sunday
as Donald Trump blitzed western states in the
tightening race for the White House. Nine days
before the vote, the 69-year-old former secretary
of state hit the campaign trail hard in the battle-
ground state of Florida. Clinton blazed through
brunch at an Irish pub, an African-American
Baptist church, a soul food restaurant, an early
voting site and a rally at a gay nightclub.

Much of her two-day visit to the Sunshine
State focused on encouraging early voting.
Clinton says a record 200 million Americans have
registered to vote, 20 million of whom have
already done so. But her campaign was jolted
when FBI boss James Comey announced Friday
that his agents are reviewing a newly discovered
trove of emails, resurrecting an issue Clinton had
hoped was behind her. The nominee’s response
has been to hit out at Comey’s move as “deeply
troubling” and to rally supporters to get out and
vote, turning the tables on Trump by branding
him as unfit to lead the nation.

“When you’re knocked down, what matters is
whether you get up again,” she told a packed
LGBT rally at a gay nightclub in Wilton Manors,
just outside Fort Lauderdale. “With Donald, it’s
always Donald Trump first and everyone else
last. He abuses his power, he games the system
and doesn’t care who is left holding the bag,” she
added. Allegations Clinton put the United States
at risk by using a private email server while sec-
retary of state were thrust back into the spot-
light Friday when Comey revealed a renewed FBI
probe into the matter based on a previously
unknown trove of emails. Trump-himself under
fire for alleged sexual impropriety and facing
misconduct allegations from 12 women-has
gleefully seized upon Comey’s move in an
attempt to offset his own trailing in most polls.

Law broken?
The Republican campaigned hard Sunday,

attending church in Las Vegas, before leading
three rallies in Nevada, Colorado and
Albuquerque, New Mexico, whipping up his sup-
port base against Clinton. “We all know about
Hillary’s mounting legal troubles, that she has
brought onto herself with her serial, wilful, pur-
poseful and deliberate criminal conduct,” he told
the crowed in New Mexico. “Hillary Clinton is not
the victim, you the American people are the vic-
tims of this corrupt system in every single way
and folks this is your last chance to save it,” he
said to chants of “lock her up.” The 70-year-old
tycoon repeatedly has described her email issue

as “the single biggest scandal since Watergate”-
the wrongdoing that brought down Republican
president Richard Nixon in 1974.

The Clinton campaign has reacted with fury
to Comey’s move, demanding that he explain in
detail why he had effectively reopened an
inquiry declared complete in July. “It was long
on innuendo, short on facts,” Clinton’s campaign
chairman John Podesta told CNN. The US
Senate’s top Democrat told the FBI chief that
through “partisan actions, you may have broken
the law.” “As soon as you came into possession of
the slightest innuendo related to secretary
Clinton, you rushed to publicize it in the most
negative light possible,” Senate Minority Leader
Harry Reid said in a statement. While the candi-
date looking to make history as America’s first
female president remains the overwhelming
favorite, polls are narrowing.

Reported FBI warrant 
An ABC News/Washington Post survey put

the Democratic presidential candidate just one
point ahead of her Republican challenger. In
Florida-a must-win state for the tycoon-Trump
overcame a one-point deficit in September to
enjoy a four-point lead, according to a New York
Times Upshot/Siena College Research Institute

poll. According to US media, the probe was
renewed after agents seized a laptop used by
Clinton’s close aide, Huma Abedin, and her now
estranged husband, Anthony Weiner. The dis-
graced former congressman who resigned in
2011 after sending explicit online messages is
under investigation over allegations he sent sex-
ual overtures to a 15-year-old girl.  The
Washington Post wrote late Sunday that it
learned from one US official that the total num-
ber of emails recovered in the Weiner investiga-
tion is close to 650,000 - although not all of
them are relevant to the Clinton investigation. 

US networks reported Sunday that the FBI
had obtained a warrant to search the emails.
According to CNN, discovery of the emails
occurred weeks ago although the FBI did not
reveal the matter until Friday. Trump’s campaign
manager Kellyanne Conway lashed out at
Clinton. “She just has to call her friend and confi-
dante Huma Abedin and say tell us what’s in the
emails, tell us what’s on the devices that you
shared with your pedophile husband,” Conway
told Fox News. Clinton’s campaign has been
overshadowed from the start by the scandal, but
experts believe the FBI is unlikely to make signif-
icant progress before election day and few
expect her to face charges. —AFP 

Hillary Clinton fends off FBI 

email fallout; polls narrow

Warrant to search newly found emails obtained by FBI

NEW YORK: US Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton arrives to board her campaign
plane at the Westchester County Airport in White Plains, New York yesterday. — AFP 

WOODBRIDGE: Ly Truong Xuan, 72, watches as his wife Kim Ha-Ly, 67, makes Ca phe
(Vietnamese coffee) in their Woodbridge, Va. Vietnamese and other Asian-Americans
have shifted from being majority Republican supporters to overwhelmingly
Democrat. — AP 

FALLS CHURCH: At a shopping plaza in the
Washington suburbs, the flag of the long-
defunct South Vietnam flies beside the
Stars and Stripes. Former refugees who
congregate there hold fast to their roots,
but their political allegiances are changing.
Though they are regarded as the most con-
servative of Asian-American voters, the
Vietnamese are increasingly shifting their
support to Democrats. 

That reflects a broader shift among
Asian-Americans from being majority
Republican supporters to overwhelmingly
Democrat. Donald Trump’s polarizing rhet-
oric on issues like immigration could accel-
erate the trend. That shift could have an
effect on the presidential race. Though
Asian-Americans represent only about 4
percent of the electorate and tend to have
low turnout, they are a potentially signifi-
cant bloc in battleground states like
Nevada, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

Asian-Americans comprise an array of
ethnic nationalities: Chinese, Indians,
Filipinos, Koreans, Japanese and others.
Most of the Vietnamese arrived after the
communist takeover of their homeland in
1975 and have settled mainly in California
and Texas. But there’s a significant number
in Fairfax County - a district in northern
Virginia where nearly one-fifth of the popu-
lation is of Asian origin. At the Eden Center,
a plaza of Vietnamese shops and restau-
rants, seniors who once supported the
Republican Party for being strong on
national security and fighting communism
are increasingly leaning Democrat - as their
more progressive children who were born
in America tend to do. Former teacher Kim-
Ha Ly, 67, recounted that when she migrat-
ed to the US in the early 1990s, she voted
Republican like her husband who had
arrived as a refugee one decade earlier. But
she changed to the Democrats because she
said that party was more in tune with the
priorities of immigrants. In this election,
she is volunteering for a group called
Vietnamese-American Women for Hillary.

‘Bad behavior’
“If we vote Democrat we can build a fair-

er and better country,” she said.  Her hus-
band, Xuan Ly, 72, an electrical engineer
who was interned in a camp after the com-
munist takeover and later fled the country
by boat, is now Democrat too. As the cou-
ple watched a non-partisan voter registra-
tion event in the plaza’s parking lot, where
activists were urging fellow Asian
Americans to become politically engaged,
Xuan spoke dismissively of Trump’s “bad
behavior” and lack of government experi-
ence. There’s still a diversity of political out-

look among Asian-Americans, with
Vietnamese, Chinese and Filipinos, for
example, viewed as more conservative
than Indians and Koreans. 

But Karthick Ramakrishnan, director of
the National Asian American Survey, said
that Asian-Americans, broadly speaking,
back a liberal agenda supporting more
social spending and universal health care.
Taeku Lee, a professor of political science
and law at University of California, said
there has been a change over time from
Vietnamese viewing politics through “a
post-Cold war lens” where strength in for-
eign policy was especially important to
focusing more on domestic issues like edu-
cation and health care. That makes them
more likely to vote Democratic, even if they
don’t have a strong allegiance to the party.

Today, Asian-Americans are often per-
ceived as high achievers, but language and
cultural barriers persist. In the 2012 elec-
tion, turnout by Asian-American voters was
just 47 percent - 17 percentage points less
than the turnout among non-Hispanic
white voters, according to a Census Bureau
survey. Still, it is one of the fastest-growing
segments of the electorate. Hillary Clinton’s
campaign is running multi-lingual phone
banks and sending volunteers from neigh-
boring states to help out in battlegrounds
like Nevada and Pennsylvania. The Clinton
website carries campaign material in 11
Asian languages: Cambodian, Chinese,
Gujarati, Hindi, Korean, Tagalog, Tamil,
Telugu, Thai, Urdu and Vietnamese.

The Republican party has also stepped
up outreach to Asian-Americans to reverse
a generation of Democratic gains. When Bill
Clinton was elected president in 1992 he
won just 31 percent of the Asian vote.
When President Barack Obama was re-
elected in 2012, he won 73 percent.  “I’m a
big believer that the core beliefs of a lot of
Asian-American communities are similar to
the Republican Party’s core principals,” said
Jason Chung, who leads the Republican
outreach effort and cited as evidence an
even split between the parties for the Asian
vote in 2014 congressional elections.

Trump’s hard line on immigration is like-
ly to be a significant turn-off to that same
constituency, as could allegations of inap-
propriate conduct toward women.
Staunch Republican voter Hong Nguyen,
66, a former service member of the South
Vietnam air force, is undeterred. He’s back-
ing Trump to be strong on defense, immi-
gration and the economy.  He said the
groping allegations against Trump won’t
alter that.  “It happened a long time ago,”
Nguyen said. “Why did these women wait
10, 15 years to talk?”— AP 

Asian-American voters 

turning Democrats

MADRID: Spain’s conservative
leader Mariano Rajoy was sworn in
yesterday for a second term as
prime minister, bringing a close to
10 months of political limbo. “I
swear to faithfully fulfill the obliga-
tions of prime minister and to show
loyalty to the king,” Rajoy said with
his hand on the Spanish constitu-
tion, at a ceremony attended by
King Felipe VI and broadcast live on
national television.  Rajoy, leader of
the conservative Popular Party (PP),
is set to spend the next three days
forming a new cabinet for his hard-
won minority government. A senior
party source said he was staying
tight-lipped about his cabinet picks,
planning to notify ministers of their
new jobs “a half-hour before”.  The
comeback follows a victorious con-
fidence vote in parliament on
Saturday only possible because
Spain’s Socialists (PSOE) decided to
abstain and not vote against him.

Still it is clear that Rajoy faces
unprecedented opposition as Spain
grapples with painful economic
reforms and resurgent Catalan sep-
aratism. When the PP ruled from
2011 to 2015, it enjoyed an
absolute majority in parliament.
Now, it must govern with 137 of
350 MPs, meaning that it will have
to negotiate with the upstart cen-
trist Ciudadanos, Basque and
Catalan nationalists, and the main
opposition Socialists on every bill it
seeks to pass. Rajoy, 61, has been at
the helm of a provisional govern-
ment without full powers for nearly
a year following inconclusive elec-
tions in December 2015 in which
the PP lost its absolute majority,
despite coming first. New elections
in June once again failed to pro-
duce a clear winner.

Budget headache 
Rajoy is expected to name his

new cabinet Thursday, with several
ministers approaching retirement
age set to depart, including Interior
Minister Jorge Fernandez Diaz, a
controversial figure for his efforts to
tighten the legal noose on Catalan
separatists. Defense Minister Pedro
Morenes and Foreign Minister Jose
Manuel Garcia Margallo could also
lose their jobs.Rajoy’s first daunting
task after that will be to submit a
budget to parliament for approval
after a delay of several months-cer-
tain to be a headache given his lack
of a parliamentary majority.

If Rajoy persuades enough MPs
to back-or not oppose-his taxation
and spending plans, he will still face
scrutiny from the European Union
which will want to know how Spain
will reduce its structural deficit to
below three percent of GDP for
2017.  But it may prove impossible
for Rajoy to secure enough parlia-
mentary support while meeting the

terms laid down by Brussels. To
slash the deficit Rajoy will either
have to cut spending by 5.5 billion
euros ($6 billion) - angering the left
on whose support he may depend
to get the budget passed-or hike
taxes, which could in term anger
businesses and jeopardize invest-
ment.

Spain has the second highest
unemployment rate in the EU-sec-
ond only to Greece-at 18.9 percent,
which coupled with a pensions cri-
sis threatens fragile growth.
Alongside the economy, Rajoy will
be forced to grasp the thorny issue
of Catalonia, Spain’s wealthy north-
eastern region where an independ-
ence movement has gathered pace
since he first came to power in
2011. Catalan regional president
Carles Puigdemont has vowed to
press ahead with an independence
referendum next year if Madrid
refuses to negotiate. — AFP 

LEEDEY: A massive, weeklong manhunt for
a suspect in a string of violent crimes,
including the killing of two relatives, the
shooting of three law enforcement officers
and multiple carjackings, has ended in a
police chase and shootout that left the
man dead in western Oklahoma.
Authorities believe Michael Dale Vance Jr
posted two Facebook Live videos Oct 24
documenting his run from police, although
he had been silent since then. 

An Oklahoma state trooper shot and
killed Vance late Sunday near Leedey, 130
miles northwest of Oklahoma City and 45
miles north of where he was last seen a
week earlier. Earlier Sunday, Vance shot and
wounded a Dewey County officer and fled
in a car, according to Dave Turk, spokesman
for the US Marshals Service in Washington,
DC, which participated in the manhunt.

Officers pursued Vance for about half an
hour when he was approached by an
Oklahoma state trooper. “There was an
exchange of gunfire between the state
trooper and the subject, and the subject
was killed,” Turk said. Oklahoma Highway
Patrol Chief Ricky Adams described the

shootout as “pretty dramatic.” “We pinned
him down,” Adams told The Oklahoman
newspaper. “He’s dead ... It was an extreme-
ly good job of police work by every agency
involved.” Vance was wanted on multiple
charges, including two counts of first-
degree murder. The hunt began after he
shot and wounded two police officers on
Oct. 23 in Wellston, 35 miles northeast of
Oklahoma City, authorities said.

Vance, 38, was suspected of shooting a
woman and stealing her vehicle at a mobile
home park near Wellston, then driving
about 8 miles to his relatives’ mobile home
in Luther and killing them. Ronald Everett
Wilkson, 55, had been shot and had stab
wounds to his neck “consistent with an
attempt to sever his head,” an arrest affi-
davit said. 

Valerie Kay Wilkson, 54, had similar neck
wounds along with defensive wounds on
her arms, the affidavit stated. Just days lat-
er, Oklahoma County Sheriff John Whetsel
indicated to the AP that authorities were at
a loss as to where Vance might be, saying
he “could be anywhere from California to
Mexico to Florida.”— AP 

Oklahoma’s manhunt ends 

with murder suspect dead

Spain PM Rajoy sworn in; New battles loom 

MADRID: Spain’s newly re-elected Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy (left) waits to swear an oath as President of the General Council of the Judiciary
and the Supreme Court Carlos Lesmes Serrano, President of Constitutional Tribunal Francisco Perez de los Cobos, president of the Senate of
Spain Pio Garcia-Escudero, Spanish president of the Spanish congress Ana Pastor, Spain’s King Felipe VI, and Spanish Minister of Justice Rafael
Catala look on during a royal decree ceremony at the Zarzuela Palace in Madrid yesterday. —AFP 
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Egypt floods kill 26 
CAIRO: Egypt’s Health Ministry says recent floods have
killed 26 people and injured 72 others across the coun-
try. Ministry spokesman Khaled Megahed says yester-
day that the flooding hit four provinces - Southern
Sinai and the Red Sea, as well as Sohag and Bani Suef in
Upper Egypt. He says in Bani Suef, south of the capital,
Cairo, five people were injured but no one was killed.
Fatalities occurred in the three other provinces. Last
week’s floods have also caused power outages, dis-
placed hundreds of people and swept away dozens of
cars, particularly in the Red Sea oil city of Ras Ghareb.
They have prompted the military to take the lead in
rescue and relief efforts, clearing streets inundated by
water and distributing food to affected families.

Iran denies US accusation 
TEHRAN: Iran’s foreign ministry has rejected accusa-
tions from the United States that it has been shipping
arms to the Shiite Houthi rebels in Yemen, according to
media reports yesterday. A US admiral said on Thursday
that warships from the US Navy and allied nations had
intercepted four weapons shipments from Iran to the
Arabian Peninsula country since April 2005. The ship-
ments contained thousands of AK-47 assault rifles, anti-
tank missiles, sniper rifles and “other pieces of other
equipment, higher-end weapons systems,” said Vice
Admiral Kevin Donegan. Iranian foreign ministry
spokesman Bahram Ghassemi dismissed the claims.
“These accusations are totally false when... every day
destructive arms, US bombs and missiles are dropped
by the Arab coalition on the heads of defenseless civil-
ians in schools, hospitals, prisons and homes in Yemen,”
he said, quoted in local media yesterday. Ghassemi said
the bombardment amounted to “war crimes”. The
United States and Saudi Arabia have repeatedly
accused Iran of arming the Houthis. 

Bodies in Danish freezer
COPENHAGEN: Danish police said yesterday they found
the bodies of a slain Syrian refugee and her two young
daughters in a freezer in their apartment, as they launched
a manhunt for the girls’ father. The bodies of the 27-year-
old mother and her seven and nine-year-old daughters
were found inside a freezer in their apartment in the
southern Danish town of Aabenraa after a concerned rela-
tive had not heard from them for days. “Police went into
the apartment and found the three bodies in a freezer,”
local police said in a statement. “The victim’s husband and
the father of the two children was not in the apartment,
and we are actively searching for him,” the statement
added. The Syrian family arrived in Denmark in 2015 and
were granted refugee status. The Scandinavian nation wel-
comed 21,000 migrants in 2015. The influx has significantly
slowed since Denmark re-established border controls in
early 2016. 

News
i n  b r i e f

CAPE TOWN: Friday prayers at the
People’s Mosque in Cape Town looks like
any other around the Islamic world,
except in this South African city the imam
is openly gay and the teaching promotes
homosexual rights. It is a stance that pro-
vokes outrage from many Muslims, but
Muhsin Hendricks has built up a small,
loyal congregation by helping worship-
pers try to reconcile their sexuality and
their religion. “There is this love-hate rela-
tionship from the Muslim community,”
Hendricks said.

“Sometimes they feel that I should be
thrown from the highest mountain, and
sometimes they appreciate that there is
one imam who is willing to work with
people who they are unwilling to work
with.” Cape Town has an active gay scene,
and is often described as the “gay capital”
of Africa, with a district of gay-friendly
restaurants, bars, guesthouses and clubs

near the city centre. In 1996 Hendricks
founded “The Inner Circle”, a support
group for Muslims living in Cape Town
who felt rejected due to their sexual ori-
entation, which led to him setting up the
mosque five years ago.

In contrast to the emotions that sur-
round the explosive topic of Islam and
homosexuality, the mosque offers a calm
and open place for gay Muslims to wor-
ship together. “I got divorced at the age of
29 after being married (to a woman) for six
years,” Henrdicks, 48, said. “That was the
point where I just felt-no more double life.
I needed to be authentic with myself, and
part of that process was to come out. “This
is who I am and if that means I am going to
be killed because of my authenticity, then
that is how I choose to meet God.”

‘Homophobic messaging’ 
Today the mosque, located at the

Inner Circle offices, has about 25 regular
worshippers, and even offers a marriage
blessing to gay couples. South Africa’s
1996 constitution was the first in the
world to protect homosexuals’ rights, and
the country is the only one in Africa that
allows same sex marriages. But many
South Africans of all religious groups are
less tolerant, and LGBT (lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender) people are
often subject to discrimination and vio-
lence.

There are about 300,000 Muslims in
Cape Town and most mosque leaders in
the city take a clear stand against homo-
sexuality, even encouraging home impris-
onment and “corrective treatment”.
“Homosexuality is unacceptable and the
punishment will be the fire,” Imam Pandy,
leader of a mosque in Mowbray, a busy
central district of Cape Town said. “How
can you be homosexual? It is forbidden.

And it is your duty as an imam or as a
Muslim to go and speak to them and say
‘no, it cannot be’.” The Inner Circle group
has worked for 20 years to support gay
Muslims, often struggling to survive
against overwhelming opposition from
orthodox Islamic leaders. “The messaging
that the Muslim community gets about
queer issues comes from a clergy that is
completely homophobic,” said Abdul
Karriem Matthews, program manager at
the Inner Circle.

‘Pioneers of change’ 
For worshippers like Zaid Philander, a

local art teacher, the mosque provides a
welcome refuge, as well as access to
counseling after he endured a harrowing
“corrective” ritual conducted by a quack
“doctor” in Cape Town. “There are a lot of
lives being destroyed based on sexuality
and religion, and that needs to change,”

he said. “Here they are the pioneers of this
change, and this is a good place to start. “I
choose to be in a place where I can have a
healthy relationship with God, and the
Inner Circle gives me the freedom to be
the person I am.”

At one recent Friday prayers attended
by AFP a female visitor from the Middle
East gave a sermon to about 30 people
citing passages from the Koran to pro-
mote an accepting version of Islam. She
asked not to be identified or quoted for
fear of hostile reprisals in her native coun-
try, where open worship by gay Muslims
would be unimaginable. Hendricks,
whose father was also an imam, travels
worldwide to spread his message to oth-
er gay Muslims that the answer is to stay
positive. “I want to... arrive at a point
where we can include queer people,” he
said. “I don’t see the Muslim community
as the enemy.”— AFP 

Bahrain postpones verdict
DUBAI: A Bahraini court yesterday postponed its verdict in
the trial of prominent human rights activist Nabeel Rajab
charged with spreading false information and posting
insults online, a judicial source said. The criminal court that
had been expected to issue a ruling at yesterday’s hearing
decided in Rajab’s presence to defer the decision until
December 15. The court ordered the appointment of an
expert from the interior ministry’s cyber crimes unit to
determine who was operating Rajab’s Twitter account, the
source said. The Shiite human rights activist, who had been
pardoned for health reasons last year, was re-arrested in
June and is on trial on a list of charges, including insulting a
state institution and Saudi Arabia in online postings. He is
also accused of “spreading false news and rumors and incit-
ing propaganda during wartime which could undermine
the war operations by the Bahraini armed forces and weak-
en the nation”, according to state media. Bahrain is part of a
Saudi-led coalition battling Shiite Houthi rebels in Yemen. 

Cape Town’s mosque provides rare haven

Hindu temples attacked
NEW DELHI: Hundreds of Muslims in eastern Bangladesh
angry about a social media post launched a wave of
attacks against Hindu temples and homes in a rare convul-
sion of communal violence in the region, Bangladeshi
police said yesterday. Police arrested 15 people suspected
of taking part in the violence, which erupted over a social
media post depicting the Hindu god Shiva over a picture
of the Kaaba, the large cube-shaped building in Makkah
that is considered one of the holiest places in Islam.  As
news of the post spread through neighborhoods in
Muslim-majority Bangladesh, hundreds of people ram-
paged for two hours Sunday through Hindu communities
east of Dhaka, the capital, said senior regional police offi-
cer Abdul Karim. Police said 100 homes and five Hindu
temples were looted. Some rioters apprehended a 27
year-old man they suspected of posting the offensive pic-
ture, but police have yet to determine if he posted it. “We
are working on it,” Karim said.

BANGUI: The Central African Republic’s
capital was rocked by deadly overnight
clashes as France’s defense minister was
due yesterday to formally end a military
operation there, hailing it as a “success”.
Local sources said about 10 people had
been killed in a settling of scores between
armed groups Sunday night in Bangui’s
restive Muslim PK5 neighborhood. 

The toll had yet to be confirmed by the
UN force MINUSCA-which will be alone in
facing the militia terrorizing civilians now
that France is ending its Sangaris opera-
tion, begun three years ago to halt mass
kil l ings in the former French colony.
Residents were continuing to flee the area
around PK5 yesterday, fearing further vio-
lence. A helicopter from the international
force circled over the city from dawn, an
AFP correspondent said.

A fresh wave of bloodshed has been shak-
ing CAR, spearheaded by rival Muslim and
Christian militia groups, and many Central
Africans are worried about the departure of
French troops. The clashes came just after
French Defence Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian
arrived Sunday to close the Sangaris mission,
launched at the end of 2013 to prevent a
feared genocide after president Francois
Bozize was ousted from power.  “France will
never abandon Central Africa,” Le Drian
vowed in an interview with RFI radio and
France 24 television as he arrived.

‘We stopped mass killings’
Earlier this month Le Drian told the

French parliament that the Sangaris mis-
sion, backed by a UN mandate, had been
“a success”.  “ We stopped the mass
killings... allowed a process of intercom-
munal reconciliation, the reconstitution of
the state, a presidential election, and leg-
islative elections,” he said. Around 350
French troops, equipped with observation
drones, will remain present in CAR, around
100 of them deployed with the UN, the
French government says.

Two days before Le Drian’s arrival, 25
people were killed in clashes in the centre
of CAR, including six police officers. The
government denounced the violence as a
“Machiavellian plot designed by the ene-
mies of peace”.  Le Drian was due to
address parliament as well as meeting
with President Faustin-Archange Touadera
and officials from MINUSCA, which still has
some 10,000 troops on the ground. UN
vice secretary general Jan Eliasson is also
expected in Bangui from Tuesday for a
two-day visit, MINUSCA said. One of the
world’s poorest countries, CAR has scarce-
ly emerged from the chaos of civil war
which erupted in 2013 following the over-
throw of Bozize, a Christian, by Muslim
rebels from the Seleka coalition who
installed their own leader.  Armed groups
have flourished over the years given the

weakness of the state. Among the main
culprits are factions from the mostly-
Muslim former Seleka rebel force, and the
Christian “anti-Balaka” militias, a reference
to the machetes used by the rebels. There
are also vigilante groups made up of

nomadic, predominantly Muslim Fulani
herders, as well as others specializing in
highway robbery. The conflict in CAR since
2013 has left thousands of people dead
and forced 4.5 mil l ion to f lee their
homes.— AFP 

CAR capital rocked
by deadly clashes

France ends military operation

BANGUI: United Nations peacekeepers patrol outside a vote-counting centre for the
presidential and parliamentary elections in this file photo. — AFP 

RAS GHARIB: A local man inspects the damage fol-
lowing heavy floods in Ras Gharib, near the mouth of
the Gulf of Suez in the Red Sea governorate. —AFP 

MALMO: Pope Francis arrived in Sweden
yesterday on the latest leg of his mission to
promote reconciliation and unity within
the wider Christian family. After touching
down in the southern city of Malmo, the
Argentine pontiff heads to nearby Lund for
an ecumenical service marking the start of
a year of celebrations for the 500th anniver-
sary of the Reformation. The event marked
50 years of reconciliatory dialogue
between the Catholic Church and
Lutheranism, a tradition that was once fer-
vently hostile to the authority and teach-
ings of the Vatican.

Just by agreeing to attend, Francis has
made a gesture that would have been
unimaginable for all but his most recent
predecessors. The popes of the 16th centu-
ry spent huge amounts of time and energy
trying to stifle or reverse the reforming
wave launched by the German monk
Martin Luther when he nailed his “95 the-
ses” to the door of a church in Wittenberg
on October 31, 1517. Yesterday’s meeting
comes eight months after Francis became
the first pope in almost 1,000 years to meet
an Orthodox Patriarch. The current leader
of the world’s 1.2 billion Catholics has also
reached out to Anglicans. And ahead of the
visit, Francis reiterated the importance he
attaches to Christian unity at a time when
both believers and belief itself are under
pressure in many parts of the world.

‘Ecumenism of blood’   
“When Christians are persecuted and

murdered, they are chosen because they
are Christians, not because they are
Lutherans, Calvinists, Anglicans, Catholics
or Orthodox,” Francis said in an interview
with two Jesuit publications. “An ecu-
menism of blood exists.” He also went out
of his way to underline that Catholicism no
longer regards Luther, who was excommu-
nicated, as a heretical figure. “Luther took a
great step by putting the words of God into
the hands of the people,” Francis said in an
apparent reference to the monk’s efforts to
get a German translation of the Bible print-
ed and circulated.

Some Catholic conservatives question
whether there is anything about the
Reformation worth celebrating. Partly for
that reason, every word of the sermon the
ever unpredictable Francis delivers in Lund
is likely to be closely scrutinized, as will
remarks by Mounib Younan, the Palestinian
president of the World Lutheran Federation.
The pontiff’s body language will also be
closely watched, particularly when he is led
into the Lund cathedral by Antje Jackelen,
the female archbishop who is the senior
cleric in the Swedish Lutheran church. With
its approval of women holding office, back-
ing for gay marriage and openly lesbian and
gay bishops, the Swedish church is liberal to
an extent unimaginable for the vast majori-
ty of Catholic clerics. The two traditions also
differ in their approach to church gover-
nance-hierarchical for Catholicism, flat for
the Lutherans-as well as on more esoteric
theological questions. — AFP

PARIS: Protestants form a branch of the
Christian faith that broke away from the
Roman Catholic Church during the
Reformation 500 years ago. Pope Francis has
nonetheless strengthened ties with several
Protestant denominations, and his trip to
Sweden to take part in events marking the
anniversary of the Reformation could mark a
new high in relations. Here are some key
points about Protestantism:

October 31, 1517 
This is the date that marks the beginning

of the Reformation, when German theolo-
gian Martin Luther published his “95 Theses”.
These notably criticized how the Catholic
concept of “indulgences”-whereby a repen-
tant sinner could reduce the punishment for
his sins in purgatory in return for a monetary
contribution-had been corrupted into a
lucrative cash-for-salvation scheme. Luther
was excommunicated-expelled from the
Roman Catholic Church-on January 3, 1521.
But his message spread quickly across
Europe, disseminated by the printing press.

Articles of faith
There are several theological differences

between Protestants and Roman Catholics,
including the following: Protestants believe
the Bible alone is the highest authority in
matters of faith. Catholics acknowledge the
combined authority of the Bible along with
the traditions of the Church. For Protestants,
salvation is through faith alone, while
Catholic doctrine says “good works” can
influence one’s standing with God. There are
also doctrinal differences over the bread and
wine used in the eucharist or holy commun-
ion. For the Catholic Church, the bread and
wine mystically transform into the actual
body and blood of Jesus, while for
Protestants, they remain a symbol of his sac-
rificial death on the cross. 

Three branches
The Protestant movement diversified into

three main branches: Lutheranism, Calvinism-

which includes the Reformed Church and
Presbyterianism-and Anglicanism. The
Church of Sweden, which will host the pope,
is Lutheran and adheres closely to principles
established by Luther. Other sizeable
Lutheran congregations are located in neigh-
boring Scandinavian countries, as well as in
Germany, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Tanzania and
the United States. Calvinists are inspired by
French theologian John Calvin, who in 1536
founded the Reformed Church in Geneva.
This is present primarily in Europe, North
America, South Africa and Australia. The
Anglican Communion can be found on
almost all continents, and adherents observe
rites common to both the Catholic and
Reformed denominations.  The Catholic
Church reserves the priesthood for men, who
must remain celibate; within Protestantism,
clerics can marry and have children, and in
many churches, women have been admitted
to the priesthood and hierarchy.

Multiple offshoots 
In addition to its major branches, the

Protestant church comprises many denomi-
nations that number tens of millions of
members. They include Baptists,
Evangelicals, Methodists and a group of
more than a half-dozen churches based in
Africa. Other common denominations
include Congregationalists, Seventh Day
Adventists, Quakers, Unitarians and
Mennonites such as the US-based Amish
people that renounce modern technology.
Non-denominational, evangelical and
charismatic or Pentecostal churches are cur-
rently among those growing the fastest. 

800 million faithful
The precise number of Protestants is diffi-

cult to establish given the number of church-
es and offshoots. The independent Pew
Research Center has estimated that in 2011,
Protestants numbered more than 800 mil-
lion, “broadly defined to include Anglicans as
well as members of independent and non-
denominational churches.” —AFP 

LUND, Sweden: Pope Francis kisses a child during his visit in Lund yesterday. Pope
Francis arrived in Sweden yesterday on a historic mission to promote reconciliation
and unity between Catholics and Protestants, riven by Christianity’s nearly 500-year-
old schism. — AFP 

Pope takes Christian unity bid 
to the Protestant heartland

Key facts about Protestantism

WITTENBERG: People attend a festival service at the Schlosskirche (Castle Church, All
Saint’s Church) in Wittenberg, eastern Germany, to celebrate the Reformation Day. — AFP 
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistani police
launched a nation-wide crack-
down overnight, arresting at least
1,500 supporters of cricketer-
turned-politician Imran Khan
ahead of an opposition rally
planned later this week in
Islamabad, officials said yesterday.
The arrests followed intermittent
clashes over the weekend
between Khan’s supporters and
riot police in the capital that saw
police using tear gas and batons
to fight stone-throwing activists.
The violence erupted again
Sunday near Khan’s suburban
home and at several places on
Islamabad’s outskirts.

Yesterday, a Pakistani court
barred Khan’s followers from
demonstrating on Islamabad
streets, restricting the rally to
within the limits of a city park,
said government prosecutor
Saddique Awan. As of last week,
the government has already
enforced a two-month ban on
street rallies in the capital. Khan’s
attorney Babar Awan said the par-
ty would appeal. The party has
called for massive street demon-
strations for Wednesday, threaten-
ing to lock down Islamabad in a
bid to force Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif to resign. Sharif has been
under pressure after his family
members were named as holders
of offshore bank accounts in

leaked financial documents from
Panamanian law firm Mossack
Fonseca. Police have conducted
raids based on tips and informa-
tion about planned violence, said
government spokesman Zaeem
Qadri. Those who pledge not to
take part in violent actions are
released, while those considered a
threat remain in custody pending
charges, he said. Two security offi-
cials, speaking on condition of
anonymity because they were not
authorized to talk to the media,
said the number of those arrested
overnight ranges between 1,500
and 1,800.  

Police have placed shipping
containers on key highways lead-
ing to Islamabad to stop Khan’s
party ’s convoys from across
Pakistan from reaching the capi-
tal.  Interior Minister Chaudhry
Nisar Ali Khan said Khan’s follow-
ers had violent plans, which
included the storming of govern-
ment offices. Khan’s close aide
Shah Mahmood Qureshi alleged
that the police were manhandling
and roughing up the family mem-
bers of the workers. “The police
are also trespassing on the houses
of our leaders and activists,” he
said. He said two senior leaders of
the party were forcibly bundled in
a police van. Both were later
released on orders from the interi-
or minister.  — AP 

LASHKAR GAH: With jingling poppy
seeds hidden in his pouch, Helmand
farmer Nematullah sidled out of Taleban
territory to explain how he struck gold-
two additional opium harvests a year,
which could further roil Afghanistan’s
conflict. Afghanistan has all the trap-
pings of a narco-state, with opium pro-
duction the lifeblood of the Taleban
insurgency-from the traditional spring
harvest alone edging towards a record
high. Farmers such as Nematullah are
now reaping two more crops-in midsum-
mer and autumn-in parts of the volatile
south, with experts citing genetically
modified seeds and bold farming experi-
ments as irrigation techniques improve
and eradication efforts collapse.

“We used to have one annual poppy
harvest-we now have three,” said
Nematullah, a young farmer from the
insurgency-wracked district of Kajaki in
northern Helmand. “Helmand has a lot of
war, a lot of land, and very little employ-
ment except fighting for the Taleban.
Poppies are a blessing-it now gives us
work throughout the year.” Nematullah
snuck out of his village, a Taleban
hotbed, to meet AFP in the provincial
capital Lashkar Gah, bringing with him a
handful of ivory-colored poppy seeds
that he claimed grow well in the two
new seasons.  

Sourced from local traders, those

seeds shorten the growth cycle of the
plant to around 70 days compared to the
usual five to six months, with largely the
same quality of opium resin, multiple
farmers said. “Some parts of Helmand
plant twice a year, because of the favor-
able climate, but three poppy seasons
would be thanks to genetically modified
seeds,” said Jelena Bjelica, a researcher
with the Afghanistan Analysts Network.
“The seeds are believed to originate in
China where legal opium cultivation is
undertaken for pharmaceutical use,”
Bjelica said, adding it was unclear who
was behind their distribution in
Afghanistan.

Taleban as ‘godfathers’ 
Pink-and-white poppy blooms, which

in some areas grow within eyeshot of
government buildings, help bankroll the
Taleban’s nationwide insurgency and
present an existential threat to the
Afghan state. The Taleban, widely likened
to a drug cartel, earn up to $1.2 billion
annually from taxing poppy farmers
alone, Western officials say. The new
crops could further swell insurgent cof-
fers, underscoring the stunning failure of
the multi-billion-dollar US war on drugs
in Afghanistan as it pursued a war on ter-
ror there. It could enhance not just their
financial muscle to recruit more fighters
but also sway corrupt Afghan forces.

“Imagine if our soldiers get 10,000
Pakistani rupees to defend government
checkpoints, our enemy has the capacity
to pay 50,000 rupees to abandon the
same checkpoints,” a senior Helmand
security official said, referring to the new
crops. “It’s a very worrying situation.”
Opium remains an economic linchpin for
many farmers, who apparently have a
strong preference for cultivation in areas
under Taleban control. The UN says the
insurgents act “more like ‘godfathers’
than a ‘government in waiting’”. The new
poppy crops are reported in northern
Helmand districts known for cooler sum-
mers such as Nawzad, Musa Qala, Sangin
and Kajaki-almost entirely under Taleban
control-as well as some restive areas of
neighboring Kandahar, Uruzgan and
Zabul provinces.

‘Gold mine’
“Diversification and experimentation

by farmers includes the move to three
opium poppy crops per year,” said David
Mansfield, author of “A State Built on
Sand: How opium undermined
Afghanistan”. “Cheaper technology is a
dominating factor that has allowed
these advancements.” The second and
third crops require almost daily irriga-
tion, and farmers were benefiting with
improved access to water pumps and
even solar-powered tube wells,

Mansfield said. But the yields are limited
as the crop matures quickly. Mansfield
estimates that cultivation of the second
crop is l ikely to be under 10,000
hectares, while not much is known about
the third.

Farmers interviewed by AFP voiced
confidence about greater yields over the
coming years, with many emboldened to
experiment further following a cessation
of the government’s costly eradication
drive. Euphoria erupted some months

ago in Kandahar’s mountainous Shah
Wali Kot district when a farmer practic-
ing crop rotation sought to plant onions
after the spring poppy harvest. With irri-
gation, over time the soil, still rich in
residual opium seeds, gave rise to poppy
stalks. “I t caused a sensation,” said
Mohammad Qasim, an opium farmer
from Helmand’s Marjah district.  “People
talked about it as if they had unearthed a
gold mine: ‘Poppy grows in the off sea-
son too’.” — AFP

Multiple harvests drive Afghan opium boom

BHOPAL: Indian police gunned down eight
Islamists yesterday after they escaped from a
high-security jail by slitting the throat of a prison
guard and scaling the walls with knotted bed-
sheets. The members of the banned Students
Islamic Movement of India (SIMI) had staged the
breakout from the prison in Bhopal by attacking
and murdering the warder with sharpened
prison-issue steel kitchen plates in the middle of
celebrations to mark the Hindu festival of Diwali.
Police said they were later cornered on the out-
skirts of the city in the central state of Madhya
Pradesh but resisted efforts to take them back
into custody and were subsequently shot dead.    

“We asked them to surrender but they tried
to break the police cordon,” Yogesh Choudhary,
Bhopal’s inspector general of police said. “They
were unarmed but attempted to attack the
police with stones. We had to shoot them.”
Choudhary, however, later told reporters that
“they had weapons and cross-firing took place”.
TV images showed crude pistols lying next to
the bodies, triggering scepticism in some quar-
ters about the police version of events. “Security
forces have the right to use proportionate force
to save lives, but it appears in this case that the
suspects may not have been armed,” Meenakshi
Ganguly, South Asia director for Human Rights
Watch said.

“The entire incident should be properly inves-
tigated. A take-no-prisoners approach to policing
is dangerous and harms efforts to create a rights-
respecting police force.” After using their sheets to
climb and descend several walls inside the prison,
the inmates made their way on foot to a village 15
kilometers south of the city centre, despite a mas-
sive search. Police said local residents had alerted
them about suspicious movements in the village,
leading to the raid in the late morning. The home
ministry had earlier issued a nationwide red alert
over the jailbreak, while police had released
mugshots of the prisoners.

Prison boss suspended
Police insist there was no breakdown in secu-

rity at the prison, a supposedly maximum securi-
ty facility which has a round-the-clock electronic

surveillance system. However four officials,
including the prison’s superintendent, have
been suspended and an inquiry launched into
the escape. Madhya Pradesh’s Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan told reporters the break-
out posed a threat to national security and
authorities swiftly mobilized all law enforcement
arms to track the fugitives. He said the National
Investigation Agency had been asked to open
an inquiry into the breakout and anyone found
to have acted incompetently would be prosecut-
ed. Most of the inmates had been awaiting trial
for “terror-related activities, sedition and rob-
bery” for more than three years, although two of
them had only been detained since February.
The breakout happened on the night of Diwali, a
major Hindu festival when revelers traditionally
set off fireworks which can shroud the night

skies. Seven SIMI members escaped from a jail in
the town of Khandwa in 2013 and were arrested
last year after being on the run for over two
years, later prompting the government to house
all the arrested SIMI members in the high-securi-
ty facility in Bhopal. 

Indian authorities have accused SIMI of carry-
ing out several deadly bombings and of having
links with Pakistan-based militant groups. Police
blamed the group for the serial bombing of
Mumbai commuter trains in 2006 which killed
187 people, as well as bomb blasts in New Delhi.
The government banned the group in 2001 in
the aftermath of the September 11 attacks in
New York and Washington. Hundreds of its
members have been arrested in the past decade,
but the group says it merely propagates an
“Islamic way of life” for Indian Muslims. — AFP 

LASHKAR GAH: Poppy farmer Nehmatullah, 34, holds poppy seeds on the palm
of his hand during an interview with AFP in his home in Lashkar Gah, Helmand
province. —AFP 

Escaped Islamist prisoners
shot dead in India’s Bhopal 

Inmates flee after slashing guard’s throat

MANILA: The Philippines and China have reached a
“friendly” understanding allowing Filipinos to fish
around a disputed shoal seized by Beijing in 2012, a
senior aide to President Rodrigo Duterte said yester-
day. Duterte negotiated the understanding during
his recent meeting in Beijing with Chinese President
Xi Jinping, said Manila’s national security adviser
Hermogenes Esperon. As a result, he said, in recent
days Filipino fishermen have been able to fish unmo-
lested at Scarborough Shoal in the South China Sea
while Chinese government vessels have patrolled
nearby.

“ There is no agreement.. .  but our president
believes that our fishermen will  no longer be
harassed because he already brought up this matter”
during his visit, Esperon told the media. “The coast-
guard of China is there, but their navy is gone. And
now, our fishermen are no longer being accosted, no
longer being forced out, so we can say things are
now friendly,” he added. Chinese foreign ministry
spokeswoman Hua Chunying acknowledged some
changes.

“The Chinese side has continuously exercised nor-
mal jurisdiction over Huangyan Island, and the situa-
tion has not changed,” she said in Beijing, referring to
the shoal by its Chinese name. “Relations between
China and the Philippines have comprehensively
improved, and under such a situation, China has
already made some proper arrangements with
regards to issues of concern to President Duterte.”
China took control of Scarborough Shoal, 230 kilome-
ters west of the main Philippine island of Luzon, in
2012. It had been driving away Filipino fishermen
from the rich fishing ground, sometimes using water
cannon.  

But last weekend Filipino fishermen were once
more able to fish at the shoal with the Chinese ships
not interfering.Esperon stressed that neither country
dropped its claim to the shoal, with China insisting on
its “historical rights”. China claims most of the South

China Sea despite partial counter-claims by the
Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam.
Esperon said Duterte’s position was that the
Philippines also had “historical rights,” and that it was
also bolstered by an international tribunal ruling in
July that there was no basis for China’s claims to most
of the South China Sea.

He said the two leaders decided to sidestep the
issue to repair frayed ties. “There is no talk on territori-
al rights, there is no talk on assertion of rights, but
they respect our traditional rights,” Esperon added.
Duterte’s predecessor Benigno Aquino had brought

the case before the international tribunal which
resulted in the resounding victory over China.  

Aquino’s strong opposition to China’s territorial
claims strained ties with Beijing. However Duterte,
who was elected in May, has said he will not press the
territorial issue and instead seek more aid and invest-
ment from China.  “There is no resolution, so why
allow yourselves to be in that confrontational posi-
tion when you can talk about economic relations,
trade relations?” said Esperon. “It is win-win for both
but this is not to say that we have dropped our
claim.”— AFP 

ISLAMABAD: Naeema Kishwar shrouds her-
self in a burqa, showing only her eyes. She
belongs to a Pakistani political party that
has been linked to the Taleban. And she
comes from deeply conservative tribal lands
where girls have been killed for going to
school. Sughra Imam sometimes wears a
scarf draped lightly on her hair, but often
her head is bare. She belongs to a liberal
party whose leader, Benazir Bhutto, the first
female prime minister of this predominantly
Muslim nation, was assassinated by extrem-
ists. She comes from a prominent Pakistani
family and was educated at Harvard. So
much divides the two politicians, but at least
one thing unites them: they have spent their
careers fighting for women. They became
unlikely allies in the battle to pass a historic
law to protect women from murder by mem-
bers of their own families. In Pakistan, legisla-
tion passed decades ago has allowed many
of those who kill in the name of family “hon-
or” to go free. 

‘Honor killing’
A family’s honor can be “tarnished” by

something as innocent as sitting next to an
unknown man, or helping a friend elope
with the man of her choice.  The law decrees
that relatives of a murder victim can forgive

the killer. Human rights groups argued that
in the case of “honor” killing, this granted
immunity to killers, because both victim and
perpetrator are usually family members.
Hard-line Islamic groups, however, defended
forgiveness as a religious edict from the
Quran.

But the mood in the country began to
shift in the last year with the rise of social
media and a proliferation of television
channels that started covering “honor”
killings. Pakistanis grew outraged over a
series of grotesque murders: a daughter
burned alive by her mother, a social media
star drugged and strangled by her brother,
a teenage girl ordered by a tribal council to
be bound and burned like Joan of Arc for
helping a friend elope.

After Imam became a member of parlia-
ment’s upper house seven years ago, the
poor who tilled the land in her constituency
in Punjab province started coming to her
with stories of a man who had killed his wife
after seeing her talking to another man, or
of a brother who killed his sister for having
“illicit” relations. She saw that the men who
killed showed no worry of even going to jail.
“No one was ever afraid. They never felt they
would be punished. They knew they would
be forgiven,” Imam says. —AP

BHOPAL: Indian police gather alongside the bodies of SIMI activists, who escaped from Central
Jail in Bhopal and were killed by Special Task Force police at the hillocks of Acharpura village,
near the capital Bhopal yesterday. — AFP 

Japan Coast Guard security team members display tracking and capture drills by rigid-hulled inflatable
boats against an unidentified ship at sea in Yokohama near Tokyo during an inspection tour by
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. —AP

China and Philippines in ‘friendly’ 
understanding on disputed shoal

Pakistani lawmaker Naeema Kishwar 

Pakistani women unite to
take ‘honor’ out of killing

Pakistani police detain 
1,500 in crackdown 

on opposition
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Syria’s five-year war has been a major fault line for
Lebanon’s political class, and analysts have warned
Aoun’s election will not be a “magic wand” for divisions
that have long plagued parliamentarians. The next chal-
lenge will be forming a government, which is expected
to take months of wrangling. Presidential media office
chief Rafic Chlala said consultations to name a prime
minister would begin tomorrow morning, with an
announcement expected at noon Thursday. 

It remains unclear if Lebanon’s perpetually ineffectu-
al political class can solve key problems such as a trash
crisis that has seen rubbish pile up in open dumps. The
parliament that elected Aoun has twice extended its
own mandate, avoiding elections, because of disagree-
ments over a new electoral law. Aoun had long eyed the
presidency, and his candidacy was backed from the
beginning by Shiite movement Hezbollah, his ally since
a surprise rapprochement in 2006.

But the key to clinching the post was the shock sup-
port of two of his greatest rivals: Christian Lebanese
Forces leader Samir Geagea and Sunni former premier
Saad Hariri. Hariri, expected to be appointed prime min-
ister, said his endorsement was necessary to “protect
Lebanon, protect the (political) system, protect the state
and protect the Lebanese people”.

Hariri and Geagea both oppose Syria’s Bashar Al-
Assad, while Hezbollah and its allies have supported
Damascus, also dispatching fighters to bolster its forces.
That feud left lawmakers repeatedly unable to reach con-
sensus on the presidency, a post reserved for a Maronite
Christian and elected by parliament. After taking the
oath, Aoun rode in a convoy of black cars to the presiden-
tial palace in Baabda, east of Beirut, where his wife and
three daughters were waiting to congratulate him.

In Beirut’s majority-Christian neighborhood of
Ashrafiyeh, revellers launched fireworks and loosed vol-
leys of celebratory gunfire. The atmosphere in Jdeideh
outside Beirut was one of untrammelled joy, with thou-
sands honking car horns and popping bottles of cham-
pagne. “I’m so happy. After 25 years our dream has
come true,” said 33-year-old accountant Giselle

Tammam.
European Union diplomatic chief Federica Mogherini

said Aoun’s election “opens the way for all political par-
ties to now engage in constructive dialogue” to address
the needs of Lebanese citizens.  Iran “congratulated” the
Lebanese people, calling the election “an important
step to entrench democracy and ensure Lebanon’s sta-
bility”. Syria’s Al-Watan daily, which is close to the gov-
ernment, said the election represents “the triumph of
the resistance, of Syria and its allies”. 

In addition to promises of economic growth and
security, Aoun said Lebanon’s government must work to
ensure Syrian refugees “can return quickly” to their
neighboring homeland. The influx of more than one
million Syrian refugees has tested the country’s limited
resources, already strained by hundreds of thousands of
displaced Palestinians who live in squalid and often law-
less camps.

Lebanon’s 127 lawmakers took nearly two hours to
elect Aoun, who failed to secure a two-thirds majority in
the first round, triggering a second. The second round
was repeated twice, after 128 ballots - exceeding the
number of MPs - were cast. At times the session threat-
ened to descend into farce, with votes cast for pop star
Myriam Klink and “Zorba the Greek”.

Other lawmakers, including from speaker Nabih
Berri’s bloc, cast blank ballots in protest at the horse-
trading that secured Aoun’s candidacy. “A blank ballot is
an objection to the way things were done,” MP Ali Khreis
told AFP before the vote. “This country doesn’t run on
bilateral or trilateral agreements - we believe in dia-
logue.”

But Aoun eventually secured 83 votes, far more than
the 50-percent-plus-one majority needed for a second-
round victory. After announcing Aoun’s win, Berri said
the election “should be a beginning, not an end”. “This
parliament is ready to extend its hand to lift up
Lebanon,” he said. Christian politician Sleiman Franjieh -
a childhood friend of Syria’s Assad and Berri’s favored
candidate - said he “respected the result”. “We’ll see
what is proposed to us for the government,” he tweet-
ed, hinting at a potential ministerial post as a consola-
tion prize. —  Agencies 

2-year vacuum ends as Aoun elected...

Continued from Page 1

remained lacking without it becoming effective. He said
that if he gets elected, he plans to submit another grilling of
the new justice minister over the same issue.

Former opposition MP and election candidate Al-Saifi Al-
Saifi yesterday strongly criticized the government for revok-
ing the citizenship of several opposition figures, saying that
the government had done a great injustice to several
Kuwaiti families. He said that the government had revoked
the citizenships through a decision and can restore them
also through a decision. Saifi said the opposition does not
plan to create tensions with the government, but if it does
not restore those citizenships, he vowed the opposition law-
makers will not remain silent, adding that “we will not rest
until the citizenships were returned”.

The former lawmaker warned over the possibility of the

government rigging the election like what it did way back in
1967 or by funding some candidates. Saifi called on Kuwaiti
voters to take part in the coming election in large numbers
in order to ensure that the best people are elected to serve
the country and citizens.

Former MP Nasser Al-Marri, running from the fifth district,
said the government is looking for a flexible Assembly in a
bid to pass its harsh austerity program, adding the dangers
of random decisions are greater than those resulting from
the fall in oil prices. He held the government responsible for
the deterioration in the economic situation and said citizens
should not be made to bear the results of its mistakes. He
said that economic reforms should start from the govern-
ment and wealthy people and not from low-income sec-
tions. Marri said that “touristic” medical treatment abroad in
the past few years cost KD 1.48 billion, which is enough to
build several hospitals in the country.

Qudhaibi claims govt protecting corrupt...

ABU DHABI: A top Emirati court yesterday sentenced seven
people to up to life in prison after convicting them of form-
ing a cell linked to Lebanon’s Iran-backed Hezbollah move-
ment, state media said. One Emirati national and two
Lebanese men were given life sentences, while an Iraqi and
another Lebanese man were jailed for 15 years each, accord-
ing to state news agency WAM. An Egyptian woman and
another Emirati man were each jailed for 10 years, it said.

The charges included “passing classified information
about a governmental department to Lebanon’s Hezbollah
(group) and for the benefit of a foreign country,” WAM said.
The defendants were also accused of passing information
about “oil production in one of the emirates as well as maps
of oil and gas fields,” it said. They were also charged with
“forming and managing an international group belonging
to the (Hezbollah) party without a license from the govern-
ment,” it added.

The trial at the state security court was attended by some

of the defendants’ family members, as well as lawyers and
representatives of local media, WAM said. The foreign press
is not usually given access to state security trials. The Arab
League and the Gulf Cooperation Council in March declared
Hezbollah a “terrorist” group over the movement’s backing
for the Syrian regime. Hezbollah is fighting in Syria in sup-
port of the government of President Bashar Al-Assad against
opponents including Gulf-backed rebels.

In another hearing, the court jailed an Emirati man for
seven years for “fighting with a terrorist group in Syria”, The
National daily reported. His sister, 34, was sentenced to five
years and fined 500,000 dirhams ($136,240) for posting
insulting tweets against the state, the paper said. The 24-
year-old was found guilty of joining the Ahrar Al-Sham
Islamist group in Syria in 2013 and receiving military train-
ing. His lawyer said he had gone to war-ravaged Syria only
to retrieve the body of his father who was killed while fight-
ing for the group, the paper said.— AFP 

UAE jails seven for 
links to Hezbollah

RABAT: Moroccan authorities were promising yester-
day to investigate the death of a fish seller whose
crushing in a rubbish truck sparked widespread
demonstrations. Mouhcine Fikri, 31, was crushed to
death on Friday in the truck in the northern city of Al-
Hoceima as he reportedly tried to protest against
authorities seizing and destroying his wares. His death
in the Rif - an ethnically Berber region long neglected
under the former king and at the heart of a 2011
protest movement for reform - has triggered outrage
in other cities including the capital Rabat.

Thousands attended Fikri’s funeral in Al-Hoceima
yesterday after an image of his inert body - head and
arm sticking out from under the lorry’s crushing mech-
anism - went viral on social media. The gruesome
image was splashed across the front page of newspa-
pers yesterday alongside photos of the protests - in Al-
Hoceima as well as in smaller Rif towns, but also in
Casablanca, Marrakesh and Rabat.

“Morocco is in shock. The horrific death of the fish
seller has caused tears in the Rif and outrage among
Moroccans,” the daily Akhbar Alyoum said. Images on
social media showed hundreds of high school students
protesting in Al-Hoceima yesterday morning. Autopsy
results quoted by the media yesterday showed “frac-
tures of the five first ribs left and right” and reported
death from “hemorrhagic shock after a chest wound.”

The circumstances of the fishmonger’s death have
remained unclear. But a human rights activist said on
Sunday that the authorities had forced the fishmonger
to destroy several boxes of swordfish, which it is illegal
to catch using driftnets. Fikri threw himself in the truck
after his goods were crushed by the machine, Fassal
Aoussar from the Moroccan Association of Human
Rights (AMDH) said.

Interior Minister Mohamed Hassad late on Sunday
vowed that an investigation would be held to “deter-
mine the exact circumstances of the tragedy and pun-

ish those responsible”. He said authorities found “a
large quantity of swordfish” in his car at a police check-
point and “a decision was taken to destroy the illegal
goods”. “All questions are about what happened after
that,” he said. “We cannot accept officials acting in
haste, anger or in conditions that do not respect peo-
ple’s rights.”

It was the self-immolation of a street vendor in
Tunisia in late 2010 in protest at police harassment that
sparked Tunisia’s revolution and the Arab Spring upris-
ings across the rest of the region the next year. The
AMDH on Sunday warned of a “possible repeat” of the
2011 protests in the Rif, just a week before Morocco
starts hosting international climate talks. King
Mohammed VI ordered a “thorough and exhaustive
investigation” into Fikri’s death and the “prosecution of
whoever is found responsible”, the interior ministry said.

The king - who was in Zanzibar at the weekend on a
tour of East Africa - sent the interior minister to “present
his condolences” to Fikri’s family, it said. Morocco is due
to host the COP22 climate talks in Marrakesh from Nov
7 to 18. Prime Minister Abdelilah Benkirane released a
statement Saturday presenting his condolences over
Fikri’s death, but urging members and supporters of his
party to refrain from participating in protests.

“People are really pissed off, and can’t keep being
silent anymore,” said Abdellah Lefnatsa, a union leader
from a leftwing movement among the more than
1,000 people protesting in front of the Parliament in
the capital, Rabat. He claimed that students, workers
and activists have died because of police violence in
recent years. Rachid Hilali, a technology project man-
ager at the Rabat protest, said, “To me what happened
in Al Hoceima should not happen in 2016. This way of
killing people by the police, our grandfathers are used
to it, but we should not be used to this. We cannot
accept this kind of treatment anymore.” Such protests
are rare in Morocco. — Agencies 

RABAT: With graphic posters and signs, thousands of Moroccans protest on Sunday against the death of fish seller
Mouhcine Fikri on Friday in the northern city of Hoceima.— AP  

Morocco pledges probe after 
protests over vendor’s death



B rian van Buuren, a white former farmer in Burma
Valley, eastern Zimbabwe, couldn’t hide his anger
as he recalled how he lost almost everything dur-

ing the country ’s controversial land reforms. After
investing most of his money in his tobacco farm, van
Buuren was left almost destitute when his land was
seized by the government in 2010. “I lost virtually every-
thing,” van Buuren,  80,  told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation. Today, he is one of countless evicted elder-
ly white landowners struggling to make ends meet as
they wait for compensation that many fear may never
come - since the black farmers expected to stump up
the cash say they don’t have it.

In 2001, President Robert Mugabe introduced laws to
more equitably distribute land between black subsis-
tence farmers and white Zimbabweans of European
ancestry. The reforms were aimed at addressing colonial
imbalances in which a small number of white farmers
owned most of the best agricultural land in Zimbabwe.
Earlier this year, the government pledged to compensate
all farmers who lost their farms during the land reform
program, in which about 5,000 white farmers were evict-
ed from their land in often violent struggles, and at least
12 people died.

The violence and allegations of rigged elections and
rights abuses - all denied by Mugabe - led to Western
sanctions. The sanctions compounded an economic crisis
that had worsened since the World Bank, International
Monetary Fund and African Development Bank suspend-
ed aid in 1999, after Zimbabwe defaulted on debts. The
country’s new constitution, adopted in 2013, included a
provision to compensate the white farmers who were
evicted, particularly for the improvements they had
made on their farms.

In September, Finance Minister Patrick Chinamasa said
the government had paid $42.7 million to farmers in
compensation. “The government has taken a big step
towards compensation of previous farmers,” he said. “The
government is expediting the mapping and valuation of
improvements on farms acquired under the land reform
programme so it can compensate the farmers.”

‘Cruel Irony’
Chinamasa said land rentals and levies paid by the ben-

eficiaries of the land reforms would be used to compen-
sate the white farmers. Part of the $42.7 million compen-
sation had come from these funds, he said. But today,
many of the black farmers expected to fund the compen-
sation through levies and taxes say they simply don’t have
the money, thereby delaying the whole process. Very few
had farming skills when the government resettled them,
say experts, and can now barely make ends meet, let
alone pay extra levies.

The new farmers’ agricultural output is now a fraction
of the level seen before 2000 when Mugabe introduced
the land reform. They are also being hammered by
Zimbabwe’s worst drought in a quarter of a century
while also toiling under a stagnating economy that has
seen banks reluctant to lend and cheaper food imports
from the likes of South Africa undermining local busi-
nesses. According to the Zimbabwe Farmers Union, a
group of mostly black farmers, compensation for the
white farmers must relate to land development and
assets, not the land itself.

The executive director, Paul Zakariya, said compensa-
tion for the land would be “unconstitutional as it belongs
to the state”. “The new (black) farmers must be levied and
this levy should used to pay the white farmers. We don’t
want everyone in the country to be taxed and the money
used to pay the white farmers but we want those who
benefited from the land reform to be levied”. That the
redistributed lands and farms are lying unused or aban-
doned is a particularly cruel irony for former farmers like
van Buuren who put everything into their land, they say.

Having bought the farm in Manicaland province back
in 1964, van Buuren turned it into a successful tobacco
farming entity and later diversified into banana farming
with a local company. Over the years, he invested in irri-
gation equipment, tobacco barns, fruit trees, tractors and
two dams, as well as other infrastructure and machinery -
all of which were seized. “They took all my equipment
and I only recovered two vehicles and a bit of furniture,”
he said.

Although he now owns and lives in a modest house in
Mutare city, he fears for the future as his savings have run
out. “I had very few savings as I had invested all the money
in the farm. We are now struggling to survive. I am wor-
ried. We just sit here. We can’t afford to go anywhere,” he
said. According to van Buuren, all 12 white farmers in the
Burma Valley area lost their land in the reform program.
“Many farmers are now destitute,” he said.

Glimmer of Hope
His sentiments were echoed by another farmer, Pieter

de Klerk, who had to give up Kondozi Farm, a thriving hor-
ticultural export entity in Odzi, also in Manicaland
province. One of de Klerk’s sons, who also lost his land in
Zimbabwe, has re-established himself as a cassava farmer
in Tanzania. “My children are now sustaining me,” de Klerk
said. “It took me 50 years to build that place but all is gone.”
Another farmer, Schalk du Pless, said: “We are now support-
ed by our children. Had it not been for that, we could have
been dead.”

Du Pless and de Klerk, both in their eighties, live at a
home for the elderly in Mutare. They are among many
white former farmers of their generation who are strug-
gling, said Mutare’s former mayor Brian James, whose own
farm was seized. “Some are destitute, particularly the elder-
ly. Some (farmers) are desperately looking for jobs. Others
have left the country,” James said.

However, with Zimbabwe’s unemployment standing at
more than 80 percent, the chances of former farmers who
are still able to work finding employment are slim. While
some fear the cash-strapped government won’t be able to
compensate all of them, others want to see a glimmer of
hope. Van Buuren said his farm, which he says had a value
of almost $1 million, could still provide him with enough
money for his retirement if the government pays compen-
sation. “Even given an opportunity to go back on my farm,
at my age I couldn’t do it ... but I can have some compensa-
tion,” he said. But with no sign that compensation will be
paid soon, van Buuren fears he might die before receiving
any payment. “I am 80 years old now,” he said. Soon I will be
gone, but will I get the compensation (in time)?” —Reuters
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Focus

Zimbabwe farmers pin hope on compensation

History will remember Barack Obama
as America’s first black president.
But his eight years in office have

thoroughly shaken up America’s role in the
world and the political spectrum at home.
“How’s that hopey-changey stuff working
out for ya?” sneered Sarah Palin, the defeat-
ed 2008 Republican vice presidential nomi-
nee. It was Feb 2010, scarcely a year after
Obama swept into the White House. He
had promised halcyon days of hope and
change - an end to partisan gridlock and
bloody expeditionary wars - but he was
struggling to live up to his own hype.

Obama’s first year in office saw four mil-
lion Americans lose their jobs. Hundreds
more lost their lives in “forever wars” in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Republicans and
Democrats seemed as dislocated as ever.
Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell
set the tone at the outset: “The single most
important thing we want to achieve is for
President Obama to be a one-term presi-
dent.” Obama had tried to temper expecta-
tions. “We are living through difficult and
uncertain times,” he said during an inaugu-
ral congressional address that surprised
with its gloominess.

But his own soaring rhetoric - at times
on par with Winston Churchill or John F
Kennedy - had set the bar too high. He was-
n’t helped by the Nobel Committee, which
made him a peace laureate months after he
took office. “I would be remiss if I did not
acknowledge the considerable controversy
that your generous decision has generat-
ed,” he said accepting the prize in Oslo. 

Fast forward to the end of Obama’s
labors and the economy is in a slow but
steady convalescence. Massive fiscal stimu-
lus and historically unparalleled monetary
easing - what former Treasury secretary Tim

Geithner would describe as a “wall of mon-
ey” - ameliorated the crisis, but the recov-
ery was uneven. The threat of jihadist
attacks continues and wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan rage, but with a much lighter
US footprint and toll in blood.  

Intervention 
If George W Bush’s unilateralism had

made him an international pariah, Obama’s
pledge to cooperate and restore America’s
reputation helped make him a rock star. His
credo that “no one nation, no matter how
large or how powerful, can defeat
such challenges alone” was
met with adulation by
200,000 fans in Berlin. At
times, Obama seemed
to positively embrace
the end of post-war US
hegemony.

He defined the
national interest
much more nar-
rowly and
eschewed inter-
vention, even
when his own red
lines were
breached and
America’s reputation
was damaged. The
cost in blood and
treasure of being the
world’s policeman
had been too great.
The Great Recession
had shown that com-
mitment was proba-
bly unsustainable too.
Instead, he looked to
allies to carry their

weight in their neighborhoods. 
In Libya and elsewhere, the United

States would “lead from behind”. But his
timing could scarcely have been more
problematic. The retrenchment of US pow-
er came as rivals became more bellicose
and allies in Europe - beset by financial,
social and security crises - were at their
weakest and most parochial. In Xi Jinping
and Vladimir Putin, China and Russia had
more powerful leaders than at any time
since Mao Zedong or Leonid Brezhnev.

In Turkey, the century-long pro-western
legacy of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk was

unraveling. Meanwhile Obama’s “pivot
to Asia” came as Arab citizens were

finding their voice and looking for
support against brutal regimes.

Nowhere have the shortcom-
ings of Obama’s doc-

trine been more
relentlessly probed
than in Syria, where
hundreds of thou-
sands have died as
Obama has refused

to intervene, except
to tackle jihadists who

took advantage of the
vacuum.

Tribalism 
At home, Obama’s pres-

idency has seen similar
seismic shifts. Since the
1990s, US politics had been

dominated by pitched battles
between right and left, conser-
vatives and liberals. His term
may be remembered as a time
when the page turned.
Through an international

accord to tackle climate change, Obama
displayed that public opinion at home and
international consensus had moved
beyond Republican denials about the exis-
tence of global warming.

A momentous week in June 2015
encapsulated the sense that Obama had
put the “culture wars” to bed. In a few short
days he saw off a legal challenge to his sig-
nature healthcare law, the Supreme Court
backed gay marriage and in a searing eulo-
gy for Clementa Pinckney - a black preach-
er killed by a white gunman - Obama took
aim at gun laws and nostalgia for the Deep
South of yesteryear. The Confederate flag,
he insisted, was “a reminder of systemic
oppression and racial subjugation”. 

The 2016 election to replace Obama is
being fought on different terrain. The left-
right divide has blurred. No one has been
more surprised or repulsed by Donald
Trump’s movement than conservatives or
national security within the Republican
Party. In the wake of the Great Recession,
the fault lines in post-Obama politics look
economic: Globalist versus nativist, pop-
ulist versus liberal. But America’s politics
have also moved from partisan to tribal,
with Democrats and Republicans flocking
to support their own deeply flawed candi-
dates.

Meanwhile even Obama’s fiercest critics
acknowledge his White House has been
bereft of ethics and sex scandals. “Professor
Obama” - once criticized as too cold and
out of touch - leaves office with soaring
public approval ratings that are approach-
ing levels enjoyed by former presidents Bill
Clinton and Ronald Reagan. His legacy is
not yet fully formed, but as he leaves office
some 55 percent of Americans believe the
hopey-changey stuff worked out. —AFP

Obama presidency draws to a close

From Zhuhai in southern China to Florida, hawk-
ers of civil and military aircraft - and the money
to finance them - will try to drum up new busi-

ness at aerospace expos this week, conscious their
high-risk industry is approaching a turning point. After
US weapons makers beat profit forecasts, analysts say
tensions in eastern Europe and Asia are reversing a
post-Cold War slump in defense spending that until
recently weighed on arms firms. At the same time,
commercial aviation is faltering after a decade-long
winning streak.

“Civil is weakening and turning very spotty in
places, whereas defense is growing in US and world
markets,” said Teal Group consultant Richard
Aboulafia. “It’s a combination of a re-armament cycle
coupled with something of a ramp-up based on
regional tensions and fears.” China’s biggest aviation
event - Airshow China, starting in Zhuhai on Tuesday -
underlines the trend in what is a banner week for the
industry. A defense trade show takes place in Jakarta
and an air finance conference in Hong Kong, as well as
the annual US business jet jamboree in Orlando,
Florida.

Topping Airshow China’s agenda is the last-minute
public debut of the J-20 stealth fighter - a warplane
China hopes will narrow a military gap with the United
States. Ability to project air power is key for China as it
flexes muscles on territorial disputes in the East China
and South China seas. It’s the second successive edi-
tion of the biennial Zhuhai show at which China has
pulled the covers off a classified stealth jet, after dis-
playing the export-oriented Shenyang J-31 in 2014.
Western analysts say the J-20 moves up a gear in
terms of China’s ability to punch beyond its territory,
though it may lack the clout of its lookalike, the US F-
22 Raptor. The Xian Y-20 strategic cargo carrier, similar
to the US C-17 aircraft, will also be present.

C919 - Flying Soon?
Another hot topic at Zhuhai will be the outlook for

the much-delayed maiden flight of state-owned
Comac’s 150-seat C919 jetliner - Beijing’s effort to chal-
lenge the civil aerospace domination of Airbus Group
and Boeing Co. The C919 is currently scheduled to
take flight this year, but industry sources say this will
slip to 2017. “When it was launched the C919 was sup-
posed to fly in 2014. Now it is 2016 and it hasn’t flown,
because developing a commercial jet has been much
harder than they expected,” said China aerospace
expert Bradley Perrett of Aviation Week.

The delays mean the jet is launching into a civil
market looking softer due to slowing growth - a sub-
ject set to dominate discussion when 1,000 commer-
cial jet financiers gather at the two-day Airline
Economics conference this week in Hong Kong. With
more than a million millionaires and over 200 billion-
aires, China should also be among the most promising
markets for private jets. But belt-tightening and
Beijing’s corruption crackdown have hit demand for
large models, which had resisted a post-financial crisis
drop in industry sales.

The plight of the business jet trade will dominate
the US National Business Aviation Association’s Florida
get-together this week. “Previous declines always
rebounded,” said Daniel Hall, senior valuations analyst
at Flight Ascend consultancy, referring to business jet
sales. “This has clearly not.” Those concerns deepened
when parts supplier Honeywell predicted fewer deliv-
eries next year.

Indo Defense
Underlining the current divide between civilian

and military aviation fortunes, foreign sellers are
expected to flock to the Nov 2-5 Indo Defense arms
exhibition in Jakarta, just weeks after Indonesian jets
staged exercises on the edge of a South China Sea
area claimed by Beijing. With Indonesia’s arms imports
up threefold since 2010, according to the Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute, competition
between suppliers is brutal.

Delegates at the event will seek updates on a ten-
tative decision by Indonesia to buy around 8 Sukhoi
Su-35 fighters from Russia. Rivals contractors are fight-
ing to stay in contention for the deal to supply Jakarta
with fighters, in what one Western source described as
a test for efforts by President Joko Widodo to enforce
more transparency in big-ticket deals. Rivals Lockheed
Martin, Sweden’s Saab and owners of Europe’s
Eurofighter will all attend Indo Defense. —Reuters 

Defense jets 
outlook rosy, 
civil fragile



MADRID: Real Madrid defender Pepe is likely to be out of action for a month
after suffering a thigh injury. The Portugal international was replaced during
the first half of Real’s 4-1 win at Alaves on Saturday.
“After tests carried out today on Pepe, he has
been diagnosed with a grade 2 muscle injury in
the femoral biceps of his left leg. His recovery
will continue to be monitored,” Real said in a
statement yesterday. The 33-year-old centre
back, who has started eight games in all
competitions for Real this season, is unlikely
to return before December, ruling him out of
six games, including the city derby at Atletico
Madrid on Nov. 19. He will also miss Portugal’s
World Cup qualifier at home to Latvia. La Liga
leaders Real play travel to Legia Warsaw in
the Champions League tomorrow. They
visit arch-rivals Barcelona in the
first Clasico of the season on
Dec. 4. —Reuters
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MANCHESTER: Liverpool midfielder Jordan Henderson says
it is too soon to talk about winning the title and the side
must keep their feet on the ground after Saturday’s 4-2 win
over Crystal Palace kept them hot on the heels of Premier
League leaders Manchester City. Liverpool, who won the
last of their 18 English league titles in 1990, are unbeaten in
eight league games and trail City and second-placed
Arsenal only on goal difference after 10 games. While their
impressive start has raised optimisim among their fans,
Henderson played down the title talk. “We’ve just got to
concentrate on our games,” the England international told
BT Sport. “We’re not getting ahead of ourselves. We’re focus-
ing on the game ahead and want to keep it game to game.”
Goals from Emre Can, Dejan Lovren, Joel Matip and Roberto
Firmino secured victory for Liverpool at Selhurst Park in a
vibrant attacking display. However, concerns remain over
their defence after James McArthur headed home twice to
keep Palace in the game. “It’s a difficult place to come,” said
the Liverpool skipper.—Reuters

Henderson plays 
down title talk

SYDNEY: Former Australia Test spinner Brad Hogg has revealed in a new book
that retirement and a marriage breakdown led him to contem-

plate ending his life. After seven Tests and being a key part of
Australia’s 2003 and 2007 winning World Cups, Hogg said he
had no other option than to initially retire from all forms of

cricket in 2007-08 in a bid to save his marriage to former wife
Andrea.  In his autobiography, “The Wrong ‘Un”, released yes-
terday, he details the depths he plummeted to in the next

three years when, with the marriage over, he turned to alcohol
and was unable to find contentment in an office job.  “I parked

my car at (Fremantle’s) Port Beach and went for a walk,” he
writes. “I’d stare at the sea and think, I could swim out

to that groyne (stone or concrete structure), and if I
make it back, fine. If I don’t make it back ...  well,
hard luck. “I was prepared to let fate decide. I was
in a really dark place. I did that drive four times.

And each time I thought about doing something
really drastic. —AFP

Hogg considered 
suicide: Book

Real Madrid’s Pepe 
faces a month out

DUBAI: Nissan, the official global automotive
sponsor of the UEFA Champions League, has
confirmed Real Madrid C.F. winger, Gareth Bale,
and Manchester City F.C. striker, Sergio Aguero,
as the brand’s new global ambassadors and
Engineers of Excitement. 

As Nissan’s new global ambassadors, Bale and
Ag¸ero will help the Japanese car manufacturer
to bring football fans closer to the UEFA
Champions League action. They will play a piv-
otal role over the course of the season in excit-
ing fans, starting with a lead role in an exclusive
film created by Nissan. 

Showcasing their electrifying skills, the film
reveals the star players as they go head-to-head
in an intense and competitive rally. The
Engineers of Excitement challenge each other to
return the ball, and we see their precise shooting
technique and innovative skills up close as they
play the ball back and forth. You can watch the
film here: https://youtu.be/5J1gfSg2kvk 

On becoming Nissan’s new global ambassa-
dor, Gareth Bale said: “I’m thrilled to be working
with Nissan on their partnership with the UEFA
Champions League. Having won the tournament
twice with Real Madrid C.F. the competition is
very special to me and I know it takes a tremen-
dous amount of hard work to win. It is one of the
most exciting competition in the world, and I’m
looking forward to sharing that excitement with
the fans.”

Sergio Aguero added his excitement to be
working with Nissan: “I’m very happy to be work-
ing with Nissan. The UEFA Champions League is
such an exciting tournament which features

some of the best teams, players and managers in
the game. The week-in-week-out drama on and
off the pitch makes it a great competition to be a
part of as a player, and to watch as a fan.”

Speaking to Nissan, the official global auto-
motive sponsor of the UEFA Champions League,
Sergio Aguero revealed Manchester City F.C. has
learnt a lot from their UEFA Champions League
campaign last season: “Obviously you learn new
things every year and above all in you acquire
experience, what it really means to play those
games in the Last Sixteen, Last Eight and obvi-
ously in the Semi-Final. I hope this year we can
continue on the same path.”

The Argentine striker also said that he and his
Manchester City F.C. team-mates have big aspi-
rations for this season, and stated they want to
make it as far as possible in the competition:
“Let’s hope we can make it as far as possible.
Obviously it’s not easy but we have a great
team.”  The star striker certainly didn’t rule out
reaching the Final this season, commenting on
the investments and changes made at
Manchester City F.C.: “Our goal is to reach the
Final, because the club invested a lot in hiring
players, and a new project, with new managers.”

Nevertheless Aguero admitted it may not be
achievable this season: “The UEFA Champions
League isn’t easy, but we are working. I don’t
know whether it will be this year or the next one,
but we are working on winning our first title.”                          

Whilst in-form Real Madrid C.F. winger, Gareth
Bale, revealed his team’s desire to make history
in the UEFA Champions League this season, as
they look to become the first team ever to win

back-to-back titles: “I think the whole team
believes that we can win the UEFA Champions
League again. There’s no reason why not, we’ve
done it before. We’re fully focused on that task
this season, and we’ll be doing everything we
can to win the trophy again and hopefully make
history.” Although Bale admitted they’ll need a
little luck to secure their twelfth UEFA
Champions League title, and retain their status
as European champions: “It’s difficult to win the
UEFA Champions League anyway, so to win it
two times in a row obviously it’s even more diffi-
cult. There’s a lot of amazing teams playing and
you need that bit of luck. But we’ve done it the
once now, we have a chance to make history
and hopefully we can do that.

“Obviously Real Madrid C.F. is known for win-
ning Champion’s Leagues. It’s what the club is
about and we all know how important it is, not
just to the players but to the fans also. We’ll be
trying our best for everybody involved to try and
defend the title and get our twelfth UEFA
Champions League.”

Jean-Pierre Diernaz, Vice President for
Marketing, Nissan Europe commented: “We are
absolutely delighted to welcome Bale and
Aguero to the Nissan family, as our new ambas-
sadors and Engineers of Excitement. As part of
the UEFA Champions League partnership, we
wanted to work with ambassadors that demon-
strate and share our same principles of innova-
tion and excitement. Why them? Because like
Nissan they are challenging convention, are true
innovators of the game and every time that step
on that pitch they deliver excitement to fans.”

Gareth Bale Sergio Ag¸ero

Nissan unveils UEFA Champions League stars 
Bale and Aguero as new global ambassadors

KUWAIT: In preparation for ‘Gulf Bank
642 Marathon’, training sessions are
being organized every week in Mishref
Walkway at 7:30pm. This is a chance to
train your body’s 642 muscles as a step
closer to the big day. 

Every Tuesday at 7:30 pm, a group of
enthusiasts gathers and runs the Mishref
Walkway as part of their training before
the kickoff of the ‘Gulf Bank 642
Marathon’ which will  be held on
Saturday 19 November 2016, starting in
Souq Sharq. 

‘Gulf Bank 642 Marathon’ is made for
every individual who wants to experi-
ence a run, touring through the beauti-
ful landmarks of Kuwait. From challeng-
ing athletes to beginners and even fami-
lies, this Marathon caters to everyone.  In
order to appeal to all levels and age
groups, we have four different dis-

tances/categories:
* Family Fun Walk/Run (5KM)
* Souq Run for regular runners (10KM)
* Half Marathon for more advanced run-
ners (21KM)
* Full Marathon (42KM)

The ‘Gulf Bank 642 Marathon’ remains
only road race in Kuwait to have three of
its longer distance race categories accred-
ited by the Association of International
Marathons and Distance Races (AIMS) and
the International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF Athletics), meaning
that those races appeared in the interna-
tional calendar of races.  To find out more
about the Gulf Bank 642 Marathon, visit
the dedicated website at: www.gulf-
bank642marathon.com or its Instagram
account GulfBank642.  The number 642
represent the number of muscles in the
human body.

Gulf Bank 642 marathon: 
Get yourself ready!

Kuwait Banks Club League 2016-17 inaugurated in grand style

KUWAIT: Kuwait Cricket, the official controlling
body of cricket activities in Kuwait and Kuwait
Banks Club jointly inaugurated the Kuwait Banks
club league cricket tournament for the season
2016-17 at the newly designed Sulaibiya turf
ground. 

This is the 5th successive year that the KBC
trophy, designed exclusively for bank teams has
been played at Sulaibiya ground and the color-
ful ceremony was attended by eminent cricket
personalities of Kuwait. 

Kuwait Banks Club’s Incharge of cricket
Mahmood Bastaki, Chief guest on the occasion
flanked by Hussein Sayed  of KBC,  Asad Baig,
Director General, Kuwait Cricket, Iqbal Vanoo,
Deputy Chairman, Kuwait Cricket Council,
Sameer Desai ,  Director,  Coaching and
Mehaboob Khan Pathan, Director, Women’s
cricket cut a cake to declare the tournament
open. 

Kuwait Women’s team and Kuwait U 19 boys’
team thronged the occasion to witness the inau-
gural match played between KFH & ABK which
was won by KFH in a commanding manner.

Later in the day, Burgan Bank prevailed over
CBK, while KIB fought back valiantly to notch a
win over Gulf Bank. 

Kuwait U-19 boys were presented with par-
ticipation certificates for their commendable
performance in the recently concluded ICC
World Cup Asia region qualifier. 

Murali Kutticode, Director, Junior & Corporate
cricket was the Master of ceremony and he
thanked KBC for their support as well as all the
sponsoring bank teams to the likes of Boubyan
Bank, National Bank of Kuwait, Ahli United Bank
and Ahli Bank of Kuwait for their contribution to
the success of banking league tournaments. 

The captains of all the 9 bank teams such as
Ahli United Bank, Ahli Bank of Kuwait, Burgan
Bank, Boubyan Bank, Commercial Bank, Kuwait
Finance House, Kuwait International Bank, Gulf
Bank and National Bank attended the photo-
graph session.   Senior off icials of Kuwait
Umpires panel Irfan Adil, Farid Dalwai, Abdul
Qayum, Naveen D’souza, Gerald, Sajjad officiat-
ed the matches of the day along with Nalin who
did the online scoring.
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MELBOURNE: Godolphin stayers
Hartnell and Oceanographer head a
strong international challenge in the
two-mile (3,200-metre) Melbourne Cup
at Flemington today, with just one
Australian-bred runner in the field.

Australia’s greatest race has been won
six times by overseas-trained horses and
the numbers and odds point to a sev-
enth success in the Aus$6.2 million
(US$4.7 million) event.

Ten international horses will contest
the 155-year-old ‘race that stops a nation’
with Caulfield Cup winner Jameka the
only Australian-bred runner.

Dubai ruler Sheikh Mohammed’s
global Godolphin empire is looking to
end its near 20-year Melbourne Cup
heartbreak with five entries, led by
Hartnell and Oceanographer, the first

and second favourites in pre-post bet-
ting. The Godolphin stable has been
coming to the Flemington racecourse
since 1998 and the closest it has come to
victory are three runner-up placings-
Central Park (1999), Give The Slip (2001)
and Crime Scene (2009).

Godolphin has made 21 attempts to
win the Melbourne Cup and English
trainer Charlie Appleby, who has
Oceanographer and Qewy in the Cup, is
confident Sheikh Mohammed will finally
get his reward today.

“It’s a race that every owner would
love to win. We want to win it,  His
Highness wants to win it,” Appleby said.
“It’d be a huge feather in anyone’s cap.”

The Michael Bell-trained English front-
runner Big Orange, fifth last year, is
expected to set a solid pace which will

suit the genuine stayers. “There will be
pace on all  the way this year. I f  the
Europeans are prominent early, they will
not take a ‘pull’ and slow the field down.
They will  keep galloping on,” said
Godolphin’s longest-serving trainer
Saeed bin Suroor.

TOP OF THE POPS 
The Irish have strong credentials with

Coolmore trainer Aidan O’Brien saddling
up Bondi Beach and Willie Mullins
preparing Irish St Leger winner Wicklow
Brave with Frankie Dettori on board for a
crack at the Cup.

O’Brien, whose impressive record of
more than 250 Group I wins does not
include a Melbourne Cup, is hoping to
replicate the trailblazing successes of
compatriot trainer Dermot Weld with

Vintage Crop (1993) and Media Puzzle
(2002). “He’s in very good form. Aidan’s
very happy with him ... I’d be surprised if
he doesn’t run somewhere about the
money,” said Australian owner Lloyd
Williams, who has won the Melbourne
Cup four times.

Mullins, whose galloper Max
Dynamite was beaten by the Michelle
Payne-ridden Prince of Penzance in last
year’s Cup, has a strong chance with
Wicklow Brave. “If he can overcome his
draw, and repeat that work, he’s going to
give a great account of himself,” Mullins
said. “Winning the Grand National, to me,
was top of the pops. This would be right
up there with it. Having come so close,
you want to win it even more.”

Japan, which won with Delta Blues in
2006, will be represented by nine-year-

old gelding Curren Mirotic, trained by
Osamu Hirata. The Melbourne Cup has
been won six times by internationally
trained horses:  2014 (Protectionist,
Germany), 2011 (Dunaden, France), 2010
(Americain, France), 2006 (Delta Blues,
Japan), 2002 (Media Puzzle, Ireland), and
1993 (Vintage Crop, Ireland).

Pre-post betting - 9/2 Hartnell, 13/2
Oceanographer, 7/1 Jameka, 17/2 Bondi
Beach, 13/1 Big Orange, 14/1 Almandin,
15/1 Heartbreak City, Wicklow Brave,
17/1 Exospheric, 18/1 Almoonqith, 22/1
Qewy, 25/1 Curren Mirotic, 30/1 Grey
Lion, Who Shot Thebarman, 34/1 Grand
Marshal, Secret Number, 40/1 Our
Ivanhowe, 50/1 Gallante, 60/1 Excess
Knowledge, 70/1 Assign, Beautiful
Romance, 80/1 Sir John Hawkwood,
125/1 Pentathlon, Rose Of Virginia. —AFP

Overseas raiders poised for Melbourne Cup success

KARACHI: Slim, powerful, and with an unwavering gaze,
19-year-old Razia Banu jabs at the face of her opponent-
her own mother, a widow inspired to join her daughter in
smashing taboos in Pakistan’s sultry port city Karachi.

Mother and daughter are both dressed in loose athlet-
ic gear, with scarfs wrapped around their heads instead
of helmets, as they punch one another in an exhibition
bout at the Pak Shaheen Boxing Club in Lyari, Karachi’s
most restive and sporty-neighbourhood.

Banu was drawn into the ring last year, after watching
the grand funeral of legendary boxer Mohammad Ali.  He
was “my favourite personality”, she told AFP after “losing”
to her mother, pointing with a smile to a small framed
poster hung on a pillar that read Ali’s famous “Float like a
butterfly, sting like a bee”.

She went to her mother to seek permission to join the
club, started just last year, the first for women in all of
Pakistan. Haleema Abdul Aziz worried about her daugh-
ter’s request. There were financial considerations-her
husband had passed away five years back, and she was
struggling to afford even school fees for her children.

And then there was Pakistani society. Deeply conser-
vative and Muslim, it has seen women fight for their
rights for decades-and, sometimes, in a country where
acid attacks and honour killings are still commonplace,
their lives. The violence weighs on Aziz. “I believe that all
the males become beasts when a woman goes out alone
from her home,” the 35-year-old single mother says.

“But I did not disappoint her (Banu) because I wanted
her to be successful in her life.”

Her husband was a good man who encouraged his
daughter to take part in sports, she says. Yet Banu echoes
her mother’s wariness when it comes to men and vio-
lence.  “Males think that they are strong so they could
beat females and force them to be confined to the
home,” she says. “But I think that when you have strength
you should provide safety to people instead of beating
them.” Her passion-and penchant for practising at home-
soon inspired her mother also, who followed her daugh-
ter in joining the club. 

AIMING FOR GOLD 
Banu leaves home early every morning for her job as a

receptionist in a school, before going on to college,
where she studies commerce.

She reaches the boxing club in the evenings. There
she drills: punching bags and balloons, skipping rope,
then practise bouts with some of the other 20 young
girls who make up the club. 

The club is sparse, its facilities comprising the ring,
three punching bags, and a boxing balloon in a corner.
Money, says the club’s founder and coach Yunus
Qanbarani, is tight: few of the boxers can afford to even
pay their fees.

“We don’t even have a proper changing room for the
girls to put their kit on. We don’t even have the right rub-
ber mounting on the ring ropes,” he says.

Then there is the social backlash. “At one point, some
people plotted to attack the club to force me to close it
down. But I am determined to carry on,” he says.

Qanbarani, who has been a boxing coach for 40 years,
has sent his own two daughters and other women from
his family to be trained at the club. 

“I want our daughters to go to the international level
and hoist the Pakistani flag in foreign lands,” he vows.
Pakistan’s boxing community agrees, with former boxers
who competed internationally visiting the club regularly
to offer encouragement. 

“We don’t have a dearth of talent in Pakistan,” says
Sher Mohammad, who took a bronze medal at the 1993
Asian Games. “We improvise and use alternatives to
make up for our lack of resources.” 

The support inspires Aziz and Banu to new heights.
Aziz plans to become good enough to coach girls herself
one day. Banu aims even higher.

“I wish to box in the Olympics-and not just participate,
but to win the gold,” she says, her eyes sparkling. “I will
keep striving for my goals. The hard work does not go
waste.” —AFP

KARACHI: In this photograph taken on October 6, 2016, 19-year-old Pakistani boxer
Razia Banu (L) throws a punch at her mother Haleema Abdul Aziz during a practice
session at the Pak Shaheen Boxing Club in Karachi. —AFP

KARACHI: 19-year-old Pakistani boxer Razia Banu (L) is declared the winner of a prac-
tice session against her mother Haleema Abdul Aziz (R) by coach Yunus Qanbarani at
the Pak Shaheen Boxing Club in Karachi. — AFP

Taboos KO’d by Pakistan’s 
mother-daughter boxing duo

LONDON: Australia coach Michael Cheika has urged his
side to aim high during their tour of Europe as they look to
finish a tough 2016 with a flourish.

Cheika’s men have the chance to emulate the celebrat-
ed 1984 Wallabies that featured the likes of David
Campese, Michael Lynagh and Mark Ella by completing a
Grand Slam-victories over England, Scotland, Ireland and
Wales on one tour.

Australia will also play France in Paris on November 19
in a run of five internationals on successive weekends,
starting with Saturday’s clash against Wales in Cardiff.

Australia gave New Zealand a few awkward moments
before losing last year’s World Cup final at Twickenham, but
2016 has seen the Wallabies suffer some chastening
defeats by the All Blacks, including a 42-6 hammering in
Sydney in August. That was a low in a run of six straight
defeats that included a 3-0 series defeat at home to
England, a side coached by Eddie Jones, Cheika’s former
team-mate at Sydney club Randwick.

New Zealand then beat Australia 37-10 in Auckland to
set a new world record for a major rugby nation of 18 suc-
cessive Test wins, with Cheika furious at being depicted as
a clown in a New Zealand newspaper.

Cheika, however, was in more upbeat mood at
Australia’s arrival press conference in London on Monday,
saying of the Grand Slam: “I think that it’s very important
for players to have dreams of achieving the bigger picture
items. I really do, I believe that’s important.

“If you don’t have those dreams inside of you, then what
are you doing it for?

“That’s in the background, but that will only come to
fruition when we’re excellent every day and our players are
learning. “We’re really trying to do the right thing, not just
for the short term, but also for the medium term.”

Cheika flew out a day later than his squad after under-
going surgery following a training ground collision with
powerful back Israel Folau ahead of the Auckland loss to
the All Blacks. The coach tried to keep Folau’s name under
wraps before scrum-half Nick Frisby spilt the beans at an
awards ceremony in Sydney on Thursday-an event Cheika
attended with his arm in a sling.

“Izzy’s still on the tour so he’s all right. He didn’t get
dropped,” joked Cheika yesterday. “The important thing
was that he didn’t get injured. The coach can’t be injuring
the players. “I have a new empathy for players recovering
from reconstructive surgery because it’s quite painful.
Maybe it is because I am a little bit older.”— AFP

Cheika tells
Wallabies to dream

big in Europe

Red Bull and Ferrari
mix it up again
in Mexico City

MEXICO CITY:  The Mexican Grand Prix threw more heat
into an already spicy rivalry between Red Bull and Ferrari.

Red Bull drivers Max Verstappen and Daniel Ricciardo
were both engaged in late-race duels with Ferrari’s
Sebastian Vettel that resulted in penalties, two drivers
being bumped from the podium and plenty of cursing.

All of it nearly overshadowed Lewis Hamilton’s critical
victory Sunday as he chases Mercedes teammate Nico
Rosberg for the season championship.

At the age of 19, Verstappen has stormed through his
second Formula One season with his first career victory,
five more podium finishes and aggressive moves that have
drawn complaints from other teams - notably Ferrari - and
safety warnings from race officials. That success helped
push Red Bull past Ferrari into second place in the team
championship, piling more frustration onto a disappoint-
ing season for the Italian team. The latest flare-ups started
when Vettel and Verstappen were battling for third in
Mexico City.

Vettel tried to pass Verstappen heading into a turn after
the long straight at the Autodromo  Hermanos Rodriguez.
Verstappen swung wide through the grass - similar to what
Hamilton did on the opening lap - and held position. Vettel
was furious that Verstappen made an illegal move. The Red
Bull team even advised Verstappen to yield position to the
Ferrari. Verstappen ignored the call. Vettel cursed in his car
radio and shouted, “He has to let me go! 

Move! Move for God’s sake!”
After the checkered flag, Vettel drove up beside

Verstappen and wagged his finger.  Verstappen responded
by shaking his fist.

The teenager went all the way to the podium-finisher’s
cool-down room before learning that race officials penal-
ized him five seconds for leaving the track and gaining an
advantage. Bumped to fifth, Verstappen stormed off as
Vettel was brought in for the post-race champagne cele-
bration. But Vettel’s smiles wouldn’t last.—AP

LOS ANGELES: From Colin Kaepernick’s boycott of the
US national anthem to LeBron James wearing a t-shirt to
protest the death of a black man at the hands of police,
US athletes are increasingly ready to make their voices
heard after years of relative silence. 

Three years ago, Kaepernick was starring at quarter-
back for the San Francisco 49ers in the Super Bowl. But it
was not until last month that the 28-year-old found him-
self afforded the accolade of landing on the cover of
Time magazine.

Kaepernick had triggered a passionate nationwide
debate after refusing to stand for “The Star Spangled
Banner” during the 49ers’ pre-season games, in order to
draw attention to social injustice and the treatment of
minorities by law enforcement agencies.

The quarterback’s decision to take to one knee during
the anthem was met with howls of outrage in many
quarters, with accusations that Kaepernick was guilty of
treason and disrespecting US military personnel.

Yet Kaepernick’s protest won a solid core of support
from many fellow current and former athletes, not least
from Tommie Smith, the sprinter who was sent home in
disgrace from the 1968 Olympic Games after his podium
“black power” salute along with compatriot John Carlos.

“He is being vilified in how he brings the truth out. I
support him because he is bringing the truth out,
regardless of how done,” Smith told USA Today.

“We must move and deal with these issues, we just
can’t sit back (...) there are a lot of battles to fight
because it’s a big long war.”

Kaepernick’s anthem protest has continued through-
out the season.  Other NFL players have chosen to show
their support for the 49ers star, notably the Los Angeles
Rams’ defensive end Robert Quinn, who raised a
clenched fist salute during the anthem before his team’s
game against the New York Giants in London on Sunday.

VISIBLE ACTIVISM 
The scattered protests are part of a trend towards

activism that has become increasingly visible in recent
years. In 2012, James led his then Miami Heat teammates
in a group pose all with tracksuit hoodies drawn up over
their heads.  The image was a protest against the killing
of black teenager Trayvon Martin earlier that year by a
neighborhood watch volunteer. The unarmed Martin, 17,
was wearing a hoodie when he was shot.

Two years later, James was among NBA players who
wore t-shirts bearing the message “I can’t breathe”-a ref-
erence to the final words of New York man Eric Garner
who died after being placed in a chokehold during a
confrontation with police. And now, ahead of the
November 8 presidential election, James has voiced his

clear support for Democrat Hillary Clinton.
“We are seeing a rebirth of the activist athletes. In the

60s and 70s, we saw some very prominent athletes like
Muhammad Ali, Billie Jean King and John Carlos speak-
ing up about the social issues of the day, about racial
injustice,” said Orin Starn, an anthropologist at Duke
University. “And then for the 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, we
had the rise of the corporate athlete, who was more
interested in endorsements, winning, being the best he
could be at the sport, his family, making some charitable
donations to an uncontroversial cause,” Starn added.

Michael Jordan, a six-time NBA champion with the
Chicago Bulls who helped power the global explosion in
popularity of basketball during the 1990s, has long-been
regarded as the archetypal corporate athlete.

He infamously once declared “Republicans buy sneak-
ers too” to justify his reluctance to campaign for a
Democrat in North Carolina. Los Angeles Lakers legend
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar decried Jordan’s position as “com-
merce over conscience.”

“Michael Jordan was focused on being the best bas-
ketball player ever and on his Nike endorsements,” Starn
told AFP.  “He sets the model, the template for a whole
generation of athletes, for the 1990s and in the 2000s.
Tiger Woods followed exactly the Michael Jordan model
in avoiding any kind of touchy social issues, focusing on
his golf game, and earning a lot of money on his corpo-
rate endorsements.”

‘LEBRON IS NO ALI’ 
By demonstrating his willingness to engage in social

issues, James has broken from Jordan’s carefully crafted
public image. In July, James took to the stage at the ESPY
Awards along with Carmelo Anthony, Chris Paul and
Dwyane Wade to protest police brutality, urging athletes
to take an active role in tackling injustice.

Despite the public pronouncements, Starn however
sees limits to the recent rise in athlete activism, noting
that James was not the kind of “political animal as Ali
was.” “For LeBron, sports come first; Ali gave up a heavy-
weight championship. I am not sure LeBron is ready to
leave the NBA as a protest on the killings of young black
people,” Starn said. “It’s terrific that LeBron has been out-
spoken, (but) activism is not yet the core of who he is.
“The new sport activism marks a dramatic change from
10-20 years ago but it is also really limited - it’s fired by
the Black Lives Matter movement ... it really remains to
be seen whether this new activism will go beyond that
particular issue.  “Is Colin Kaepernick going to inspire
other athletes to speak up about Syria, poverty in
America, the danger of a Trump presidency? That
remains an open question.” —AFP

Athlete activists make voices heard

SANTA CLARA: This file photo taken on October 22, 2016 shows Eric Reid #35 and Colin Kaepernick #7 of the
San Francisco 49ers kneeling in protest during the national anthem prior to their NFL game against the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara, California. From Colin Kaepernick’s boycott of the US
national anthem to LeBron James wearing a t-shirt to protest the death of a black man at the hands of police,
US athletes are increasingly ready to make their voices heard after years of relative silence. — AFP

MEXICO CITY: Red Bull Racing’s Australian driver Daniel
Ricciardo, powers his car during the Formula One
Mexico Grand Prix at the Hermanos Rodriguez circuit in
Mexico City, on Sunday. —AP
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Sri Lanka first innings 536 all out (K. Perera 110,
U. Tharanga 110, K. Silva 94, G. Cremer 4-142)

Zimbabwe first innings
T. Mawoyo c Gunaratne b Lakmal 45
B. Chari lbw b Herath 5
H. Masakadza c Karunaratne b Lakmal 33
C. Ervine lbw b D. Perera 12
S. Williams c Gunaratne b Herath 10
M. Waller lbw b D. Perera 22
P. Moor c D. Perera b Kumara 79
G. Cremer not out 102
D. Tiripano lbw b Mendis 46
C. Mumba b Herath 1
C. Mpofu b Lakmal 2
Extras (4b, 4lb, 7w, 1nb) 16
Total (all out, 107.4 overs) 373
Fall of wickets: 1-21 (Chari), 2-92 (Mawoyo), 3-92

(Masakadza), 4-111 
(Williams), 5-134 (Ervine), 6-139 (Waller), 7-271
(Moor), 8-363 (Tiripano), 
9-366 (Mumba), 10-373 (Mpofu).
Bowling: Lakmal 21.4-3-69-2, Kumara 22-3-90-1,
Herath 37-5-97-3, D. Perera 
18-1-66-2, Gunaratne 3-0-23-0, de Silva 2-0-10-0,
Mendis 4-0-10-1.

Sri Lanka second innings
D. Karunaratne not out 1
K. Silva not out 3
Extras (1nb) 1
Total (0 wkts, 3 overs) 5
Still to bat: K. Mendis, K. Perera, D. de Silva, U.
Tharanga, A. Gunaratne, 
D. Perera, R. Herath, S. Lakmal, L. Kumara.
Bowling: Mpofu 2-2-0-0, Cremer 1-0-5-0.

SCOREBOARD 
HARARE: Scoreboard at close on the third day of the first Test between Zimbabwe and Sri Lanka yes-
terday:

DHAKA: Bangladesh heaved a sigh of
relief yesterday after successfully hosting
England’s cricketers for a month-long
series despite security fears, hoping their
gripping battle would persuade other
teams to follow suit.

The tour was plunged into doubt after
five Islamist gunmen attacked a restau-
rant in Dhaka in July, killing 18 foreigners,
with England’s limited overs captain Eoin
Morgan among those who ultimately
stayed at home.

But after being promised security
measures more usually accorded to heads
of state, the bulk of England’s players did
agree to travel and played their part in a
nail-biting contest that fluctuated wildly
at times.

After Bangladesh pulled off a 108-run
victory in the second and final Test in

Dhaka on Sunday to level the series,
Bangladesh Cricket Board (BCB) chief
executive Nizamuddin Chowdhury
beamed with joy.

“We’ve done everything possible to
make the tour successful and it was a
huge, a huge success,” Chowdhury told
AFP. “A sense of great comfort and relief is
prevailing everywhere.” The Bangladesh
board, which has long struggled to per-
suade teams to travel to what is Test crick-
et’s newest nation, was dealt a major
blow last year when Australia scrapped a
planned tour at the last minute on safety
grounds.

The BCB was wary that a major securi-
ty incident involving England could con-
demn it to the same fate of Pakistan,
which hasn’t hosted a major Test team
since an attack on the Sri Lankan bus dur-

ing a match in Lahore in 2009.

‘PERFECT VENUE’ 
Nizamuddin said he hoped the

Australian board-whose chief security
officer Sean Carroll visited Bangladesh
last week to witness the measures provid-
ed for England-would be persuaded that
Bangladesh was a safe venue.

“It was a big challenge for us to host
this event successfully on the field and off
the field. And we think we have done
that. We have been praised by the
England cricket board, their players and
officials,” Nizamuddin said.

“Given the circumstances there could
not have been a better series on and off
the field. It’s a clear message to the rest of
the world that Bangladesh is an absolute-
ly perfect venue for hosting any interna-

tional event.” The first of the two matches,
which England narrowly won by 22 runs,
was Bangladesh’s first Test in nearly 15
months. While Australia’s refusal to tour
partially explains the dearth of Tests, the
bigger problem has been Bangladesh’s
poor record since gaining Test match sta-
tus 16 years ago. Their victory in the sec-
ond Test was only their eighth in 95 con-
tests-and the first against a full-strength
side from a major country. Before the
match, skipper Mushfiqur Rahim had
pleaded for more teams to play
Bangladesh, saying that the only way they
would would improve would be if they
could get more games under their belt.

It was a point echoed yesterday by
Mohammad Ashraful, one of Rahim’s
predecessors who just returned to
domestic cricket after serving a three-year

ban for match fixing. 
“We need more Test matches to

improve,” Ashraful told AFP, saying the
series proved that Bangladesh could now
compete against the best. “I just hope our
players will get this opportunity and they
deserve it.” Even though the defeat will
have dented the mood in the England
camp ahead  of their eagerly-awaited tour
of India, Bangladesh fans were swift to
praise skipper Alastair Cook and his team
for making the trip. After watching a pre-
ceding ODI series from the sidelines, Cook
flew back to Bangladesh for the first Test
only days after the birth of his second child
back in England. Writing on Facebook,
Bangladesh fan Rajib Hasan hailed Cook
for agreeing to return to the fray even it
meant he only had “his baby in his arms for
a couple of minutes”. — AFP

Joy, relief in Bangladesh after England series

SHARJAH: Pakistani cricketer Younis Khan (L) drops a catch off West Indies’ batsman Shane Dowrich (R) as wicketkeeper Sarfraz Ahmed (C) looks
on on the second day of the third and final Test between Pakistan and the West Indies at the Sharjah Cricket Stadium in Sharjah yesterday. —AFP

SHARJAH: Opener Kraigg Brathwaite needed
five runs for a fighting hundred as he foiled
Pakistan on the second day of the third and
final Test in Sharjah yesterday.  Brathwaite
anchored the West Indian innings with a 206-
ball 95 not out after they were struggling at
38-3, putting two solid stands of 83 each with
Roston Chase (50) for the fifth wicket and with
Shane Dowrich (47) for the sixth.

At close skipper Jason Holder was unbeat-
en on six as West Indies were 244-6, just 37
runs away from Pakistan’s first innings total of
281.  This gives West Indies a good position
for the first time in the series against Pakistan
who are targeting a 3-0 clean sweep after
winning the first Test by 56 runs in Dubai and
the second by 133 runs in Abu Dhabi.
Brathwaite batted solidly as he negotiated
Pakistan’s spin-cum-pace attack with full con-
fidence, having so far hit ten boundaries.
“There will be no butterflies,” said the 23-year-
old from Barbados.  “For me helping the West
Indies to a good lead will be more important
and I will do my best to achieve that.”

West Indies lost Jermaine Blackwood for 23
soon after lunch and it looked like they would
once again concede a lead but Brathwaite
held the innings well with Chase and
Dowrich.

Chase hit leg-spinner Yasir Shah for a
straight six to bring up his fifty but was
caught in the slip off Mohammad Amir in the
next over.  His 89-ball stay was spiced with six
fours and a six.  Dowrich then complimented
Brathwaite as they took West Indies to 234,
with Dowrich benefitting from a catch off
Wahab Riaz’s no ball on 15 and a let-off by
Younis Khan on 21.

Dowrich was finally bowled by Riaz from
an inside edge.  West Indies were struggling
when they lost the key wicket of Darren Bravo
for 11 before lunch. Bravo miscued a drive off
a flighted ball from spinner Zulfiqar Babar and
was smartly snapped up by a diving Amir at
extra cover, his first catch in 20 Tests.

Amir had no catch in his first 19 Tests-most
matches without a catch for a player from the
start of his career.  West Indies got off to a dis-
astrous start, with opener Leon Johnson
trapped leg-before by Riaz in the fourth over
for just one.  Bravo, who made a fighting hun-
dred in the first Test, was left frustrated by
short-pitched deliveries from Riaz and Amir
before getting out.  Marlon Samuels also did
not last long, trapped leg-before by leg-spin-
ner Yasir Shah without scoring to leave West
Indies struggling on 38-3.  Earlier, leg-spinner
Devendra Bishoo finished with figures of 4-77
while fast bowlers Shannon Gabriel took 3-67
and Alzarri Joseph 2-57 to dismiss Pakistan for
281. Pakistan added 26 to their overnight
score before losing Amir for 20 and Shah for
12, both to Joseph. The pair added 32 for the
ninth wicket. — AFP

Resolute Brathwaite foils 

Pakistan in third Test

HARARE: Graeme Cremer struck his
maiden Test century but the Zimbabwe
captain’s gritty knock could not prevent
his side from closing day three of the
first Test against Sri Lanka with a heavy
deficit.   Cremer, who arrived at the
crease in Harare with Zimbabwe 139 for
six in reply to Sri Lanka’s 537 and facing
the prospect of following on, hit 102 not
out to drag the home side to 373 all out.

By the close of play yesterday, Sri
Lanka had reached five without loss in
their second innings to lead by 169.

Cremer’s previous highest score in Test
cricket was 43, but he showed his bats-
men what was possible with a bit of
application as he batted for over four
hours.

Zimbabwe’s collapse in the morning
had owed more to a series of rash strokes
than trying conditions or outstanding
bowling.  They resumed on a promising
88 for one, but soon saw opener Tino
Mawoyo pull a short ball from Suranga
Lakmal straight to deep midwicket to
depart for 45, and two overs later
Hamilton Masakadza prodded forward to
edge Lakmal to slip for 33.

Sean Williams then picked out the
man in the deep with a careless sweep,
before Craig Ervine and Malcolm Waller
were trapped lbw by Dilruwan Perera.
At 139 for six Zimbabwe were in danger
of being shot out, but Peter Moor ’s
counter-attacking knock changed the
momentum of the innings.  His two early
sixes forced the field back, while Cremer
was content to provide dogged support

from the other end. “I think we bat quite
well together because PJ plays some big
shots and keeps the scoreboard ticking,
and I know that I can block out a maiden
if I need to and just get off strike,” said
Cremer.

“So that helps me a lot, knowing
there’s someone on the other end scor-
ing.” Moor went on to score a career-best
79 in a 132-run stand with Cremer which
only ended when Lahiru Kumara pro-
duced a fearsome bouncer that Moor
fended to slip.

Kumara went on to knock Cremer’s
helmet off his head and rattle the
Zimbabwe skipper, who was then fortu-
nate to see a hook shot off Kumara
dropped at deep backward square-leg
with his score on 58.  Cremer went on to
add 92 for the eighth wicket with
Donald Tiripano as Zimbabwe’s tail con-
tinued to wag, but nearly ran out of
partners on 99 when the ninth wicket
went down.

Zimbabwe’s final batsman Chris
Mpofu managed to hold off Rangana
Herath to give Cremer his chance, and
the 30-year-old duly went to three fig-
ures to cap an impressive feat for a bats-
man who averaged 10.75 prior to the
Test.  “I hadn’t got 50 before in Test crick-
et and I don’t even have a five-for yet, so
it was quite special,” said Cremer.

“When I got to 75, I started thinking,
‘There’s a chance here.’ Then I thought I
might run out of partners. It was an awe-
some feeling to get that one run to get
to a hundred.” — AFP

Cremer hits maiden ton 

but Sri Lanka dominate

Pakistan 1st Innings (Overnight: 255-8)
Sami Aslam c Holder b Bishoo 74
Azhar Ali c Brathwaite b Gabriel 0
Asad Shafiq lbw b Gabriel 0
Younis Khan c Johnson b Chase 51
Misbah-ul-Haq c Dowrich b Bishoo 53
Sarfraz Ahmed b Gabriel 51
Mohammad Nawaz st Dowrich b Bishoo 6
Wahab Riaz lbw b Bishoo 4
Yasir Shah b Alzarri 12
Mohammad Amir b Alzarri 20
Zulfiqar Bababr not out 1
Extras: (4lb, 1w, 4nb) 9
TOTAL: (all out) 281
Overs: 90.5
Fall of wickets: 1-1, 2-1, 3-107, 4-150, 5-230, 6-242, 7-248,
8-248, 9-280, 10-281.
Bowling: Shannon Gabriel 21-1-67-3 (2nb), Alzarri
Joseph 16.5-5-57-2 (2nb 1w), Jason Holder 12-4-29-0,

Roston Chase 20-5-47-1, Devendra Bishoo 21-3-77-4.
West Indies 1st Innings
Kraigg Brathwaite not out 95
Leon Johnson lbw b Riaz 1
Darren Bravo c Amir b Babar 11
Marlon Samuels lbw b Shah 0
Jermaine Blackwood c Shafiq b Amir 23
Roston Chase c Younis Khan b Amir 50
Shane Dowrich b Riaz 47
Jason Holder not out 6
Extras: (6lb, 5nb) 11
TOTAL: (for 6 wickets) 244
Overs: 78
Fall of wickets: 1-6, 2-32, 3-38, 4-68, 5-151, 6-234.
Still to bat: Devendra Bishoo, Alzarri Joseph, Shannon
Gabriel.
Bowling: Mohammad Amir 17-4-44-2 (2nb), Wahab Riaz
16-0-65-2 (3nb), Yasir Shah 18-2-56-1, Zulfiqar Babar 17-
3-45-1, Mohammad Nawaz 4-0-12-0, Azhar Ali 6-0-16-0.

SCOREBOARD 
SHARJAH, United Arab Emirates: Scoreboard yesterday at stumps on the second day of the third test between
Pakistan and West Indies at Sharjah Cricket Stadium:

HARARE: Zimbabwe captain Graeme Creamer celebrates scoring 100 runs during the
test cricket match against Sri Lanka at Harare Sports Club in Harare, yesterday.
Zimbabwe is playing its 100th test cricket match as it plays host to Sri Lanka in
Zimbabwe. — AFP

DELHI: England demonstrated in the drawn
test series in Bangladesh that its batsmen
struggle against spin in the subcontinent and
its bowling department lacks a top-class slow
bowler.

That’s a major worry for the English consid-
ering their next assignment: A five-test series
against top-ranked India - in India. England
slumped from 100-0 to 164 all out in just 22.5
overs after tea to lose the second test in
embarrassing fashion in Dhaka on Sunday. All
10 wickets fell to spinners as Bangladesh beat
England in a test match for the first time.

The way offspinner Mehedi Hasan and left-
arm spinner Shakib Al Hasan ripped through
England’s fragile batting lineup isn’t a good
omen before a trip to India, which boasts the
top-ranked test bowler in offspinner
Ravichandran Ashwin and another top spinner
in Ravindra Jadeja.

Some British bookmakers are offering odds
of 7-2 on an Indian whitewash when the series
starts on Nov. 9 in Rajkot.

“It’s going to be difficult, that’s for sure,”
England coach Trevor Bayliss said. “We’re
going to have to play some very good cricket
but we’ve got that in us.

“We’ve shown in previous series we’ve
been able to come back after losses and win.
We’ve got to dig deep and be able to play a
very good team playing in their home condi-
tions.” As much of a worry for Bayliss and cap-
tain Alastair Cook are the spinner options
available to England.

Zafar Ansari is fresh off his first test appear-
ance and it was a fairly chastening experience
for the left-armer, who opened the bowling in

the first innings and didn’t return after a wick-
etless six-over spell.

The 39-year-old Gareth Batty was brought
back into the international fold after an 11-
year absence, playing only one of the two
tests in Bangladesh. Adil Rashid has been in
and out of the England side and lacked consis-
tency, although his confidence will be boosted
by taking four wickets in Bangladesh’s second
innings in the second test.

Certainly none of them are in the league of
Ashwin or even Jadeja, and England is yet to
find an adequate replacement for Graeme
Swann since his sudden retirement during the
2013-14 Ashes series.

Among the changes being considered by
England will be dropping Gary Ballance after
four single-figure scores against Bangladesh
and recalling wicketkeeper Jos Buttler, which
would free Jonny Bairstow of the gloves and
allow him to move up the batting order.

It would also reduce the number of left-
handers facing Ashwin. Ballance was retained
despite averaging less than 30 in four tests
against Pakistan last summer but didn’t justify
the selectors’ faith.

“Maybe we showed our inexperience, in
one sense, in subcontinent conditions in terms
of batting,” Cook said. “I was just looking
around the dressing room at how much crick-
et people have played in the subcontinent and
it is not a huge amount.

“This is when we need to really stay strong
as a group,” Cook added. “Stuff like this hap-
pens, especially away from home. When you’re
at home, you can get away from it for a couple
of days. But we haven’t got that luxury.”—AP

England’s spinner issues 

mounting ahead of India test
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CHICAGO: Corey Crawford made 32 saves,
Jonathan Toews and Marian Hossa each had a
power-play goal and the Chicago Blackhawks
beat the Los Angeles Kings 3-0 on Sunday night.
Artem Anisimov also scored to extend his
career-best point streak to seven games. He has
six goals and five assists during the run. Toews
got his first goal of the season - the Chicago cap-
tain had just three assists in the Blackhawks’ first
eight games. Hossa scored into an empty net
with 1:10 remaining. Peter Budaj made 26 saves
for Los Angeles. Hossa was honored in a
pregame ceremony for becoming the 44th play-
er with 500 goals, a milestone he reached on
Oct. 18.

SENATORS 2, OILERS 0
Craig Anderson returned following his wife’s

cancer diagnosis and made 37 saves for his sec-
ond shutout in two starts to helping Ottawa
beat Edmonton. Anderson left the team
Thursday to be with his wife, Nicholle, but
returned to start this game. Teammates took
turns hugging Anderson after the final horn, and
the 35-year-old goalie was crying on the ice after
being named the game’s first star. Mike Hoffman
and Bobby Ryan scored for the Senators, who
have won two of three. The Oilers ended a five-
game winning streak. Cam Talbot made 20
saves.

FLYERS 4, HURRICANES 3
Brandon Manning scored the tiebreaking

short-handed goal early in the third period, and
Philadelphia held on to beat Carolina. Claude
Giroux had a goal and an assist, giving him
points in a league-high nine straight games.
Shayne Gostisbehere and Radko Gudas also
scored for the Flyers. Wayne Simmonds had two
assists, and Michal Neuvirth stopped 26 shots.
Jeff Skinner had a goal and an assist for Carolina,
and Justin Faulk and Viktor Stalberg also scored.
Victor Rask, who has points in all seven games
this season, added an assist. Cam Ward finished
with 24 saves. The Flyers snapped a two-game
skid and beat the Hurricanes for the second time
this season.

FLORIDA 5, DETROIT 2
Colton Sceviour scored three goals - one at

even strength, one on the power play and one
short-handed - for his first career hat trick and
added an assist to lead Florida. Vincent Trocheck
had a goal and an assist and Jonathan
Marchessault also scored for the Panthers. James
Reimer made 34 saves. Dylan Larkin and
Brendan Smith scored for Detroit, and Frans
Nielsen had two assists. Peter Mrazek stopped
six of the 10 shots before being replaced by

Jimmy Howard in the second period.  Howard
finished with 13 saves.

SABRES 3, JETS 1
Kyle Okposo scored twice to help the Buffalo

Sabres beat the Winnipeg Jets 3-1 on Sunday.
Brian Gionta also scored for Buffalo, and Robin
Lehner made 37 saves. Nickolaj Ehlers scored for
Winnipeg early in the third period. Okposo
opened the scoring midway through the first
period, regaining control of his own blocked
shot and driving it over goalie Michael
Hutchinson’s shoulder. Brian Gionta made it 2-0
less than 2 minutes later, and Okposo beat
Hutchinson again, this time high on his stick
side, to make it 3-0 in the second.

ISLANDERS 5, MAPLE LEAFS 1
Brock Nelson and Shane Prince each had a

goal and an assist, Thomas Greiss stopped 33
shots, and the New York Islanders snapped a
two-game skid. Travis Hamonic, Casey Cizikas
and Josh Bailey also scored, and Nikolay
Kulemin, Nick Leddy and Dennis Seidenberg
each had two assists for the Islanders. Jake
Gardiner scored for the Maple Leafs and Jhonas
Enroth finished with 30 saves. Toronto lost its
sixth straight on the road (0-3-3). After Gardiner
scored 50 seconds into the third to pull the
Maple Leafs to 2-1, Prince and Bailey scored 2:39
apart to stretch new York’s lead to three. The
Islanders honored former fan-favorite Matt
Martin with a video tribute during a stoppage in
the opening period. It was the first time Martin

played against them since signing with Toronto
in the offseason.

RANGERS 6, LIGHTNING 1
Michael Grabner scored three goals for his

third career hat trick to help the New York
Rangers win for the fourth time in five games.
Rick Nash, Jimmy Vesey and J.T. Miller also
sacored for New York. Antti Raanta stopped 31
shots. Nash, Grabner and Vesey scored in a span
of 2 minutes, 19 seconds midway through the
second period to give the Rangers a 3-0 lead.
Miller, who also had two assists, scored late in
the second and Grabner added two more in the
third to make it 6-0. Kevin Hayes had three asis-
sts. Steven Stamkos spoiled Raanta’s shutout bid
with about 3 1/2 minutes remaining, and Ben
Bishop finished with 31 saves for the Lightning.

CAPITALS 3, FLAMES 1
Marcus Johansson scored twice to lead

Washington. Brett Connolly also scored for the
Capitals, Jay beagle had two assists, and Braden
Holtby stopped 21 shots. Mikael Backlund
scored his first of the season for Calgary, and
Brian Elliott had 26 saves while ending a three-
game win streak. Connolly opened the scoring
2:01 into the game and Johansson redirected
Alex Ovechkin’s snap pass on the power play at
7:14 to double the lead. Backlund pulled the
Flames within one with 6:16 remaining in the
first. Neither team scored again until Johansson’s
empty-netter with 25 seconds left gave him five
goals and a team-leading nine points. —AP

EDMONTON: Ottawa Senators’ Craig Anderson (41) makes a save during second period NHL hockey action against the Edmonton Oilers, in
Edmonton, Sunday. Anderson’s 35th career shutout was extra special for him and his teammates. Anderson returned following his wife’s cancer
diagnosis and made 37 saves for his second shutout in two starts, helping the Senators beat the Oilers 2-0. — AP

Toews breaks season drought 
as Blackhawks beat Kings

Western Conference
Central Division

W L OTL GF GA PTS  
Minnesota 6 2 1 32 19 13   
St. Louis 5 2 2 22 21 12   
Chicago 5 3 1 31 27 11   
Colorado 4 3 0 19 19 8    
Winnipeg 4 5 0 22 26 8    
Dallas 3 4 1 18 26 7    
Nashville 2 5 1 19 28 5    

Pacific Division
Edmonton 7 2 0 29 19 14   
San Jose 6 3 0 23 21 12   
Vancouver 4 4 1 17 24 9    
Calgary 4 5 1 31 35 9    
Anaheim 3 4 2 21 23 8    
Los Angeles 4 5 0 20 26 8    
Arizona 2 6 0 24 33 4    

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 8 0 1 31 14 17   

Detroit 6 4 0 28 24 12   
Ottawa 5 3 0 25 25 10   
Tampa Bay 5 4 0 27 29 10   
Florida 4 4 1 25 23 9    
Boston 4 4 0 18 23 8    
Buffalo 3 3 2 20 21 8    
Toronto 2 4 3 26 35 7    

Metropolitan Division
Pittsburgh 6 2 1 25 27 13   
NY Rangers 6 3 0 35 22 12   
Washington 5 2 1 22 17 11   
New Jersey 4 2 2 18 16 10   
Philadelphia 4 5 1 36 38 9    
NY Islanders 4 5 0 27 25 8    
Columbus 3 3 1 18 17 7    
Carolina 2 4 2 24 30 6    
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point in the
standings and are not included in the loss column (L).

NHL Results/Standings
Buffalo 3, Winnipeg 1; Florida 5, Detroit 2; Philadelphia 4, Carolina 3; NY Islanders 5, Toronto 1; Chicago 3, Los Angeles
0; NY Rangers 6, Tampa Bay 1; Ottawa 2, Edmonton 0; Washington 3, Calgary 1.

ARLINGTON: Dak Prescott threw a 5-
yard touchdown pass to Jason Witten in
overtime, giving the Dallas Cowboys
their sixth straight win with a 29-23 vic-
tory over the Philadelphia Eagles on
Sunday night.  Prescott rall ied the
Cowboys with a late tying touchdown
pass to Dez Bryant and won the rookie
quarterback duel with Carson Wentz.
Dallas (6-1) took a two-game division
lead after rallying from a 10-point deficit
in the fourth quarter. The 23-year-old
Prescott recovered from a shaky start,
finishing 19 of 39 for 287 yards with two
scores and an end zone interception that
cost the Cowboys points late in the first
half. Wentz had the Eagles (4-3) in posi-
tion for a win with another efficient per-
formance. But he couldn’t move
Philadelphia late in regulation with the
game tied. The Eagles never got the ball
in overtime after Prescott led the 75-
yard scoring drive.

RAIDERS 30, BUCCANEERS 24
Derek Carr threw a 41-yard touch-

down pass to Seth Roberts with 1:45
remaining in overtime, capping a
record-breaking day for Oakland in a vic-
tory over Tampa Bay. Carr threw for a
franchise-record 513 yards, completing
40 of 59 passes without an interception,
and the Raiders overcame an NFL-record
23 penalties for 200 yards. Carr also
threw touchdowns to offensive tackle
and ex-Buc Donald Penn, Amari Cooper
and Mychal Rivera as the Raiders (6-2)
improved to 5-0 on the road.

Jameis Winston threw for 180 yards
and two touchdowns for the Bucs (3-4),
who took a 24-17 lead on a 1-yard run
by Jacquizz Rodgers and 2-point con-
version. Carr threw his TD pass to Rivera
to t ie i t  with 1:38 remaining,  and
Sebastian Janikowski missed a 50-yard
field goal as time expired to send it into
overtime. Janikowski misfired again
from 52 yards on Oakland’s first posses-
sion of the extra period.

REDSKINS 27, BENGALS 27
Washington and Cincinnati played to

the second NFL tie game in seven days,
the first time there have been two draws
in a season since 1997.

The sold-out crowd of 84,000 at
Wembley Stadium left deflated and even
puzzled as the regulation-time shootout
between Kirk Cousins and Andy Dalton
turned into an overtime comedy of
errors. Washington (4-3-1) appeared to
have the game won with 2:13 left in
overtime, but Dustin Hopkins hooked
his 34-yard field goal attempt wide left.
The Redskins got the ball back with
1:11 remaining when Dalton fumbled
at the Bengals 47 on a quarterback
sneak. Cousins couldn’t connect down-
field and tossed his final desperate
pass tamely into the sideline to pre-
serve the draw. Cincinnati is 3-4-1. The
unlikely result came one week after
the Seatt le  Seahawks and Ar izona
Cardinals tied 6-6.

FALCONS 33, PACKERS 32
Matt Ryan threw an 11-yard touch-

down pass to Mohamed Sanu with 31
seconds remaining, rallying the Falcons.
The Falcons (5-3) snapped a two-game
losing streak, driving 75 yards for the
winning score after Aaron Rodgers put
the Packers (4-3) ahead with his fourth
TD pass of the game.

With Julio Jones shut down in the
second half, Ryan turned to Sanu to bail
out Atlanta. He caught five passes for 50
yards on the final possession, the last a
touchdown pass in the back of the end
zone after he lined up in the slot and got
matched against linebacker Jake Ryan.

Sanu finished with nine catches for 84
yards, both season highs in his first sea-
son with the Falcons. Ryan was 28 of 35
for 288 yards and three touchdowns.
Rodgers threw for 246 yards, teaming up
with a bunch of unknown receivers as
the banged-up Packers played without
six starters. Linebacker Clay Matthews
and receiver Randall Cobb were among
those who couldn’t go.

BRONCOS 27, CHARGERS 19
The Denver Broncos took turns pick-

ing off and pummeling Philip Rivers.

But defensive coordinator Wade
Phillips was taken to a hospital after get-
ting knocked down during Brady Roby’s
51-yard touchdown return in the second
quarter, tempering their enthusiasm.
San Diego running back Melvin Gordon
was blocked into the 69-year-old assis-
tant, who was strapped to a backboard
and carted off the field. The Broncos said
Phillips was alert and had movement in
his arms and legs when he arrived at the
hospital via ambulance. With linebackers
coach Reggie Herring taking over
Denver’s defensive calls for Phillips, the
Broncos (6-2) had a goal-line stand in
the closing minutes and picked off
Rivers twice more in the second half.
They only turned one of those take-
aways into points, however, and that
allowed the hard-luck Chargers (3-5) to
stay in it until the end, forcing Denver to
make two stands in the closing minutes.

SAINTS 25, SEAHAWKS 20
Drew Brees passed for 265 yards and

a touchdown and scored on a quarter-
back keeper. The victory wasn’t assured
until  New Orleans’ much-maligned
defense, ranked 29th, came up with a
stop on Seattle’s final drive. Russell
Wilson took the Seahawks (4-2-1) to the
New Orleans 10, where on one final play
he lofted a pass toward the corner of the
end zone. Jermaine Kearse caught the
ball, but landed out of bounds.

Wilson finished with 253 yards pass-
ing and was intercepted once by line-
backer Nathan Stupar - a play that set up
the Saints’ first TD on Brees’ 1-yard dive
over a pile of players. Brees’ lone touch-
down pass went to Brandin Cooks on a
2-yard slant, which gave the Saints the
lead for good early in the fourth quarter.
Wil Lutz kicked field goals of 22, 53, 21
and 41 yards for the Saints (3-4).

PATRIOTS 41, BILLS 25
Patriots quarterback Tom Brady

asserted his on-field ownership of the
Bills again, matching an NFL record in
beating them for the 26th time.

Brady went 22 of 33 for 315 yards and
threw four touchdowns. He improved to
26-3 against Buffalo , and matched a
record set by Brett Favre, who went 26-9
against Detroit. The Patriots (7-1) have
won four straight since Brady returned
after opening the season serving the
NFL’s four-game “Deflategate” suspen-
sion. His absence included New
England’s only blemish, a 16-0 home loss
to Buffalo (4-4) on Oct. 2, the first time
the Patriots were shut out at home since
1993. After a Bills field goal, Brady threw
touchdowns passes on his first two
drives. They included a 53-yarder to for-
mer Bil ls receiver Chris Hogan. The
Patriots then broke the game open by
scoring 27 points over five consecutive
possessions. The surge began with
Brady’s 53-yard pass to Rob Gronkowski
with 4:18 left in the second quarter, and
ended when Brady took a seat and was
replaced by backup Jimmy Garoppolo
with 4:29 left.

PANTHERS 30, CARDINALS 20
Jonathan Stewart ran for 95 yards and

two touchdowns, Thomas Davis
returned a fumble 46 yards for a score
and the Panthers. In a game reminiscent
of last season’s NFC championship, a 49-
15 Carolina victory, the Panthers jumped
to a 24-0 lead and kept the pressure on
Carson Palmer all day. Carolina, which
has struggled to generate a pass rush all
season, sacked Palmer eight times three
of those by Star Lotulelei - and forced
two turnovers. The Panthers also limited
running back David Johnson to 24 yards
rushing. Forced into a one-dimensional
game, Palmer finished 35 of 46 for 363
yards with three touchdowns, two to J.J.
Nelson. Carolina (2-5) needed a boost to
save a sinking season and got one from
Davis, its longest-tenured player and
emotional leader, on the opening series.
Lotulelei sacked Palmer, who attempted
to push the ball forward to avoid the
sack while in the grasp of the 315-pound
defensive tackle. Davis picked up the
loose ball and delivered a stiff arm on
the way to the first touchdown of his 12-
year NFL career. Davis later left with a
left knee injury. Arizona is 3-4-1. —AP

Prescott rallies Cowboys 
to win over Eagles 29-23

BERLIN: After packing on 40kgs (88lbs) of mus-
cle, ex-Germany goalkeeper Tim Wiese will make
his full WWE debut on Thursday in what he
describes as the ‘Champions League’ of
wrestling.

The 34-year-old made the last of his six
friendly appearances for Germany in 2012 and
was part of their 2010 World Cup squad. But
after hanging up his boots three years ago and
dramatically beefing up, Wiese is poised to make
his professional wrestling debut in Munich.

At 1.93m (6ft 4in) and weighing around
130kgs (20st, 6lbs), Wiese will be an imposing
figure in the razzmatazz world of World
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) having radically
changed his figure.

Wiese bulked up with an intensive schedule
of weight-training sessions and a diet which
included a kilo of meat per day. He has trained
for his debut in Orlando, Florida and will wrestle
in “The Shining Stars” team, alongside estab-
lished WWE stars Cesaro and Sheamus.

“ This is Champions League. WWE is the
biggest thing in wrestling, so I’m full-focused

and blending out everything else around me,”
Wiese told SID, an AFP subsidiary.

Wiese has yet to be given his wrestling nick-
name, and expects a few boos from the crowd as
part of the show. “I think I’ll be playing the role of
the bad guy,” he said. “I’m being pushed in that
direction, but that’s okay.

“My god, in football, I was already the bad
guy who opposition fans would insult. I’m okay
with that, it doesn’t bother me. They can all hate
me.” Wiese turned his back on the Bundesliga in
2013 after 269 appearances in Germany’s top
flight for Werder Bremen and Hoffenheim, for
whom he made the last of his total of 269
Bundesliga appearances in January 2013.

After falling out with the club’s bosses, he was
banished from the first team, even though he
had three years left on his contract, which
allowed him to hit the gym.

“Eleven games and three years of paid holi-
day. That’s like winning the lottery!” he said in
2013 after playing less than a dozen matches for
Hoffenheim.

“That was just the truth. What more should I

say?” he said looking back. “Should I have given
up my contract and relinquished the money?
Who would have done that? I made peace with
it.” His Hoffenheim contract finally expired earlier
this year, allowing Wiese to realise his dream to
enter the adrenaline-fuelled world of WWE.

“I was a big fan in the 90s and, when I was a
boy, I collected the cards and played out bouts
in the playground,” he said.

“I kept track of it, even during my footballing
career, but never thought of myself as a wrestler.

“The question came when I had already fin-
ished with professional sport.

“I didn’t take it seriously as first, then things
became more concrete. “I’m ready and prepared
for the drills in the US. I’ve been chased from one
side of the ring to the other.

“It’s been a long time since I worked as hard
as I did in the last few weeks.”

While his former peers and ex-football col-
leagues are becoming television pundits or
studying to become coaches, Wiese enjoys
being different. He becomes animated when dis-
cussing work-outs endured in the ring.—AFP

Muscleman Wiese eager to make wrestling debut

BERLIN: This file photo taken on March 26, 2015 shows former German goalkeeper
Tim Wiese during a press meeting for the fitness studio chain ‘High5’ in Berlin.  After
packing on 40kgs (88lbs) of muscle, ex-Germany goalkeeper Tim Wiese will make his
full WWE debut on November 3 in what he describes as the ‘Champions League’ of
wrestling. — AFP
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Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB     
Boston 2 1 .667 -      
Toronto 1 1 .500 0.5  
NY Knicks 1 1 .500 0.5  
Brooklyn 1 2 .333 1      
Philadelphia 0 2 0 1.5 

Central Division
Cleveland 3 0 1.000 -      
Chicago 2 0 1.000 0.5  
Detroit 2 1 .667 1      
Milwaukee 1 2 .333 2      
Indiana 1 2 .333 2      

Southeast Division
Atlanta 2 0 1.000 -      
Charlotte 2 1 .667 0.5  
Miami 1 2 .333 1.5  
Washington 0 2 0 2      
Orlando 0 3 0 2.5  

Western Conference
Northwest Division

Oklahoma City 3 0 1.000 -      
Portland 2 1 .667 1      
Denver 1 1 .500 1.5  
Utah 1 2 .333 2      
Minnesota 0 2 0 2.5  

Pacific Division
LA Clippers 2 0 1.000 -      
Sacramento 2 1 .667 0.5  
Golden State 2 1 .667 0.5  
LA Lakers 1 2 .333 1.5  
Phoenix 0 3 0 2.5  

Southwest Division
San Antonio 4 0 1.000 -      
Memphis 2 1 .667 1.5  
Houston 2 1 .667 1.5  
Dallas 0 3 0 3.5  
New Orleans 0 3 0 3.5  

NBA results/standings
LA Clippers 88, Utah 75; Golden State 106, Phoenix 100; San Antonio 106, Miami 99; Detroit 98, Milwaukee 83; Oklahoma
City 113, LA Lakers 96; Memphis 112, Washington 103 (OT); Houston 93, Dallas 92.

PARIS: AFP Sports looks ahead to
today’s Champions League action as Pep
Guardiola’s Manchester City host
Barcelona with a number of sides, includ-
ing the Spanish champions, looking to
seal a place in the next round:

Group A
Ludogorets Razgrad

(BUL) v  Arsenal (ENG)
At Sofia, Bulgaria

Mesut Ozil scored his first professional
hat-trick in Arsenal’s 6-0 whitewash of
Ludogorets last time out. With Olivier
Giroud and Alexis Sanchez both grab-
bing braces at the weekend and Theo
Walcott on a purple vein of form, the
Gunners should have way too much for
the Bulgarian champions. Plucky in their
3-1 home defeat to PSG, Ludogorets took
a point at Basel and scored 15 goals in
qualifying. But even if Arsenal fail to win
here, they will qualify for the next round
if PSG win in Basel.

Basel (SUI) v Paris 
Saint-Germain (FRA)
At Basel, Switzerland

Unai Emery ’s PSG are starting to
understand what the Spaniard wants tac-
tically and they boast up front the red-
hot Edinson Cavani, the Uruguayan strik-
er who scored his 10th league goal of the
season in a 1-0 win at Lille on Friday,
where Angel Di Maria and Lucas showed
promising fluidity around the targetman.
A victory in Basel assures PSG of qualifi-
cation, but Basel are unbeaten at home
this season.

Group B
Besiktas (TUR) v Napoli 

(ITA), kick-off 1745
At Istanbul

Turkish champions Besiktas will go
top of Group B if they follow up their 3-2
away win over Italians Napoli with a
home win over them at their new stadi-
um, where they have won 13 of their past
14 league fixtures. Euro 2016 star Ricardo
Quaresma continues to impress for
Besiktas and his free-kick and Cameroon
striker Vincent Aboubakar ’s brace
brought their thrilling victory in Italy. For
the visitors Spain’s Jose Callejon is the
man to watch after he scored a seventh
goal of the season in a 2-1 Italian league
loss to Juventus on Saturday. Napoli can
book a place in the next round if they
win and Benfica draw with Dynamo Kyiv.

Benfica (POR) v Dynamo 
Kyiv (UKR)
At Lisbon

After a draw with Besiktas and a
thumping at Napoli, Benfica got their
campaign back on track with a 2-0 win at
Dynamo in the last round of matches.
The Portuguese champions and league
leaders are on astonishing form, especial-
ly at their Stadium of Light stronghold.
Knocked out narrowly in the quarter-
finals by Bayern Munich last season,
Benfica know a home win will place them
nicely for another second-round spot.
Kyiv got a confidence-boosting league
win at the weekend but with a single
point so far their Champions League sur-
vival depends on a result in Portugal for
Serhiy Rebrov’s men-which looks a very
tall order.

Group C
Manchester City 

(ENG) v Barcelona (ESP)
At Manchester

Lionel Messi scored three as Pep
Guardiola’s return to Barcelona went bel-
ly up with a 4-0 defeat two weeks ago.
On the bright side a six-match winless
streak was snapped by a 4-0 league win

over West Brom on Saturday as star strik-
er Sergio Aguero scored twice. Barcelona
only need a point to qualify for the next
round but with Luis Suarez, Neymar and
Messi about to be unleashed on the blue
half of a Manchester side who have not
lost at home for 12 games, this is
Tuesday’s must-watch game.

Borussia Moenchengladbach 
(GER) v Celtic (SCO)

At Moenchengladbach, Germany
Lose here and Celtic are out, but the

Scots-led by their passionate Northern
Irish coach Brendan Rodgers-will be just
as concerned to avoid anything like the
7-0 whipping they took at Barcelona in
their last Champions League away game.
The Germans beat Celtic 2-0 away and
will be hoping Barcelona beat City in the
other Group C game to steal a march on
the Mancunians. Andre Schubert’s men
have gone four league games without a
win. In contrast, Celtic are on a 13-game
unbeaten run in Scotland and striker
Moussa Dembele has nine league goals
so far.

Group D
Atletico Madrid 

(ESP) v Rostov (RUS)
At Madrid

With a mean defence and a fearsome
attack featuring French duo Antoine
Griezmann and Kevin Gameiro, a draw
with Russians Rostov could qualify
impressive Atletico Madrid for the next
round. A win will certainly do it. A solitary
Yannick Carrasco goal gave Atletico a
narrow win in Russia two weeks ago and
Carrasco scored twice on Saturday as his
team breezed past Malaga, Gameiro bag-
ging two as well. Diego Simeone’s men
are top of the group with three wins
including a celebrated Bayern Munich
scalp. Visiting Spain for the first time,
Rostov have a single point from a 2-2
draw at PSV so far.

PSV Eindhoven 
(NED) v Bayern Munich (GER)
At Eindhoven, Netherlands

PSV’s Champions League future
depends on avoiding defeat here while
Bayern can qualify with a win should
Rostov lose in Madrid. Carlo Ancelotti’s
side beat PSV 4-1 two weeks ago. Robert
Lewandowski netted twice in a 3-1 win at
Augsburg on Saturday while Dutch
winger Arjen Robben was outstanding
with two assists and a goal. Bayern are
second in Group D, three points behind
Atletico, who they host on December 6
having already lost 1-0 in Spain.
Eindhoven are bottom of the table with
one point from their three games. — AFP

Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Besiktas v SSC Napoli 20:45 
beIN SPORTS 4 HD
Ludogorets v Arsenal 22:45
beIN SPORTS 6 HD
Basel 1893 v PSG 22:45
beIN SPORTS 2 HD
Benfica v Dynamo Kyiv 22:45
beIN SPORTS 9 HD
Monchengladbach v Celtic 22:45
beIN SPORTS 7 HD
Man City v Barcelona 22:45
beIN SPORTS 1 HD
Eindhoven v Bayern Munich 22:45
beIN SPORTS 5 HD
Atletico de Madrid v Rostov 22:45
beIN SPORTS 8 HD

City await Barca as big guns eye
next Champions League round

BERLIN: Germany coach Joachim Loew tar-
geted a  second World  Cup tr iumph and
European glory yesterday after extending his
contract until 2020. The 56-year-old, who took
charge in 2006, has signed a two-year exten-
sion to lead Germany’s defence of the World
Cup in Russia in 2018 and to the European
Championships in 2020. If Loew-a popular fig-
ure in Germany-stays in office until then his
14-year tenure would make him the joint sec-
ond-longest serving Germany coach, equal to
Helmut Schoen (1964-78).

Germany, under Loew, won a fourth World
Cup in Brazil two years ago but lost to hosts
France in the Euro 2016 semi-finals in July.
Germany have not won a European crown since
1996.  “We have visions and things that we
want to tackle, so the time of the extension was
just right,” Loew told a press conference in
Frankfurt.  “The goal is, of course, to repeat our
success story in Rio (World Cup) and we want
to be European champions, which is a big goal
of mine.  “When the head and the heart both
say ‘yes’ at the same time, then there is not
much to think about.”

Loew, who took charge of Germany after the
2006 World Cup following two years as assis-
tant coach under Jurgen Klinsmann, will report-
edly receive a pay rise to earn four million euros
($4.4m) per year.

Loew’s old deal is believed to have earned
him an annual salary of around three million
euros. “I feel the same motivation as I did at the
beginning of my term at the DFB (German FA)
and I still feel their confidence,” he said.  “It’s
simply great fun to work with this team and
these players.  “We all have the same goal-to
confirm the Brazil success at the World Cup in
Russia.”

‘REWARD’ 
“Loew is the best coach that we in the DFB’s

executive committee can imagine,” said
German FA president Reinhard Grindel.  “We
have the same goal-we want to defend our
World Cup title in Russia and, after we were so

close to it in France this year, we want to try to
be Europe champions in 2020.”

Grindel added that Loew’s new deal was
“reward” for the coach’s hard work, but the
president wanted to get the contract signed
before the German FA meets in Er fur t on
Thursday and Friday. Germany, top of their
2018 World Cup qualifying group with three
straight wins, play minnows San Marino away
in their next qualifier on November 11 before
facing Italy four days later in a glamour friendly
in Milan.  Loew, who coached VfB Stuttgart to
the 1997 German Cup title, has ruled out a

return to the Bundesliga once his Germany
reign is over.  Under his stewardship, Germany
have reached at least the semi-finals of either
the World Cup or European championships for
the last decade.  He is though prone to the
occasional sideline gaffe, caught on camera,
including picking his nose on numerous occa-
sions and thrusting his hand into his trousers to
scratch his genitals during a Euro 2016 game.

Sepp Herberger holds the 28-year record for
a Germany coach, from 1936-64, during which
time he led West Germany to their first World
Cup title in 1954. —AFP

Loew extends Germany 
reign until 2020

FRANKFURT: Coach of German national soccer team Joachim Loew, left, speaks as the
President of German soccer federation Reinhard Grindel looks on after signing a new contract
in Frankfurt, Germany, yesterday. — AP

LOS ANGELES: Russell Westbrook record-
ed his second consecutive triple-double
to lead the Oklahoma City Thunder to a
113-96 victory over the Los Angeles
Lakers Sunday at the Chesapeake Energy
Arena. Westbrook posted 33 points, 16
assists and 12 rebounds while taking only
21 shots en route to his 39th career triple-
double.  Through three games, he is aver-
aging 38.6 points, 12.3 rebounds and 11.6
assists.

WARRIORS 106, SUNS 100
Kevin Durant scored 37 points and

Stephen Curry added 28 as Golden State
held off pesky Phoenix. Klay Thompson
had 14 points and Draymond Green had
13 rebounds for the Warriors, who trailed
by as many as 13 in the first half before
limiting the Suns to 43 second-half points.

PISTONS 98, BUCKS 83
Andre Drummond notched his 10th

career 20-20 game with 20 points and 23
rebounds, and Detroit won its second
straight, topping Milwaukee. Drummond
added three blocks and two steals for the
Pistons.  Guard Kentavious Caldwell-Pope
supplied 21 points and six rebounds,
Tobias Harris had 16 points, and Marcus
Morris and Ish Smith chipped in 11 points
apiece for Detroit.

CLIPPERS 88, UTAH 75
Austin Rivers came off the bench to

score 19 points, and Blake Griffin added
18 points and 10 rebounds, sparking Los
Angeles to a victory over Utah Jazz in the
Clippers’ home opener. Reserve Jamal
Crawford chipped in 12 points, while
DeAndre Jordan contributed 10 points
and 16 rebounds for the Clippers. 

GRIZZLIES 112, WIZARDS 
103 (OVERTIME)

Mike Conley scored 24 points — 11
coming in the closing minutes of regula-
tion and in overtime-and Marc Gasol
added 20, including three key 3-pointers
in the same time span, to lift Memphis
past Washington. Gasol’s 3-pointer with
15.7 seconds left in regulation forced
overtime, and two more treys in OT
clinched the win.  Memphis made 15 3-
pointers.

ROCKETS 93, MAVERICKS 92
James Harden scored a game-high 28

points, including one free throw with 0.1
seconds remaining, to lift Houston over
Dallas. Harden drew a foul from Mavericks
swingman Wesley Matthews on a desper-
ate drive to the basket immediately after
Matthews pulled Dallas even with a 3-
pointer with 4.1 seconds remaining.
Matthews fouled out on the play, and
Harden made the second free throw after
missing the first.

SPURS 106, HEAT 99
Kawhi Leonard posted 27 points and

six  ass ists  and Pau Gasol  added 20
points and 11 rebounds to lead San
Antonio past Miami.  Leonard scored the
Spurs’ final 12 points. San Antonio also
got 18 points from backup point guard
Patty Mills. — Reuters

Westbrook gets triple-double,
Thunder beat Lakers 113-96

OKLAHOMA CITY: Oklahoma City Thunder center Steven Adams (12) and Los Angeles Lakers for-
ward Julius Randle (30) go up for a loose ball during the second half of an NBA basketball game in
Oklahoma City, Sunday. Oklahoma City won 113-96. — AP

PARIS: Novak Djokovic admits that Andy
Murray’s dramatic last-gasp assault on his
world number one ranking has rejuvenat-
ed a season which was limping into medi-
ocrity for the 12-time major winner.
Djokovic has suffered a worrying dip in
form since winning his first French Open
and completing the career Grand Slam in
June.  He had a shock early loss at
Wimbledon followed by a first-round exit
at the Olympics and a runners-up spot at
the US Open.  But as the 29-year-old pre-
pares to defend the Paris Masters title he
has won for the past three years, he insists
Murray’s charge for the top has provided
the fresh impetus he needs.

“It makes me want to go on court and
fight for every point because there is
something to win at the end,” Djokovic
said, adding he felt “rejuvenated and
regenerated”.

If Djokovic reaches next Sunday’s final
in Paris he will retain the world number
one ranking that he has held for 122
weeks straight, no matter what Murray
does in the French capital.

But if he fails to make the champi-
onship match, then Murray will become
the number one as long as the British star
wins the title.  The 29-year-old Briton took
a step closer to the top spot on Sunday by
winning the Vienna ATP title.

“Andy is playing maybe the best tennis
he’s ever played. He definitely deserves to
be in the position to finish up the year as
number one. Whether or not that’s going
to happen, it doesn’t depend only on him.
It depends on me as well,” said Djokovic.

“I just try to work on my game these
days and I know if I’m on the level I desire,

I can challenge anybody or beat any-
body.”

‘NEW AMBITION’ 
Djokovic, who has admitted “private

issues” contributed to his summer slump-
he has not said what those were-believes
Paris is the perfect place to revive his for-
tunes on his return to the French capital.
“Winning Roland Garros this year gave me
a lot of joy but it required a lot of energy. I
felt a little exhausted after and I was a lit-
tle less motivated,” said the Serb, who has-
n’t played since a semi-final defeat to
Roberto Bautista Agut in the Shanghai
Masters in mid-October.

“I took a little time to think about all
these things, to find a new motivation
and a new ambition. It’s in place. I feel
good. I’m happy to come back here to
Paris.  I  hope to have a good week.”
Djokovic has a bye in the first round at the
Paris Masters before facing either Nicolas
Almagro or Gilles Muller.

In Vienna, Murray swept past
Frenchman Jo-Wilfried Tsonga 6-3, 7-6
(8/6) to earn his seventh title of the year
and ramp up the pressure on Djokovic.
The Olympic and Wimbledon champion
took his recent run to 15 straight victories,
in which he has picked up the China Open
and Shanghai Masters titles as well.

He now has 42 career titles and a sec-
ond in Vienna, after also winning in 2014.

“I think I played my best tennis of the
tournament today,” said Murray. Like
Djokovic, Murray too has a first-round bye
in Paris and will face either Fernando
Verdasco or Robin Haase in his opening
match. — AFP

Djokovic ‘rejuvenated’ by 
Murray top-spot battle
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CHICAGO: Anthony Rizzo #44 of the Chicago Cubs hits a double in the fourth inning against the Cleveland Indians in Game Five of the 2016 World Series at Wrigley Field on Sunday in Chicago, Illinois. — AFP

CHICAGO:  With dreams of their first World Series crown
since 1908 on the brink of ending, the Chicago Cubs
avoided elimination Sunday with a 3-2 victory over the
Cleveland Indians.

Chicago’s Kris Bryant homered to spark a three-run
outburst in the fourth inning and Cuban closing relief
ace Aroldis Chapman pitched a career-high 2 2/3
innings to obtain the final outs as the Cubs pulled with-
in 3-2 in Major League Baseball’s best-of-seven champi-
onship series.

“It didn’t feel like an elimination game,” Bryant said.
“We had a big inning and Chapman coming in for eight
outs, that was big.”

The showdown continues today in Cleveland, where
a seventh game would be played Wednesday if needed.

The Cubs, in their first World Series since 1945, are
trying to snap America’s longest sports title drought
while the Indians own baseball’s second-longest futility
streak, last taking the trophy in 1948.

Of 46 teams that trailed 3-1 in the World Series, only
six have rallied to win the title, the most recent being
the 1985 Kansas City Royals. And the Cubs have never

won any playoff series after trailing 3-1.

CHAPMAN EFFORT ‘IMPRESSIVE’ 
Chapman, obtained last July in a trade with the New

York Yankees, struck out four while allowing only one
hit, an infield single.

“Chappy came in and did something he has never
done before,” Cubs manager Joe Maddon said. “When
you have a guy that can pitch that many significant outs
in the latter part of the game, it’s pretty cool.”

The Indians had the tying run in scoring position in
the seventh and eighth innings but Chapman ended
the threat both times and retired the last three batters
in order in the ninth, striking out Jose Ramirez for the
final out.

“Joe talked to me this afternoon before the game,”
Chapman said. “He asked if I could be ready possibly to
come into the seventh inning and I told him, ‘I’m ready.
I’m ready to go.’ And whatever he needs me to do or
how long he needs me to pitch for, I’m ready for it.”

Indians manager Terry Francona was impressed by
what he saw from Chapman, known for his 100-mph

fastballs.  “Chapman, that was a big ask and he
answered. That was impressive,” Francona said.
“Sometimes you’ve got to respect what the other team
can do, too. Sometimes they just beat you.”

Chicago’s Jake Arrieta, an 18-game winner, will take
the mound against Cleveland’s Josh Tomlin in a
matchup of right-handed pitchers on Tuesday.

“He’s a bull out there,” Bryant said of Arrieta, the
reigning Cy Young Award winner as top pitcher.
“Hopefully he can win out there and then anything can
happen in a game seven.”

Tension grows as innings go -
The Cubs, who led the major leagues with 103 wins

this season, saw the white flag with blue W symbolic of
victory raised over 102-year-old Wrigley Field for the
first time since 1945.

Ramirez smashed a two-out solo homer off Cubs left-
hander Jon Lester, a two-time World Series champion
who took the victory, for a 1-0 Indians lead in the sec-
ond inning.

The Cubs, who had gone 25 innings without scoring,

equalized in the fourth inning when Bryant, who was
batting 1-for-15 in the Series, smacked a solo homer
over the rightfield wall off Indians starter and loser
Trevor Bauer.

Anthony Rizzo then doubled to right, took third base
on Ben Zobrist’s single and scored on Addison Russell’s
infield single.

“High anxiety. Every pitch gets bigger and bigger,”
Rizzo said. “It gets more intense as the game goes on.”

Javier Baez, who had been 1-for-14 in the Series with
runners on base, tapped another infield single down
the third-base line to load the bases and David Ross, 0-
for-7 with runners on base in the playoffs, followed with
a sacrifice fly to score Zobrist.

The Indians pulled within the final margin in the
sixth inning when Rajai Davis singled, stole second
base, took third on an error and scored on Francisco
Lindor’s single.

Davis became, at 36, the oldest player to ever steal
three bases in a World Series game. The game’s seven
total stolen bases matched a World Series record set
in 1907. — AFP

Cubs win to extend World Series dream

MADRID: Real Madrid’s Welsh forward Gareth Bale leaves a press conference in the media
room at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in Madrid yesterday.  Real Madrid and Gareth Bale
have agreed an extension to the player’s contract, keeping him at the club until the 30th of
June 2022. — AFP 

MADRID: Gareth Bale’s new six-year Real Madrid contract will see
the Welshman reportedly rake in well in excess of 115 million
euros ($126 million) as the Spanish giants bet on Bale to lead
another glorious era at the Santiago Bernabeu.

Bale, who has won two Champions League titles in three years
in Spain, solidifies his position as one of the highest earners in
football along with the likes of Real team-mate Cristiano Ronaldo
and Barcelona duo Lionel Messi and Neymar.

The flying winger, 27, is set to take home as much as £350,000
a week after tax, according to British media, though figures vary
wildly.  “That’s for me to know and no one else to find out, sorry,”
said a smiling Bale when quizzed on his new salary.

However, Ronaldo looks set to retain his status as top dog of
the pay packets at the Bernabeu with the Portuguese expected to
become the latest Madrid star to extend his deal in the coming
weeks.  Real have already handed lucrative renewals to Luka
Modric, Toni Kroos and Lucas Vazquez to hold onto their key men
with a one-year transfer ban imposed by FIFA to come over the
next two transfer windows.  Madrid and arch rivals Barcelona have
embarked on a fleet of renewals to ward off interest from the
cash-rich Premier League, backed by a £5 billion ($6 billion)
domestic TV deal.

Bale joined Real for a then-world record fee of just over 100
million euros from Tottenham Hotspur in 2013.

That figure has since been eclipsed by Paul Pogba’s 105-mil-
lion-euro move to Manchester United in August. “It’s Real Madrid,
it is the biggest club in the world,” Bale added, rejecting any
notion he could return to England, where he was crowned
Premier League Player of the Year in for the 2010/2011 and
2012/2013 seasons.

“When an opportunity to play for Real Madrid comes up, you

don’t turn it down.” Madrid have topped the Deloitte Football
Money League for the past 11 years as the highest earning club,
but were overtaken last season by Barca.  Barca president Josep
Maria Bartomeu confirmed at the club’s annual general meeting
on Saturday that contract negotiations with Luis Suarez and Messi
are also under way after Neymar recently extended his deal to
2021.

BALE THE FUTURE FOR REAL 
Despite the desire to keep 31-year-old Ronaldo at the

Bernabeu for the rest of his career, Real president Florentino
Perez has long believed Bale is the man to succeed Ronaldo as
Real’s best and most marketable player.  Bale has enjoyed and
endured plenty of ups and downs in his three seasons in the
Spanish capital.

Goals to win the 2014 Champions League and Copa del Rey
finals made him an instant hit.

However, he suffered from stinging criticism and was jeered by
the Real fans towards the end of his second season as Madrid
ended the campaign trophyless under Carlo Ancelotti.

Yet Perez’s faith and belief for the future was only emboldened
by Bale’s sensational form towards the end of last season with
Ronaldo a more peripheral figure due to a recurring knee injury.

Bale led Madrid on a 12-game winning run to end the La Liga
season to miss out on the title by just a point and to an 11th
European Cup with a penalty shootout win over city rivals Atletico
Madrid. His performances in inspiring Wales to the Euro 2016
semi-finals-their best run in a major finals-confirmed his status as
one of the world’s best. And a first ever place on the podium for
the Ballon d’Or could follow after Bale was named among the 30
nominees for the prize last week.— AFP

Bumper Real deal banks 
Bale over 115mn euros



DUBAI:  Major stock markets in the Middle
East rose slightly yesterday, outperforming
sluggish bourses in Asia and Europe, as Saudi
banks continued rebounding on the back of
October’s huge international bond issue by
their government.

The bond issue has allowed the govern-
ment to suspend, at least temporarily, domes-
tic bond sales and, in conjunction with other
steps, this has started to ease a liquidity
crunch in the banking system due to low oil
prices.  Short-term Saudi money rates have
fallen in the last two days. That has sus-
tained a rally in the stock market, where the
main index climbed for a ninth straight trad-
ing day yesterday, gaining 0.6 percent in
active trade. It has surged 10.1 percent dur-
ing the nine-day period, although it is still
10.3 percent below its July peak.

The banking sector index added 0.5 per-
cent as the biggest lender, National
Commercial Bank, rose 0.7 percent. On
Sunday it had rocketed 7.7 percent in its
heaviest trade since July 2015. Among other
gainers, telecommunications firm Zain Saudi
and miner Ma’aden both rose 3.5 percent. As
money flowed into such stocks, the petro-
chemical sector underperformed, edging up
only 0.2 percent.

A monthly Reuters poll of fund managers,

published yesterday, found 36 percent expect
to increase their allocations to Saudi equities
over the next three months, and 14 percent
to reduce them. That is the most bullish bal-
ance for Saudi Arabia since July, and com-
pares to ratios of 14 percent and 29 percent
in September’s survey. 

Elsewhere, Dubai’s index rose 0.4 percent
as Emaar Properties climbed 0.9 percent. But
courier Aramex dropped 3.8 percent after its
third-quarter earnings came in at the low end
of expectations. Aramex reported a 3 percent
fall in profit to 72.2 million dirhams ($19.7

million). EFG Hermes and SICO Bahrain had
forecast 75.8 million dirhams and 77.1 million
dirhams. Abu Dhabi’s index added 0.3 per-
cent on the back of the two biggest banks,
which plan to merge early next year. National
Bank of Abu Dhabi climbed 2.3 percent and
First Gulf Bank 1.8 percent. 

Qatar gained 0.3 percent. Telecommu
nications operator Ooredoo closed 3.1 per-
cent higher after initially falling when it
reported a 51 percent drop in third-quarter
net profit to 370 million riyals ($101.6 million);
the average forecast of analysts polled by

Reuters was 499.3 million riyals.
In Egypt, the index climbed 0.3 percent,

although exchange data showed foreign
investors were net sellers by a large margin
as the Egyptian pound continued to slide
against the US dollar on the black market. 

Three currency traders were buying dol-
lars yesterday for 17.5 to 17.85 pounds and
selling them to importers for 18 to 18.2
pounds, compared to an official exchange
rate of 8.88.  Massive uncertainty over the
risk of a devaluation of the pound is deter-
ring many foreign investors from building
positions. — Reuters 
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MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

Saudi money rates drop as liquidity eases 
Lower rates could ease stress on companies, economy

NEW YORK: Traders Mark Muller (left) and Kevin Lodewick work on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange yesterday. Wall Street stocks were little-changed early yesterday following acquisitions by General Electric and
CenturyLink as markets absorbed the latest twists in the US presidential campaign. — AP

DUBAI: Saudi Arabian money market rates
dropped for a second straight day yesterday after
authorities acted to ease a liquidity crunch in the
banking sector caused by low oil prices. The
three-month Saudi interbank offered rate fell to
2.34 percent from Sunday’s 2.36 percent, bring-
ing its drop over the past two days to 4.2 basis
points - the biggest two-day fall since rates
began rising in August 2015.

Three-month SAIBOR had climbed to 2.386
percent last week, its highest since January 2009,
from below 1.0 percent a year ago, propelled by
monthly government issues of domestic bonds
to cover a huge budget deficit caused by shrunk-
en oil revenues. High rates threaten to squeeze
companies’ finances and hurt the economy,
which has already been slowing because of gov-
ernment spending cuts.

In the last couple of weeks, authorities have
taken their strongest action yet to reduce
upward pressure on rates. The government
raised a mammoth $17.5 billion in its first inter-
national bond issue, giving it financial space to
suspend October’s offer of domestic bonds.

Last week the central bank introduced a new

90-day repurchase agreement to inject funds
into the market when needed, and it committed
to lowering its Treasury bill issues to a maximum
3 billion riyals ($800 million) per week from 9 bil-
lion riyals. After the international bond issue,
bankers predicted the government would
deposit at least part of the proceeds in local
banks, which could further ease liquidity. It was
not immediately clear whether this process had
already begun. Bankers said the extent to which
money rates continued to fall would depend on
how soon the government returned to the
domestic bond market to borrow.

LIQUIDITY
The international bond sale should allow the

Saudi government to reduce its domestic bond
sales for the next two or three months, Jean-
Michel Saliba, regional economist at Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, said in a report.

“As long as external bond issuance acts as a
substitute to domestic bond issuance, it should
help to gradually ease domestic liquidity and
have a positive knock-on effect on Saudi rates,”
he said. Some Saudi bankers, however, said they

thought that monthly offers of 20 billion riyals in
domestic bonds could resume as soon as next
month, which would limit any further fall in rates.

In the long term, pressure on rates will depend
largely on two factors: the government’s progress
in cutting its budget deficit, which totalled $98 bil-
lion last year, and the proportion of the deficit
which the government covers with additional
international bond sales instead of domestic debt
issues, the bankers said. Longer-term Saudi money
rates also fell back yesterday, suggesting the mar-
ket believed the improvement in liquidity would
not merely be short-term. One-year SAIBOR
dropped to 2.627 percent from 2.641 percent.

Expectations that the liquidity crunch would
ease, benefiting companies and therefore banks’
loan quality, have helped to boost banks’ share
prices sharply in the past two weeks. The sector’s
index was up a further 0.4 percent yesterday
afternoon. But there were some signs that the
decline in rates might already be about to slow.
Although many individual Saudi banks quoted
lower SAIBOR rates yesterday, the biggest lender,
National Commercial Bank, did not, keeping its
three-month quote at 2.15 percent. — Reuters

RIYADH: The three-month Saudi interbank offered rate fell to 2.34 percent from Sunday’s
2.36 percent yesterday, bringing its drop over the past two days to 4.2 basis points - the
biggest two-day fall since rates began rising in August 2015.

Region rises as Saudi gains for ninth day Gulf single currency 
inevitable, says
Oman CB chief 

DUBAI: The creation of a single currency in the Gulf
Arab region has become inevitable and is only a mat-
ter of time, the executive president of Oman’s central
bank was quoted as saying. Oman is not one of the
countries pushing for a common currency, but “serious
measures” are being studied to achieve it, the Saudi
Arabian-owned Al Sharq al-Awsat newspaper quoted
Hamood Sangour al-Zadjali as saying in a statement.

Omani officials were not immediately available on
Monday to comment on the report, and it was not clear
whether Zadjali’s remarks signalled any new momen-
tum for the region’s single currency project. The cre-
ation of monetary union became a primary objective of
the six members of the Gulf Cooperation Council in the
early 1980s. Four of them - Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait
and Bahrain - formed a joint monetary council and a
forerunner to a Gulf central bank in March 2010.

But the euro crisis and a lack of political will have
slowed the project. Oman withdrew from the plan in
2006 and the United Arab Emirates pulled out in 2009.
Many bankers in the region say privately that introduc-
tion of a single currency remains unlikely for the fore-
seeable future, given technical difficulties and the fact
that GCC states are struggling with low oil prices,
which are having varying impacts on their economies.

Saudi Arabia has slowed sharply and has been
forced into painful fiscal reforms, while Qatar and
Kuwait, with relatively strong state finances, have
come under less pressure. — Reuters

DUBAI: Royal Dutch Shell and trading
house Vitol are stepping up their opera-
tions in the port of Fujairah to store Iraqi
crude as production from the OPEC mem-
ber rises, industry sources said.

Iraq is OPEC’s second largest producer
after Saudi Arabia and its output has
almost doubled since the start of the
decade at 4.7 million barrels per day (bpd).
With a target of 5.5-6 million bpd by 2020,
Iraq wants to be exempt from the cartel’s
bid to boost oil prices with production
cuts to reduce a global surplus.

Located on the east coast of the United
Arab Emirates at the entrance to the Strait
of Hormuz, Fujairah is one of two major
ports in the region along with Oman’s
Sohar and is a busy refuelling point for
tankers taking crude on long voyages out
of the Gulf. 

The emirate is keen to boost its status
as a global trading hub by increasing its
port storage capacity from 10 million cubic
metres to 14 million cubic meters by 2020.
Traditionally, it focused on fuel to power
tankers and refined oil products.

Shell leased five large crude storage
tanks at the port last year to take advan-
tage of low oil prices for the play, industry
and trading sources said. Shell is an equity
partner in Iraq’s Majnoon oilfield.

“The storage tanks were built specifical-
ly according to Shell’s requirements,” a trad-
ing source in Fujairah said. “Shell wanted to
avoid any fluctuations in production out of
Iraq. So far they are the only ones who have
a contract with (storage company) Vopak
to bring crude using the new jetty,” another
trading source said. — Reuters

Shell, Vitol boost UAE storage to handle Iraqi crude
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US dollar stable 
against KD at 0.303

KUWAIT: The exchange rate of the US dollar was stable
against the Kuwaiti dinar at 0.303, the same case with the
euro which stood at KD 0.332 compared to Sunday’s rates,
said the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) yesterday. The CBK
said that the rate of the Sterling Pound was also stable at
KD 0.396, as well as the Swiss Franc which was at KD 0.306.
The rate of the Japanese yen was unchanged at KD 0.002. 

OPEC oil price down 
19 cents to $47.04 pb

VIENNA: Price of OPEC’s basket of crudes went down 19
cents last Friday settling at $ 47.04 per barrel, compared to
$47.23 pb last Thursday, according to OPEC’s bulletin yes-
terday. The 170th (Extraordinary) Meeting of the OPEC
Conference had opted for an OPEC-14 production target
ranging between 32.5 and 33.0 million barrel per day, in
order to accelerate the ongoing drawdown of the stock
overhang and bring the rebalancing forward. The average
annual rate of OPEC’s crude of the past year stood at
$49.49 per barrel. 

Iran oil output hits 4 m bpd, 
exports at 2.4 m bpd 

SHANA BEIRUT: Iran’s current oil output is almost 4
million barrels per day (bpd), and its exports have
reached 2.4 million bpd, the managing director of the
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) was quoted as
saying by the oil ministry’s news agency yesterday.
“The OPEC meeting is close and we won’t give up on
regaining our share (of the oil market),” Ali Kardor was
quoted as saying by SHANA.

Egypt’s GDP growth 
up to 4.3% in 2015/16 

CAIRO: Egypt’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth
for 2015/16 climbed to 4.3 percent from 4.2 percent in
the previous year, Egypt’s Prime Minister Sherif Ismail
told Reuters yesterday. The budget deficit widened to
12.1 percent, Ismail said, from 11.5 percent a year earli-
er. The prime minister’s GDP figure differed from a
report from two finance ministry officials earlier yester-
day that Egypt’s GDP grew 3.8 percent in 2015/16. Both
figures were lower than the targeted growth of 5 per-
cent for the year. 

EXCHANGE RATES

Al-Muzaini Exchange Co.

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.902
Indian Rupees 4.553
Pakistani Rupees 2.900
Srilankan Rupees 2.063
Nepali Rupees 2.846
Singapore Dollar 219.150
Hongkong Dollar 39.189
Bangladesh Taka 3.874
Philippine Peso 6.284
Thai Baht 8.701

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 81.081
Qatari Riyal 83.510
ani Riyal 789.631
Bahraini Dinar 807.360
UAE Dirham 82.770

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 23.950
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.606
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.220
Tunisian Dinar 135.770
Jordanian Dinar 428.350
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.026
Syrian Lira 2.0167
Morocco Dirham 31.228

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 303.850
Euro 335.600
Sterling Pound 372.220
Canadian dollar 228.120
Turkish lira 103.170

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

BAHRAIN EXCHANGE COMPANY WLL

Swiss Franc 309.420
Australian Dollar 232.900
US Dollar Buying 302.650

GOLD
20 Gram 259.180
10 Gram 132.510
5 Gram 67.100

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 304.300
Canadian Dolla 228.025
Sterling Pound 370.815
Euro 332.295
Swiss Frank 303.795
Bahrain Dinar 804.445
UAE Dirhams 83.080
Qatari Riyals 84.295
Saudi Riyals 81.870
Jordanian Dinar 428.790
Egyptian Pound 34.171
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.064
Indian Rupees 4.549
Pakistani Rupees 2.899
Bangladesh Taka 3.871
Philippines Pesso 6.287
Cyprus pound 160.383
Japanese Yen 3.910
Syrian Pound 2.425
Nepalese Rupees 3.840
Malaysian Ringgit 73.910
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.305
Thai Bhat 9.665
Turkish Lira 99.295

CURRENCY BUY SELL
Europe

British Pound 0.363631 0.373631
Czech Korune 0.004302 0.016302
Danish Krone 0.040712 0.045712
Euro 0.0327556 0.0336556
Norwegian Krone 0.032706 0.037906
Romanian Leu 0.073930 0.073930
Slovakia 0.009074 0.019074
Swedish Krona 0.029619 0.034619
Swiss Franc 0.300925 0.311925
Turkish Lira 0.092946 0.103246

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.222818 0.234818
New Zealand Dollar 0.210874 0.220374

America
Canadian Dollar 0.221164 0.230164
Georgina Lari 0.137234 0.137234
US Dollars 0.299750 0.304450
US Dollars Mint 0.300250 0.304450

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003380 0.003964
Chinese Yuan 0.043478 0.046978
Hong Kong Dollar 0.037088 0.039838
Indian Rupee 0.004179 0.004568
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000019 0.000025

Japanese Yen 0.002813 0.002993
Kenyan Shilling 0.002987 0.002987
Korean Won 0.000255 0.000270
Malaysian Ringgit 0.068698 0.074698
Nepalese Rupee 0.002820 0.002990
Pakistan Rupee 0.002695 0.002985
Philippine Peso 0.006159 0.006459
Sierra Leone 0.000051 0.000057
Singapore Dollar 0.212827 0.222827
South African Rand 0.016024 0.024524
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001650 0.009686
Taiwan 0.009506 0.009686
Thai Baht 0.008346 0.008896

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.799398 0.807698
Egyptian Pound 0.017476 0.024729
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000186 0.000246
Jordanian Dinar 0.424412 0.433412
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000151 0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019911 0.043911
Nigerian Naira 0.000355 0.000990
Omani Riyal 0.782800 0.788480
Qatar Riyal 0.082649 0.084099
Saudi Riyal 0.079940 0.081240
Syrian Pound 0.001289 0.001508
Tunisian Dinar 0.131708 0.139708
Turkish Lira 0.092946 0.103246
UAE Dirhams 0.081302 0.083002
Yemeni Riyal 0.001373 0.001453

NBK ECONOMIC REPORT

Sharjah plans seismic 
onshore oil and gas survey 

DUBAI: The emirate of Sharjah, one of the United Arab
Emirates, will  conduct a 3D seismic onshore survey of
about 500 sq km (195 sq  miles) of its territory in search of
deep oil and gas reservoirs, Sharjah National Oil Corp said
yesterday. Most of the area has not previously been cov-
ered by 3D seismic surveys, Sharjah National Oil Corp said
in a statement, adding that the survey is expected to be
completed by the end of December. Oil was discovered in
Sharjah in the 1960s and commercial production began in
1974. Production increased with the discovery of two fields
in 1980 and 1982. 

KUWAIT: August saw a healthy gain in credit, with growth
improving to 8.7 percent year-on-year (y/y), its best pace since
mid-2009. Credit rose by KD 276 million, on a notable increase
in household loans and business credit. Meanwhile, private
deposits saw another decline during the month, though an
increase in government deposits helped offset some of that
decrease. Domestic interest rates held steady throughout the
month.

Growth in household lending was strong in August, adding
a net of KD 113 million, though growth continued to moder-
ate. Growth slowed to 8.9 percent y/y, its slowest pace since
late 2011. The gain was well above the monthly average
increase of KD 55 million recorded since November 2015. 

Lending to nonbank financial companies saw a small net
gain and maintained positive growth compared to a year
before. Sector debt added KD 4 million in August, with growth
picking up to 4.4 percent y/y. The sector appears to have
largely completed deleveraging that began in the wake of the
2008 financial crisis. 

All remaining credit rose by KD 160 million with growth
improving to 8.9 percent y/y. Growth in lending to this seg-
ment has accelerated to its most rapid pace since the financial
crisis. The largest gains were in the oil & gas sector and lend-
ing for the purchase of securities, adding a combined KD 119
million. Industry and construction also saw some decent
gains. Declines were visible in the trade and real estate sec-
tors; growth in the latter has been flat compared to the previ-
ous year for several months now. 

Private deposits were down in August on the heels of a
large drop the month before. Despite the KD 281 million
decline, broad M2 money supply growth improved to 2.8 per-
cent y/y on base effects. Narrower M1 money supply growth
also rose to 1.8 percent y/y. Drawdowns were visible across
the board, with the largest decline coming from KD time
deposits, down KD 122 million. 

An increase in government deposits helped offset some of
the decline in private deposits. The month saw a gain of KD 94
million, with growth at 27 percent y/y. Government deposits
have grown notably over the last twelve months, adding KD
1.7 billion, at a time when private sector deposits have been
under pressure.

Banking system liquidity decreased in August, but main-
tained a healthy level. Bank reserves (i.e. cash, deposits with
the CBK and CBK bonds) contracted by KD 186 million to KD
5.6 billion or 9.3 percent of total bank assets. The decrease was
predominantly in time deposits with the CBK and coincided
with a KD 381 million drawdown in CBK foreign reserves,
which decreased to KD 7.7 billion. Meanwhile, net domestic
debt issuance was limited in August, with outstanding public
debt instruments (PDIs) rising by a mere KD 30 million to KD
2.57 billion. Interest rates have been relatively steady. The 3-
month Kuwait interbank offered rate (Kibor) added 6 basis
points (bp) in August to reach 1.56 percent. Rates have been
relatively steady since (Chart 5). Meanwhile, customer deposit
rates appeared to ease during August, declining by 1-2 bps for
various maturities.

Kuwait credit growth hits

post-2009 record of 8.7%

LONDON: Reservations over the ability of
the world’s largest oil producers to reach
a binding agreement to limit output has
prompted analysts to leave their price
outlook broadly unchanged, a Reuters
poll showed yesterday.

The 35 analysts and economists polled
by Reuters forecast Brent crude futures
will average $44.78 a barrel in 2016 and
$57.08 in 2017, compared to the $44.74 a
barrel and $57.28 outlook for the same
periods in the previous month’s survey.
Brent has averaged $43.93 per barrel so
far this year.

The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries, which had agreed to
reduce output to a range of 32.5-33.0 mil-
lion barrels per day in Algiers last month,
is expected to work out the details on
individual cuts in its formal meeting in
November.

However, with Iraq joining Iran, Libya
and Nigeria in seeking an exemption
from cutting output, analysts are skepti-
cal the various OPEC members can reach
a consensus. “New puzzle pieces are
being revealed at every turn, puncturing
the well-crafted impression of a unified
OPEC cartel,” OCBC Bank analyst Barnabas
Gan said in a note. Iraq has asked to be
excused from OPEC crude output restric-

tions saying it needs the income to com-
bat Islamic State.  Iran, Libya and Nigeria,
whose output has been hit by sanctions
or conflict, too have sought exemption
from the cuts.

“The exclusion of key nations as well
as the negative sentiment on the deal
from the Iraqis both reinforce the idea
that a true shift in the physical market is
not likely,” said Jeffrey Quigley, Director,
Energy Markets, at Stratas Advisors. While
there is a strong possibility of top pro-
ducer Russia agreeing to freeze output at
current peak levels, other non-OPEC pro-
ducers were unlikely to join the effort
and may even end up increasing produc-
tion, analysts said.

Should the deal fail to materialize,
analysts anticipate a sharp sell-off that
could drag prices towards $40 a barrel,
and for the existing supply glut to last
until at least mid-2017. “Currently, our
main concerns are the very high level of
speculative positions (net long non-com-
mercial positions) and a stronger US dollar,
as these could fuel a sell-off in the event of
deteriorating fundamentals or disappoint-
ments from the OPEC meeting,” said Intesa
SanPaolo analyst Daniela Corsini. A possi-
ble interest rate hike by the US Federal
Reserve, a softening Chinese economy

and easing of geo-political concerns in
countries such as Libya and Nigeria may
further dampen a recovery in oil prices,
the poll showed. The poll forecast US light
crude will average $43.46 a barrel in 2016
and $55.22 in 2017. WTI has averaged
$42.31 so far in 2016.

Oil slides as non-OPEC nations
demure on output limit plan

Oil prices slid yesterday after non-
OPEC producers made no specific com-
mitment to join OPEC in limiting oil out-
put levels to prop up prices, suggesting
they want the oil producing group to
solve its differences first. Officials and
experts from OPEC countries and non-
OPEC nations including Azerbaijan, Brazil,
Kazakhstan, Mexico, Oman and Russia
met for consultations in Vienna on
Saturday and only agreed to meet again
in November before a scheduled regular
OPEC meeting on Nov. 30, they said in a
statement. 

London Brent crude for December deliv-
ery was down 38 cents at $49.33 a barrel by
1047 GMT after settling down 76 cents on
Friday. US WTI crude for December delivery
was trading down 30 cents, or 0.6 percent,
at $48.40 a barrel, after closing down $1.02
on Friday. — Reuters

Doubt over OPEC output deal 

keeps oil price view in check

TOKYO: A man walks by an electronic stock board of a securities firm in Tokyo yesterday. Asian stocks wob-
bled yesterday as a revived FBI inquiry into US presidential candidate Hillary Clinton’s private email server
sharpened uncertainty over the election, while investors also awaited key economic data this week. —AP
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KUWAIT: Jazeera Airways yesterday
announced its third quarter financial
results, reporting Q3 operating revenues
of KD18.8 million and a net profit of
KD6.0 million, bringing the company’s
year-to-date net profit to KD12.0 million. 

9M 2016 Financial Highlights 
Operating revenue: KD43.5 million,
down 8.8% from 9M 2015
Net profit: KD12.0 million, down 9.7%
from 9M 2015
Passengers: up 2.6% from 9M 2015
Load factor: up 1.8% from 9M 2015
On-time performance: 90.1% 
Q3 2016 Financial Highlights: 
Operating revenue: KD18.8 million,
down 10.6% from Q3 2015
Net profit: KD6.0 million, down 27.1%
from Q3 2015

Year-to-Date Business Review
In February, Jazeera Airways launched

a major product enhancement program
to boost customer experience through
various on-ground and in-flight initia-
tives. The program, titled ‘The Next Big
Thing’, includes a dedicated remote
check-in and long-term parking facility,
in-flight broadband service, a dedicated
terminal at Kuwait International Airport,
and a dedicated business class lounge at
Kuwait International Airport. 

In June, the company launched

flights to the city of Taif, its third destina-
tion in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with
three flights a week. 

In July, Jazeera Airways was officially
notified that its request to be allocated
land at Kuwait International Airport to
build a dedicated terminal was approved
by the Kuwait Council of Ministers. The
terminal is a solution proposed by the
airline to help ease the congestion at
Kuwait International Airport, the coun-
try’s only primary airport, which is cur-
rently operating over capacity. The pro-
ject’s investment value is KD14 million,
and its total construction time frame is
15 months, including obtaining all per-
mits.  In July, Jazeera Airways launched a
dedicated business class lounge at
Kuwait International Airport. The lounge
is part of the ‘The Next Big Thing’ prod-
uct development program launched by
the airline. 

In September, Jazeera Airways
launched Kuwait’s first remote check-in
and parking service called Park’n’Fly.
More on the ‘The Next Big Thing’ pro-
gram below.

Jazeera Airways Chairman, Marwan
Boodai, said: “Our earnings for the quar-
ter came in less than expected even
though we carried more passengers and
we lifted our load factor, however the
pressure on yields due to low oil prices
and a host of other factors continued

through the third quarter. With that said,
our product development program is
expected to boost our ancillary income
and our overall differentiation factors
once completed by next year.” 

The Next Big Thing
The Next Big Thing is a series of new

ambitious and game-changing initia-
tives that will boost Jazeera Airways’
offering, reinforce its brand, and attract
and retain more customers in 2016 and
beyond. Below is a glimpse into the four

new initiatives and how they will trans-
form Jazeera Airways’ offering.

Launched in Q3 2016, state-of-the-art
check-in facility located two minutes away
from the airport to serve as a second
option for flight check-in. 

Operational today, the facility is a sin-
gle-stop remote check-in facility with
valets for both short-term and long-term
parking and luggage assistance. Once
travelers and their luggage are checked in,
they will be shuttled to the terminal
where they can proceed directly to pass-

port control, thus completely bypassing
the hassle of navigating Kuwait
International Airport’s parking and check-
in congestion.

Exclusive Business Class 
lounge with a view 

Launched in Q3 2016, Jazeera
Airways Business Class travelers now
enjoy an exclusive access to newest
lounge at Kuwait International Airport,
and the only lounge at the airport with a
direct and unobstructed view of the tar-
mac. High-speed internet, comfortable
seating, food, and drinks are offered at
the lounge. 

Jazeera Airways Long-Haul
Jazeera Airways is currently looking

to expand its network to include key
long-haul destinations by partnering
with an international operator. Though
still in its early stages, the airline con-
firms  the new routes will be non-stop
and offered through a true partnership
with a global airline.

Jazeera Airways Terminal 
The airline is in an advanced planning

stage to establish a dedicated terminal
at Kuwait International Airport, which
will help Jazeera Airways better serve its
travelers and help relieve the congestion
at the country’s single-terminal airport. 

Jazeera Airways announces 9-month financial results

WASHINGTON: US consumer spending rose
more than expected in September as house-
holds boosted purchases of motor vehicles and
inflation increased steadily, which could bolster
expectations of an interest rate hike from the
Federal Reserve in December.

The Commerce Department said yesterday
that consumer spending, which accounts for
about 70 percent of US economic activity,
increased 0.5 percent after a downwardly
revised 0.1 percent drop in August. Last month’s
increase in consumer spending offered a fairly
strong handoff from the July-September period
to the current quarter.

The report was published ahead of the begin-
ning of the Fed’s two-day policy meeting today.
The US central bank is not expected to raise
rates at that meeting, which comes ahead of the
Nov. 8 presidential election, but is expected to
do so in December.

Economists polled by Reuters had forecast
consumer spending rising 0.4 percent last
month. Spending in August was previously
reported to have been unchanged. When adjust-
ed for inflation, consumer spending rose 0.3 per-
cent after falling 0.2 percent in August.

The spending figures were incorporated into
last Friday ’s report on third-quarter gross
domestic product. Consumer spending
increased at a 2.1 percent annual pace after
advancing at a robust 4.3 percent rate in the pri-
or period. US Treasury yields fell on the data,
while US stock index futures extended gains
slightly. The dollar was little changed.

Despite cooling off, consumer spending com-
bined with a spurt in soybean exports and a
turnaround in inventory investment to boost
economic growth to a 2.9 percent pace in the
third quarter. The economy grew at a 1.4 percent
rate in the April-June quarter.

With consumer spending firming, inflation
continued to gain steadily. The personal con-
sumption expenditures (PCE) price index
increased 0.2 percent after a similar gain in
August. In the 12 months through September
the PCE price index rose 1.2 percent, the biggest
gain since November 2014, after advancing 1.0
percent in August.

Excluding food and energy, the so-called core
PCE price index rose 0.1 percent after rising 0.2
percent in August. In the 12 months through
September the core PCE increased 1.7 percent
after a similar increase in August. The core PCE is
the Fed’s preferred inflation measure and is run-

ning below its 2 percent target. Consumer
spending last month was lifted by a 1.3 percent
surge in purchases of long-lasting manufactured
goods such as automobiles. Spending on servic-
es rose 0.3 percent. Personal income increased

0.3 percent in September after rising 0.2 percent
in August. Wages and salaries advanced 0.3 per-
cent after edging up 0.1 percent the prior
month. Savings fell to $797.8 billion from $820.5
billion in August. — Reuters

US consumer spending 
rises, inflation edges up

Core PCE price index rises 1.7% from year ago

TETERBORO, NJ: Choisette Hargon, of Paterson, NJ, shops for toys ahead of Christmas at Wal-
Mart in Teterboro, NJ. The Commerce Department issued its September report on consumer
spending yesterday which accounts for roughly 70 percent of US economic activity. — AP

BUENOS AIRES: Women line up for a free dinner to take home to their families, from
Norma Colque’s soup kitchen in the Villa 31 neighborhood of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
With the economy expected to shrink by 1.5 percent this year, President Mauricio Macri
now admits his poverty goal isn’t possible, and discontent is growing. —AP 

WASHINGTON: Don’t expect much more
from the US economy this year - it may
have already peaked. Gross domestic prod-
uct, the broadest measure of economic
health, grew at annual rate of 2.9 percent in
the July-September quarter, shaking off a
lackluster first half and accelerating to its
strongest growth in two years, the
Commerce Department reported Friday.
The improvement was powered by a
rebound in exports and a decision by busi-
nesses to restock their shelves.

The latest figure was double the 1.4 per-
cent rate in the second quarter. The details,
however, point to signs that the pace is
unlikely to last. The rise in exports was
fueled by a surge in shipments of soybeans
to South America. That’s probably not
going to happen again. The strength in
inventory rebuilding also looks to fade in
coming quarters.

Moreover, consumer spending growth
slowed from a breakneck pace in the sec-
ond quarter.  Business investment was
barely positive, still trying to recover from
sharp cutbacks in the energy industry after
oil prices plunged. Home construction also
contracted for a second quarter, although
economists believe that setback will be
temporary. Gregory Daco, head of US
Macroeconomics at Oxford Economics, said
the third-quarter results “may be as good as
it gets in 2016.” He forecasts slower growth
of around 2 percent in the current October-
December period.

“Going forward, we expect a modest
expansion in economic activity, but we
note the economy may be in a fragile equi-
librium,” Daco wrote in a research note.

Still, the better-than-expected GDP
reading for the third quarter keeps the
Federal Reserve on track to boost interest
rates next month. Economists believe a rate
hike at next week’s meeting is unlikely so
close to the US presidential election.

Paul Ashworth, chief US economist at

Capital Economics, said that the report
“confirms that the economic recovery has
regained some of the momentum lost
within the last year.” The Commerce
Department report was the government’s
first look at third-quarter GDP. It will be
subject to two revisions over the next two
months. It represents one of the last major
economic reports to be issued before
American voters go to the polls on Nov 8.

Democrats hailed the GDP rebound
after three straight quarters of anemic
growth averaging around 1 percent. But
Republicans said the new figure did not
change their view that the country’s cur-
rent policies need to be changed. “Growth
hasn’t risen above 3 percent for a full year
in any year of the Obama presidency,” said
Dan Kowalski, deputy policy director for
the Trump campaign. “The single most
important issue facing the American peo-
ple is an economy that has failed to deliver
jobs, incomes and opportunity.”

GDP growth slumped into a pronounced
slowdown late last year. Exporters were
constrained by a rising dollar, which made
their products more expensive on overseas
markets. Businesses cut back on boosting
inventories in the face of weaker sales.
Given the disappointing first half, econo-
mists believe growth for the entire year will
be a modest 1.6 percent. 

The economy grew 2.6 percent for all of
2015. This recovery from the deep 2007-
2009 recession has been the weakest in the
post-World War II period, with growth aver-
aging around just 2 percent over the past
seven years.

The GDP growth rate in the third quarter
was the economy’s best showing since it
expanded at a 5 percent rate in the third
quarter of 2014. In the final three months
of last year, growth slowed to a 0.9 percent
rate, followed by weak gains of 0.8 percent
in the first quarter this year and 1.4 percent
in the second quarter. — AP

US economy grew at its 
strongest pace in 2 years

MUSCAT: Oman’s State General Reserve
Fund (SGRF) agreed to buy 32.2 percent
of Mecanizados Escribano, a family-
owned Spanish company making preci-
sion mechanical components for the
aerospace, defense and other sectors, the
sovereign fund said yesterday.

The deal is part of a drive by Oman to
use its sovereign fund assets to help
diversify the economy beyond oil and
gas exports; under the deal, Escribano
will set up a local manufacturing entity in
Oman, although details were not given.
SGRF will invest in Escribano through a
combination of an equity purchase from
the current owners and a capital increase
to finance new development projects,
the fund said in a statement.

Angel Escribano, president of the
Spanish firm, told Reuters that the com-
pany’s capital currently totalled 50 mil-
lion euros ($55 million) and with the
new partnership, “We will be acquiring
other companies related to our line of
operations.”

The partnership aims to raise the
company’s capital to 500 million euros,
focusing its research and development
activities in Spain while establishing
manufacturing operations in the Gulf,
SGRF’s executive president Abdulsalam
Al-Murshidi said. 

“We expect the business to grow by
25 to 30 percent every year,” he told
reporters, without giving further financial
details of the acquisition. — Reuters 

Oman sovereign wealth 
fund buys into Spanish 

manufacturer Escribano

ADDIS ABABA: Faced with its most serious chal-
lenge yet, the Ethiopian regime, a crucial
Western ally in the fight against terrorism, risks a
deepening crisis if promised reforms do not
come, researchers and analysts warn. A nation-
wide state of emergency since October 9 com-
bined with the mass arrest of more than 2,500
people has suppressed months of widespread
and sometimes deadly anti-government
protests. Mobile internet and the social net-
works used to mobilize protesters have also
been blocked as the government seeks a deci-
sive end to the unrest. “Violence has-been con-
trolled,” government spokesman Getachew Reda
said last week. “What we have is a more or less
stable situation.”

The challenge to the government has been
strongest in the Oromo and Amhara regions-
which together account for over 60 percent of the
population-and these areas are now in a siege-
like state. “The government wants to show its
strength. The state of emergency has a psycho-
logical impact by increasing the feeling of fear
and insecurity among the population,” said Rene
Lefort, an independent Horn of Africa researcher.

Too little change, too slow 
But force alone will not solve the underlying

problems and Lefort said he  is “skeptical about
the ability and willingness of the regime to open
up” raising fears that in the absence of conces-
sions to the protesters, the situation will worsen.

Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn has
offered to reform the winner-takes-all electoral
system which has allowed his ruling Ethiopian
People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front

(EPRDF) coalition to win every seat in parliament
in the 2015 poll. But even if reforms come, they
will not take effect until the next election due in
2020, while a proposed government reshuffle
has yet to be carried out.

Jean-Nicolas Bach, an Ethiopia specialist and
director of Sudan’s Centre for Social, Legal and
Economic Studies and Documentation (CEDEJ-
Khartoum) said the EPRDF is committed to its
own continuity and may not be capable of ade-
quate change, citing its “hegemonic ambitions
and authoritarian mode of government”. “The
goals of the EPRDF have always been clear:
maintain power to take the country on the path
of development. As for democracy, it will come
when it comes,” Bach said.

The regime, led by former rebel commander
and strongman Meles Zenawi from 1991 until
his death in 2012, is credited with real economic
progress that saw a decade of around 10 percent
annual growth while infant mortality and malnu-
trition was halved over the same period, accord-
ing to figures from the World Bank.

But development has been accompanied by
a squeezing of political space, disregard for
human rights and a growing outcry at alleged
government corruption.

“We need to change the rules that give
impunity to local officials and better checks on
officials,” said Daniel Berhane, founder and editor
of Horn Affairs, an online magazine. He suggest-
ed that every “kebele”, or neighborhood, hold
meetings “to gather public grievances” at the
grassroots level which can be relayed to central
government “without any editing”. Berhane said
the EPRDF’s total victory in the May 2015 elec-

tion left some feeling “disenfranchised”, especial-
ly in parts of the northern Amhara region and
central-western Oromo region where the oppo-
sition had hoped to win seats and some power.
“Not surprisingly, these two areas are the epi-
centres of the protests,” he said.

Foreign investors deterred 
The brutal repression of the protest move-

ment-human rights organizations say several
hundred have been killed by security forces-
combined with lack of any political change trig-
gered an explosion of violence in recent weeks,
seriously undermining Ethiopia’s reputation as a
stable country.

The image of foreign farms and business
going up in flames after being set alight by pro-
testers has put off investors. “The protests have
significantly undermined the ruling coalition
and genuine stability will take years to recover,”
said Emma Gordon, an analyst at Maplecroft
Verisk, a risk management firm.  “Until then, fur-
ther divestments, particularly by Western
agribusiness firms, are likely to be announced.”
The most likely scenario, said Gordon, is a con-
tinuing weak but persistent challenge to govern-
ment authority because, the “proposed reforms
are unlikely to fully satisfy” opponents.

Protesters want “more sweeping concessions”
to reduce the dominance of the minority
Tigrayan leaders in the EPRDF and for security
forces to be reined in, but none of this is on the
table meaning, Gordon said, another eruption of
protests is likely, “in relation to military deploy-
ments or evidence of continued restrictions on
the political opposition.” — AFP

Without reform Ethiopia risks a deepening crisis
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LONDON: The dollar steadied but stock markets
remained wobbly yesterday after news the FBI
was investigating more emails linked to  Hillary
Clinton’s use of a private server while she was
secretary of state. The weakest German retail
sales in two years, a dip in oil prices and one of
the toughest month in years for bond markets
all made for a shaky session in Europe, where
the STOXX 600 index dropped 0.4 percent.

Wall Street looked set for a subdued restart
too, having been hit by the news of the FBI
moves on Friday, though a string of M&A deals
including one involving the oil and gas arm of
General Electric provided some support. MSCI’s
47-country ‘All World’ index was also flat and

heading for a 1.7 percent drop in October. That
would be its first monthly fall since June and its
worst month since a global shakedown in
January.

The dollar saw a recovery however, rising
against the yen, euro and sterling on the day
and heading for its best month - up 3.2 percent
- against the world’s top currencies in just
under a year.

The FBI announcement has thrown open the
US presidential race and given new hope to
Clinton’s Republican rival Donald Trump that he
can beat her on Nov 8. “The Clinton story of
course has had an impact,” said Richard Benson,
co-head of portfolio management at currency

fund Millennium Global in London. “The polls
are now roughly 50-50, but the probabilities are
still hugely in favor of Clinton, given how the
votes are spread out (per state). The question is
whether people decide to reduce risk ahead of
the election.”

US Federal investigators have secured a war-
rant to examine newly discovered emails, a
source told Reuters on Sunday. Clinton had
opened up a lead over Trump in national polls,
but it had been narrowing even before the email
controversy resur faced. An ABC
News/Washington Post poll released on Sunday
showed Clinton with a statistically insignificant
1-point national lead.

The Mexican peso, which has become a
market proxy for the Clinton/Trump race,
also rebounded in European trading after
being knocked on Friday.

South Africa’s rand rallied too as fraud
charges were dropped against the finance
minister, though  emerging market stocks
struggled more broadly as the end of their
four-month winning streak loomed.

The euro dropped to $1.0952 as data
showed the eurozone economy growing at
the same slow pace in the third quarter as
it had in the second, and core inflation dip-
ping, reinforcing expectations the
European Central Bank will extend its
asset-buying program in December. The
jittery mood nudged investors back
towards safe-haven government bonds,
but it has been the opposite story for most
of the month.

German government bond yields were
on track to end October with their biggest
monthly rise since 2013, with sentiment
fragile ahead of central bank meetings this
week and following the euro zone’s eco-
nomic and inflation data.

US Treasury yields, which hit five-month
highs last week, were poised for the
biggest monthly rise since February 2015,
while for Britain’s gilts yields have risen
almost 50 basis points, the biggest jump
since January 2009. “Recent sharp falls in
sterling’s value vis-‡-vis the euro and the
US dollar could reduce confidence in ster-
ling and eventually threaten its role as a
global reserve currency,” said Standard and
Poor’s, which reviewed the UK’s credit rat-
ing on Friday.

“We could lower the rating if we con-
clude that sterling will lose its status as a
reserve currency.”

Asian stocks struggle 
Asian traders moved cautiously yester-

day as news that the FBI would further
probe Clinton’s emails fuelled fresh uncer-
tainty about the outcome of the US presi-
dential election just eight days before the
vote. Traders globally had broadly expect-
ed Democratic candidate and Wall Street
favorite Clinton to sweep to victory, with
her rival Donald Trump considered a loose
cannon.

But FBI chief James Comey’s announce-
ment that the bureau was again looking at
her use of a private email server while sec-
retary of state sent shudders through trad-
ing floors, with US stocks tumbling and the
dollar taking a hit. The sell-off filtered
through to Asia, where dealers are also
nervously awaiting a series of key events
this week, including central bank policy
meetings in Japan and the US and the
release of US jobs figures Friday. Trading
conditions this week will be “slippery and
shifty”, said Stephen Innes, senior trader at
forex firm OANDA.

“The calendar is full of high-risk events
making for a treacherous path to navigate
in the lead-up the monumental
November 8 US election,” he said in a
note. Tokyo’s Nikkei ended 0.1 percent
lower, Hong Kong shed 0.1 percent and
Shanghai also closed 0.1 percent off,
while Seoul slipped 0.6 percent and Taipei
was 0.2 percent off. — Agencies

Dollar shakes off Clinton probe, stocks shaky
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Al-Talkhawi, General Manager of Cadillac Al-Ghanim with some guests.

KUWAIT: As part of its ongoing efforts to shed
light on social issues that really affect the peo-
ple of Kuwait, Yusuf A Alghanim and Sons
Automotive, the exclusive distributor of
Cadillac vehicles in Kuwait, was the Gold
Sponsor of this year’s Breast Cancer Awareness
seminar that was held at the Jumeirah
Messilah Beach Hotel & Spa, Saturday, October
22. The event was part of the American
Women’s League’s (AWL) breast cancer aware-
ness campaign, which was titled under the
slogan, “Fight Like a Girl...Round 2.” More than
500 guests attended the event, including rep-
resentatives of Cadillac Alghanim, General
Motors, AWL and the media.

Victoria Silverman, the spouse of the
Ambassador from the United States, started
the main event by ringing the bell and wel-
coming the guests and other ambassadors.
Mohamed El Talkhawi, General Manager of
Cadillac Alghanim, followed by giving a short
speech, expressing the company’s solidarity
with all women who are fighting breast can-

cer on a daily basis. In admiration of their
efforts, Cadillac Alghanim showcased a pink-
colored XT5 at the entrance of the ballroom

as a symbol of empowerment and unity,
along with a “wall of fame” display where
guests were able to take pictures next to the

stunningly inspiring vehicle.For this year’s
event, AWL produced an educational five-
round battle against breast cancer. Round

One consisted of three cancer survivors shar-
ing their personal stories about battling a life
altering disease. Speakers in the remaining
rounds discussed diagnosing breast cancer
and treatment options for both men and
women. Later, a lecture addressed mental
health wellness for cancer patients and fami-
ly members. 

During the seminar,  attendees were
treated to musical entertainment and a raf-
fle sponsored by Cadillac Alghanim, where
participants got to win gift vouchers and
invitations to test-drive the Cadillac XT5 MY
17 for a week.

Yusuf A. Alghanim & Sons Automotive fur-
thers Cadillac’s superiority by showcasing the
company’s commitment to enhance cus-
tomers’ unique Cadillac experience. Customers
are invited to discover and enjoy an engaging
test-drive experience of their favorite Cadillac
by visiting the showroom at Safat Alghanim in
Al Rai, located on the 4th Ring Road. For more
information, please call 24969000. 

Cadillac Alghanim supports Breast Cancer Awareness month

TOKYO: Japan Airlines yesterday slashed its full-
year earnings outlook, and warned its fiscal first-
half net profit nosedived owing to a slump in its
international business. While falling oil prices
have helped carriers’ profits-fuel is often an air-
line’s single-biggest expense-the loss of a fuel
surcharge imposed to deal with previously sky-
high crude prices was taking a toll on the bot-
tom line, the carrier said. For the six months
through September, JAL said its net profit shrank
to 71.4 billion yen ($682 million), down more
than 30 percent from a year ago.

The firm also warned that full-year net profit
would come in at 161 billion yen, down from a
previous estimate of 192 billion yen for the fiscal
year through March.  JAL’s full-year revenue is
now seen at 1.28 trillion yen, against 1.34 trillion
yen projected earlier. The revisions were “primar-
ily due to weaker demand in international pas-
senger operations and less revenue per passen-
ger both in international and domestic than
expected”, the airline said.

By contrast, rival carrier All Nippon Airways
said it saw another rise in net profit, pointing to
cost-cutting efforts and a pickup in business
travel from Europe, North America and Asia.

The carrier’s parent, ANA Holdings, posted
net profit of 57.4 billion yen in the first half, up
6.4 percent from a year ago, although revenue
edged down 2.9 percent to 885.0 billion yen.

The firm said its profit gain was largely due to
“tight operational management and control of
expenses”. ANA left its net profit forecast
unchanged at 80 bill ion yen but slightly
trimmed its full-year sales projection to 1.74 tril-
lion from 1.8 trillion. The company said its for-
tunes continued to recover after taking a hit
from worries over terror attacks in Europe and
earthquakes at home.

Demand for flights to Europe took a hit this
summer following a series of attacks including

the murder of an 85-year-old French priest.
The killing at a church in northern France

came after a 19-tonne truck was ploughed into a
crowd celebrating Bastille Day in Nice, killing
dozens of people and wounding more than 300
people. “In international passenger services,
leisure demand continued to falter on European
routes from Japan due to the impact of terrorist
attacks,” ANA said. “But passenger numbers were
up year-on-year thanks to robust trends in busi-
ness demand primarily on US, European and
Asian routes, and strong demand for visits to
Japan from all areas,” it added.

ANA said the number of international passen-
gers rose more than 10 percent for the six
months, while that of domestic passengers
edged down 0.1 percent. “The number of trav-
ellers to Europe is expected to recover as con-
cerns over terrorism in the region subside,”
Hiroshi Hasegawa, an analyst at SMBC Nikko
Securities, said before the results were pub-
lished. Demand for domestic flights for the first
half were also affected by deadly earthquakes in
southern Japan in April. “But the impact of the
earthquakes in Kumamoto is also shrinking,”
Hasegawa said. — AFP

JAL warns on profits 
as foreign travel dips

Loss of fuel surcharge taking a toll on revenue

TOKYO: Japan Airlines passenger planes on the runway at Haneda airport in Tokyo on January
29, 2016. The carrier said yesterday its bottom line in the six months through September
shrank to $682 million, down more than 30 percent from a year ago, with a stronger yen also
taking a toll. — AFP 

KUWAIT: Gulf Insurance Group (gig), a lead-
ing company in the field of rendering insur-
ance services in the State of Kuwait and the
Middle East, announced its support for the
2nd KIPCO Tmkeen Awards for Young
Entrepreneurs.  Moqawalat.com - an online
platform that links customers with contrac-
tors, founded by young Kuwaiti entrepre-
neur Mohammad Al=Awadhi - was the win-
ner of this year’s award. The announcement
was made at the closing session of the Fifth
Youth Empowerment Symposium
(Tmkeen), held under the patronage of His
Highness the Amir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. 

The award comprises $100,000 in servic-
es from Kuwait Projects Company (Holding)
- KIPCO - and its Group companies. This
includes financial strategic and operation

consultation sessions, market studies, insur-
ance coverage and advertising services.
Faisal Al-Ayyar, KIPCO’s Vice Chairman
(Executive), recognized Gulf Insurance
Group for its support and expressed his
appreciation for the company’s continuous
support for Tmkeen organization and
young entrepreneurs. 

Commenting on this occasion, Khaled
Al-Sanousi, Corporate Communication &
Investor Relations Manager  at GIG, said,
“Our support for innovative programs is a
priority. This interaction with the young
entrepreneurs who competed for the KIPCO
Tmkeen Award has availed us of the oppor-
tunity to engage in a dialogue that has
helped us determine the best means to ren-
der insurance consultancy and services for
their project.” 

GIG sponsors 2nd KIPCO 
Group Tmkeen Award 2016

REYKJAVIK: Iceland’s remaining capital
controls are likely to be completely
removed during the course of next year, its
central bank governor said yesterday.

Capital controls were imposed after the
2008 financial crisis to save the crown from
collapse. But, though these have given the
economy some time to recover, the restric-
tions have left the country and its business-
es isolated. The Nordic island, which holds a
general election on Saturday, this month
took an early step to dismantling curbs
when parliament passed a law lifting
restrictions on local residents and compa-
nies from the beginning of next year.

Now, central bank governor Mar
Gudmundsson told Reuters in an interview
on Friday, the remaining restrictions could
be gone by the end of 2017. “As things
stands now, it is quite possible that by this
time next year we can say Iceland doesn’t
have any capital controls anymore,”
Gudmundsson said. “(We need) to have an
adequate level of foreign exchange
reserves, to have a resilient financial sector
that can withstand potential volatility ... It is
going in the right direction, but these are
early days,” Gudmundsson said.

One of the original reasons for keeping
restrictions on funds and high earners was
to ensure there was no sudden rush of
money out of the country that could then
destabilize the economy. Now, with the
highest interest rates in western Europe - a
5.25 percent interest rate compared with
negative rates in the euro zone, parts of
Scandinavia and Switzerland - cash is flow-
ing into Iceland, not out.

“We don’t want this money, we don’t
need this money at this point in time ... The
high interest rate is not in order to attract
capital, which imposes a financial stability

risk to us,” he said. The bank, he said, had
implemented regulations and tools like
restrictions on deposit-taking in foreign
branches and was working to introduce
limits on forex exchange imbalances and
lending to ‘unhedged’ borrowers. “Most of
the prudential tools that we want to have
in place before lifting the capital controls
are in place,” Gudmundsson said. Iceland
has been run by a centre-right coalition
though Saturday’s election could bring the
anti-establishment Pirate Party to power.
Parties on all sides have pledged, however,
not to block the lifting of capital controls.

GLACIER BONDS ISSUE
However, Iceland remains deadlocked

with US funds Autonomy Capital, Eaton
Vance, Loomis Sayles and Discovery Capital
Management, whose frozen bonds are
worth roughly 10 percent of Iceland’s annu-
al economic output, after they spurned
what they saw as low government offer to
unlock them back in June. 

“We are not in this game in order to
impose any kind of haircut or anything like
that,” Gudmundsson said. “And we have to
remember that the offshore and onshore
markets are separate markets and that they
have different exchange rates.”

“It is obvious that if we are going to buy
the positions from them, either in a tender
or through other means that it takes two to
tango meaning that there will be some
kind of interaction further down the road.”

In a bid to avoid a disorderly exit of
the some $1.4 billion crown-denominat-
ed bonds, nicknamed ‘Glacier bonds’,
bought during the crisis and trapped in
Iceland ever since, the central bank has
held currency auctions to reduce the
amount. — Reuters

DHAKA: By government accounts, four foreign-
backed cellphone operators owe $500 million to
Bangladesh in unpaid taxes. By the companies’
accounts, the figure is closer to $50 million - if it
isn’t zero. As the legal row drags into its fourth
year without resolution, telecommunications
analysts warn it is putting pressure on the indus-
try that is Bangladesh’s single largest source of
revenue, providing $1.43 billion in tax revenues
in 2015. Government regulators say the compa-
nies broke the law by selling old SIM cards with-
out properly notifying regulators, and then
failed to pay taxes on those sales from July 2009
and December 2011. They also allege the com-
panies concealed customer information to
obscure the issue, according to government
legal documents on the case.

The four companies - Norwegian Telenor’s
subsidiary Grameen Phone; Egypt’s Orascom
Telecom’s Banglalink; Robi, the Malaysian-
Japanese joint venture Robi Axiata Ltd.; and
India’s Bharti Airtel’s subsidiary Airtel - have
rejected the government’s demands, taking the
claim to the tax appellate tribunal. Both the gov-
ernment and its tax authority refused comment
while the case is still under court review.

Industry experts say the standoff may alien-
ate companies and spook investors in this coun-
try of 160 million people. British-based Vodafone
is facing a similar case in India, where authorities
want $2.5 billion in back taxes from an asset pur-
chase done before Indian legislation in 2012
made such  deals subject to taxation. Most of
the 128 million mobile-phone subscribers in
Bangladesh are customers of one of the four pri-
vate companies involved in the tax dispute.

“The government must think of the issue
from the point of view that this is the largest for-
eign investment sector in the country,” said T.I.M.
Nurul Kabir, who heads the Association of
Mobile Telecom Operators of Bangladesh lobby-
ing consortium. “The industry is suffering for this
dispute.”Telecoms companies and their investors
are growing more cautious about building a
rural cellphone network, said Abu Saeed Khan, a
Bangladeshi telecommunication expert who
works as a senior policy fellow of the Colombo-
based LIRNEasia think tank.

“Business confidence is feeling the pinch,” he
said. Khan said Asian regulators don’t under-
stand how to effectively tax telecoms compa-
nies, and end up going back for more later. In
Bangladesh, “the dispute involves some grey
areas from the regulators’ side ... and operators
used these grey areas for their own benefit.” The
case erupted in 2012, when the government
handed the four foreign-backed subsidiaries the
bill for back taxes totaling about $500 million
combined. The taxes come from VAT charges of
100 Bangladeshi taka, or about $1.28, that cus-
tomers pay when buying either an old or a new
SIM card, though selling old cards technically
became legal only in May 2015 when the tele-
com regulator issued guidelines for such sales.

Neglect
The government says the telecoms providers

neglected to pay VAT taxes on old SIMS cards
they sold long before such sales were illegal. The
companies do not deny selling old SIMs, but say
the practice was not illegal. They also contend
the total amount due from any tax anomalies

would not exceed 10 percent of the govern-
ment’s claim.

The $50 million court deposit required to
take the case to the tax appellate court tied up
company financing and was “a big burden for
us,” said Taimur Rahman, chief corporate and
regulatory affairs officer of Banglalink, which
claims a 25 percent market share and posted
$158 million in revenues in the second-quarter
of this year. The case has dragged on, stuck in
Bangladesh’s painfully slow judicial system. In
2012, the  tax court forwarded the issue to the
revenue department for negotiation and settle-
ment. For a year, nothing happened. Regulators
are expected to float an auction for the 4G spec-
trum by the end of this year. In 2013, the compa-
nies threatened to boycott the country’s 3G
spectrum auction unless the tax issue was
resolved, prompting the government to form a
dispute resolution panel.

But three years later, nothing’s been resolved.
Regulators meet regularly with the telecoms
association, but neither side has yielded.
Meanwhile, the court has postponed hearings
and urged the  revenue department to resolve
the dispute, to no avail.

“We are still open to discuss and find an ami-
cable solution,” said Rahman of Banglalink.  “We
want to focus on providing better and affordable
service to our subscribers, rather than fighting in
court.” Both sides are now saying the issue needs
to go back to a court. 

“If the court gives us any direction on the
issue, we will just follow that,” said Sarwar Alam,
secretary of the Bangladesh Telecommunication
Regulatory Commission. — AP

Bangladesh telecoms caught 
up in $500 million tax row

Iceland to lift capital 
controls by next year
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KUWAIT: Ford Motor Company has
been recognized once more as one of
the world’s most attractive employers
according to LinkedIn,  the world’s
largest professional network on the
internet.

Following on from last year’s success
when Ford Motor Company was named
one of  LinkedIn’s  “ Top 50 Most In
Demand Employers in Middle East and
Nor th Afr ica”,  the company has
scooped the top award in the growing
companies (employers with less than
500 employees) category, taking home
the prize for Best Employer Brand on
LinkedIn at the recent Talent Awards
held in Dubai.

The LinkedIn Talent Awards evening
was an exclusive event gathering exec-
utives from leading companies in the
Middle East and North Africa to be
inspired, meet peers and celebrate suc-
cess. Since the inception and utilization
of LinkedIn by Ford Middle East and
Africa, Ford has incurred zero agency
costs for recruitment.

“An award in this category, which
measures employer brand presence on
its LinkedIn Career page, against over
800 other companies, is extremely sat-
isfying,” said Anton van der Walt ,
human resources director, Ford Middle
East and Africa. “The award also takes

into consideration the engagement
with the content posted on the page.
Given that less than 24 months ago,
Ford Middle East and Africa had zero
presence on LinkedIn makes us espe-

cially proud of this accomplishment.”
Ford is a place where skilled and

motivated teams create inspired prod-
ucts that actually make a better world.
By choice, Ford is an equal opportunity

employer committed to a culturally
diverse workforce. 

Employees are encouraged to
become brand ambassadors for Ford,
to proudly wear the ‘One Ford, One

Plan, One Team, One Goal’ badge with
honor, which arms the team with the
tools to help promote Ford Middle East
and Africa’s employment brand and
career opportunities. 

Ford Mideast and Africa honored with Best Employer Brand 

KUWAIT: First  Dubai Real Estate Company has
announced net profits of KD 2.10 million  during
the first three-quarters months of the year 2016
from KD 1.20 million last year, a rise of 74.54 per-
cent. Announcing the financial results for the
year, the Kuwaiti shareholding company said
earnings per share of 2.10 fils were logged dur-
ing the past nine months against 1.20 fils during
the same period in 2015.

Following the company’s board meeting on
Sunday, October 30th, Shlash Al-Hajraf, Board
Chairman and Managing Director of Capital
Markets Authority in Kuwait, said, “During the
first nine months of the year, First Dubai
achieved incredibly positive financial results by
virtue of its focus on selling housing units that
are still under construction to investors and
simultaneously renting the projects that have
already been completed.”

Commenting on the company’s operating
activities, Al-Hajraf said, “First Dubai has continued
to post high-occupancy rates in its income-gener-
ating projects, including Sky Gardens at Dubai
International Financial Centre where occupancy
rate reached 96 percent. In addition, projects in
Saudi Arabia have nearly reached full capacity.
While Al-Maathar Towers’ occupancy rate has
reached 85 percent and Al OlayaTower’s achieved
70 percent occupancy.  Projects like Queue Point
in Dubai Land also recorded effective sales.”

Al-Hajraf declared that during the first three-
quarters of the year, the company showed
progress in terms of operating performance and
net profits as part of its long-term strategy,
which aimed at garnering high returns with the
lowest risk possible. He added that the compa-
ny’s operating revenues jumped to KD 9.20 mil-
lion, a 54.9 percent rise when compared with

2015’s KD 5.94 million. Elaborating on the details
of the operating revenues, the board chairman
added, “Sales revenues rose from KD 4.22 million
by the end of the 3rd quarter of last year to KD
6.87 million by the end of the 3rd quarter of
2016 achieving an increase of  62.88 percent.
During the same period, the net profit for rental
revenues was KD 2.29 million, a 32.64 percent
increase over KD 1.72 million during the same
period in 2015.

By the end of the third quarter 2016, the
company’s total asset increased by 60.9 percent
with total value of KD 95.26 million. This has
been achieved partly as a result of a financial
settlement struck with Al-Mazaya Holding, the
parent company. Following this settlement,  the
company’s long-term assets increased to KD
76.81 million, solidifying the quality of its real
estate assets. Further indicative of recent

growth, the owners’ equity grew steadily to
reach KD 70.24 million by the end of the 3rd
quarter this year against KD 67.45 million during
the same period in 2015. 

The company managed to reduce its short
and long-term financial commitments, lowering
costs from KD 32.17 million by the end of the
third quarter 2015 to KWD 25.02 million during
the same period in 2016. Due to the continues
delivery of  all of its housing units and receiving
the clients’ payments, the company reduced its
short-term commitments from KD 11.24 million
by the end of the third quarter 2015 to KD 6.40
million during the same period in 2016.

First nine-month achievements
Al-Hajraf highlighted the achievements of the

first nine months of the current year as follows:
* Settlement with the parent company result-

ing in an increase in the company’s real estate
investments and assets and growth of its geo-
graphic share. Thus, reducing risk factors and
expanding the geographical distribution of the
company’s projects.

* Strengthening the rental revenues of its cur-
rent projects by renewing rentals at a higher
lease rate proportionate to current market prices
and corresponding with the real estate services
offered by the company. This reflected positively
on the company’s operating revenues generated
from its property leases.

Hajraf concluded, “First Dubai is now con-
ducting a new action plan for the coming five
years aimed at ensuring more expansion and
successes in the best interest of the company
and its shareholders.” Based on the current
trends of the company, these new action plans
are likely to come to fruition.

First Dubai reports net profits 
of KD 2.10 million in 9 months
Earnings per share of 2.10 fils logged in past nine months 

RIYADH: Etihad Airways’ latest Boeing
787 Dreamliner route was launched yes-
terday with the state-of-the art aircraft
touching down in Riyadh, capital of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

The occasion was marked with an offi-
cial welcome ceremony attended by the
airline’s senior management led by Hareb
Almuhairy, Etihad Airways Senior Vice
President Corporate and International
Affairs, together with Mohammad Al-
Bulooki, Etihad Airways Vice President
UAE and GCC Commercial, Sultan Al-
Mansoori, GCC Country Manager, Abu
Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority (TCA
Abu Dhabi) and Adel Al-Ragadi ,Terminal
Operation Manager, King Khalid
International Airport in Riyadh.

The Dreamliner offers more seats and
features the airline’s award-winning inte-
riors in a two-class configuration - 28
Business Studios, each providing aisle
access and equipped with an in-seat mas-
sage and air cushion control system, and
271 Economy Smart Seats with unique
‘fixed wing’ headrests. The aircraft oper-
ates on one of the twice-daily flights
between Abu Dhabi International Airport
and Khalid International Airport.

Mohammad Al-Bulooki,  Etihad
Airways Vice President UAE and GCC
Commercial, said: “Since its launch in
2004, the route has seen consistently
strong passenger growth, and to date, we
have carried more than 2.5 million guests
between Riyadh and Abu Dhabi. Etihad
Airways’ decision to offer additional
capacity on this important route will
undoubtedly be well received in the mar-
ket. Linking the two capitals of the UAE
and Saudi Arabia, with the Boeing 787
further underscores the importance of
Riyadh and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
to our operations.”

Riyadh becomes Etihad Airways’
newest B787 destination this year follow-
ing the induction of the aircraft on flights
to Perth, Dusseldorf and Shanghai, with
Abu Dhabi - Johannesburg set to become
a Dreamliner route on 1 November.
Etihad Airways’ current fleet of nine
B787s also operates to Singapore,

Washington DC, Brisbane and Zurich.
The flight schedules provide optimal

timings for guests in Abu Dhabi and
Riyadh, and convenient connections to
and from destinations across key markets
in Europe, the Indian subcontinent, North
America, Asia and Australia. 

The aircraft is equipped with full
mobile and Wi-Fi services as well as the
latest Panasonic eX3 in-flight entertain-
ment system featuring seven satellite
channels of live TV including BBC World
News, Sport 24 and CNN to name a few.  

“To experience our world class prod-
uct, Etihad Holidays and the Hala Group
offer our Saudi guests exciting holiday
packages which cater to a broad range of
interests and include visits to some of the
region’s finest beaches, luxury hotels, and
the city’s many cultural and sporting
attractions,” Al-Bulooki added. 

To mark the launch of the new Boeing
787 to Riyadh, Etihad Holidays is offering
fantastic rates on hotel packages with
return flights starting from as low as AED
2350 per person including three nights’
accommodation on twin sharing basis
until 30 November, 2016. Guests can
enhance their travel experience with one
or more attractions including Hala Abu
Dhabi Signature City Tours, Ferrari World,
Yas Water World and many more. 

Etihad Airways’ flights to Riyadh,
Jeddah, Medina and Dammam are com-
plemented by Saudi codeshare partner
flynas, whose dedicated services
between Abu Dhabi and both Riyadh and
Jeddah provide travelers with even more
choice.

Etihad Airways currently operates 14
weekly non-stop flights to and from
Riyadh; 21 weekly services to Jeddah; 21
weekly flights to Dammam, in addition to
a daily operation to Medina. Other
Boeing 787 Dreamliner routes in Etihad
Airways’ global network, include:
Washington DC, Zurich, Dusseldorf,
Shanghai, Singapore, Perth and Brisbane.
Effective 1 November 2016, the B787 will
operate daily on the Abu Dhabi -
Johannesburg route, followed by Abu
Dhabi - Tokyo, from 1 December 2016.

Etihad Airways Boeing 787 
Dreamliner lands in Riyadh 

KUWAIT: The World Islamic Banking Conference
(23rd edition) is pleased to announce that it will
now take place at the Art Rotana,  Amwaj Islands
in Muharraq, Bahrain on the 5,6,7 December
2016 with the strategic partnership of the
Central Bank of Bahrain.

This year, the 3-day event will lay a heavy
emphasis on the Saudi Arabian markets and its
developments, as it is one of the most active and
influential markets in the Islamic finance space
today.  Being home to a number of dedicated
Islamic Banks, as well as Islamic window opera-
tions offered through conventional banks,
makes it one of the biggest markets in the GCC.
With a great demand in Islamic finance products
in the GCC, the governor of the Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency (SAMA), Dr Ahmed Al-
Kholifey, will be providing a key note speech on
day 1 of the conference to provide better insight
into the opportunities available in this region.

The conveners of WIBC, Middle East Global
Advisors (MEGA) have partnered with a powerful
lineup of premier organizations. They include
Bahrain Economic Development Board, Kuwait
Finance House (KFH), Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank
(ADIB), Finance Accreditation Agency (FAA),
World Gold Council,  GFH Financial Group,
Khaleeji Commercial Bank, Bahrain Islamic Bank
(BisB), Al Salam Bank Bahrain, Boubyan Bank,
Bank Islam Brunei Darussalam Berhad (BIBD),
Simply Sharia Human Capital, Bank of Khartoum
International (BOKi), Thomson Reuters, Ithmaar
Bank, Grant Thornton, Al Baraka Banking Group,
Ernst & Young, Islamic International Arab Bank
(IIAB), Path Solutions, Luxembourg for Finance,
Natixis, Capital Intelligence, S&P Global Ratings,
Eiger Trading Advisors Ltd, SAB IT, Shariyah
Review Bureau,  Deloitte, ELIAN, AAFAQ Center
for Research in Islamic Economy, DDCAP Group,
Fitch Ratings, Bank AlKhair and many more. 

World Islamic Banking Conference 
announces venue for its 23rd edition

Dr  Ahmed Abdulkarim Alkholifey

KUWAIT: Jet Airways, India’s premier interna-
tional airline, today, announced a special
three day sale offer allowing guests from the
Gulf to enjoy a flat 12 percent discount on
base fares, applicable on all flights booked on
jetairways.com for travel to Kerala. Available
for Premiere and Economy travel, guests from
the Gulf may avail of this travel offer while cel-
ebrating Kerala Day or Kerala Piravi, effective
October 31, 2016. 

Under the scheme, 3-day special online
fare will be available for sale between October
31 and November 2, 2016. Travel validity is
effective October 31, 2016 to May 31, 2017, on
flights from Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Dammam,
Doha, Dubai, Jeddah, Kuwait, Muscat, Riyadh,
Sharjah in the Gulf to Kochi, Kozhikode and
Thiruvananthapuram in Kerala.

Shakir Kantawala, Vice President - Gulf,
Middle East & N. Africa, Jet Airways, said, “Jet
Airways has consistently strengthened its con-
nectivity between GCC countries and India,
offering daily flights to Kerala either direct or
over our hubs in Mumbai and New Delhi. Our
strategic partnership with Etihad Airways has
enabled growth in traffic over the Abu Dhabi

gateway, complementing Etihad Airways net-
work and together, we are the largest com-
bined scheduled operator of flights to and
from India.   We are pleased to offer our guests
added value on the Jet Airways network as
they travel between the two regions and
enjoy the airline’s globally acclaimed product
and service, on ground and in the air. Guests
from the Gulf can now celebrate ‘Kerala Piravi’
with their families or plan their vacation to
God’s own Country’. We are certain that this
unique initiative will provide exceptional val-
ue to our guests and prove to be extremely
popular.”

Aside from realizing significant savings in
fares e.g.one-way fares to Kochi and
Thiruvananthapuram starting at OMR 40.000;
together with special baggage allowances
e.g.40 Kgs. of baggage allowance on flights
from Muscat to Kochi until Nov. 30, 2016; the
airline’s guests get to experience and enjoy its
signature Indian hospitality, award-winning
in-flight entertainment programs and a care-
fully curated menu of delectable international
and Indian dining options, while they visit
family and friends in Kerala.

Jet Airways celebrates ‘Kerala Piravi’ 
with special fares on jetairways.com 

Qatar’s Nebras
to buy Engie’s

stake in Paiton
DOHA: Qatar’s Nebras Power plans to acquire a 35.5
percent stake held by French utility Engie in
Indonesia’s largest independent power producer PT
Paiton Energy by the end of 2016, the CEO of Nebras
said yesterday. The Qatari infrastructure investment
firm, 60 percent owned by Qatar Electricity and Water,
with the remainder split between Qatar Petroleum
and Qatar Holding, said in February it planned to
acquire the stake in PT Paiton. Engie currently has a
40.5 percent stake, with the remainder held by Japan’s
Mitsui, Tokyo Electric Power, and Indonesia’s PT Batu
Hitam, according to Engie’s website.

“The Paiton project we are in the process of
closing now. We are targeting the end of this year,”
Khalid Jolo told Reuters. Jolo declined to com-
ment on the value of the stake but Nebras Power’s
chairman, Fahad Al-Mohannadi, told state news
agency QNA in October that it planned to invest
$1.35 billion in Indonesia’s Paiton project for pro-
ducing electricity. Qatar, the world’s biggest lique-
fied natural gas producer, founded Nebras in 2014
as a $1 billion investment arm to add foreign pow-
er and water assets to stakes it already had in busi-
nesses from Volkswagen to Harrods department
store in London. — Reuters

Shlash Al-Hajraf
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DUBAI: Kaspersky Lab is pleased to announce that
it has been recognized as a Leader in The Forrester
Wave(tm): Endpoint Security Suites, Q4 2016.
According to the report, Kaspersky Lab’s solution
meets most enterprise requirements in a tightly
integrated package. The Forrester Wave evaluated
Kaspersky Endpoint Security for Business, the com-
pany’s integrated security management solution.

Forrester invited select vendors to participate in
its 2016 Forrester Wave(tm) evaluation. All partici-
pating vendors provide endpoint security suites
that prevent, detect, and remediate endpoint
threats, have enterprise market presence and a high

level of interest from enterprise buyers. Analysts
evaluated the vendors against 25 criteria on current
offering, strategy and market position.

The report states, “Kaspersky Lab has one of the
most complete endpoint security solutions on the
market, with strong prevention, detection, and
remediation capabilities. The company developed
each of these capabilities in-house, so integration
between the different components is strong and
meaningful.” It also mentions, “Overall, customers
report a high level of effectiveness in both malware
and exploit prevention, with solid post-execution
detection capabilities.”

Nikita Shvetsov, Chief Technology Officer at
Kaspersky Lab, commented: “We are glad to be
named  a Leader in The Forrester Wave(tm):
Endpoint Security. We continue to deliver the indus-
try’s best multi-layered protection, addressing the
IT security needs of large organizations, and bring-
ing together security technologies that help pre-
vent cyber threats. We believe in an integrated
approach, and this means bringing prevention, as
well as detection and incident response capabilities
to our solutions. As we develop our enterprise port-
folio further, our goal is to deliver the latest intelli-
gence and the most advanced technology to all key

areas of large IT infrastructure.” Earlier this year
Kaspersky Lab enhanced its enterprise portfolio
with the new Kaspersky Anti-Targeted Attack
Platform and the wide range of Security Intelligence
Services aimed at protecting businesses from even
the most sophisticated threats. 

A dedicated R&D center was also opened in
Dublin (Ireland), focused mainly on developing
advanced data analysis and machine learning tech-
nologies for the company’s enterprise solutions
offering. The team is responsible for core parts of
new Kaspersky Lab solutions, focused on targeted
attack detection and investigation.

TOYOTA CITY: Engineers at Toyota Motor Corp
say they have tamed volatile lithium-ion battery
technology, and can now safely pack more pow-
er at no significant extra cost, giving the
Japanese automaker the option to enter the
growing all-electric car market.

While rivals including Tesla Motors and
Nissan Motor Co began adopting lithium-ion
battery technology nearly a decade ago, Toyota
has largely held back due to concerns over cost,
size and safety. Lithium-ion batteries can be
unstable and have been blamed for incendiary
Samsung smartphones and smoking Dreamliner
airplanes. Having Toyota endorse lithium-ion will
be a fillip for the developing technology, and
gives the automaker the option to produce for
an all-electric passenger car market which it has
avoided, preferring to put its heft behind hydro-
gen fuel-cell vehicles (FCVs).

Toyota says its Prius Prime, a soon-to-be-
launched plug-in electric version of the world’s
top-selling gasoline hybrid, will use lithium-ion
batteries, with enough energy to make the car
go around 60 kms (37.3 miles) when fully
charged before the gasoline engine kicks in.
Because of different methodology in measuring
a car’s electric mode range, the Prime’s 60 km
range will be listed in the United States as
around 25 miles (40.2 kms).

“Safety, safety, safety”
Many lithium-ion car batteries use a chemical

combination of nickel, cobalt and manganese.
These store more energy, take a shorter time to
charge, and are considered safer than other Li-
ion technologies. But they can still overheat and
catch fire if not properly designed, manufac-
tured and controlled. “It’s a tall order to develop

a lithium-ion car battery which can perform reli-
ably and safely for 10 years, or over hundreds of
thousands of kilometers,” said Koji Toyoshima,
the chief engineer for the Prius. “We have double
braced and triple braced our battery pack to
make sure they’re fail-safe ... It’s all about safety,
safety, safety,” he told Reuters.

Toyota has mainly used the more mature
nickel-metal hydride batteries to power the
motor in the conventional Prius, widely regarded
as the forefather of the ‘green’ car, though it did
use some lithium-ion batteries from 2009 in its
first plug-in hybrid Prius, around the time the
first all-electric cars powered by lithium-ion bat-
teries - such as the Tesla Roadster and Nissan
Leaf - came on to the mass market.

Toyota’s confidence in its battery’s safety and
stability comes from improved control technolo-
gy that precisely monitors the temperature and
condition of each of the 95 cells in its new bat-
tery pack. “Our control system can identify even
slight signs of a potential short-circuit in individ-
ual cells, and will either prevent it from spread-
ing or shut down the entire battery,” said Hiroaki
Takeuchi, a senior Toyota engineer involved in
the development. Working with battery supplier
Panasonic Corp - which also produces Li-ion bat-
teries for Tesla - Toyota has also improved the
precision in battery cell assembly, ensuring bat-
tery chemistry is free of impurities. The introduc-
tion of even microscopic metal particles or other
impurities can trigger a short-circuit, overheat-
ing and potential explosion. “The environment
where our lithium-ion batteries are produced is
not quite like the clean rooms where semicon-
ductors are made, but very close,” Takeuchi said.

Battery experts say increasingly sophisticated
systems that can track individual cell conditions

are becoming closely-held trade secrets. “State
of charge management, safety management
and algorithm development is becoming one of
the higher tiers of proprietary internal develop-
ment,” said Eric Rask, principal research engineer
at Argonne National Laboratory, a US
Department of Energy facility outside Chicago.
“It’s very internal, very strategic, and companies
are seeing management algorithms as a com-
petitive advantage.”

Falling prices
Toyota has also been able to shrink the size of

each cell, for example, closing the distance
between the anode and cathode, where active
ions travel when charging and discharging.

This has doubled battery capacity to around
8.8 kilowatt hours, while only increasing the bat-
tery pack size by around two-thirds and its
weight by a half. Battery experts say lithium-ion
battery cell prices have fallen by about 60 per-
cent in five years to around $145 per kilowatt
hour as larger-scale production has made them
cheaper to make. Falling battery prices have
enabled Toyota to develop its more compact,
efficient battery, while also adding more sophis-
ticated controls into its battery pack, Toyoshima
said.  Toyota declined to say more on its costs.

While Toyota sees FCVs as the ultimate
‘green’ car, the United States and China are
encouraging automakers to make more all-
electric battery cars as they push alternative
energy strategies. “Developing lithium-ion bat-
teries for both hybrids and plug-ins will enable
us to also produce all-electric cars in the future,”
said Toyoshima said. “It makes sense to have a
range of batteries to suit different power-
trains.”—Reuters

Kaspersky Lab Cited as a Leader by Independent Research Firm

MIDDLE EAST : LinkedIn, the world’s
largest  profess ional  net work ,  has
unveiled new research providing insight
into the UAE economy.  The research
shows that the UAE is becoming a thriv-
ing hub for business and industry. The
findings of the research are aligned with
the UAE government’s vision which aims
to further aid the country ’s economic
development in industries and infra-
structure. 

The data that shows that almost 60%
of  the UAE’s  workforce is  current ly
employed by local companies. The latest
statistic is demonstrative of the invest-
ment local companies are making in the
youth of the UAE and shows how some
sec tors  such as  bank ing,  aviat ion,
telecommunications,  hospitality and
retail are staunchly supporting young
UAE talent .  The research shows that
Emirati companies come up on top in
terms of supporting the local labour
force despite hundreds of international
companies being regionally headquar-
tered in the UAE.

The research is  par t  of  L inkedI n
Economic Graph, a digital mapping of
the global economy. Currently develop-
ing the f i rst  Economic Graph in  the
world, LinkedIn’s vision is to create an
economic opportunity for every member
of  the global  workforce.  The graph
includes every job opportunity in the
world; the skills required to obtain those
opportunities; the profiles for every com-
pany in the world offering those oppor-
tunities;  the professional profiles for
every one of the 3.3 billion people in the
global workforce; and the professional
k nowledge that  exists  within  and
between each of these entities. 

The UAE Economic Graph has been
built on the data of the country’s 3 mil-
lion registered users of professionals. The
f indings were re leased today at
LinkedIn’s Dubai headquarters in part-
nership and the presence of Dr. Ahmad
Belhoul, ˝Minister of State for Higher
Education Affairs and H.E.  Dr. Aisha Bin
Bishr,  Direc tor  General  of  the Smar t
Dubai Office.

L inkedI n’s  col laborat ion with the
Ministry of Education aims to equip stu-
dents with the information they need to
learn the skills of the future. The findings
from the Economic Graph will aid stu-
dents in deciding which qualifications
they need in order to make them more
employable. 

The data  reveals  that  Civ i l
Engineering, Business Management and
Computer  Sc ience are  the leading
degrees for undergraduates in the UAE
whilst Industrial Engineering, Business
Management and Computer Science
took the top spots for postgraduate stu-
dents in the UAE.  In nearly every indus-
try tech skills are becoming a require-
ment. LinkedIn recently unveiled the
UAE’s Top Skills of 2016, the skills that are
most sought after among employers in
the UAE. Six of the top ten skills listed
were in the tech industry with Statistical
Analysis and Data Mining coming up
number one. 

The research has also mapped the
primary skill clusters for the future of
innovation in the UAE. Robotics, Data
Science, 3D printing and the Internet
of Things are the core skills which the
World Economic Forum classes as the
main physical and digital drivers of the
fo u r t h  i n d u s t r i a l  re vo l u t i o n .  T h e s e
sk i l ls  are  highly  sought  af ter  in  the

UAE and big data certification adds an
e d g e  t o  j o b  a p p l i c a n t s ’ p r o f i l e s .
Currently, UAE is number 16 globally in
h a v i n g  t h e  h i g h e s t  n u m b e r  o f  3 D
printing & design talent. Over 60% of
3D talent professionals work for local
UAE companies.

“I commend LinkedIn on the launch of
its Economic Graph initiative in the UAE,
which will help university graduates bet-
ter understand professional opportuni-
ties available in the country and global-
ly,” noted HE Dr. Ahmad Belhoul, Minister
of State for Higher Education Affairs.
“Furthermore, the Economic Graph will
be integral to shaping the higher educa-
tion landscape in the UAE to ensure that
our students are graduating with the
sk i l l s  they need for  the jobs  of  the
future,” he added.

“Our private sector collaborations
with companies such as LinkedIn are
vital in helping us to achieve our strate-
gi c  p i l l a r s  a n d  co n t r i b u te  to  S m a r t
E co n o my.  Th i s  i n n ov a t i ve  i n - d e p t h
analysis of data aligns with our purpose
of maximizing happiness for individuals
in Dubai. By better understanding the
UAE economy and pool of talent, we can
work together to empower our resi-
dents. Smart Dubai prides itself on iden-
tifying global best practices and we rec-
ognize the work that LinkedIn is doing
around the world through Economic
Graph. We are happy that the UAE is the
f i r s t  re gi o n a l  m a r k e t  to  l a u n c h
Economic Graph and we look forward to
using the data to maximize happiness in
the UAE,” said Her Excellency Dr. Aisha
Bin Bishr Director General of the Smart
Dubai Office.

“Launching the UAE Economic Graph
has been a momentous step for LinkedIn.
We are deeply committed to our vision
of creating an economic opportunity for
every member of the global workforce
and through our strategic partnership
with the Ministry of Education and Smart
Dubai Government, we are one step clos-
er to realizing these goals in the UAE. The
UAE Economic Graph represents the first
Economic Graph to be launched in the
Middle East and we plan on rolling out
the digital map across the region. 

The findings from the UAE Economic
Graph are positive indicators of local
economic development and the confi-
dence that UAE citizens have in the UAE
as a hub for industry and business” said
Al i  Matar,  Head of  L inkedI n Talent
Solutions, Growth Markets,  Southern
Europe, Middle East and North Africa.

Findings f rom the UAE Economic
Graph show that 58% of the UAE-based
workforce is now employed by estab-
lished local companies, SME’s and start-
ups. The remainder of the UAE-based
workforce is employed by companies
based in the US, India and Europe.

When i t  comes to  f inding local
employment, the majority of graduates
prefer to work for companies in the UAE.
75% of those who studied at UAE univer-
sities have chosen to remain in the UAE
and have shown great interest in con-
tributing and developing the local com-
munity. 

Conversely, the employment sector
that employs the most people in the UAE
is  Profess ional  Ser vices  (16%) .
Architec ture  & Engineer ing (14%) ,
Financia l  S er v ices  (10%) ,  Retai l  &
Insurance (10%), Aero/Auto/Transport
(8%) and Oil & Energy (8%) also domi-
nate the list.

Warming to lithium-ion, Toyota 

charges up its battery options

Li-ion batteries offer Toyota more ‘green’ car options

NEW YORK: General Electric and Baker
Hughes are joining their oil and gas businesses
to create a powerful player in an energy sector
buffeted by years of weak prices. The deal
could give the new company, which will be
called the “New” Baker Hughes, more leverage
both in technology and with oil drillers that
are cutting back on contracts with oilfield
service companies like Baker Hughes.

Baker Hughes is the smallest of the big
three oilfield services companies. It has a mar-
ket capitalization less than a third of rival
Schlumberger Ltd. Combined with GE, howev-
er, its annual estimated revenue will more than
double to $32 bill ion, a lot closer to
Schlumberger, which has annual revenue of
$35.5 billion. Announcing the deal Monday, GE
Chairman and CEO Jeff Immelt touted techno-
logical advantages as well, saying that the
combined company “accelerates our capability
to extend the digital framework to the oil and
gas industry.” General Electric Co. will own 62.5

percent of the new company and Baker
Hughes Inc., will own the rest.  Baker Hughes
shareholders will receive a one-time cash divi-
dend of $17.50 per share. The new company
will have operations in more than 120 coun-
tries. The transaction is expected to add 4
cents per share to GE’s earnings by 2018 and 8
cents per share by 2020. Immelt will serve as
chairman of the new business. Lorenzo
Simonelli, president and CEO of GE Oil & Gas,
will be CEO.

Baker Hughes Chairman and CEO Martin
Craighead will become vice chairman. The
boards of both companies have approved
the deal, which is expected to close in the
middle of next year. It still requires a nod
from Baker Hughes shareholders, as well as
regulators. The new business will have dual
headquarters in Houston and London. Shares
of Baker Hughes Inc. rose more than 10 per-
cent before the opening bell,  while GE’s
stock is up slightly. —AP

OSLO: Facebook will allow more content on its
platform that it would have earlier removed
because it violated its standards, a senior com-
pany executive said on Monday, following the
controversy over the removal of an iconic
Vietnam War photo.

His comments come after a dispute in
September between the company and
Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg after
Facebook deleted the photo of a naked girl
fleeing a napalm attack, called “The Terror of
War”. “We have made a number of policy
changes after The Terror of War photo. We have

improved our escalation process to ensure that
controversial stories and images get surfaced
more quickly,” said Patrick Walker, Facebook’s
director of media partnership for Europe,
Middle East and Africa.

“(And) in the weeks ahead, we are going to
begin allowing more items that people find
newsworthy, significant or important to the
public interest, even if they might otherwise
violate our standards,” Walker told a meeting of
the Association of Norwegian Editors in Oslo, to
which he was invited following the row, by
both the association and the Norwegian cul-

ture minister. “We will work with our communi-
ty and partners to explore exactly how to do
this,” he said. “Our intent is to allow more
images and stories without posing a safety risk
or showing graphic images to minors or others
who do not want to see them.” Facebook re-
instated the Pulitzer Prize-winning photograph
after Solberg and others accused Facebook of
censorship and of editing history by erasing
the image from their accounts under its restric-
tions on nudity. Facebook backed down, ruling
that the historical importance of the photo out-
weighed the company’s nudity rules.—Reuters

WASHINGTON: The US Supreme Court on Friday
took up a case testing free speech rights in the digi-
tal age, agreeing to decide whether a North
Carolina law banning convicted sex offenders from
Facebook and other social media sites runs afoul of
the Constitution.

The justices agreed to hear sex offender Lester
Packingham’s appeal of his conviction for violating
the state law in 2010 when he posted a message on
Facebook expressing his surprise at a traffic citation
being dismissed. “Praise be to GOD. WOW! Thanks
JESUS,” Packingham wrote. Local police saw the
Facebook post, prompting his arrest. Packingham is
on North Carolina’s sex offender list because of his
2002 conviction at age 21 on two counts of statuto-
ry rape of a 13-year-old girl.

The North Carolina law, enacted in 2008, makes
it a felony for people on the state’s sex offender reg-
istry to access websites that can lead to social inter-
actions with minors. The ban extends to sites like
Facebook and Twitter that allow people to create
personal profiles. The law does not require any
proof that the user intended to use the site for an
illegal purpose.

Packingham was sentenced to six to eight
months in prison, suspended for a year. An interme-
diate appeals court threw out the conviction, say-
ing it violated the US Constitution’s First
Amendment guarantee of free speech. The state
Supreme Court reversed that decision last
November, ruling in part that Packingham’s free
speech rights were not unduly burdened because
there are ample other websites he could access.

A group of First Amendment lawyers had urged
the US Supreme Court to take up Packingham’s
appeal. They said social networking sites have
become indispensable places for speech about
family life, politics and religion, and that the North
Carolina law bars access to some of the most impor-
tant venues for online speech.

The court is set to hear oral arguments and
issue a ruling by the end of June. The case is not
the first the high court has taken up on social
media and free speech. In another case involving
Facebook, the justices in 2015 threw out the con-
viction of a Pennsylvania man for making threat-
ening statements using menacing language
toward his estranged wife and others on the social
media site. —Reuters

From L to R, HE Dr. Aisha Bin Bishr, HE Dr Ahmad Belhoul, and Ali Matar, Head of
LinkedIn Talent Solutions

LinkedIn Data Maps 

UAE Economic Growth

CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP, PENNSYLVANIA: In this Thursday, Jan. 16, 2014, file photo, a
General Electric logo is displayed at a store. —AP
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KATHMANDU: Nepal has successfully drained
part of a giant glacial lake near Mount Everest,
averting risk of a disastrous flood that could
have threatened thousands of lives, officials said
yesterday. Scientists say climate change is caus-
ing Himalayan glaciers to melt at an alarming
rate, creating huge glacial lakes which could
burst their banks and devastate mountain com-
munities. Imja Tsho, located at an altitude of
5,010 meters, just 10 kilometers south of the
world’s highest peak, is the fastest-growing gla-
cial lake in Nepal. The Himalayan nation was dev-
astated by a 7.8-magnitude earthquake last year,
raising alarm about the risks of flash flooding
from glacial lakes. 

“Draining the lake was on the priority of the
government because of its high risk. We have
successfully mitigated a disaster right now,” Top
Bahadur Khatri, the project manager of the
Community Based Flood and Glacial Lake
Outburst Risk Reduction Project said. Khatri said
that the lake, nearly 150 meters deep, had its
water lowered by 3.5 meters after six months of
rigorous work-draining more than five million
cubic meters of water. The Nepal government
worked together with United Nations
Development Program (UNDP) to drain the lake.
A team of 40 Nepal army personnel and more
than 100 local high altitude workers worked in
shifts since April to complete the project, airlift-

ing or using yaks to transport the equipment. 
“A 45-metres long tunnel was constructed to

aid outflow of the lake downstream. We have also
installed a mechanical gate to control the dis-
charge,” said Lieutenant Colonel Bharat Lal
Shrestha, who led the army team. “Because of the
wind, snow and thin air, we could work only two
or three hours a day. It was a challenging task,” he
said. The sur face area covered by the lake
expanded from 0.4 to 1.01 square kilometers
between 1984 and 2009, triggering concerns that
it may breach its banks and flood villages down-
stream. Experts say that a flood would have a cat-
astrophic impact on the lives of more than 50,000
people living in nearby villages and even in

southern districts of the country. 
As part of the project, early warning systems

have also been installed in villages downstream.
“Our plan is to now replicate the work in other
high-risk glacial lakes,” Khatri said. Nepal is home
to some 3,000 glacial lakes. In 2014 a major inter-
national study warned that glaciers in the Everest
region could shrink by 70 percent or disappear
entirely by the end of the century, owing to cli-
mate change. A study published by the
Kathmandu-based International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development used satellite
imagery to show how Nepal’s glaciers had
already shrunk by nearly a quarter between 1977
and 2010. —AFP

Nepal drains risky glacial lake near Everest

ST LOUIS: When Deborah Giannecchini was
diagnosed with stage 4 ovarian cancer four
years ago, it didn’t make sense. She had no
family history, nor did she seem a high risk. But
months later, when her daughter saw a TV ad
for a law firm asking ovarian cancer victims
who used talcum powder to come forward,
Giannecchini realized a possible link: She had
been using Johnson & Johnson’s baby powder
for most of her life. “I used it for 45 years, from
age 15,” Giannecchini, now 63, said Friday. “I
was still using it.”

On Thursday, a St Louis jury awarded more
than $70 million to Giannecchini, of Modesto,
California, wrapping up a monthlong trial. It was
the third big verdict awarded by a St. Louis jury
against Johnson & Johnson in ovarian cancer
lawsuits this year. Combined, the three awards
amount to nearly $200 million. Giannecchini
said she was happy with the verdict, but it does-
n’t make up for the cancer fight and ongoing
health problems caused by chemotherapy.
“There’s not enough money in the world to pay
for fighting the cancer,” she said at a news con-
ference arranged by her lawyers.

A spokeswoman for Johnson & Johnson said
in a statement that while the company sympa-
thizes with women and their families impacted
by ovarian cancer, it will appeal the latest verdict
“because we are guided by the science, which
supports the safety of Johnson’s Baby Powder.”

About 2,000 women nationwide have filed simi-
lar suits over concerns about health damage
caused by extended talcum powder use.
Lawyers are reviewing many additional cases,
many of them generated by television ads by
law firms.

In February, a St Louis jury awarded $72 mil-
lion to relatives of an Alabama woman who died
of ovarian cancer. Another jury awarded $55 mil-
lion in May to a South Dakota survivor of the dis-
ease.  But two cases in New Jersey were thrown
out by a judge who said there wasn’t reliable evi-
dence that talc leads to ovarian cancer, an often
fatal but relatively rare form of cancer. Ovarian
cancer accounts for about 22,000 of the 1.7 mil-
lion new cases of cancer expected to be diag-
nosed in the US this year. 

Factors known to increase a women’s risk of
ovarian cancer include age, obesity, use of estro-
gen therapy after menopause, not having any
children, certain genetic mutations and personal
or family history of breast or ovarian cancer.  Talc
is a mineral that is mined from deposits around
the world, including the US. The softest of miner-
als, it’s crushed into a white powder. It’s been
widely used in cosmetics and other personal
care products to absorb moisture since at least
1894, when Johnson & Johnson’s baby powder
was launched. 

But it’s mainly used in a variety of other
products, including paint and plastics.  Much

research has found no link or a weak one
between ovarian cancer and using baby pow-
der for feminine hygiene, and most major
health groups have declared talc harmless. Still,
the International Agency for Research on
Cancer classifies genital use of talc as “possibly
carcinogenic.” Attorneys with Onder, Shelton,
O’Leary & Peterson, the firm that handled all
three St. Louis cases, cited other research that
began connecting talcum powder to ovarian
cancer in the 1970s. 

They cite case studies showing that women
who regularly use talc on their genital area face
up to a 40 percent higher risk of developing
ovarian cancer. The firm has also accused
Johnson & Johnson of marketing toward over-
weight women, blacks and Hispanics - the very
same women most at-risk for ovarian cancer.
Wylie Blair, an attorney for Giannecchini, said the
firm is working with about 1,700 additional
plaintiffs. Another trial is scheduled for February.

Blair said there has been no talk with Johnson
& Johnson concerning a class-action settlement.
“Acknowledging that a seminal product that
everybody identifies with the company has been
causing a horrible disease for all these years is
going to be a tough pill to swallow for them,”
Blair said.  Giannecchini said that as of now there
is no evidence of cancer, but she won’t know for
years if she is free of the disease. “One day at a
time,” she said. “Just stay hopeful.” —AP

Money ‘can’t make up’ for lost 
health, Talc verdict winner says

Jury awards over $70 million to Giannecchini

ST LOUIS: Deborah Giannecchini, of Modesto, Calif poses for a photo in St Louis. A jury
has awarded Giannecchini more than $70 million in her lawsuit alleging that years of
using Johnson & Johnson’s baby powder caused her cancer, the latest case raising
concerns about the health ramifications of extended talcum powder use. —AP

In this file photo, Johnson’s baby powder
is squeezed from its container in
Philadelphia. —AP

CALIFORNIA: Although the sale of
marijuana is a federal crime, the num-
ber of US banks working with pot
businesses, now sanctioned in many
states, is growing, up 45 percent in the
last year alone. Still, marijuana mer-
chants say there are not nearly
enough banks willing to take their
cash. So many dispensaries resort to
stashing cash in storage units, back
offices and armored vans. Proponents
believe the Nov 8 election could tip
the balance in favor of liberalizing fed-
eral marijuana laws, a move seen as
key to getting risk-averse banks off the
sidelines. Measures on ballots in
California, Florida and seven other
states would bring to 34 the number
of states sanctioning pot for medical
or recreational use, or both. That could
push annual sales, by one estimate, to
$23 billion.

The prospect for a market of such
scale is adding urgency to calls for a
national approach to marijuana that
expands banking options. Law
enforcement and Federal Reserve offi-
cials have expressed concern about
the fraud and crime associated with
un-bankable cash. Nearly 600 dispen-
sary robberies have been reported in
Denver since recreational pot was
legalized in Colorado three years ago.
“There’s not a single human being
who thinks there is any benefit at all in
forcing marijuana business to be con-
ducted on an all-cash basis,” said Rep.
Earl Blumenauer, a Democrat from
Oregon who has called for the decrim-
inalization of marijuana since coming
to Congress in 1996.

Money laundering
The US Justice Department said in

2014 it would not prosecute banks for
serving state-sanctioned marijuana
businesses. At the same time, the
Treasury Department requires banks
to report suspected drug crimes. At
last count, 301 banks were serving
marijuana businesses, according to
the Treasury Department. Many more
have avoided the sector out of fear
that making the wrong call could put
them at risk, said Robert Rowe, a vice
president at the American Bankers
Association. The National Cannabis
Association is pressing Congress for a
law that would hold banks harmless
for handling pot cash, said Michael
Correia, a lobbyist for the trade group.
If California legalizes recreational use
next week, the nation’s biggest
Congressional delegation will have a
big stake in the issue.

In lieu of federal action, some states
have tried their own fixes. Colorado
created a credit union system for
state-sanctioned marijuana business-
es. But it fell apart when the Kansas
City Federal Reserve denied a
Colorado pot credit union access to
the national payments system, which
distributes currency and clears checks
and electronic payments. California
has no such plans, said Tom Dresslar,
spokesman for the state’s Department

of Business Oversight. “This was a
problem created by federal law,”
Dresslar said, “and it needs a federal
solution.”

In northern California, where grow-
ers serve state-sanctioned medical
dispensaries as well as the black mar-
ket, the Community Credit Union of
Southern Humboldt stopped opening
pot business accounts because of the
red tape and uncertainty, said senior
vice president Janet Sanchez. “We’re
not being asked to go over to the gun
dealer and ask them if they’re making
appropriate background checks,” she
said. Dispensary operators unable to
find willing banks tell tales of sub-
terfuge, recordkeeping nightmares
and armies of security guards. Many
open bank accounts and submit cred-
it card charges in ways that obscure
their true enterprise, such as “spa
services.”

Susana de la Rionda has run a Los
Angeles medical marijuana dispensary
for 12 years and has had to find a new
bank about once a year and submit to
tax audits twice as often. “I feel like a
gangster,” she said. Denver Relief dis-
pensary founder Ean Seeb said opera-
tors always are trying workarounds to
get cash into banks, including wash-
ing bills in fabric softener to hide the
odor of pot. For a time, he said, one
automated teller machine near a
Denver mall drew lines every night of
marijuana merchants, each depositing
the maximum $500 in cash.

Weeding out risk
Partner Colorado Credit Union

began working with state-sanctioned
dispensaries two years ago and has
developed elaborate protocols to min-
imize risk, including an initial vetting
that can take three weeks. It uses
armored trucks to take cash deposits
directly from dispensaries to the
Denver branch of the Federal Reserve
Bank. When the credit union spots a
red flag, Chief Executive Sundie
Seefried dispatches employees to pay
the dispensary a visit, and she has
closed two accounts for compliance
problems. Seefried encourages opera-
tors to visit by keeping fine cigars in
her office, and she stays in touch with
regulators. “Our program is designed
with eyes on the business, eyes on the
owner, eyes on the money,” she said.

With 95 dispensary members,
Seefried said the credit union is at
capacity, and she hopes more bankers
will get involved.  She fields calls for
advice, speaks to industry groups and,
earlier this year, shared what she’s
learned in a book. Despite the safe-
guards, Seefried said she takes noth-
ing for granted. Every few months, she
said she drills her staff to make sure
they know what to do in the event of
her arrest. “What calls are you going to
make?” she said she asks them. “If you
don’t have a little fear going into this
because of the illegality at the federal
level, you’re probably not the person
to do this job,” she said. —Reuters

Got bank? Election could 
create flood of marijuana 
cash with no place to go

MAINE: A marijuana bud is seen at a medical marijuana facility in Unity,
Maine.  —AP

NEW DELHI: New Delhi was shrouded
in a thick blanket of toxic smog yester-
day after millions of Indians lit firecrack-
ers to mark the Diwali festival, with
authorities reporting record levels of
pollution in parts of the capital. The
reading for pollutants in the atmos-
phere breached the 1,000 microgram
mark for the first time in one neighbor-
hood in south Delhi - 10 times the
World Health Organization’s recom-
mended level. 

It came on the same day that anoth-
er United Nations body reported how
some 300 million children live with out-
door air so polluted it can cause serious
physical damage, with the situation
most acute in South Asia. Gufran Beig,
chief scientist at India’s state-run System
of Air Quality Weather Forecasting and
Research (SAFAR), said needles on mon-
itors in the RK Puram neighborhood
had flickered briefly past the 1,000 level
late on Sunday night at the finale of a
frenzy of fireworks.

The levels had subsided through the
night but were still running at more than
500 in several districts across the capital
by afternoon. “Almost 60-70 percent of
the smoke came from the firecrackers,”
said Beig, who said the situation had
been widely expected given that Diwali
is always one of the worst periods for
pollution. “It was already predicted that
the levels would increase several notch-
es,” he said. In a health advisory on its
website, SAFAR said there was a “serious
risk” of respiratory problems for people
living in Delhi and all outdoor physical
activity should be avoided. People with
heart or lung disease, older adults and
children should stay indoors and keep
activity levels low, it added.

Levels of pollution traditionally
surge over Diwali but the situation this
year had been worsened by high levels

of moisture in the air and the burning
of agricultural residue by farmers on
the outskirts of the capital or in neigh-
boring states, Beig added. New Delhi’s
air quality has steadily worsened over

the years, a consequence of rapid
urbanization that brings pollution
from diesel engines, coal-fired power
plants and industrial emissions. It also
suffers from atmospheric dust, burning

of crop stubble in farms around the
city and pollution from open fires lit by
the urban poor to keep warm in winter
or to cook food.

Diwali effect
Delhi authorities have responded

with a series of measures, including
driving restrictions earlier this year that
took around a million cars off the roads
for two weeks and a ban on old trucks
from entering the city. Last week the
city government also announced plans
to install air purifiers and a mist-making
device at major intersections to curb
choking pollution. But expert Anumita
Roychowdhury said more needs to be
done to tackle Delhi’s post-Diwali air,
which is already saturated with the
onset of winter as cooler temperatures
trap pollutants. “Diwali’s effect will stay
for a while now thanks to all the fire-
crackers’ chemicals and heavy metals
released into the already-aggravated
air,” Roychowdhury, from the Delhi-
based Centre for Science and
Environment said.

“There’s been a decline in the use of
firecrackers and there have been meas-
ures to cut (smog) down, but the
change is not big enough. We need to
do a lot more,” she said, suggesting a
strict licensing policy on sales and a
gradual phase-out of firecrackers. A new
study by the UN’s children’s fund UNICEF
reported Monday that nearly one in sev-
en children around the globe breathes
outdoor air at least six times dirtier than
international guidelines. “Pollutants
don’t only harm children’s developing
lungs. They can actually cross the blood-
brain barrier and permanently damage
their developing brains and, thus, their
futures,” said Anthony Lake, executive
director of UNICEF. “No society can
afford to ignore air pollution.” —AFP

India capital chokes on toxic smog after Diwali

In this combination of two photos, traffic moves past the land-
mark India Gate monument on Friday, Oct 28, 2016 (top) and a
day after Diwali festival yesterday (bottom). As Indians wake
yesterday to smoke-filled skies from a weekend of festival fire-
works for the Hindu holiday of Diwali, New Delhi’s worst sea-
son for air pollution begins, with dire consequences. —AP
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NEW YORK: American women are
ending pregnancies with medica-
tion almost as often as with sur-
gery, marking a turning point for
abortion in the United States, data
reviewed by Reuters shows. The
watershed comes amid an overall
decline in abortion, a choice that
remains politically charged in the
United States, sparking a fiery
exchange in the final debate
between presidential nominees
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.

When the two medications used
to induce abortion won US
approval 16 years ago, the method
was expected to quickly overtake
the surgical option, as it has in
much of Europe. But US abortion
opponents persuaded lawmakers
in many states to put restrictions
on their use. Although many limita-
tions remain, innovative dispens-
ing efforts in some states, restrict-
ed access to surgical abortions in
others and greater awareness
boosted medication abortions to
43 percent of pregnancy termina-
tions at Planned Parenthood clin-
ics, the nation’s single largest
provider, in 2014, up from 35 per-
cent in 2010, according to previ-
ously unreported figures from the
nonprofit.

The national rate is likely even
higher now because of new federal
prescribing guidelines that took
effect in March. In three states
most impacted by that change -
Ohio, Texas and North Dakota -
demand for medication abortions
tripled in the last several months to
as much as 30 percent of all proce-
dures in some clinics, according to
data gathered by Reuters from clin-
ics, state health departments and
Planned Parenthood affiliates.

Among states with few or no
restrictions, medication abortions
comprise a greater share, up to 55
percent in Michigan and 64 per-
cent in Iowa. Denise Hill, an Ohio
mother who works full time and is
pursuing a college degree, is part
of the shift. Hill, 26, became
extremely ill with her third preg-
nancy, sidelined by low blood pres-
sure that made it challenging to
care for her son and daughter. In
July, eight weeks in, she said she
made the difficult decision to have
a medication abortion. She called
the option that was not available in
her state four months earlier “a
blessing.”

The new prescribing guidelines
were sought by privately-held
Danco Laboratories, the sole maker
of the pills for the US market.
Spokeswoman Abby Long said
sales have since surged to the
extent that medication abortion
now is “a second option and fairly
equal” to the surgical procedure.
“We have been growing steadily
year over year, and definitely the
growth is larger this year,” Long
said. Women who ask for the med-
ication prefer it because they can
end a pregnancy at home, with a
partner, in a manner more like a
miscarriage, said Tammi

Kromenaker, director of the Red
River Women’s Clinic in Fargo,
North Dakota.

Game changer
Medication abortion involves

two drugs, taken over a day or two.
The first, mifepristone, blocks the
pregnancy sustaining hormone
progesterone. The second, miso-
prostol, induces uterine contrac-
tions. Studies have shown medical
abortions are effective up to 95
percent of the time. Approved in
France in 1988, the abortion pill
was supposed to be a game chang-
er, a convenient and private way to
end pregnancy. In Western Europe,
medication abortion is more com-
mon, accounting for 91 percent of

pregnancy terminations in Finland,
the highest rate, followed by
Scotland at 80 percent, according
to the Guttmacher Institute, a non-
profit research organization that
supports abortion rights.

In the United States, proponents
had hoped the medication would
allow women to avoid the clinics
that had long been targets of
protests and sometimes violence.
But Planned Parenthood and other
clinics remain key venues for the
medication option. Of the more
than 2.75 million US women who
have used abortion pills since they
were approved in 2000, at least 1
million got them at Planned
Parenthood. Many private physi-
cians have avoided prescribing the
pills, in part out of concern that it
would expose their practices to the
type of protests clinics experi-
enced, say doctors, abortion
providers and healthcare organiza-
tions.

At the same time, the overall US
abortion rate has dropped to a low

of 16.9 terminations per 1,000
women aged 15-44 in 2011, down
from 19.4 per 1,000 in 2008,
according to federal data. The
decline has been driven in part by
wider use of birth control, includ-
ing long lasting IUDs. In March, the
US Food and Drug Administration
changed its prescribing guidelines
for medication abortion. The
agency now allows the pills to be
prescribed as far as 10 weeks into
pregnancy, up from seven. It cut
the number of required medical
visits and allowed trained profes-
sionals other than physicians,
including nurse practitioners, to
dispense the pills. It also changed
dosing guidelines.

The changes were supported by

years of prescribing data and
reflect practices already common
in most states where doctors are
free to prescribe as they deem
best. Ohio, Texas and North Dakota
took the unusual step of requiring
physicians to strictly adhere to the
original guidelines. Many abortion
providers were reluctant to pre-
scribe the pills under the older
guidelines, which no longer reflect-
ed current medical knowledge,
said Vicki Saporta, President and
CEO of the National Abortion
Federation.

Randall K O’Bannon, a director
at the anti-abortion National Right
to Life organization, criticized the
new guidelines but said his organi-
zation had no plans to fight them.
“What they did was make it more
profitable,” O’Bannon said. “It will
increase the pool of potential cus-
tomers.” Planned Parenthood said
both types of abortion typically
cost from $300 to $1,000, including
tests and examinations. The group
charges a sliding fee based on a

patient’s ability to pay, regardless
of which type of abortion they
choose.

Varied access
Despite a landmark US Supreme

Court ruling that abortion is a
woman’s right, access varies widely
by state. Some states maintain
restrictions on both surgical and
medication abortions; others have
worked to increase access. In rural
Iowa, where clinics are few and far
between, Planned Parenthood is
using video conferencing, known
as telemedicine, to expand access.
The way it works is, a woman is
examined in her community by a
trained medical professional, who
checks vital signs and blood pres-

sure and performs an ultrasound.
The information is sent to an off-
site doctor, who talks with the
woman via video conference and
authorizes the medications. Since
the telemedicine program began
in Iowa in 2008, medication abor-
tions increased to 64 percent of all
pregnancy terminations, the high-
est US rate.

In New York, Hawaii,
Washington and Oregon, a private
research institute, Gynuity Health
Projects, works with clinics to send
abortion pills by mail to pre-
screened women. “Medication
abortion is definitely the next fron-
tier,” said Gloria Totten, president of
the Public Leadership Institute, a
nonprofit that advises advocates.
And in Maryland and Atlanta, the
nonprofit organization Carafem
opened centers in the last 18
months that offer birth control and
medication, but not surgical, abor-
tions. It promotes its services with
ads that read: “Abortion. Yeah, we
do that.” —Reuters

Abortion by prescription now 
rivals surgery for US women 

A turning point for abortion in United States

COLORADO: Donald Trump supporter Mary Celeste Madrid stands by her car, in Pueblo, Colo. A
longtime Democrat and Obama voter who changed her registration to Republican last year over
the GOP’s support for gun rights and opposition to abortion, Madrid says she’s also had to
endure family battles over her support for Trump. —AP

ANTARCTICA: This undated handout photo shows a minke whale in the Ross
Sea in Antarctica. —AFP

WELLINGTON: Nations from around the
world on Fr iday reached an histor ic
agreement to preserve an area of ocean
near Antarctica that’s about twice the
size of Texas.  Here are some questions
and answers about the deal:

What’s special about the area?
The marine protected area will be in

the Ross Sea, considered to be one of the
most pristine environments in the world.
New Zealand officials say that at different
times, the area is home to about one-
third of the world’s Adelie penguins and
26 percent of the world’s emperor pen-
guins. It also boasts thriving colonies of
seabirds, seals and whales. Researchers
say the region is  impor tant to study
because i t  is  a lmost  untouched by
humans, and should remain that way.
Several countries fish in the region for
lucrative Antarctic toothfish, which are
often sold in stores and restaurants as
Chilean sea bass.

Groundbreaking agreement
Individual nations across the globe

have set aside dozens of marine reserves.
But proponents say this is the first time
that a bunch of nations have collaborat-
ed to protect an area on the high seas -
the open ocean that falls outside the
jurisdiction of any one nation. The deal
was put together by New Zealand and
the US.

What are the details?
The reserve covers 1.6 million square

kilometers, making it the world’s largest
marine protected area. About 72 percent
will be a no-take zone, where commercial
fishing will be banned. In the remaining
areas, limited fishing for toothfish or krill

will be allowed, although fisher folk will
be required to do extra monitoring and
tagging so scientists can evaluate what’s
happening to fish stocks. Researchers can
apply to take limited numbers of fish
from throughout the reserve.

What about the politics?
Many are surprised the deal  came

together at al l ,  especial ly because it
required the US and Russia to agree at a
time when tensions between them are
running high. Antarctic fishing is regulat-
ed by the Commission for  the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources, whose members include 24
nations and the European Union.  All
agreements must be unanimous, which
has proved a stumbling block in the past
for a group with such divergent politics
and interests. Many nations had been
pushing for a reserve but a few had resis-
ted, with Russia becoming the final hold-
out.  The deal made some small conces-
sions to Russia by altering the boundaries
and by increasing the fishing quota out-
side of the no-take zone.

What’s next?
Environmentalists hope the deal will

pave the way for future agreements on
the high seas, and that one day a big
chunk of the world’s oceans will be pro-
tected as a result .  I t  could also help
speed along plans for  other  marine
reserves around Antarctica. The agree-
ment takes effect in December 2017 and,
in the no-take zone, runs for 35 years. At
that point, the member nations will again
need to reach consensus for the reserve
to continue - no simple task judging by
the contentious nature of past negotia-
tions. —AP

Fish and politics behind 
Antarctic marine deal

WASHINGTON: A new study shows a
wearable skin patch may help children
who are allergic to peanuts by deliver-
ing small doses of peanut protein. The
National Institutes of Health funded the
yearlong study published in the Journal
of Allergy and Clinical Immunology. It
says nearly half of those treated with
the patch were able to consume at
least 10 times more peanut protein
than they were able to consume prior

to treatment. The NIH says the biggest
benefit came for those from 4 to 11
years old. Those 12 and older didn’t see
as much of an effect. Dr Daniel
Rotrosen, an official with the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, says the therapy works by
training the skin’s immune system to
tolerate small amounts of peanuts. The
patch hasn’t been approved by the
Food and Drug Administration. —AP

Wearable skin patch could help
children with peanut allergies
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The Sheraton Kuwait, a Luxury Collection Hotel has
offered award-winning standards of excellence and hos-
pitality since its inception in 1966 providing the widest

selection of accommodations boasting the finest culinary
offerings in the country which reflects a true gastronomic
experience with impeccable service to satisfy the needs of
each and every individual guest. Sheraton Kuwait has proved
over half a century an evidence of achievements and accom-
plishments reflecting the recent “Luxury Historical hotel
Award” during the ceremony held by World Luxury Hotels
Awards at the St Regis Doha, this award was received by the
General Manager of the Sheraton Kuwait Fahed Abushaar and
the Complex Director of Sales and Marketing Mazen Al-
Mhana.

The Sheraton Kuwait has a proven track record of achieve-
ments and successes which strengthened its presence over
many years in addition to the loyalty of its guests as well as
major companies and all those who give Sheraton Kuwait the
real fence in this excellence and true symbol of its success to
be the favorite milestone in Kuwait.

The Sheraton Kuwait has won many prestigious awards
and International certificates of appreciation and has been
appraised from the world and celebrities and hosted over the
five decades millions of guests and some of them experienced
the stages of its development and the expansion that added
value to its high-end services in addition to the extraordinary
weddings held in its great ballrooms especially the Diamond
Grand Ballroom throughout the generations

Fahed Abushaar - General Manager of Sheraton Kuwait
stated “I am proud to hold our title as Kuwait’s Historical Hotel
through a journey of fifty years of outstanding excellence. I
would like to thank each member of our hotel family for their
outstanding diligence and the loyalty of our guests as we
couldn’t have it done without their trust and valuation. We are
confident that we will maintain the highest standards of excel-
lence in service and hospitality.

The Sheraton Kuwait wins Luxury Historical Hotel Award  

YouTHink Kuwait: DAI Museum Youth
Council is an organization backed
by the Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, an

influential haven for arts in the Middle
East. The youth council is led by a group
of teenagers who seek to raise social
awareness on issues concerning the youth
of Kuwait and the Middle East, through
art, events, workshops and exhibitions. 

“ What we are hoping to achieve
through creating YouTHink Kuwait is sim-
ply to make the voices of the youth
heard. All our activities and programs will
be revolved around the affairs of young
people and what matters to us and con-
cerns us, and we specifically hope to shed
light on certain social issues that we
believe, as a group of teenagers, is impor-
tant to talk about and discuss,” - Fatima
Hassan, Chairman.

The youth council is a one year pro-
gram, where each year students between
the ages of 14 - 18 (must be in secondary
school) are recruited as members of the
council and are led by an elected execu-
tive team. Members of YouTHink Kuwait
work together in commissions to create
and develop events and activities con-
cerning the cultural centre. These include
themed teen nights, art workshops and
an open art exhibition among other

activities. In addition to this, one of the
key roles of a member is to be a docent,
whose major responsibilities are to help
Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah visitors to bet-
ter understand and appreciate the art
and culture of the Islamic world. The
museum provides 15 hours of docent
training, and once the training is com-
plete, members will be required to do at
least 3 hours per month of docenting at
the museum. 

The first general meeting will take
place at the Amricani Cultural Centre on
Friday the 25th of November from 3:45
pm to 5:15 pm, where potential members
will be introduced to the museum, the
youth council and the aforementioned
activities. Students who wish to join must
register upon arrival. The museum hopes
to see as many students as is possible in
November, as this program is truly an
exceptional opportunity that will be very
beneficial to all students in the future. 

“ The November meeting will be a
chance for the executive team to familiar-
ize the recruited members with all the
proposed and agreed on activities and
their duties as a member and a docent, as
well as clarify any questions they have
about the new program and the way in
which it operates.”

KUWAIT: The Huawei Consumer Business
Group (CBG) in Kuwait launched a roadshow
of activities in a number of universities in
Kuwait in addition to an activation program
in The Avenues mall. The activities aimed at
introducing the brand’s latest technologies
and smartphones to the youth segment of
Kuwait.

Jim Zhu, Country Manager of Huawei CBG
in Kuwait, said: “Huawei continues to intro-
duce products that satisfy and enhance the
lifestyle of modern individuals and specifical-
ly the lifestyle of the younger segment of our
community. This segment wants perform-
ance, flexibility, great photography features,
and high performing connectivity to ensure
they are always up-to-date with our fast-pace
world. Huawei has just the products for them,
and we wanted to showcase them in a fun
and interactive manner that reflects our
brand and culture.”

Huawei’s roadshow covered the American
University of Kuwait (AUK), the Australian
College of Kuwait (ACK), Box Hill College
Kuwait, and the American University of the
Middle East (AUM). The roadshow launched
as well in The Avenues mall in the first week
universities started their semester, during
which Huawei featured professional photo-

graphs taken with a P9 smartphone as well as
hosted the Kuwaiti professional photogra-
phers Abdulaziz Alshayji (@azizvito) and
Nawaf Al-Nassar (@85q8) to mentor visitors
about professional photography using
Huawei smartphones. The various activities
allowed participating students to win
Huawei’s latest flagship and internationally
awarded smartphones, the Mate 8, Huawei P9
and P9 Plus.  

Huawei is also committed to nurture the
next generation of talent. In Kuwait, Huawei
hosts students from Kuwait University in its
flagship corporate responsibility program,
which seeks to develop local ICT talent,
enhance knowledge transfers and improve
the skills and life chances of talented under-
graduates. In its third year, Huawei sponsored
15 Kuwaiti students in the program’s 2016
edition held in Huawei’s Shenzhen campus in
China.

Huawei also joined hands with the non-
profit organization LOYAC to support its sum-
mer program. The program, which aims to
train the youth in the private sector, helps
build the skills and professional experience of
young trainees ahead of the start of their
careers. Two Kuwaiti university students were
trained in the summer of 2016.

Huawei launches universities roadshow
to introduce latest technology to students

youTHink Kuwait: DAI
Museum Youth Council 

Driven by its social commitment to
effectively contribute to the wellbeing
of its staff while taking all necessary

initiatives to spread the awareness and guid-
ance about serious health issues The Sultan
Center, organized an awareness seminar
under the theme “Together We Can, Fight It,
Beat, It, Erase It,” in collaboration with Cancer
Aware Nation Association (CAN), about the
prevention and early detection of cancer.

Attended by a gathering of female staff
the lecture given by Dr Maha Abdullah, spe-
cialist in medical oncology shed light on the
importance of; health screenings, self-exami-
nation and early detection in preventing can-
cer and the need to pursue a healthy lifestyle.
“TSC has taken this initiative in collaboration
with CANs to organize this lecture for our

staff to educate and spread and create aware-
ness on the importance of prevention, early
detection and treatment of cancer should it
occur”, said Lisa Al-Ghareeb Marketing
Manager, 

TSC is further raising awareness amongst
its staff on maintaining a healthy and bal-
anced diet including adding exercise to
one’s daily routine that may help to reduce a
person’s risk of developing cancer. More
than 25 ladies of TSC employees attended
the seminar and showed a great interest in
learning more about breast cancer and pre-
vention methods in an interactive atmos-
phere. TSC would like to thank CANs, for
organizing this health seminar and helping
to address this health issue which is affect-
ing the community.

AUTO1, a subsidiary of KAPICO Group, the
leading Automotive Aftermarket player in
the Middle East and Africa unveiled the

LUKOIL Lubricants range amidst media guests,
international and local partners and select cus-
tomers in the State of Kuwait. The official launch
ceremony held at the Symphony Style Hotel,
Kuwait, was presided over by Ahmed Abdulaziz
Al-Ghannam, Chairman, KAPICO Group along
with Viktor Zhuravskiy, CEO Lukoil Marine
Lubricants; June Manoharan (Regional Director,

Marine lubes MENA and Asia region); William
Gilbert Dsouza (Sales Director, Automotive and
Industrial Lubricants for the region) and the
executive management of the KAPICO Group. 

In keeping with its business growth objec-
tives, KAPICO Grouphave recently partnered
with LUKOIL for marketing its range of automo-
tive oils and lubricants in Kuwait. LUKOIL is the
leader of the Russian oil industry in exploration,
production, refining and marketing of petrole-
um products, and is listed in London, New York,

Frankfurt and Hong Kong stock exchanges.
LUKOIL is one of the world’s largest private

oil companies by proven hydrocarbon reserves
and the 2ndlargest producer of base oils world-
wide. For years LUKOIL has been a leading base
oil supplier to major global lubricant manufac-
turers. Furthermore, oils and lubricants produc-
tion and sales is an important part of LUKOIL
businesses. In 2005 LLK-International (LUKOIL
Lubricants), a company 100% owned by LUKOIL,
was formed, and lubricants became an inde-
pendent global business unit.

Today, LUKOIL Lubricants controls the manu-
facture of more than 40% of all lubricants pro-
duced in Russia, amounting to approximately
1.2 million tons. The company sells more than
1,000 different kinds of lubricants for the auto-
motive sector, heavy-duty transport, mining,
power generation and general engineering in
more than 40 countries across the globe.

LUKOIL’s exhaustive product range includes
Passenger car oils, Diesel engine oils, Motorcycle
oils, Gear oils, Greases,Coolants, ATF, Industrial
oils, Hydraulic oils, Metal working fluids, Marine
lubricants, Transmission oils, Turbine lubricants,
Circulating oils, Brake fluid and Industrial oils. In
addition to having approved by API, LUKOIL
lubricants have OEM approvals from all leading
OEM’s like Porsche, BMW, MAN, MACK, Mercedes
Benz, SCANIA, Cummins, Volkswagen, FORD,
General Motors, Renault, SIEMENS, WARTSILA,
ZF, Detroit Diesel and many more.

AUTO1 launches LUKOIL
Lubricants in Kuwait

TSC holds cancer 
awareness seminar for staff 



By Faten Omar 

As part of the ‘Discover America Week’, the US
Embassy held a movie night on Sunday at the
Galleria Theater, where ‘The Magnificent Seven’

was screened. In his opening speech, Lawrence R
Silverman, US Ambassador to Kuwait, said: “This year
marks the fourth annual Discover America Week. We are
featuring events throughout Kuwait highlighting differ-
ent aspects of the United States, including music, film,
food, sports, automobiles, education and tourism.”

He added there are special offers at American restau-
rants and stores, discounts on food products at the
Sultan Center, as well as seminars about studying in the
United States. “Before we begin the film, I would like to
speak about the protection of intellectual property
rights. In 2015, the total estimated retail price of goods
seized by US authorities for violation of intellectual
property rights increased to $1.3 billion,” Silverman said.

He pointed out that the Kuwaiti government has
begun to take steps to strengthen protection and
enforcement of intellectual property rights, “such as
passing a new copyright law, but there is still much
work to be done”. “Strong protection and enforcement
of intellectual property is important because it’s the cor-
nerstone of economic growth - here in Kuwait as it is in
America,” Silverman noted. He added that the US
believes in an economically strong and prosperous
Kuwait and supports Kuwait as it develops its knowl-
edge-based and creative economy.  “As Kuwaiti laws are
changed to encourage foreign investment, American
companies are contributing to this development.”

Silverman said “The Magnificent Seven” is a remake

of one of the most famous Western films from the
1960s. Making and viewing movies is an integral part of
American culture, and the vehicle by which some of
America’s greatest talents display their craft. The film is
enriched by the original soundtrack of one of America’s
most famous and well-respected composers, the late

Academy Award winner Elmer Bernstein.  
At the end of the event, Silverman thanked Discover

America Week sponsors: Crowne Plaza, Qatar Airways,
Jeep, Al-Anbaa newspaper, Cinescape, Alshaya, the
Sultan Center, the American University of Kuwait and
the American Business Council-Kuwait. 
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US Embassy holds movie night

The visiting Indonesian folklore team won the hearts of the audience in a two-hour performance at Abdulhussain Abdul Ridha Theater over the weekend. The Indonesian Embassy organized the event in cooperation of Kuwait National
Council for Culture, Arts and Letters on the occasion of the commemoration of the 71st Anniversary of Indonesia’s Independence Day. — Photo by Joseph Shagra

US Ambassador Lawrence Silverman with the sponsors.

Lawrence R Silverman, Ambassador of the United States of
America to Kuwait, delivers his speech. 

— Photos by Joseph Shagra
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I AM NUMBER FOUR ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

THE HOMESMAN ON OSN MOVIES HD

01:15 The Homesman
03:30 Ant-Man
05:30 Tommy Cooper: Not Like
That, Like This
07:15 Life Of A King
09:00 Ant-Man
11:00 Big Game
13:00 Hector And The Search For
Happiness
15:15 The Last 5 Years
17:00 The Best Of Me
19:00 The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay Part II
21:15 Maze Runner: The Scorch
Trials
23:30 Knock Knock

00:10 To Catch A Smuggler
01:00 Big Fix Alaska
02:00 Big Fish, Texas
02:55 The Happenings
03:50 To Catch A Smuggler
04:45 Ultimate Survival Alaska
05:40 Donʼt Tell My Mother
06:05 Donʼt Tell My Mother
06:35 Taiwan To The World 4
07:30 Yukon Gold
08:25 Americaʼs Lost Treasures
09:20 Ultimate Survival Alaska
10:15 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
11:10 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
12:05 Air Crash Investigation
13:00 Americaʼs Lost Treasures
14:00 Big Fix Alaska
15:00 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
16:00 Big Fish, Texas
17:00 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
18:00 Air Crash Investigation
19:00 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
20:00 Big Fish, Texas
20:50 Wicked Tuna: North vs South
21:40 Air Crash Investigation
22:30 Taiwan: Island Of Fish
23:20 Donʼt Tell My Mother
23:45 Donʼt Tell My Mother

HALF OF A YELLOW SUN IN ON OSN MOVIES FESTIVAL

00:00 Army Of Darkness
02:00 Night At The Museum: Battle
Of The Smithsonian
04:00 Dickie Roberts: Former Child
Star
06:00 The Invention Of Lying
08:00 Big Ass Spider!
10:00 Sunshine On Leith
12:00 The Invention Of Lying
14:00 Vampire Dog
16:00 Big Ass Spider!
18:00 Honeymooners
20:00 Wish I Was Here
22:00 A Fantastic Fear Of
Everything

01:00 Stone Markers
03:00 Decoding Annie Parker
05:00 Parkland
07:00 Half Of A Yellow Sun
09:00 Wuthering Heights
11:00 Stone Markers
12:30 Love & Mercy
14:30 The Education Of Little Tree
16:30 Wuthering Heights
18:30 Mystic River
21:00 A Civil Action
23:00 The Motel Life

01:00 Weird, True & Freaky: Real
Monsters
02:00 Beasts Of The Bayou
03:00 Rabid
03:55 I Was Bitten: The Walker
County Incident
05:35 Gator Boys
06:25 Beasts Of The Bayou
07:15 My Cat From Hell
08:00 Call Of The Wildman
08:25 From Pound Pups To Dog
Stars
08:50 From Pound Pups To Dog
Stars
09:15 My Cat From Hell
10:10 Predators Up Close With
Joel Lambert
11:05 Tanked
12:00 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
12:55 Bondi Vet
13:50 My Cat From Hell
14:45 Gator Boys
15:40 Predators Up Close With
Joel Lambert
16:35 Tanked
17:30 Tigerfish: Africaʼs Piranha
18:25 Big Fish Man
19:20 Tigerfish: Africaʼs Piranha
20:15 Tanked
21:10 Elephants In The Room
22:05 Weird Creatures With Nick
Baker
23:00 Tigerfish: Africaʼs Piranha
23:55 Gator Boys

00:00 Holloway: Women Behind
Bars
01:00 Gangsters: Americaʼs Most
Evil
02:00 When Life Means Life
03:00 Gangs Of Britain...
04:00 Holloway: Women Behind
Bars
05:00 Gangsters: Americaʼs Most
Evil
06:00 When Life Means Life
07:00 Crimes That Shook Britain
08:00 Beyond Scared Straight
09:00 Homicide Hunter
10:00 The First 48
11:00 It Takes A Killer
11:30 Private Crimes
12:00 Crimes That Shook Australia
13:00 Gangs Of Britain...
14:00 Beyond Scared Straight
15:00 Homicide Hunter
16:00 It Takes A Killer
16:30 Private Crimes
17:00 The First 48
18:00 Gangs Of Britain...
19:00 Crimes That Shook Australia
20:00 Beyond Scared Straight
21:00 It Takes A Killer
21:30 Private Crimes
22:00 Homicide Hunter
23:00 The Jail: 60 Days In

00:20 Worldʼs Deadliest
01:10 Caught In The Act
02:00 Worldʼs Deadliest
02:50 Wild Case Files
03:45 Baby Animals In The Wild
04:40 The Incredible Dr. Pol
05:35 Worldʼs Deadliest
06:30 Wild Case Files
07:25 Baby Animals In The Wild
08:20 The Incredible Dr. Pol
09:15 Unlikely Animal Friends
10:10 Jobs That Bite!
11:05 The Rise Of Black Wolf
12:00 Built For The Kill
12:55 Surviving The Serengeti
13:50 Wild Case Files
14:45 Baby Animals In The Wild

00:00 Paranormal Activity: The
Marked Ones
02:00 Ouija
04:00 Deep Rising
06:00 Reclaim
08:00 I Am Number Four
10:00 Con Air
12:00 Justice League: Gods And
Monsters
14:00 Reclaim
16:00 I Am Number Four
18:00 Con Air
20:00 Automata
22:00 Snatch

00:20 Street Outlaws
01:10 Gold Rush: The Story So Far
02:00 Deadliest Catch
02:50 Railroad Australia
03:40 Fast Nʼ Loud
04:30 Garage Gold
05:00 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
05:30 How Do They Do It?
06:00 Deadliest Catch
06:50 Street Outlaws
07:40 Fast Nʼ Loud
08:30 Gold Divers
09:20 Garage Gold
09:45 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
10:10 How Do They Do It?

00:40 A Haunting
01:30 Paranormal Lockdown
02:20 Alaska Haunting
03:10 The Haunted
04:00 Paranormal Lockdown
04:48 I Almost Got Away With It
05:36 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
06:24 Southern Fried Homicide
07:12 Nowhere To Hide
08:00 Disappeared
08:50 I Almost Got Away With It
09:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
10:30 Southern Fried Homicide
11:20 Mansions & Murders
12:10 Evil Online

00:10 Hank Zipzer
00:35 Binny And The Ghost
01:00 Violetta
01:45 The Hive
01:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
02:15 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
02:40 Hank Zipzer
03:15 The Hive
03:20 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
03:45 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:10 Hank Zipzer
04:35 Binny And The Ghost
05:00 Violetta
05:45 The Hive
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Jessie
06:25 Jessie
06:50 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
07:15 Tsum Tsum Shorts
07:20 Liv And Maddie
07:45 Bunkʼd
08:10 Austin & Ally
08:35 Shake It Up
09:00 A.N.T. Farm
09:25 A.N.T. Farm
09:50 Thatʼs So Raven
10:15 Thatʼs So Raven
10:40 Good Luck Charlie
11:05 Good Luck Charlie
11:30 Jessie
11:55 Disney Mickey Mouse
12:00 The 7D
12:15 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
12:40 Hank Zipzer
13:05 Star Darlings
13:10 Elena Of Avalor
13:35 Elena Of Avalor
14:00 Liv And Maddie
14:25 Jessie
14:50 Dog With A Blog
15:15 Hank Zipzer
15:40 Bunkʼd
16:05 Star Darlings
16:10 Gravity Falls
16:35 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
17:00 Backstage
17:25 Descendants Wicked World
17:30 Alex & Co.
17:55 Disney Mickey Mouse
18:00 Bunkʼd
18:25 Star Darlings
18:30 Stuck In The Middle
18:55 Descendants Wicked World
19:00 Best Friends Whenever
19:25 Tsum Tsum Shorts
19:30 Jessie
19:55 Liv And Maddie
20:20 Austin & Ally
20:45 Backstage
21:10 Girl Meets World
21:35 H2O: Just Add Water
22:00 Binny And The Ghost
22:25 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
22:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
23:10 Hank Zipzer

00:00 Doc McStuffins
00:30 Minnieʼs Bow-Toons
00:35 Zou
00:50 Loopdidoo
01:05 Art Attack
01:30 Henry Hugglemonster
01:45 Calimero
02:00 Zou
02:15 Loopdidoo
02:30 Art Attack
04:00 Loopdidoo
04:15 Art Attack
04:35 Henry Hugglemonster
04:50 Calimero
05:00 Zou
05:20 Loopdidoo
05:35 Art Attack
06:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
06:30 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
07:00 The Lion Guard
07:30 Miles From Tomorrow
07:40 Goldie & Bear
08:00 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
08:10 Doc McStuffins
08:30 PJ Masks
08:40 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
09:00 Sofia The First
09:30 Doc McStuffins
10:00 Goldie & Bear
10:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
11:00 The Hive
11:10 Minnieʼs Bow-Toons
11:15 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
11:45 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
12:15 Henry Hugglemonster
12:30 Doc McStuffins
13:00 Sofia The First
13:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
14:00 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
14:30 Doc McStuffins

15:00 The Lion Guard
15:30 PJ Masks
16:00 Sofia The First
16:30 Goldie & Bear
17:00 Miles From Tomorrow
17:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
18:00 Doc McStuffins
18:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
19:00 PJ Masks
19:30 The Lion Guard
20:00 Sofia The First
20:30 Sofia The First
21:00 Sheriff Callieʼs Wild West
21:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
22:00 Doc McStuffins
22:30 Minnieʼs Bow-Toons
22:35 Zou
22:50 Loopdidoo
23:05 Art Attack
23:30 Henry Hugglemonster
23:45 Calimero

06:00 Star vs The Forces Of Evil
06:25 K.C. Undercover
06:50 The 7D
07:00 Phineas And Ferb
07:15 Danger Mouse
07:40 Counterfeit Cat
08:05 Future Worm
08:10 Gravity Falls
08:35 Lab Rats
09:00 Supa Strikas
09:25 Supa Strikas
09:50 Danger Mouse
10:20 Annedroids
10:45 Annedroids
11:10 Counterfeit Cat
11:35 K.C. Undercover
12:00 K.C. Undercover
12:30 Gravity Falls
12:55 Lab Rats
13:20 Lab Rats
13:45 Phineas And Ferb
14:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
14:15 Supa Strikas
14:40 Supa Strikas
15:05 Lab Rats
15:30 Danger Mouse
15:55 Kirby Buckets
16:25 K.C. Undercover
16:50 Annedroids
17:15 Gamerʼs Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
17:40 K.C. Undercover
18:05 Future Worm
18:10 Gravity Falls
18:35 Counterfeit Cat
19:00 Lab Rats
19:25 Supa Strikas
19:55 K.C. Undercover
20:20 Gamerʼs Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
20:45 Mighty Med
21:10 Pickle And Peanut
21:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
21:45 Guardians Of The Galaxy

22:10 Ultimate Spider-Man: Web
Warriors
22:35 Boyster
23:00 Programmes Start At 6:00am
KSA

04:40 Counting Cars
05:05 Counting Cars
05:30 Pawn Stars
06:00 Time Team
07:00 Shipping Wars
07:25 Shipping Wars
07:50 American Pickers
08:40 Pawn Stars
09:05 Pawn Stars
09:30 American Restoration
09:55 Counting Cars
10:20 Counting Cars
10:45 Counting Cars: Best Of
11:10 Counting Cars: Best Of
11:35 American Restoration
12:25 Time Team
13:15 Mountain Men
14:05 The Curse Of Oak Island
14:55 Counting Cars
15:20 Counting Cars
15:45 Ice Road Truckers
16:35 Shipping Wars
17:00 American Pickers
17:50 Storage Wars: Best Of
18:15 Storage Wars Texas
18:40 The Curse Of Oak Island
19:30 Time Team
20:20 American Pickers
21:10 Pawn Stars
21:35 Pawn Stars
22:00 Forged In Fire
22:50 Barbarians Rising
23:50 Time Team
00:40 Forged In Fire
01:30 Barbarians Rising
02:30 Lost In Transmission
03:20 Storage Wars Texas
03:50 Counting Cars: Best Of

00:10 Eat Street
00:35 Top Tables, Top Cities
01:00 Maximum Foodie
01:25 Top Tables, Top Cities
01:50 Top Tables, Top Cities
02:15 Eat Street
02:40 Meat v Veg
03:05 Raw Travel
03:30 Raw Travel
03:55 The Shelbourne
04:20 The Shelbourne
04:45 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
05:35 Carnival Eats
06:00 Carnival Eats
06:25 Maverick Chef
06:50 Maximum Foodie
07:15 Top Tables, Top Cities
07:40 Top Tables, Top Cities
08:05 Eat Street
08:30 Meat v Veg
08:55 Raw Travel

00:00 Prison Break
01:00 Quantico
02:00 Roadies
03:00 Sleepy Hollow
04:00 Live Good Morning America
06:00 Royal Pains
07:00 Heartbeat
08:00 Criminal Minds
09:00 The Fosters
10:00 Royal Pains
11:00 Heartbeat
12:00 Criminal Minds
13:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 The Fosters
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 Criminal Minds
19:00 The Voice
21:00 Pitch
22:00 Supergirl
23:00 Sleepy Hollow

00:40 Ways To Save The Planet
01:30 How Do They Do It?
01:55 Food Factory
02:20 NASAʼs Unexplained Files
03:10 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
04:00 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
04:48 Ways To Save The Planet
05:36 NASAʼs Unexplained Files
06:24 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
07:12 How Do They Do It?
07:36 Food Factory
08:00 Ways To Save The Planet
08:50 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
09:40 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
10:30 How Do They Do It?
10:55 Food Factory
11:20 NASAʼs Unexplained Files
12:10 Ways To Save The Planet
13:00 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
13:50 How Do They Do It?
14:15 Food Factory
14:40 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
15:30 NASAʼs Unexplained Files
16:20 Ways To Save The Planet

17:10 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
18:00 Through The Wormhole With
Morgan Freeman
18:50 Ways To Save The Planet
19:40 NASAʼs Greatest Missions
20:30 What On Earth?
21:20 How Do They Do It?
21:45 Food Factory
22:10 Life On Us
23:00 What On Earth?
23:50 NASAʼs Greatest Missions

00:45 Ghatothkach - Master Of
Magic
02:30 Blue Elephant 2
04:15 Jungle Book: Mowgliʼs
Adventure
06:00 Ploddy Police Car On The
Case
07:30 Bamse And The City Of
Thieves
09:00 Hey Arnold! The Movie
10:45 Columbus In The Last
Journey
12:30 Blue Elephant 2
14:15 Bolts And Blip
16:00 Egon And Donci
18:00 Hey Arnold! The Movie
20:00 The Heart Of The Oak
21:45 Bolts And Blip

13:00 I Was Murdered
13:50 I Almost Got Away With It
14:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
15:30 Southern Fried Homicide
16:20 Nowhere To Hide
17:10 I Almost Got Away With It
18:00 I Was Murdered
18:50 I Almost Got Away With It
19:40 True Crime With Aphrodite
Jones
20:30 Southern Fried Homicide
21:20 Nowhere To Hide
22:10 Last Hope With Troy Dunn
23:00 March To Justice
23:50 A Checklist For Murder

00:10 Keep It In The Family
01:00 Emmerdale
01:30 Coronation Street
02:00 Coronation Street
02:30 The Chase
03:25 Paul Oʼgradyʼs Animal
Orphans
04:20 Catchphrase
04:50 Mr Selfridge
06:10 Keep It In The Family
07:05 The Chase
08:00 Paul Oʼgradyʼs Animal
Orphans
09:00 Catchphrase
09:30 Mr Selfridge
10:55 Keep It In The Family
11:50 The Chase
12:45 Emmerdale
13:15 Coronation Street
13:45 Coronation Street
14:15 Keep It In The Family
15:10 The Chase
16:00 Churchillʼs Secret
17:50 Mr Selfridge
18:45 Emmerdale
19:15 Coronation Street
19:45 Coronation Street
20:10 The Chase
21:00 Churchillʼs Secret
22:50 Emmerdale
23:15 Coronation Street
23:40 Coronation Street

09:45 The Shelbourne
10:35 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
11:25 Carnival Eats
12:15 Maverick Chef
12:40 Maximum Foodie
13:05 Top Tables, Top Cities

14:00 Eat Street
14:30 Cruise Ship Diaries
15:25 Miguelʼs Tropical Kitchen
15:50 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
16:45 Places We Go
17:40 Carnival Eats
18:35 Maverick Chef
19:05 Eat Street
19:30 Miguelʼs Tropical Kitchen
20:00 George Clarkeʼs Amazing
Spaces
20:50 Places We Go
21:40 Carnival Eats
22:30 Maverick Chef
22:55 Maximum Foodie
23:20 Top Tables, Top Cities
23:45 Top Tables, Top Cities

01:00 Monsterville: The Cabinet Of
Souls
03:00 Mostly Ghostly: Have You
Met My Ghoulfriend
05:00 Paranorman
07:00 Frankenweenie
09:00 Goosebumps
11:00 Bark Ranger
13:00 Coraline
15:00 Dr. Seussʼ The Lorax
17:00 Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
19:00 It Takes Two
21:00 Doctor Proctorʼs Fart Powder
23:00 Dr. Seussʼ The Lorax

00:30 Man v Expert
01:20 Kids Do The Craziest Things
02:10 Pick A Puppy
03:00 Destroyed In Seconds
03:50 Ultimate Survival
04:40 How Itʼs Made
05:30 Strangest Weather On Earth
06:20 Mythbusters
07:00 Kenny The Shark
07:25 Doki

07:50 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
08:40 How Itʼs Made
09:30 Man v Expert
10:20 Mythbusters
11:10 Strangest Weather On Earth
12:00 Too Cute! Pint-Sized
12:50 Ultimate Survival
13:40 How Itʼs Made
14:30 Strangest Weather On Earth
15:20 Mythbusters
16:10 Kenny The Shark
16:35 Doki
17:00 Playhouse Masters
17:50 Guinness World Records
Smashed New Zealand
18:15 Guinness World Records
Smashed New Zealand
18:40 Man v Expert
19:30 How Itʼs Made
20:20 Mythbusters
21:10 Playhouse Masters
22:00 Guinness World Records
Smashed New Zealand
22:25 Guinness World Records
Smashed New Zealand
22:50 Destroyed In Seconds
23:15 Destroyed In Seconds
23:40 Ultimate Survival

10:35 Gold Rush (Season 6
Specials)
11:25 Deadliest Catch
12:15 Railroad Australia
13:05 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
13:30 Storage Hunters
13:55 Garage Gold
14:20 Alaskan Bush People
15:10 Gold Divers
16:00 Deadliest Catch
16:50 Fast Nʼ Loud
17:40 Street Outlaws
18:30 How Itʼs Made: Dream Cars
18:55 How Do They Do It?
19:20 Gold Divers
20:10 Storage Hunters
20:35 Extreme Collectors
21:00 Survive That!
21:50 American Tarzan
22:40 Running Wild With Bear
Grylls
23:30 Fast Nʼ Loud

00:20 Aussie Pickers
01:10 Storage Wars
02:25 Storage Wars Texas
02:50 Car Hunters
03:15 Car Hunters
03:40 Counting Cars
04:30 Pawn Stars
05:00 Gold Hunters: Legend Of
The Superstition...
06:00 Shipping Wars
06:25 Shipping Wars
06:50 American Pickers
07:40 Pawn Stars
08:05 Pawn Stars
08:30 American Restoration
08:55 Counting Cars
09:20 Counting Cars
09:45 Ultimate Wheels
10:35 American Restoration
11:25 Gold Hunters: Legend Of
The Superstition...
12:15 The Curse Of Oak Island
13:05 The Curse Of Oak Island
13:55 Ozzy & Jackʼs World Detour
14:45 Aussie Pickers
15:35 Pawn Stars
16:00 American Pickers
16:50 Storage Wars
17:15 Storage Wars Texas
17:40 The Curse Of Oak Island
18:30 Gold Hunters: Legend Of
The Superstition...
19:20 American Pickers
20:10 Pawn Stars
20:35 Pawn Stars
21:00 Mountain Men
21:50 Forged In Fire
22:40 Barbarians Rising
23:35 Alone

15:40 The Incredible Dr. Pol
16:35 Safari Brothers
17:30 Jobs That Bite!
18:25 Dangerous Encounters
19:20 Baby Animals In The Wild
20:10 The Incredible Dr. Pol
21:00 Safari Brothers
21:50 Jobs That Bite!
22:40 Dangerous Encounters
23:30 Built For The Kill

00:00 Uncle Buck
00:30 Young & Hungry
01:00 Young & Hungry
01:30 Sex & Drugs & Rock & Roll
02:00 Girls
02:30 Bordertown
03:00 The Grinder
03:30 Life In Pieces
04:00 Trophy Wife
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 George Lopez
06:00 The Bernie Mac Show
06:30 Community
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 Trophy Wife
08:30 George Lopez
09:00 The Grinder
09:30 Breaking In
10:00 Modern Family
10:30 Community
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 The Bernie Mac Show
12:30 Trophy Wife
13:00 George Lopez
13:30 Community
14:00 Life In Pieces
14:30 Breaking In
15:00 Modern Family
15:30 Young & Hungry
16:00 Young & Hungry
16:30 The Bernie Mac Show
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 The Grinder
18:30 Life In Pieces
19:00 Crowded
19:30 Modern Family
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
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KNCC PROGRAMME  FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(27/10/2016 TO 02/11/2016)

SHARQIA-1
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 11:45 AM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 2:15 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 4:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 7:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 9:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 12:15 AM

SHARQIA-2
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 11:30 AM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 3:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 5:45 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 8:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 10:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 12:30 AM

SHARQIA-3
THE ACCOUNTANT 11:30 AM
THE ACCOUNTANT 2:00 PM
SPACE DOGS ADVENTURE TO THE MOON 4:30 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 6:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 9:45 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:15 AM

MUHALAB-1
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 11:30 AM
THE ACCOUNTANT 1:30 PM
SHIVAAY - Hindi 4:00 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 7:15 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 10:15 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:45 AM

MUHALAB-2
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 12:00 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 3:00 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 5:30 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 8:00 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 10:30 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 1:00 AM

MUHALAB-3
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 3:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 5:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 7:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 9:45 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 12:05 AM

FANAR-1
THE GREAT GILLY HOPKINS 11:30 AM
SHIVAAY - Hindi 1:30 PM
THE GREAT GILLY HOPKINS 4:45 PM
THE GREAT GILLY HOPKINS 7:00 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 9:30 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 12:05 AM

FANAR-2
HAMLET FRAZER 11:45 AM
HAMLET FRAZER 2:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 4:45 PM

HAMLET FRAZER 7:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 9:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 12:15 AM

FANAR-3
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 12:00 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 3:00 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 6:00 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 9:00 PM
AE DIL HAI MUSHKIL -Hindi 12:05 AM

FANAR-4
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 11:30 AM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 3:45 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 6:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 8:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 10:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 12:45 AM

FANAR-5
THE ACCOUNTANT 11:45 AM
THE ACCOUNTANT 2:15 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 4:45 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 7:15 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 10:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:30 AM

MARINA-1
THE ACCOUNTANT 11:30 AM
THE ACCOUNTANT 2:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 4:30 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 7:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 9:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:05 AM

MARINA-2
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 11:30 AM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 1:45 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 4:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 6:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 9:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 11:45 PM

MARINA-3
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 3:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 5:30 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 7:45 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 10:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 12:15 AM

AVENUES-1
THE ACCOUNTANT 1:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 4:15 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 7:00 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 9:30 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 12:05 AM

AVENUES-2
THE ACCOUNTANT   -2D 4DX 1:30 PM

HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS 4:15 PM
THU+FRI+SAT
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK - 2D 4DX 4:15 PM
NO THU+FRI+SAT
THE ACCOUNTANT   -2D 4DX 7:00 PM
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK - 2D 4DX 9:45 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT   -2D 4DX 12:15 AM

AVENUES-3
HAMLET FRAZER 12:00 PM
LAF WA DAWARAN 2:30 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 5:00 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 7:30 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 10:00 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 12:30 AM

360º- 1
JACK REACHER: NEVER GO BACK 11:30 AM
THE ACCOUNTANT 1:45 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 4:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 7:15 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 10:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:45 AM

360º- 2
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 3:15 PM
LAF WA DAWARAN 6:00 PM
LAF WA DAWARAN 8:15 PM
LAF WA DAWARAN 11:00 PM

360 º- 3
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 11:30 AM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:45 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 4:00 PM
KODI- Tamil 4:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 7:00 PM
KODI- Tamil 7:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 10:00 PM
KODI- Tamil 10:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:00 AM

AL-KOUT.1
HAMLET FRAZER 11:45 AM
HAMLET FRAZER 2:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 4:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 7:15 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 9:45 PM
HAMLET FRAZER 12:15 AM

AL-KOUT.2
THE ACCOUNTANT 12:30 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 3:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 6:00 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 8:45 PM
THE ACCOUNTANT 11:30 PM

AL-KOUT.3
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 1:00 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 3:15 PM
OUIJA: ORIGIN OF EVIL 5:30 PM

PRAYER TIMINGS

Fajr: 04:40

Shorook 06:01

Duhr: 11:32

Asr: 14:39

Maghrib: 17:02

Isha: 18:20

Arrival Flights on Tuesday 1/11/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
MSC 405 Sohag 00:05
KLM 411 Amsterdam/Dammam 00:20
KAC 776 Riyadh 00:20
KAC 162 Geneva 00:30
JZR 539 Cairo 00:40
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55
THY 772 Istanbul 00:55
MSC 411 Asyut 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
KAC 102 London 01:25
THY 764 Istanbul 01:50
DLH 635 Doha 01:55
AXB 395 Kozhikode 02:00
PGT 858 Istanbul 02:00
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:20
KAC 354 BLR 05:20
KAC 344 Chennai 05:35
KAC 332 Trivandrum 05:45
THY 770 Istanbul 05:55
KAC 384 Delhi 06:05
KAC 364 Colombo 06:05
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:20
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 06:25
BAW 157 London 06:40
PAL 668 Manila/Dubai 07:00
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:40
KAC 382 Delhi 08:45
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:05
QTR 1070 Doha 09:30
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
IRA 675 Lar 10:40
SYR 341 Damascus 11:00
KAC 774 Riyadh 11:05
RBG 553 Alexandria 11:15
MSC 403 Asyut 11:15
JZR 165 Dubai 11:30
MEA 404 Beirut 11:55
FBA 831 Al Najaf 12:05
MSC 401 Alexandria 12:30
JZR 561 Sohag 12:40
UAE 871 Dubai 12:50
KAC 680 Dubai 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10
KAC 564 Amman 13:40
KAC 788 Jeddah 13:45
KAC 792 Madinah 13:50
CLX 784 Luxembourg 13:55
QTR 1078 Doha 14:10
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
KAC 692 Muscat 14:30
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:40
KAC 542 Cairo 14:45
KAC 672 Dubai 14:50
KNE 529 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 620 Doha 15:00

ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
OMA 645 Muscat 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:50
KAC 154 Istanbul 15:55
QTR 1072 Doha 16:10
FDB 051 Dubai 16:25
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 16:35
KAC 118 New York 17:00
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:45
JZR 325 Al Najaf 17:50
NIA 251 Alexandria 17:55
UAE 875 Dubai 18:00
FDB 063 Dubai 18:10
JZR 177 Dubai 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
QTR 1080 Doha 18:50
RJA 640 Amman 18:55
KAC 746 Dammam 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:25
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:30
KAC 502 Beirut 19:30
KAC 778 Riyadh 19:35
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
FDB 059 Dubai 19:50
KAC 514 Tehran 19:50
KAC 168 Paris 19:55
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:05
OMA 647 Muscat 20:10
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
KAC 562 Amman 20:40
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:45
FDB 053 Dubai 20:50
KAC 616 Bahrain 20:50
JAI 572 Mumbai 20:55
KAC 786 Jeddah 21:15
MEA 402 Beirut 21:20
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:20
ALK 229 Colombo 21:25
KAC 172 Frankfurt 21:35
UAE 859 Dubai 21:40
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
QTR 1082 Doha 22:00
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:05
KLM 415 Amsterdam/Dammam 22:10
NIA 151 Cairo 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 987 Chennai/Hyderabad 22:25
PIA 239 Sialkot 22:35
JZR 241 Amman 22:45
JZR 185 Dubai 23:15
JZR 555 Alexandria 23:20
FDB 071 Dubai 23:45
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:50

Departure Flights on Tuesday 1/11/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time 
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
FDB 072 Dubai 00:40
ETD 920 Abu Dhabi 00:45
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:50
MSC 406 Sohag 01:00
BBC 144 Chittagong 01:30

KLM 411 Amsterdam 01:35
MSC 412 Asyut 01:55
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
THY 773 Istanbul 02:25
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:55
AXB 396 Kozhikode 02:55
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
PGT 859 Istanbul 03:35
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
KKK 6505 Istanbul 03:55
OMA 644 Muscat 03:55
THY 765 Istanbul 04:00
FDB 068 Dubai 04:05
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:10
KAC 167 Paris 04:25
QTR 1077 Doha 04:40
LMU 5511 Cairo 05:00
QTR 1087 Doha 05:50
JZR 560 Sohag 06:05
FDB 070 Dubai 06:30
THY 6376 Dubai/Istanbul 06:35
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
KAC 153 Istanbul 06:50
JZR 164 Dubai 06:55
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:15
KAC 541 Cairo 07:15
KAC 773 Riyadh 07:30
KAC 787 Jeddah 07:45
KAC 171 Frankfurt 07:55
KAC 563 Amman 08:00
KAC 679 Dubai 08:10
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
BAW 156 London 08:40
KAC 117 SNN/New York 09:00
KAC 791 Madinah 09:00
KAC 691 Muscat 09:00
KAC 101 London 09:35
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:55
KAC 671 Dubai 10:05
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:10
QTR 1071 Doha 10:40
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
SVA 513 Riyadh 11:00
KAC 619 Doha 11:10
KAC 501 Beirut 11:15
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:25
IRA 674 Lar 11:40
RBG 554 Alexandria 11:55
SYR 342 Damascus 12:00
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 12:05
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:05
MSC 404 Asyut 12:15
MEA 405 Beirut 12:55
FBA 832 Al Najaf 13:05
MSC 402 Alexandria 13:30
JZR 176 Dubai 13:45
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
JZR 324 Al Najaf 14:25
KAC 561 Amman 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
FDB 058 Dubai 15:10

KAC 785 Jeddah 15:15
PAL 669 Dubai/Manila 15:20
CLX 713 Hong Kong 15:25
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:25
KAC 513 Tehran 15:25
QTR 1079 Doha 15:40
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 777 Riyadh 16:00
KAC 745 Dammam 16:00
JZR 554 Alexandria 16:10
KAC 283 Dhaka 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
KAC 357 Kochi 16:20
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:30
OMA 646 Muscat 16:35
JZR 240 Amman 17:15
FDB 052 Dubai 17:25
KAC 615 Bahrain 17:35
KAC 343 Chennai 17:40
QTR 1073 Doha 17:40
JZR 538 Cairo 17:45
UAE 858 Dubai 17:45
KAC 331 Trivandrum 18:00
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:40
NIA 252 Alexandria 18:55
FDB 064 Dubai 19:10
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:15
UAE 876 Dubai 19:30
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
QTR 1081 Doha 19:50
RJA 641 Amman 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:05
GFA 218 Bahrain 20:15
KAC 361 Colombo 20:35
FDB 060 Dubai 20:35
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
MSR 607 Luxor 21:05
OMA 648 Muscat 21:10
KAC 205 Islamabad 21:25
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 21:30
QTR 1089 Doha 21:35
DLH 634 Doha 21:35
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 054 Dubai 21:50
JAI 571 Mumbai 21:55
KAC 351 Kochi 22:00
KAC 783 Jeddah 22:10
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
KAC 413 Bangkok 22:15
KAC 203 Lahore 22:15
MEA 403 Beirut 22:20
ALK 230 Colombo 22:25
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:30
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:45
KAC 381 Delhi 22:45
UAE 860 Dubai 22:55
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
NIA 152 Cairo 23:10
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
KLM 415 Dammam/Amsterdam 23:20
PIA 240 Sialkot 23:35

LOST

Original document policy No.
633003255, Mohammad
Abid S/o Mirza Mohammad
Yousif, DV the State Life
Insurance Corporation of
Pakistan, Gulf Zone is report-
ed to have been lost. Anyone
finding the same or claiming
any interest in it should com-
municate with the Manager
Kuwait State Life office - Ph:
22452208. (C 5226)

Residential apartment
in a special location in
Salmiya overlooking
Hamad Al-Mubarak

Street comprising of 2
bedrooms, reception, 2

baths and kitchen.

For Rent

Commercial apartments 
in Salmiya, Hamad 
Al-Mubarak Street 

comprising of 
2 bedrooms, reception, 
2 baths and a kitchen. 

For inquiries:
96019919/65992344

For inquiries:
96019919/65992344

For Rent

For Rent

For inquiries
96019919/60499435

Apartment in Jabriya
behind Royale Hayat

Hospital comprising of 2
bedrooms, reception, 2

baths and kitchen. 
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The veil between the worlds is thin this Halloween as the disincarnate spirits come out
to roam the Earth plane. The Sun, the Moon and Mercury are all hanging out in
Scorpio, the sign associated with death and regeneration, intensifying our feelings and
pulling us further into the unknowable mysteries of life. Meanwhile, the Sun is
approaching a gentle trine to spiritual Neptune, confirming the current significance of
the metaphysical realms.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Travel, education and other ways to stretch your horizons open new
doors of opportunity. You just have a couple of more weeks to work and then you can
take your vacation and head for a more desirable landscape. You may want to surf or
to ski . . . Whatever the case, your home and your office space is cluttered with news-
papers and notes from a chamber of commerce, lodges and camps and tours . . .
Whatever you can find to make your final plans. Take time to enjoy where you are
right now. Fun, personal pleasure and sensual delights are at your fingertips this after-
noon. Communications with family are encouraged, someone in your family needs
your attention and perhaps . . . Your expertise to put a piece of art on display.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

This is a rewarding day that makes up for all the stressful days. Taking care
of business is a major theme where your emotional orientation is con-

cerned and you are pleased to have the time and space to complete what you begin.
There is a natural drive to probe and penetrate and before you know it the workday has
ended. Friends in need or something you believe in that will suffer from a lack of your sup-
port is an issue that comes to your attention later this afternoon. You may be called upon
to lend a hand. You may be quite pleased to be asked and included in some helpful act
that you know will make a positive difference. After everyone settles down a celebration
can be enjoyed. A shared massage with your mate would be fun later tonight.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Taking responsibility for your actions is the uppermost concern at this time.
Make sure that you can follow through on something before you volunteer

for extra duty at work or you consider staying late to work. Give yourself time to think
before you act. It is amusing how many excuses you hear from others when they are
asked to do things. Extraordinary things happen when the excuses stop and action
begins. You may be thinking that it might be fun to create a little bathroom book of
excuses from the office. Here is where you could make a little extra income. Fast walking,
dancing with a loved one or taking a dance class is a big plus this evening. You will find

this fun bit of exercise is a great way to strengthen and firm your body.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Material things and the whole concept of value take on more importance
for you at this time and you concentrate on your work and aim for the results: financial
security and enjoying the finer things in life, appreciating and creating things others long
to have. Big ideas and grand visions may play a leading role in your life. Mysterious or
mystical information fires your imagination. Keep a cautious mind-do not believe every-
thing you hear. You may hear about a large sum of money that you could receive if you
participate in some easy-sounding task that would seem to cost you nothing. Run as fast
as you can in another direction. Now . . . Keep your positive thinking toward your work
and you will have your own reward.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Sometimes you may feel as though life is moving too fast and then there
comes a time when you discover you have not accomplished the things you thought you
would accomplish at your age. Examine your situation and write out some of the desires
that you have for the future. Set a date beside the goals and list three things you can do
now for each quest. You may be quite surprised at how perseverance can accomplish so
very many things. Don’t keep your goals in limbo; you have the ability to achieve your
expectations. You discover new and different reasons or ways to enjoy and appreciate life.
A kind of mini-revolution may find you altering your value system, allowing you to like
new things. There are good breakthroughs regarding relationships now.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Group meetings are encouraged in the workplace today as co-workers will
tend to compete for good ideas and be rewarded with a longer lunch hour for the next
working day or a better parking place for a week-a real bonanza. A suggestion box is
opened and your place of work is abuzz with note taking, low conversations, ring of a
timer, etc., etc. There is a love for the unusual, and distaste for stodgy old rules and con-
ventions-a feeling that the company is above the petty bourgeois stuff and nonsense.
There are some very good ideas as a result and you should be very proud of your own
efforts. Harmonious ties to loving people are what you yearn for and you will enjoy what
comes next. There is a special birthday time just for you. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

This is the time of year in which you and your family might be planning a
big garage sale for the weekend. Working this day takes priority and you

work to keep your mind on your work. The organizing of this garage sale will need to be
happening after work. You could add in a few wrapped ideas for holiday gifts and make
them surprise items. This could consist of colorful blank writing tablets, thank-you notes,
piggybanks, etc. Price them fairly and wrap them with a little decoration. Later tonight you
and a friend may get into the discussion of purchasing a new vehicle. Perhaps you will be
able to buy a car in the spring . . . This winter is for family. You can demonstrate great sensi-
tivity to the needs of others and you seem to know just how to help.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

High-level differences of opinion or outlook represent an important area of
change. Fresh insight comes to you through mass media, giving you a new perspective.
You want to get things organized, and you have the initiative to do it. This is a time of
ambition and responsibility, a time to keep your cool and pace yourself. This afternoon
your presence is requested. Children are getting used to your helpful ways and your sug-
gestions are needed to find the last minute costume or face paint art. An important rela-
tionship, perhaps with a young person or someone in your near environment, may come
into focus as well. A bit of praise is most important. You have a lot of energy for practical

decisions, but take care that you do not come across too strong.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You probably do not have to worry about your weight, but still-you might
be interested in new trends and what people are doing to stay healthy.

There is a lot of talk among co-workers and tips with suggestions are easy to find. You are
interested in what people are doing during this winter festival time but you are also care-
ful in how you cull through the label of ingredients. Stress is much easier to wade through
if your body is up to the climb. Check out the large health food stores that have fresh food
and watch what those healthy looking customers are ordering. Check out the heart-
healthy diet. This is a nice day that should just flow along. In particular, you will do well in
work and in projects around your home.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1417

ACROSS
1. A member of a Mayan people of south-
western Guatemala.
4. Hard outer covering or case of certain
organisms such as arthropods and turtles.
12. (British) A waterproof raincoat made of
rubberized fabric.
15. A constellation in the southern hemi-
sphere near Telescopium and Norma.
16. Termination of pregnancy.
17. Title for a civil or military leader (espe-
cially in Turkey).
18. An artillery base to support advancing
troops.
19. An autonomous province of Georgia on
the Black Sea.
21. American prizefighter who won the
world heavyweight championship three
times (born in 1942).
22. Of or relating to or characteristic of Asia
or the peoples of Asia or their languages or
culture.
25. A river in north central Switzerland that
runs northeast into the Rhine.
26. (of complexion) Blemished by imperfec-
tions of the skin.
28. An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure
equal to about a bushel.
30. A ductile silvery-white ductile ferromag-
netic trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
32. A white soft metallic element that tar-
nishes readily.
33. The blood group whose red cells carry
both the A and B antigens.
35. A shoe carved from a single block of
wood.
39. A rapid series of short loud sounds (as
might be heard with a stethoscope in some
types of respiratory disorders).
41. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
42. A public toilet in a military area.
44. Lighted up by or as by fire or flame.
47. A small pellet fired from an air rifle or BB
gun.
48. A cloth covering (a legging) that pro-
vides covering for the instep and ankles.
49. A city in northwestern Somalia.
51. Related on the mother's side.
52. A very poisonous metallic element that
has three allotropic forms.
53. (Irish) Mother of the ancient Irish gods.
55. The location of something surrounded
by other things.
58. A wad of something chewable as tobac-
co.
60. Take in solid food.
61. Being nine more than ninety.
63. The capital and chief port and largest
city of Senegal.
67. A popular island resort in the
Netherlands Antilles.
70. Small genus of American herbs
(American pennyroyal).
74. Pertaining to or resembling amoebae.
77. A close friend who accompanies his bud-
dies in their activities.
78. A mature blood cell that contains hemo-
globin to carry oxygen to the bodily tissues.
79. A port city in western Mexico on the
Pacific Ocean.
81. Aromatic bulb used as seasoning.
82. A very small circular shape.
83. A river in northeastern Brazil that flows
generally northward to the Atlantic Ocean.
84. 10 hao equal 1 dong.

DOWN
1. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake
Chad.
2. Fleshy and usually brightly colored cover
of some seeds that develops from the ovule
stalk and partially or entirely envelopes the
seed.
3. A dark region of considerable extent on

the surface of the moon.
4. A small tent used as a dressing room
beside the sea or a swimming pool.
5. Lower in esteem.
6. A group of trees and shrubs and herbs
mostly with polypetalous flowers.
7. A particular geographical region of indefi-
nite boundary (usually serving some special
purpose or distinguished by its people or
culture or geography).
8. A heavy precious metallic element.
9. The branch of computer science that deal
with writing computer programs that can
solve problems creatively.
10. (sports) Someone in charge of training
an athlete or a team.
11. Either extremity of something that has
length.
12. A member of the Siouan people formerly
living in the Missouri river valley in NE
Nebraska.
13. Any culture medium that uses agar as
the gelling agent.
14. The work of caring for or attending to
someone or something.
20. Outstanding United States athlete
(1914-1956).
23. A brittle silver-white metalloid element
that is related to selenium and sulfur.
24. The sciences concerned with gathering
and manipulating and storing and retriev-
ing and classifying recorded information.
27. Large swift fly the female of which sucks
blood of various animals.
29. Remote city of Kazakhstan that (ostensi-
bly for security reasons) was made the capi-
tal in 1998.
31. The basic unit of money in Gambia.
34. A small cake leavened with yeast.
36. (used informally) Very small.
37. A member of the Iroquoian people for-
merly living east of Lake Ontario.
38. The cardinal number that is the sum of
one and one and one.
40. (Irish) The sea personified.
43. American novelist (1909-1955).
45. A form of energy that is transferred by a
difference in temperature.
46. A silvery malleable metallic element that
resists corrosion.
50. United States anarchist (born in Italy)
who with Bartolomeo Vanzetti was convict-
ed of murder and in spite of world-wide
protest was executed (1891-1927).
54. The most widely spoken Bantu lan-
guages.
56. Direct in spatial dimensions.
57. Someone who works (or provides work-
ers) during a strike.
59. A public promotion of some product or
service.
62. The capital and largest city of Yemen.
64. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on
a skewer usually with vegetables.
65. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan
River.
66. A rare heavy polyvalent metallic element
that resembles manganese chemically and
is used in some alloys.
68. A slight rounded elevation where the
malleus attaches to the eardrum.
69. Providing sophisticated amusement by
virtue of having artificially (and vulgarly)
mannered or banal or sentimental qualities.
71. Large elliptical brightly colored deep-sea
fish of Atlantic and Pacific and
Mediterranean.
72. Type genus of the Majidae.
73. (prefix) Indicating difference or variation.
75. Airtight sealed metal container for food
or drink or paint etc..
76. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
80. A lustrous gray strong metallic element
resembling titanium.

Yesterday’s Solution

Yesterday’s Solution

34s t a r s

Daily SuDoku

Wordsearch Puzzle

It takes much energy and drive for starting something or taking care of
business; it’s very physical too. If you do not have shoes that benefit you, it may be time to
study on the options that are available and purchase shoes that will see you through the
work day successfully. Your attention this afternoon is on a couple of intriguing customers
or clients. Just give them a listening ear; you will know just what to say in order to help
them. If you are shopping for those shoes this afternoon, add some music to your list.
Exercise or romance is in order tonight. Pay attention to how you direct your energies and
emotions-you are enthusiastic when it comes to competition and there may be a fun sur-
prise for the winner of a quiz.

Professional advice works in your best interest at this time. Some hint of a
guide to help you with your business or your advancement in the workplace.

This is a good time to make some changes and reach new levels of accomplishment. You
can handle whatever is presented for your advice or attention. You may look back on this
time as very transforming. There are new ideas that are forward thinking and motivating.
You may learn things now that alter your viewpoint. If you take information flowing to you
now, one at a time, you can eliminate a lot of stress. Tonight is a fun night and you have
the camera ready for all the decorations and costumes. A party has been planned and you
have a lot of fun preparing for the party and attending the event.

Yesterday’s Solution
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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The charity has teamed up with Island Records to
launch the project which gives fans of the late singer
the chance to record a cover of one of the album’s

biggest hits. Official lyric videos for the singles ‘Back to
Black’, ‘Rehab’, ‘Tears Dry On Their Own’ and ‘Just Friends’
have been made available through Amy’s Vevo channel,
and each video features a link to download the backing
track. Fans are then invited to use the original instrumental
backing tracks to film and upload their own versions of
Amy’s iconic songs, and a winner will be picked by the
singer’s friends and collaborators Mark Ronson and Salaam
Remi. The winner will have their performance recorded and
filmed in a studio and premiered on the official Island
Records YouTube channel. All funds raised by the competi-
tion will be donated to The Amy Winehouse Foundation,
which has been helping vulnerable young people facing
issues such as homelessness, drug addiction, and mental
heath conditions since the tragic passing of the star in
2011. In August, The Amy Winehouse Foundation opened
Amy’s Place, a women-only recovery centre in East London
which aims to provide support for young women aged 18
to 30 who are recovering from drug and alcohol addiction.
Another project, Amy’s Yard, is a 12-week course which
helps to support the personal development of young peo-
ple through the medium of music. The competition opens
on Monday (31.10.16), and the Foundation hopes the
funds raised by the campaign will help continue the lasting
legacy of Amy Winehouse.

The Amy
Winehouse

Foundation has
launched a covers

competition 

The 50-year-old singer is expecting her first child with
her husband Wissam Al Mana - whom she wed in
secret in 2012 - and her friends believe she has

undergone a full conversion to the religion which Wissam
himself practices. A source told The Sun newspaper: “When
she’s visiting Wissam’s family in the Middle East she wears
no make-up, no hair extensions and keeps to traditional
Muslim clothing. “She feels like she has found a home with
her new religion. She has spent a great deal of time study-

ing it.” And the news comes as a stark change for the
‘Rhythm Nation’ hitmaker, who previously appeared top-
less on the cover of Rolling Stone magazine, and suffered a
“wardrobe malfunction” at the 2004 Super Bowl.  The
source added: “The days of raunchy dance moves and sex-
ual lyrics are long gone.” Meanwhile, the loved-up couple
have already began discussing names for their baby. A
source said: “Her support system is extremely strong. She is
taking things easy these days and is feeling well but not

overdoing it in any capacity of her life. Janet is staying
healthy for her and her baby. “She’s been praying for a child
for a very long time. She’s already in the process of thinking
of baby names.” Another source added that the pregnancy
was “the best thing” to happen to the ‘Love Will Never Do’
singer. They said: “Janet is super excited. She’s doing great.
Janet feels really strong and is just so excited for the baby
to come. She feels like this is one of the best things ever to
happen to her.”

Kim Kardashian West
is unlikely to attend
an event honoring 
her late father

The ‘Keeping Up With the Kardashians’ star is
still shaken up after being robbed at gun-
point in Paris earlier this month and she has

now cancelled her appearance at the Angel Ball,
an annual cancer research fundraiser which is due
to take place at Cipriani Wall Street in New York on
November 21. Her mother Kris Jenner and sisters
Kourtney and Khloe Kardashian are still expected
to attend the black-tie gala, which will honor late

lawyer Robert Kardashian, who died of cancer in
2003. A publicist for the event told the New York
Post newspaper: “Kim is not expected to attend at
this time.” The 36-year-old beauty - who has chil-
dren North, three, and Saint, 10 months, with hus-
band Kanye West - has been keeping a low profile
since the robbery in her hotel suite, but made her
first public appearance last week at her spouse’s
concert in Los Angeles, and so could still change
her mind about attending the glitzy event. A
source said: “It was a very traumatic experience. It’s
not good. She’s got things to work out. “[But] she
may show up. We’ll see.” Bob Geldof, CeeLo Green
and Star Jones are among the performers and pre-
senters slated to appear at the Angel Ball. Kim was
left fearing for her life when a five-men gang broke
into her room at HÙtel de PourtalËs in Paris,
France, on October 3, waved a gun in her face,
gagged her and tied her up in the bathroom while
they raided her drawers and made off with her lav-
ish jewelry worth an estimated $8.5 million. Once
caught, the criminals will face charges of armed
robbery by an organized gang, criminal conspiracy
and kidnapping, which could lead to a sentence of
at least 30 years. Inmates sentenced to life in the
European country are required to serve a safety
period of at least 18 to 22 years before they can
become eligible for early release.

Janet Jackson has reportedly converted to Islam

Scott Disick
insists no ‘real

advice’ to hand out

about parenting

The ‘Keeping Up With the Kardashians’
star - who has kids Mason, six,
Penelope, four, and Reign, 22 months,

with ex-girlfriend Kourtney Kardashian -
thinks his former lover ’s brother Rob
Kardashian will be a great dad when his
fiancee Blac Chyna gives birth to their baby
next month, but he won’t be giving him
any tips on raising his family as there isn’t a
“rule book” on raising kids. He said of Rob: “I
think he’s going to be a great dad. You learn
as you go. There’s no real advice you can
give anybody, and if anybody says there is,
they’re lying.” Asked the best advice he was
given when Mason was born, he added to
People magazine: “None. I could have used
some advice probably. It’s not easy. Kids
don’t come with a rule book. You gotta fig-
ure it out yourself. It’s one of those things.”
One way in which being a father has
changed Scott’s outlook on life is that he
has more fun on spooky celebration
Halloween now. He said: “The kids really
like it, so it makes me want to get into the
spirit of it. Before that, I was not a monster
Halloween guy, per se, but it’s fun now.”
While Scott, 33, split from Kourtney, 37,
over a year ago, he is still a part of her fami-
ly’s reality TV show and admits having his
life shadowed by a camera crew no longer
feels strange as he has been doing it for so
long, it is just “second nature”. He said: “I
think reality TV is just a part of our life and
it follows our lives. “I’m not steering in or
out of it. It’s just kind of second nature at
this point. You’ve got to remember every-
one in production we’ve been with for 10
years so it’s basically a big family.” 

The ‘A Little Bit Longer’ hitmaker
and wife Danielle welcomed little
Valentina into the world on

Thursday (27.10.16) and now the proud
dad - who also has two-year-old Alena
with his spouse - has treated fans to the
first glimpse of the tot on his social
media pages. Posting the picture of
himself cradling Valentina, Kevin wrote:
“Say hello to my newest love Valentina
(sic)” The day after his new baby was
born, the 28-year-old singer had
gushed about how “pretty” the tot is.
He wrote on Twitter: “Looking at baby v
and you guys don’t understand how
pretty she is (sic)” The former Jonas
Brothers star had been tweeting during
his wife’s labour, while also playing
Demi Lovato’s ‘Zombarazzi’ mobile
game. In a series of posts, he wrote:
“Can’t believe we’re gonna have 2
baby’s “Waiting is the hardest part For
me but dani would probably say the
contractions hahahaha “I’m just sitting

here waiting so checking in to see how
people like the game #zombarazzie
(sic)”  But it was his brother Nick Jonas
who eventually revealed the baby had
been born. Sharing a video on
Instagram, he said: “I’m on set here in
Hawaii but I just got the best news ever.
My brother and his wife had their baby.
I am overjoyed.” And Nick also took to
Twitter to share his excitement, adding:
“AHH! I’m an uncle again! Congrats to
my brother and sister in law on the
birth of their new beautiful baby girl.
@kevinjonas @daniellejonas “Congrats
Kevin and Dani! We have another
Jonas!! Can’t wait to meet that beautiful
baby girl  very soon. @kevinjonas
@daniellejonas (sic)” Kevin later
thanked his fans for their kind mes-
sages. He posted: “Thank you so much
for all your well wishes Valentina is hap-
py and healthy.  I’m so in love (sic)”

Kevin Jonas has shared the first
picture of his new baby daughter
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The Culture Club singer kindly stepped in when he
heard his pal - who tragically passed away last
Sunday (23.10.16) at the age of 57 after suffering a

“massive cardiac arrest” - had died “absolutely penniless”
and his ex-wife Lynne Corlett and husband Michael
Simpson were considering setting up a page to allow fans
to contribute to the costs of having him laid to rest. A
source told The Sun on Sunday newspaper: “It is very sad,
but Pete died absolutely penniless and there is no money
for a funeral. “At one point Lynne and Michael were dis-
cussing with Pete’s friends setting up a crowdfunding page
to pay for it. “But people were not happy about that as they
thought it would be undignified for Pete. “Pete never really
got his life together and was very disorganised which is
why there was nothing left. “When George got wind of this,
he offered to pay for the whole thing straight away. “He
told Lynne not to worry and said he would take care of it.
“He thinks she and Michael have enough on their plates
and wanted to take this concern away from them. “It is a

very generous gesture - and typical of George. “As soon as
he heard there was a problem he did not hesitate to sort it
out. “He was devastated by the news and Pete was a great
friend of his. “And it is strangely fitting that one Eighties
legend should help out another in this way.”  A date and
venue for the funeral have not yet been set, but it is likely
to take place in London in the coming weeks, with a wake
at the private Groucho Club in the city. Frankie Goes to
Hollywood singer Holly Johnson and fellow 80s icon
Marilyn are expected to be among those at the service. The
source added: “It will be a send-off with style and should
be like a who’s who of the 1980s.” George, 55, had hailed
Pete a “great true eccentric” after news broke of the singer’s
death. He tweeted: “ “ Tear ful about the passing of
@PeteBurnsICON he was one of our great true eccentrics
and such a big part of my life! Wow. Hard to believe! (sic)”

Boy George has 
reportedly offered to pay
for Pete Burns’ funeral

Cheryl’s best

friend is ‘happy

she is happy’

The 33-year-old singer is rumored to be expecting her
first child with boyfriend Liam Payne, 23, and while
her former Girls Aloud bandmate Kimberley Walsh -

who is pregnant with her and husband Justin Scott’s sec-
ond child, a sibling for two-year-old Bobby, didn’t confirm
the news as she feels it is a subject only her pal should
address, she admitted she is thrilled her friend is in such a
good place. She told TV Life magazine: “Yes, I’m really hap-
py that she’s happy. I don’t really want to go into too much
detail on that because I feel it’s something that she should
speak about, but to know she’s happy makes me happy.”
However, an insider recently claimed Cheryl - whose
divorce from second husband Jean-Bernard Fernandez-
Versini was granted earlier this month - has no intention of
addressing the speculation she is pregnant. A source said:
“She’s used to living her life in the public eye but this time
she’s making a point of allowing herself some space and
letting the mystery continue. “Even if she were pregnant,
she’d love to keep it quiet right the way through, if at all
possible. “After ‘The X Factor’ she’s enjoying taking a slight
back seat - she’s not been using social media very much
and hasn’t been turning up at showbiz events all over the
place. A slightly quieter life is a nice change for her and
she’s really enjoying it.” Simon Cowell recently added fuel
to the fire when he said Cheryl would make a great mother
because she’s a “natural” with his two-year-old son Eric. He
said: “I guess that is what happens when you are with
someone. Cheryl would be an amazing mum.  I have seen
her with my son Eric and other kids over the years and she
is incredible. She is very good with them.”

The 32-year-old socialite admits there are huge parts of
the London abode she shares with husband Jay
Rutland and their daughter Sophia, two, she never

enters but insists having so much space is good for when
they have visitors. She said: “There are definitely rooms I
haven’t been in for ages. I don’t use the swimming pool and
I haven’t been in the bowling alley for a long time. I general-
ly just use four rooms. But I like to have the space for when
people come round.” Tamara has never spent time away
from Sophia, who she calls Fifi, and insists she doesn’t expe-
rience “maternal guilt” because she knows she does every-
thing she can for her little girl. She admitted to You maga-
zine: “I live in a bubble. A Fifi bubble. I look after my child
and I have my business (hair-product line, Show Beauty). I
don’t have time for anything else... “I can give [Sophia] any-
thing she wants, but I know the biggest gift is nothing to do
with money, it’s just to be with her. I chose not to have a
nanny; to be the one changing her nappies, taking her to

the park, feeding her and putting her to bed. I don’t judge
myself except as a mother and I think I’m doing a good job
as she is happy. I don’t have maternal guilt because I have
nothing to feel guilty about.” The brunette beauty is already
feeling anxious about sending Sophia to school and has
even considered home educating her. She said: “I’m terrified.
Part of me wants to home school her, but I know she has to
go. I never want her to be hurt, but it’s going to happen. Life
is cruel and she will have to learn to cope. It breaks my
heart.” And Tamara is “definitely” planning to have more chil-
dren in the future. She said: “My ideal number is three. I had
a caesarean section with Fifi because I was terrified of the
pain, but next time I want a natural birth. I want to enjoy
having just Fifi for a while longer, but there will definitely be
more. Being a mother is the best thing that has happened to
me and I’m doing it as well as I can.

Tamara Ecclestone only uses four

rooms in her lavish 57-room home

The former ‘Glee’ actor - who is cur-
rently awaiting trial on child
pornography charges - allegedly

forced himself on a woman he had been
dating “for a few months” almost four
years ago after she changed her mind
about wanting sex. According to TMZ, the
22-year-old alleged victim filed a police
report in April this year, and the Los
Angeles County District Attorney are
deciding whether to file charges against
him. The woman reportedly claimed  in
the police report they had entered a
room to have sex but she then changed
her mind and said “I can’t do this”, and the
34-year-old star refused to stop. The dis-
graced actor has denied both child
pornography charges and is currently on
$150,000 bail awaiting trial. He has been
ordered to stay at least 100 feet away
from schools, parks, arcades and many
other places of that sort, while his pass-
port has been surrendered and any
devices that can connect to the internet
have to be approved by the authorities.

The court also instructed Salling to wear a
GPS device so he can be located at any
time. Meanwhile, it was previously
revealed that the actor was cut from
‘Gods and Secrets’ after he was indicted
on the child pornography charges.
Director Adi Shankar said in a statement:
“‘Gods and Secrets’ will be moving for-
ward without Mark Salling. He has been
cut from the mini-series, I will personally
be paying for the reshoots, and I hope
that Mark finds inner peace. Furthermore,
a percentage of profits from the project
will go to a charity for abused children.
“Hopefully some good will come of all of
this and I pray that when the dust has set-
tled, the hyper-connectivity of the infor-
mation age that has brought to light the
transgressions of several public figures,
will also force us to look within our socie-
ty to identify and eliminate the root cause
of the rape culture we exist in.”

Mark Salling has been accused of rape

The ‘Roar’ hitmaker - whose big day was on October 25 - sported a big blonde
updo and a yellow pussy bow top for the bash, which featured Elvis Presley
and Marilyn Monroe lookalikes and a giant game of Twister for guests

including her boyfriend Orlando Bloom and friend Kate Hudson. The star celebrat-
ed her 32nd birthday with an epic 1950s-inspired night on Saturday, complete
with a giant game of Twister, Elvis Presley and Marilyn Monroe lookalikes and, of
course, her beau Orlando Bloom and close pal Kate Hudson. The sock hop bash,
which was staged at ‘Hudson High’ in honour of Katy’s real surname Hudson, also
featured a ‘detention’ photobooth, and her guests shared some pictures from
inside on social media. ‘Almost Famous’ star Kate shared a picture of herself, the
birthday girl and other pals and wrote: “Happy birthday Hudson! #SockHop.” Katy
also shared a number of photos of the night on her social media accounts, includ-
ing one of Orlando, 39, playing basketball in bright red shorts and a matching
sweatshirt. On another image she wrote: “Thanks @COVERGIRL for keeping every-
one clean-cut and QT at Hudson High, Home of the Poodles. ... Principal Hudson.
#KatyxCOVERGIRL (sic)” Katy spent her actual birthday voting for Hillary Clinton,
who turned 69 on October 26. Alongside an Instagram video, she wrote: “GAVE
MYSELF THE BEST BIRTHDAY PRESENT EVER BY VOTING TODAY ! Wish @hillaryclin-
ton a Happy Birthday tomorrow with your EARLY vote. Check http://www.rock-
thevote.com to see where your poll is. #HBDTOME #HAPPYBIRTHDAYHILLARY
#SCORPIOSISTERS “Happy birthday to me and happy birthday to you, HRC (sic)”
Orlando wasn’t with Katy on her actual birthday, but reportedly “buried” her in
flowers to make up for the fact he was away shooting his next movie ‘Smart
Chase: Fire & Earth’. A source said: “Orlando buried Katy in flowers on her birthday
and felt horrible he could not be there for her birthday.  “He has been super busy
on set of his new movie in China and while things have cooled off a bit between
the two, they still Facetime and text regularly. Katy still considers him her prince
and she was blown away by the surprise flowers he sent from halfway around the
world.”

Katy Perry 
celebrated her 32nd birthday 
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CHINA
FASHION WEEK

Models parading creations from WOW-IN Collection designed by Shengyi Liu at
China Fashion Week in Beijing. — AFP photos

Models parading creations from AOLISHA Collection designed by Xinkun
Wei at China Fashion Week in Beijing on Wednesday.

WOW-IN
AOLISHA
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Models parading  creations from SNOW LOTUS Collection designed by Tanya
Wang at China Fashion Week in Beijing on Wednesday.

Iraqi heritage sites targeted in a campaign of
destruction by the Islamic State group are again at
risk during the operation to retake Mosul from the

jihadists. IS vandalized the Mosul museum after over-
running the city in 2014 and attacked sites including
the ancient cities of Hatra and Nimrud, posting videos
lauding the destruction online.

As Iraqi forces close in on Mosul, the jihadists’ last
main bastion in the country, officials say IS has fighters
deployed at or near archaeological sites. “Our informa-
tion indicates that (IS) has a presence in the archaeo-
logical sites,” Ahmed al-Assadi, the spokesman for the
Hashed al-Shaabi, an umbrella organisation for pro-
government paramilitary forces, told AFP.

The Hashed al-Shaabi, the most powerful groups in
which are Iran-backed Shiite militias, launched an oper-
ation Saturday that could see it advance through IS-
held areas in Nineveh province that are home to some
of Iraq’s most famed historical sites. “We expect (IS) will
try to lure the advancing forces to the sites for the pur-
pose of increasing their destruction,” Assadi said.

IS had earlier set up a training camp at Hatra, which
is a UNESCO world heritage site, and still has militants
deployed there, according to Ali Saleh Madhi, the local
official responsible for the area.

Training, arms storage   
At Nimrud, IS rigged structures with explosives and

blew up the site, but the jihadists are still present near-
by, said Ahmed al-Juburi, the area’s administrator.

Assadi said that Hashed forces would use “extreme
care” when they near the sites, and that “every effort
must be made to protect and preserve them.” When the
operation to retake Mosul was launched on October 17,
the head of UNESCO urged parties to the conflict to
protect heritage sites. 

“I call on all involved in military action to protect
cultural heritage and refrain from any military use or
targeting of cultural sites and monuments,” Irina
Bokova said.

Both UNESCO and Iraq’s culture ministry said they
gave coordinates of heritage sites to anti-IS forces in an
effort to protect them. 

Deputy Culture Minister Qais Rasheed said that anti-
IS forces had been informed of sites where jihadists
were present, and that IS “places weapons and some-
times trains its fighters in archaeological areas.” The lists
could help limit air strikes in sensitive areas and
encourage Iraqi ground forces to exercise some
restraint, but they will not hold IS back.

‘Barbaric attacks’    
Since overrunning swathes of Iraq in 2014, the

jihadists have embarked on an orgy of destruction that
they have justified as religiously mandated elimination
of idols.

In reality, the attacks on Iraqi cultural heritage have
been carried out for propaganda purposes, and IS has
stolen and sold artefacts that it allegedly reviles to fund
its operations.

In February last year, IS released a video showing
militants armed with sledgehammers and jackham-

mers rampaging through the Mosul museum, destroy-
ing statues and defacing an imposing granite Assyrian
winged bull at the city’s Nergal Gate.

The destruction sparked international outrage. A
few months later, IS released another video shot at
Hatra, a well-preserved city southwest of Mosul that is
more than 2,000 years old and has a unique mix of
eastern and Western architecture.

The video showed militants knocking sculptures off
walls, shooting at them with an assault rifle and hack-
ing away at a statue with a pickaxe. A third video was
released a few days later showing IS smashing artefacts
at the ancient Assyrian city of Nimrud, which was
founded in the 13th century, before blowing up the
site.

“The demolition of the Mosul museum and the
destruction of archeological remains in Nineveh will
remain in human history as one of the most barbaric
attacks against the heritage of humanity,” UNESCO said.
“These crimes must not remain unpunished.” — AFP

Iraqi heritage sites again 

at risk in Mosul operation

This file photo taken on April 21, 2003 shows the court of the royal palace in the ancient city of Hatra
in the desert area in northwest Iraq between Mosul and Samarra, where the Hellenistic and Roman
architecture blend with eastern decorative features. — AFP photos

This file image grab taken from a video made
available by Jihadist media outlet Welayat
Nineveh on April 11, 2015, allegedly shows
members of the Islamic State (IS) militant group
destroying a stoneslab with a sledgehammer at
what they said was the ancient Assyrian city of
Nimrud in northern Iraq. 

SNOW LOTUS
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Dog dressed in Halloween cos-
tume is displayed during the

annual Haute Dog Howl’oween
parade in Long Beach, California

on October 30, 2016. — AFP

In a happy coincidence of the US judicial calendar, the
Supreme Court on Halloween yesterday is set to solemnly
take up the subject of costumes and outfits.
The eight justices have been asked to define copyright lim-

its in an usual case that poses the question: Can the design of
a cheerleader’s outfit be protected by rights of authorship?
The dispute is more substantive than it appears, pitting Star
Athletica against Varsity Brands, both manufacturers of cloth-
ing for young athletes-or in this case cheerleaders.

A beloved feature of the US sporting scene, cheerleaders
have been exciting fans at American football, baseball and
other games for more than 120 years. Varsity, the market
leader, accuses its smaller rival Star Athletica of copying cer-
tain of its cheerleader costumes.

According to federal law, a design can be protected by
copyright if it can be distinguished as separate from the arti-
cle’s function. In this case, Varsity insists that the chevron pat-
tern on the tops and skirts of its cheerleading outfits is a con-
ceptual creation separate from the uniform’s function. Star
Athletica maintains the opposite.

The court’s challenge will be to draw the line between the
aesthetic and utilitarian, creating a framework for deciding
whether a copyright for design is valid.

‘Cosplayers’ worried   
The decision could have broad repercussions with signifi-

cant economic consequences. The dispute is particularly con-

cerning to devotees of “cosplay,” who dress up in costumes
that borrow from characters in Japanese manga comics, video
games and other spheres.

Cosplayers often appropriate costume elements that could
be legally protected: uniforms, military insignias, logos and so
on. They fear the Supreme Court may squelch their creative
freedom.

Philip Gust, president of the International Costumers Guild,
says costumers tap into design elements that are common to
all kinds of genre-sci-fi/fantasy, comics, anime and historical
garments. “Suppose that Desilu Studios tried to protect the
original Star Trek costumes by copyrighting every conceivable
type and arrangement of sleeve braid and geometric insignia
shapes on the three solid colors used for the shirts in the
series,” he said.

“Every sci-fi space pilot from Buck Rogers to Battle Star
Galactica has similar elements,” he said. “Varsity is trying to
treat arrangements of geometrical shapes that just happen to
be the ones on cheerleading costumes as separable works of
art, but in fact, they’re no more separable than the elements
of the Star Trek shirt,” he said. “Mondrian must be rolling in his
grave.”

The Royal Manticoran Navy   
Sudan Scafidi, founder of the Fashion Law Institute at

Fordham University’s law school, disagrees. For her, the real
danger is that the Supreme Court will weaken “the little bit of

copyright protection that US law offers to fashion.”
She notes that US copyright law protects fabric patterns

but not the three dimensional costumes themselves, and then
only original creations. “There is zero possibility that this case-
or any proposed change in US copyright law-would affect
access to common elements of a fashion genre or to historical
costumes, which are already in the public domain,” she said. “A
costume designer who wants to recreate a medieval knight or
a 1920s flapper is and will remain free to do so, no matter
what the Supreme Court decides.”

Supreme Court cases generally feature two antagonists,
each backed up by their “amicis,” from the Latin phrase for
“friends of the court,” who submit briefs arguing for or against
one side or another.

Among those submitting briefs in this case is The Royal
Manticoran Navy ( TRMN), a fan club inspired by David
Webber’s Honor Harrington science-fiction series.

Members organize themselves in hierarchical fashion,
dressing in a variety of nautical uniforms. “This issue is larger
than just cheerleading uniforms, and can have an impact well
beyond the main parties in the case,” said the fan club’s presi-
dent and chairman Martin Lessem. — AFP

Halloween Tokyo nursed a giant pumpkin-sized
hangover yesterday after a weekend of
Halloween revelry which saw blood-spattered

ghouls, fluffy animals and fake presidential candidates
cut loose.

For the normally reserved Japanese, the macabre
celebration of the dead is an excuse to slip on a wacky
costume and let their hair down at boozy parties dec-
orated with tombstones, skeletons and spiders. “We
got into Halloween when our children started to go to
kindergarten,” Eriko Yoshino told AFP, dressed as the
Alice in Wonderland character Tweedledum at a kids
parade. “The children love it and it’s fun to wear fancy
dress and cook pumpkin dishes,” she added, confiding:
“Nothing too fancy-something I can pop in the
microwave.”

With Halloween falling on a Monday this year,
major weekend parades in Tokyo and Kawasaki, south
of the capital, drew some 250,000 party-goers while
Tokyo Disneyland also enjoyed a bumper two days.
Halloween is a billion-dollar industry in Japan with an
estimated 20 million people nationwide getting into
the grisly spirit. 

Shops and bars are decked out with pumpkins and

jack-o’-lanterns, while restaurants and convenience
stores offer pumpkin-flavoured drinks and desserts.
“I’ll tell you why I’ve flown in,” said a young reveller
dressed as a rooster and identifying himself only as
Chicken Shota. “Too many chickens are being gobbled
up around the world,” he added, perched dexterously
on a hoverboard outside a pub.

“My message for people is to stop persecuting
chickens.”

Dastardly pirates swigging from beer cans
caroused with skimpily clad fairies and Harry Potter
hexed a crooning Elvis as police battled to control
heaving crowds during a long Saturday fright night at
Shibuya’s scramble crossing.

‘Donald’s not so bad’   
“In the spirit of Halloween I’ve come to offer an

olive branch to Donald,” said one reveller in a rubber
Hillary Clinton mask as she, or he, put a friendly arm
around a Donald Trump lookalike. “He’s not so bad.”

Less politically motivated trick-or-treaters gathered
in Tokyo’s trendy Shimokitazawa neighbourhood,
competing for sweets being handed out by shop
owners. “I love Halloween,” said Haruka Ebino, aged

four and a half, her face barely visible beneath a furry
dinosaur costume.

Cradled by her father, she added with a gap-
toothed grin: “My Godzilla suit is nice and warm.”
Among Ebino’s pint-sized friends were stormtroopers,
ninja turtles and a team of ghostbusters.  But the
freaks came out at night as Ebino and her cohorts
were safely tucked up in bed.

“Drink this,” drooled a vampire bartender, fake
blood dribbling from his chin as he offered a smoul-
dering concoction served in a test tube. “You will turn
into Dracula.”

At the same Halloween bash, flesh-eating zombie
nurses squirted blood-red alcohol shots into the
mouths of club-goers, who would all be back at their
desks the following day morning dressed more sensi-
bly. “Japanese people love dressing up,” said 29-year-
old Mitsuo Kaneshiro with a swish of his Batman cape.
“It’s nice to be able to escape your daily life now and
again. I’ll be back in the office in a suit and tie tomor-
row.” — AFP

The US Supreme Court ponders costumes

This file photo taken on October 29, 2016
shows people in costume in the Georgetown

neighborhood of Washington, DC for
Halloween celebrations. — AFP

This photo taken October 29, 2016 shows people in costumes of US presidential candi-
dates Hillary Clinton (L) and Donald Trump (R) gesturing as they take part in a Halloween
parade in Tokyo. — AFP

Clinton embraces Trump in grisly Japan Halloween
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